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The U.S. Standard Catalog lists U.S. imagery acquired by Landsat 1 and Landsat 2
which has been processed and input to the data files during the referenced month.
Data, such as date acquired, cloud cover and image quality are given for each scene. ri
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INTRODUCTION
i
To provide dissemination of information regarding the availability of Landsat imagery, the Image Processing Facility
(IPF), located at the Goddard Space Flight Center, publishes a U. S. and Non-U. S. Standard Catalog on a monthly sched-
ule. These catalogs identify imagery which has been processed and input to the data files during the referenced month.
The U. S. Standard Catalog includes imagery covering the continental United States, Alaska and Hawaii; the Non-U. S.
0	 Catalog identifies all the remaining coverage. Imagery adjacent to the continental U. S. and Alaska, borders will
.d	 normally appear in the U. S. Standard Catalog. As a supplement to these catalogs, the Landsat imagery of one spectral
band is available on 16mm microfilm.
Cwi
In addition to the routine monthly catalogs, the IPF annually publishes a cumulative U. S. and Non-U. S. Standard Catalog
for each satellite, covering a year based on the launch date for that satellite. These catalogs include information on all
observations acquired and processed by the facility during that -Tear.
Film products for imagery listed in this catalog are available at a nominal price from all three .agencies listed below.
.,h	In addition, the 16mm microfilm can be purchased from the U. S. Department of the Interior (USDI) EROS Data Center
and National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA). Digital tapes can be purchased only from the USDI-
EROS Data Center.
U. S. Department of Agriculture .......... Aerial Photography Field Office
2505 Parley's Way
Salt Lake City, Utah 84109
U. S. Department of Commerce .......... Environment Data Service




Washington, D. C. 20233
U. S. Department of the Interior.......... User Services Unit
Geological Survey	 EROS Data Center
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SECTION 1 — STANDARD CATALOG
1.1 MONTHLY CATALOGS
The coverage sections contained in the monthly U. S. and Non-U. S. Standard Catalogs are divided into three parts.
Part 1 (see Para. 1. 1, A) consists of annotated maps which graphically depict the geographic areas covered by
imagery listed in the current catalog. Part 2 (see Para. 1. 1, B) contains a computer generated listing organized
by observation identification number (ID) and includes pertinent information about each image. Part 3 (see Para.
1. 1, C) provides a computer listing of observations organized by longitude/latitude.
A. Satellite Coverage Maps. These maps are segregated by cycle and depict the general location of observations
listed in the catalog. The format and data content of these maps are slightly different in the U. S. and Non-
U. S. catalogs.
1. U. S. Satellite Coverage Maps. Two separate map formats are presented in this catalog. One map out-
lines the continental U. S. and depicts the estimated cloud cover along each north to south subsatellite
path. Each path is identified by actual orbit number and a cross reference, which matches the orbit
number to the initial observation ID for that path. The second map provides an enlarged view of Alaska
and Hawaii and displays the portion of an orbital pass for which coverage is available. This map does
not include cloud cover estimates or orbit numbers.
2. Non-U. S. Satellite Coverage Map. A world outline map is provided with the portions of an orbital swath
for which observations are available graphically displayed. This map is intended solely to inform the
user as to whether or not coverage is included in the catalog for his area of interest. It is not intended
as a rapid reference to specific observations.
B. Observation Identification Number (ID) Listing. The data format for the observation ID listing is identical
in the U. S. and Non-U. S. Catalogs. Observation ID numbers are listed in a sequential manner from smal-
lest number to largest. Associated with each ID number in the list is pertinent information about that ob-
servation. A sample catalog page with a description of each data item is shown in Figure 1-1.
a
I
0 20:42 OCT 02,15
0 FROM 09101173TO02/31175
0 0 G	 (D E) ID
MICROFILM ROLL NO./OBSERVATION DATE	 CLOUD ORBIT PRINCIPAL POINT SUN-
SUN
IMAGE QUALITYSUN
ID POSITION IN ROLL ACQUIRm	 COVER NUMBER OF IMAGE AZIM.	 RBV M55
RBV MSS LAT	 LONG 123 45678
2219-14563 0000010000 2-1001010718 08128M	 70 3038 -1435N	 07514W 52.1 123.3 FFGG
221614570 00000100DO 2-1001010719 08/28175	 80 3038 3310N	 0734OW 52.6 121.4 FFGG
2218.14372 OD00010000 2-1001010720 0812805	 60 3038 3143N	 07605W 53.1 119.4 FGGG
2218.14375 0000010000 2-1001010721 08128175	 70 3038 3017N	 0763OW 53.6 117.4 FGGG
221614581 00000/0000 2-1001010722 08/28175	 50 3038 .285IN	 07654W 54.0 115.3 GG
2216/8190 0000010000 2-1001010723 08128173.	 90 3040 4850N	 1214OW 44.8 140.6 FFFF
221618192 0000010000 2-10010/0724 08128175	 90 3040 4725M	 12218W 45.6 139.0 FFFF
221618195 0000010000 2-1001010725 08128175	 90 3040 460ON	 12253W 46.5 137A FFFF
tl	 KEYS: CLOUD COVER .............. 0 TO 100 - % CLOUD COVER.
IMAGEQUALRY ..	 ,	 .......	 _	 . BLANKS- BAND NOT AVAILABLE. G=GOOD. P= POOR. F= FAIR.
MSS DATA MODE . ............ (BLANK) = COMPRESSED. 1 = LINEAR
MSS IMAGE GAIN ............. (BLANK) - LOW GAIN. H - HIGH GAIN









Hour of day since launch
Day since launch
Satellite number
(1 or 5 = Landsat 1,
2 or 6 = Landsat 2);




1. Sample Observation ID Format. See Figure 1-1.
2. Description of Data Items
^i Date of catalog listing
2 Period during which imagery was processed
0 Observation ID
Q RBV and MSS micro-film roll and image position,
on roll; note: RBV and MSS images for a given
observation may be on two different microfilm
roils
3 Date of observatirr
6 Estimated percent of cloud cover
7 Orbit number
a Latitude and longitude at observation center
(degrees and minutes)
0 Sun elevation and azimuth at observation center
ID Image quality; see key
11 MSS Data Made; blank indicates the spacecraft
signal compression mode was used to acquire
bands 4 , 5 and 6; "L" indicates all bands were
acquired in the linear mode. See Lands at Data
Users Handbook for further information.
12 MSS Image Gain; blank indicates all bands were
acquired in low gain mode; "H" indicates bands
4 and 5 were acquired by the spacecraft in the
high gain mode. See Landsat Data Users Hand-








C. Longitude/Latitude Listing. The data format for the longitude/latitude listing is identical in the U. S. and
Non-U. S. Catalogs. This listing contains the same observations as the observation ID listing but organizes
them by coordinates, using image center location information for each observation. Observations in this list-
ing will be sorted first by longitude and, within longitude, by latitude. The longitude/latitude listing is ar-
ranged in the following manner:
180-0 degrees- East; 90-0 degrees North and 0-90 degrees South
followed by
0-180 degrees West; 90-0 degrees North and 0-90 degrees South
This listing is intended to be used as a tool for locating specific coverage, and once a specific observation has
been identified, pertinent information about it can be found by referring to the ID lisii Wig.
Figure 1-2 below shows a sample catalog page with a description of each data item.
1. Sample Longitude/Latitude Format. See Figure 1-2.
10 01.03 FAN 2{76 O FF1l3N.12MInS T012n1 n1
0 0 (D 0 (D 0










17927E 51361 2207-23232 60 FFFF 136321, sow 276393" 30
17077E 57003 ZM7.22M 30 FFFF 1361151 ""N 23321223 "
176LE. 3750" 2311623/31 b GGGF 13652W 55373 2311-20503 60
17310E	 $1713 2319-234" b GFGF 1%371, S355N 2209.30310 1600
120161, 3" 2"0619070 70 FFFF 157001, 13%. 2701.21012 90
13011• 37193 229!19073 % F 157231, 6136N 2102.21067 60
131021, 
S95"
2MI"73 !0 FF F Is7271, 571620 23WM362 60
131501, %72N 23396S1 • FF F 137611, 5473N S117-30512 00
TO 1CM: CIAXOMEl1S........ 0 To 1011 . SCLOODCOVER.
DIAGEQ4AUTT ..-.-... SLANRS^ SAND NOT AVANAKE. G • GOOD. F • POOL F-FA3L
© 0 E) 0 0
QUALITY M1INL79AL R: OSSi1VA710" CC QUALMRev"" OF WAGE
ID { MY16512763672 LONG	 LAT 12365676
FFFF 167121, 371101 2701.21192 In FGCG
FFFF 167301, 36733 3311.21161 M GGG
FGGF 16536,1 SOUNI 2)03-21162 00 FFFF
FFFF 167271, 6263" 2219-21750 70 F
FFFF 1636011 5843" 2305.21367 M GFFG
FFFG 166071, ss510F 23W211" 70 FGGG
FFFF 166091, 5311- 23!1-21143 10 GFGF:
GFGF 16602005W=60200 2;4;-2114s 91 FFVF
Figure 1-2, Coordinate Listing for Standard Catalog
2. Description of Data Items
t Date of catalog listing
	
s Estimated percent of cloud cover
z Period during which imagery was processed
	
6 Image quality; see key
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1.2 CUMULATNE STANDARD W TALOGS
Annually, a cumulative catalog is produced which includes information covering all observations and coordinates
acquired and processed by the IPF during that year.
A. Observation ID Listing.
1. Sample Observation ID Format. See Figure 1-1.
2. Description of Data Items. See Paragraph 1.1,B,2.
B. Coordinate Listing. The coordinate listing format contains the same information found in the observation
ID listing, but is sorted by longitude/latitude.
L
1. Sample Coordinate Listing Format. See Figure 1-3.
O 01:42 SEP 30,'75^^ O FROM 07/23/74 TO 07/23/75
O	 V O O O O
PRINCIPAL POINT OBSERVATION MICROFILM ROLL NO./ DATE CLOUD ORBITOF IMAGE ID IOSTI70N [N ROLL ACQUIRED COVER NUMBERLONG LAT RBV	 MSS %
Q
om+
V 11555W 6128N	 1817-18222 00000/0000	 20050/1486 10/18/74 100 1393
L-_4 11555W 2854N	 1843-17334 00000/0000
	 1-20052/0105 11/13/74 60 1755
11555W 2851N	 1861-17325 00000/0000















11557W 2851N	 5059-17233 00000/0000	 1-20058/0255 06/17/75 80 4767
11559W 7644N	 1745-20025 00000/0000
	
1-20047/1484 08/07/74 10 390
11559W 7529N	 1778.19445 00000/0000
	
1-20049/0949 09/09/74 50 850
13	 KEYS:
	
CLOUD COVER % ........ 0 TO 100 = %CLOUD COVER.
IMAGE QUALITY ........ BLANKS - BAND NOT AVAILABLE. G = GOOD. P = POOR. F = FAIR.
MSS DATA MODE ........ (BLANK) - COMPRESSED, L = LINEAR.
MSS IMAGE GAIN ........ (BLANK) = LOW GAIN, H = HIGH GAIN. Sii





2. Description of Data Items






Hour of day since launch
-----a- Day since launch
---3►- Satellite number
(1 or 5 = Landsat 1,
2 or 6 = Landsat 2);
see Appendix for full
explanation
RBV and MSS microfilm roll and image posi-
tion on roll; note: RBV and MSS images for
a given observation may be on two different
microfilm rolls
Q Date of observation
® Estimated percent of cloud cover
0 Orbit number
Latitude and longitude at observation center
(degrees and minutes)
Q Sun elevation and azimuth at observation
center
to Image quality; see key
it MSS Data Mode; blank indicates that the
spacecraft signal compression mode was
used to acquire bands 4, 5 and 6; "L" indi-
cates all bands were acquired in the linear
mode. See Landsat Data Users Handbook
for further information.
12 MSS Image Gain; blank indicates all bands
were acquired in low gain mode; "H" indi-
cates bands 4 and 5 were acquired by the
spacecraft in the high gain mode.
13 Keys
5
SECTION 2 — MICROFILM
2.1 GENERAL
The Image Processing Facility produces a 16 mm microfilm inventory of imagery processed during the referenced
month and is organized for convenient use with the Standard Catalog.
As in the case of the Standard Catalog, the microfilm data is divided into U.S. and Non-U. S. segments. Each set
of microfilm images is in exact correspondence to a Standard Catalog and can be used in conjunction with the cata-
log for selecting desired images. A maximum of 1900 images will be contained on one roll of 16 mm x 100 ft micro-
film. Because the microfilm images are intended to provide only a summary of the data available, the images are
limited to one band each for the RBV and HISS. Although a single observation will produce seven images, in the
production of microfilm only the RBV Spectral Band 2 images (0.580 - 0.680 microns) and MSS Spectral Band 2
images (0.6 - 0.7 microns) are reproduced. Each image is a photograph of a 70 mm (-2) image and contains the
image identifier and annotation block. See Figure 2-1.




MAGE,	 i IMAGE	 IMAGE	 -SAGE
- ---	
.ice
1	 1	 H	 N+ I J	N+ 2
Figure 2-1. Microfilm F orniaL
Microfilm roll riumbers contain six digits. The first digit designates the satellite number (blank or 1- = Landsat
1, 2-
	 Landsat 2). Example: Roll number 10032 and roll number 1-10034 are both Landsat 1 rolls. Roll
2-10032 is a Landsat 2 roll. The second digit will be a 1 (for U.S. roils) or a 2 (for Non-U. S. rolls). The re-
maining digits are used to number sequentially all microfilm rolls prepared within each group. Example: Roll
number 10001 is the first U.S. roll of microfilm produced for Landsat 1. Roll number 20004 is the fourth Non-
IT. S. roll to be produced for Landsat 1. The first U.S. roll of microfilm for Landsat 2 is number 2-10001.
The microfilm contains two rapid search capabilities to help the user quickly reach the desired scene. They are:
• Code Line Indexing
• Blip Encoding
6
V,	 0 0	 it
2.2 CODE LENE INDEXING
The Landsat microfilm images have been annotated with visual code lines to the right of each frame. The visual
code lines graduate up the edge of the screen as the film advances and allow the user to advance rapidly to within
20 frames of his desired image. See Figure 2-2.
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Figure 2-2. Code Line Indexing Scale
To utilize this system, a user must generate a code line indexing bar scale to attach to the face of his viewers.
The size and spacing for the bar scale is dependent upon the magnification of his viewer. Landsat imagery is
microfilmed at a reduction ratio of 8.5x. To determine the overall length of a scale required for your microfilm
reader, multiply 7.4mm by the enlargement factor of your lens. To determine the bar widths along the bar scale,
:Multiply 0.24mm by the same factor. A space between each bar should exist that is 1/2 the bar width. L J
7
2.3 BLIP ENCODING
The Landsat microfilm images have also been annotated with a blip (black spot) at the base of each frame. This
type of encoding is designed for use on readers with an electronic sensing and counting capability or an odometer.
To use the blip encoding retrieval system, the film will have to be placed in a cartridge. 'When the cartridge is
placed in a reader which contains an odometer or has a keyboard attached, the identification of the desired image
is obtained from the Standard Catalog (column G, Microfilm Position) and either punched on the keyboard or read
via the odometer as the film advances. Using a reader configured for rapid search and retrieval, the film ad-
wanes and the frames (blips) are counted by means of a photosensing light. When the appropriate number has been
counted, the reader stops and the desired image is projected on the screen. Using a reader ' %xith an odometer re-





SECTION 3 — CYCLE CHARTS





Launch Calendar Date Cycle
Days Since
Launch Calendar Date
Begin End Begin End Begin End Begin End
First 8 days 1 8 24 Jul 72 31 Jul 72 16 279 296 28 Apr 73 15 May 73
1 9 26 1 Aug 72 18 Aug 72 17 297 314 16 May 73 2 Jun 73
2 27 44 19 Aug 72 5 Sep 72 18 315 332 3 Jun 73 20 Jun 73
3 45 62 6 Sep 72 23 Sep 72 19 333 350 21 Jun 73 8 Jul	 73
4 63 80 24 Sep 72 11 Oct 72 20 351 368 9 Jul 73 26 Jul	 73
5 81 98 12 Oct 72 29 Oct 72 21 369 386 27 Jul 713 13 Aug 73
6 99 116 30 Oct 72 16 Nov 72 22 387 404 14 Aug 73 31 Aug 73
17 117 134 17 Nov 72 4 Dec 72 23 405 422 1 Sep 73 18 Sep 73
8 135 152 5 Dec 72 22 Dec 72 24 423 440 19 Sep 73 6 Oct 73
9 153 170 23 Dec 72 9 Jan 73 25 441 458 7 Oct 73 24 Oct 73
10 171 188 10 Jan 73 27 Jan 73 26 459 476 25 Oct 73 11 Nov 73
11 189 206 28 Jan 73 14 Feb 73 27 477 494 12 Nov 73 29 Nov 73
12 207 224 15 Feb 73 4Mar 73 28 495 512 30 Nov 73 17 Dec 73
13 225 242 5 Mar 73 22 Mar 73 29 513 530 18 Dec 73 4 Jan 74
14 243 260 23Mar 73 9 Apr 73 30 531 548 5 Jan 74 22 Jan 74
15 261 278 10 Apr 73 27 Apr 73 31 549 566 23 Jan 74 9 Feb 74
9
SECTION 3.1 — LANDSAT 1 CYCLES
Cycle
Days Since
Launch Q-tlendar Date Cycle
Days Since
Launch Calendar Date
Begin End Begin End Begin End Begin End
32 567 584 10 Feb 74 27 Feb 74 48 855 872 25 Nov 74 12 Dec 74
33 585 602 28 Feb 74 ` 17 Mar 74 49 873 890 13 Dec 74 30 Dec 74
34 603 620 18 Mar 74 4 Apr 74 50 891 908 31 Dec 74 17 Jan 75
35 621 638 5 Apr 74 22 Apr 74 51 909 926 18 Jan 75 4 Feb 75
36 639 656 23 Apr 74 it May 74 52 927 944 5 Feb 75 22 Feb 75
37 657 674 12 May 74 28 May 74 53 945 962 23 Feb 75 12 Mar 75
38 675 692 29 May 74 15 Jun 74 54 963 980 13 Mar 75 30 Mar 75
39 693 710 16 Jun 74 3 Jul 74 55 981 998 31 Mai 75 17 Apr 75
40 711 728 4 Jul 74 21 Jul 74 56 999 1016 18 Apr 75 5 May 75
41 729 746 22 Jul	 74 8 Aug 74 57 1017 1034 6 May 75 23 May 75
42 747 764 9 Aug 74 26 Aug 74 58 1035 1052 24May 75 10 Jun 75
43 765 782 27 Aug 74 13 Sep 74 59 1053 1070 11 Jun 75 28 Jun 75
44 783 800 14 Sep 74 1 Oct 74 60 1071 1088 29 Jun 75 16 Jul 75
45 801 818 2 Oct 74 19 Oct 74 61 1089 1106 17 Jul 75 3 Aug 75
46 819 836 20 Oct 74 6 Nov 74 62 1107 1124 4 Aug 75 21 Aug 75
47 837 854 7 Nov 74 24 Nov 74 63 1125 1142 22 Aug 75 8 Sep 75
10   
Cycle
Days Since
Launch Calendar Date Cycle
Days Since
Launch Calendar Date
Begin End Begin End Begin End Begin End
64 1143 1160 9 Sep 75 s	 26 Sep 75 80 1431 1448 23 Jun 76 10 Jul 76
65 1161 1178 27 Sep 75 14 Oct 75 81 1449 1466 11 Jul 76 28 Jul 76
66 1179 1196 15 Oct 75 1 Nov 75 82 1467 1484 29 Jul 76 15 Aug 76
67 1197 1214 2 Nov 75 19 Nov 75 83 1485 1502 16 Aug 76 2 Sep 76
68 1215 1232 20 Nov 75 7 Dec 75 84 1503 1520 3-Sep 76 20 Sep 76
69 1233 1250 8 Dec 75 25 Dec 75 85 1521 1538 21 Sep 76 8 Oct 76
70 1251 1268 26 Dec 75 12 Jan 76 86 1539 1556 9 Oct 76 26 Oct 76
71 1269 1286 13 Jan 76 30 Jan 76 87 1557 1574 27 Oct 76 13 Nov 76
72 1287 1304 31 Jan 76 17 Feb 76 88 1575 1592 14 Nov 76 1 Dec 76
73 1305 11322 18 Feb 76 6 ]!gar 76 89 1593 1610 2 Dec 76 19 Dec 76
74 1323 1340 7 Mar 76 24 Mar 76 90 1611 1628 ;" a Dec 76 6 Jan 77
75 1341 1358 25 Mar 76 11 Apr 76 91 1629 1646 7 Jan 77 24 Jan 77
76 1359 1376 12 Apr 76 29 Apr 76 92 1647 1664 25 Jan 77 11 Feb 77
77 1377 1394 30 Apr 76 17 May 76 93 1665 1682 12 Feb 77 1 Mar 77
78 1395 1412 18 May 76 4 Jun 76 94 1683 1700 2 Mar 77 19 Mar 77






SECTION 3.2 — LANDSAT 2 CYCLES
Cycle
Days Since
Launch Calendar Date Cycle
Days Since
Launch Calendar Date
Begin End Begin End Begin End Begin End
First 22 days 1 22 22 Jan 75 13 Feb 75 19 347 364 4 Jan 76 21 Jan 76
1 23 40 14 Feb 75 3 Mar 75 20 365 382 22 Jan 76 8 Feb 76
2 41 58 4 Mar 75 21 Mar 75 21 383 400 9 Feb 76 26 Feb 76
3 59 76 22 Mar 75 8 Apr 75 22 401 418 27 Feb 76 15 Mar 76
4 77 94 9 Apr 75 26 Apr 75 23 419 436 16 Mar 76 2 Apr 76
5 95 112 27 Apr 75 -14 May 75 24 437 454 3 Apr 76 20 Apr 76
6 113 130 15 May 75 1 Jun 75 25 455 472 21 Apr 76 8 May 76
7 131 148 2 Jun 75 19 Jun 75 26 473 490 9 May 76 26 May 76
8 149 188 20 Jun 75 7 Jul 75 27 491 508 27 May 76 13 Jun 76
9 167 184 8 Jul 75 25 Jul 75 28 509 526 14 Jun 76 1 Jul 76
10 185 202 26 Jul 75 12 Aug 75 29 527 544 2 Jul 76 19 Jul 76
11 203 220 13 Aug 75 30 Aug 75 30 545 562 20 Jul 76 6 Aug 76
12 221 238 31 Aug 75 17 Sep 75 31 563 580 7 Aug 76 24 Aug 76
13 239 256 18 Sep 75 5 Oct 75 32 581 598 25 Aug 76 11 Sep 76
14 257 274 6 Oct 75 23 Oct 75 33 599 616 12 Sep 76 29 Sep 76
15 275 292 24 Oct 75 10 Nov 75 34 617 634 30 Sep 76 17 Oct 76
16 293 310 11 Nov 75 28 Nov 75 35 635 652 18 Oct 76 4 Nov 76
17 311 328 29 Nov 75 16 Dec 75 36 653 670 5 Nov 76 22 Nov 76



































LANDSAT - I	 SATELLITE COVERAGE MAP
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CYCLE 72
CLOUD COVERAGE CALENDAR DATE
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USA SATELLITE COVERAGE MAP REFERENCE DATA
CYCLE 72































LANDSAT - I SATELLITE COVERAGE MAP
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USA SATELLITE COVERAGE MAP REFERENCE DATA
CYCLE 73
ORBIT NUMBER	 FIRST OBSERVATION
	 *	 ORBIT NUMBER	 FIRST OBSERVATION
18196 5305-14450 * 183220 5314-15383
18197 5305-16302 * 18323 5314-17221
18210 5306-14531 * 18336 5315-15432
18211 5306-16345 * 18350 5316-15490;-`
1.8224 5307-14580 * 18364 5317-15553
18225 5307-16394 * 18377 5318-14155
18253 5309-16510 * 18378 5318-16000
18266 5310-15153 * 18392 5319-16083
18267 5310-16564 * 18393 5319-17474
18280 5311-15202 * 18406 5320-16150
18281 5311-17022 * 18407 5320-17532
18294 5312-15274 * 18419 5321-14350
18295 5312-17105 * 18420 5321-16190
18308 5313-15302 * 18433 5322-14433
18309 5313-17163 * 18434 5322-16212
120 0 	105°	 90°	 s-	 11
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CLOUD COVERAGE	 \	 CALENDAR DATE	 li
BEGIN	 END	 170 - 25%
	 ^\ 
	 7 MAR 76 24 MAR 76N 26 - 50%	 `	 16ME 25
_	 51 - 75%	 \\	 14
^_ _,•	 76 - 1007	 13
BLANK AREAS INDICATE MISSING DATA
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CYCLE 71 THROUGH 73
CALENDAR DATE
BEGIN	 END


























17:59 MAY C5. l 76 FOR CONTIGUOUS US rAGE 0022
FROM C3/O1/76 TO 03/31/76
aBSE RVATION MICROFILM ROLL NO./ 04TE CLOUD ORBIT PRINCIPAL POINT SUN SUN INAGE.GLAL MSS	 MSS
ID POSITION IN ROLL ACCUT ED COVER NUMBER OF IMAGE ELEV. AZIM. RBY	 MSS DATA	 IMAGE
REV MSS LAT LING 123 45678 McDE	 GAIN
5302 . 1 6 112 00000/0000 1 . 1004 7/00 37 02/15/ 76 100 8 155 4845N C9612y, 2C-4 141 . 4 GGGG
5302-16114 OCCOC/0000 1 . 100 47 /0038 02/15/ 76 100 8155 472CN 096496 21 . 2 14096 GGGG
5302-1 6 121 COOCC/OoCO 1 1 10047 /00 39 02/15/ 7 6 80 x155 4556N 09724W 22 . 1 139.8 GGGG
5 302 . 161?3 00000/0000 1 . 100 47 /00 40 02/15/ 7 6 0 8155 4431N 097576 23 . 0 1 39. 0 GGGG
53 02 . 1 6 13C 000CC/0000 1`10047 /00 4 1 C2/15/76 0 8 155 4306N 098296 23 . 8 13892 FGGG
ccg^302-1	 132 000CC/CCCO 1-10047/00 42 C2/15/76 3o 81m5 4141N C99COIw 24.7 137.4 GGFG
a`302'1	 135 COOCC/OCCO 1'100 47 /00 43 C2/1t/76 90 819 4015N 099306 25.5 1336.6 GGGG
5302 4 16141 00OCC/OCCO 1-100 47 /OC 44 02/15/ 7 6 30 8 155 3849N C9959W 26.4 1:5.7 GGGG
5302-1 6 1 44 CCOOC/OCCO 1'100 47 /00 45 02/15/7 6 0 S155 3733N 1O027k 27-2 134.9 GGGG
530 2, 16150 COOOC/OOCO 1-10047/OC 46 02/15/76 40 8135 3557N 100541, 2890 134.1 GGGG
530-16153 OCCCC/OCCO 1 . 100 47/00 47 02/15/ 7 6 60 8155 3432N 101216 28.8 13--02 GGGG
5302 . 16155 000CC/0000 1.10047/0048 02/15/76 60 8155 3307N 101476 2925 13203 GGGG
5 302+161 62 0000C/0000 1-1004 7/o0 49 C2/1 5/ 76 50 8155 3141N iC2126 30.3 13195 GGGG
5302-.6164 QOOOC/0000 1'10047/0050 C2/15 /76 50 8155 3016N 102366 31 . 0 130.6 GGGG
5302-16171 00GCC/OOCt: 1'10047/CO 5 1 C2/15/ 7 6 10 8155 2 85CN 103006 31.8 129 .6 GGGG
302-16173 00000/oCCO 1-100 47/0052 02/15/76 0 8185 2724N 103236 3295 12897 GGGG
3C = -14450 000CC/000C i°10o 47/0067 02/16/ 7 6 90 8196 4846N 074436 21 . 3 140+9 FGGG
5305 . 14`455 OOOoo/OOCC 1 1 10047/00 68 C2/1 8/76 too 8196 4556N 07553'6 23 . 0 1^9 h 3 GGFG
5305-14462 0000C/0000 1 1 100 47/00 59 C2/18/76 1Do 5%96 4431N 0762% 23.9 138-5 GGFG
5 305- 144 6 4 0000C/0000 1-10047/0070 02/18/76 100 8196 4306N C76596 2 4. 7 1 3 7 9 6 FGFG
5305-14471 COOCC/OoCO 1 . 10047 /00 7 1 02/1 8 / 7 6 100 8 196 41 4 1N 077256 25-6 136 . 8 FGFG
5 305 . 14 4 7 3 COOCC/0000 t-100 47/('IC72 C2/18/76 90 8196 4016! C7758w 26.4 136.0 GGFG
53054 14480 COOCC/0000 1'100 47 / ,)0 73 02/18/76 50 8196 385ON 078276 27 . 2 135-1 GGFG
5305"14482 000CC/0000 1-100 47 /00 74 02/18 7 6 70 8196 3725N 078566 2 8. 0 13492 GGFG
5305 -14485 00000/0000 101004710075 Q2/18/76 50 8196 3559N C7923w 28.8 12 3-4 GGFG
55 30 5 14494 00000/OCCO 1-100 47/0070(^ 0 2 /18/7
02/18/7
30 8196 3308N 080156 3C.3 131• GGFG
5 30 5. 1 4500 00000/OOCO 1 . 1004 7 /OC 7 j 4C 8196 3142N 080416 31.1 11C GGFG
530 5. 1 4503 OOOOC/O OCO 1 . 1004 7 /00 78 Q2 / 18 / 76 40 8196 3016N 081056 31 a 8 12 9.8 GGFG
5305-14505 OOOOC/OOCo 1'100 47 /00 79 02/18/ 76 40 8156 285CN 081296 32 4 5 12808 GGFG
5305-14512 COCOC/OOCO 1 . 100 47 /00 80 02/18/7 6 10 8 196 2724N 08153W 3392 127 . 8 GGFG
5305. 145 14 0o000/OOCO 1 0 100 47 /00 8 1 02/1 8/ 76 10 8 1 5 6 2558N 08216W 33.8 126.9 GGFG
9130 -14521 0000C/OOCO 1-10047/0082 02/18/76 10 8156 2432N C82396 34.5 12509 GFFG
5305 . 1 6302 00000/0000 1 . 1004 7/001 8 02/18/ 76 30 8 197 4144N 10317W 2596 136.8 GGGG
5305 . 16305 OQOCO/0000 1 . 10047/00 19 02/18/ 7 6 10 8 197 4019N 10347W 26.4 13690 GGGG
5305-16311 00000/0000 1-100 47/0020 02/1 8/ 76 10 8197 3853N IC416W 27.2 135.1 GGGG
5305.16314 00000/0000 1-100 47/00 2 1 02/18/76 10 8197 3 728N 1C444W 28.0 134.3 CGGG
KEYS! CLOUD COVER % •...•.......•.. 0 TO 100 n % CLOUD COVER*
IMAGE QUALITY ..............* BLAN KSPBAND NOT AVAILABLE. G!GOOD• P@POOR, F!FAIR,
MSS DATA 9006...........•...	 ( BLANKImCOMPRESSED, L.LINEAR
MSS IMAGE GAIN ....•••...••*• ( BLANK) n LOW GAIN] W•HIGH GAIN
.1^1
1 ^ 1 1 ,	 1
LANDSA al
OBSERVATION IO LISTING
17:59 MAY OSPI76 FOR CON71GUOUS US eAGE 0023
FROM 03/01/76 TO 03/31/76
OBSERVATION MICROFILM ROLL NO,/ GATE CLOUD ORBIT PRINCIPAL POINT SLN SUN I F'AGE. QLAL MSS MSS
1 0 P53ITION IN ROLL ACCUIRED COVER NUMBER OF IMAGE ELEV, AZIM, RBV	 MSS	 DATA IMAGE
RBV MSS LAT LONG 123 45678 MODE GAIN
5305 . 16320 0000C/0000 1 0 100 47/00 22 02/1 8/ 7 6 20 8 1 9 7 3602N 10512k 2 8. 8 133.4 GGFG
5305.16323 O0OOC/0000 1'100 µ7/00 23 0211 8/ 7 6 0 8197 3436K 105386 29 . 6 132 . 5 GGGF
00000/OOCO 110047/0025 02/18/76 0 8197
3311N iC6C36 3C.3 13106 GGGF5305.16335- 2 OOOCO/OOCO 1, 100	 /00 02/18/76 0 1- 3145N 106286 31 . 1,1 3C •7 GGGG
{ 5305.16334 00000/OOCO 1'100 47/OC 26 02/1 8 / 76 0 8197 3019N 1 6536
09256
31•S,:`129.8 GGGG
r-^ 5306'14531 00000/OOCO 1'10047/0083 C2/19/76 20 8 210 4 01 7N 26.7
.,,
135.7 GGFG
ry 1306.14534 OOOCO/LOCO 1'10047/00 8 4 02/19/76 10 8210 3851N
3725N
079546 27 . 5 134.9 GGFG
QOO
306'14540 OOOOC/0000 1'10047/0085 C2/19/76 1.0 8210 080'226 28 +3 13490 GGGG
5306 n 14543 0000C/OOCO 1"100 47 /0086 02/1 9/76 10 8210 3559N 080506 29.1 133.1 GGGG
5306.14545 00000/OOCO 1'100 47/00 87 02/1 9/ 76 0 8210 3434N 081166 29. 8 132 . 2 GGGF
r^'1 5306.14552 00000/OOCO 1'100 47/00 8$ 02/ 1 9 / 76 0 8210 3308N 081416 30 . 6 131.3 GGGG
5306 . 14554 COOCO/0000 1 . 10047/0089

















^• 5306 . 14563 OOOOC/OOCO 1"100 y7/OC 9 1 02/1 9/ 76 70 8210 2 85 1N C8255W 32 . 7 128 . 5 GGFG
5306 . 14570 00000/0000 1 6 10047 /00 92 02/1 9/ 76 70 821 0 2725N 083196 33.4
3491
1227.5 GGFG
g306 . 1 4572 00000/0000 1 . 10047/00 93 02/19/76 60 8210 2558N 083426 1 "2 6 . 6 GGFG
5306 . 16345 OOOCC/0000 1"100 47/0007 02/1 9/ 76 20 8211 4556N 1C3C5W 23.4 139.1 FGG 35306.16351 00000/0000 1 . 100 47/0008 02/19/ 76 20 8211 4 432N 103386 24.2 138.3 GGGG
5306. 16354 00000/0060 1 . 100 47 /0009 C2/19/76 40 8211 4307N 104106 25 . 1 137.4 GGGG
5306 . 16360 OOOCC/OOCO 1'1004 7/00 1 0 02/19/ 76 20 8 211 41 4 1N 10442W 25.9 136 . 6 GGGG
5306 . 16363 00000/0000 1"100 47 /0011 C2/1 9/ 76 30 8 211 4 01 6N •105126 26 . 7 135.7 GGGG
5306 . 16636 g
5306.16372
00000/OOCO 1 . 100 47/000
1'100 47/00 15
02/19/76














00000/OOCO 1'100 47/000 6 02/19/ 7 6 0 8211 3559N
10b10k
106376 29 . 1 133 . 1
GFGG
G
5306 . 16381 00000/0000 1 1 100 47/00 13 C2/1 9/ 7 6 10 8211 3434N IC7C3W 29 .9 132 . 2 GFGG
5 306 . 16 38 3 OCOCC/0000 1 . 10047/00 1 4 02/19/76 0 8211 3308N 107296 30.6 131,3 GGGG
306 . 16390 0000C/0000 1'100 47/00 15 02/1 9/ 76 0 8 211 3142N 10754W 31 . 3 130.4 GGGG
5306 . 16392 00000/OOCO 1'10047/001 6 02/1 9/7 6 0 8211 3017N 108196 32 . 1 129 . 5 GFGG
5306 . 16395 00000/0000 1'100 47/00 17 02/1 9/ 76 10 8211 2851N' 108436 32 . 8 128 . 5 GFGG
5307. 14580 00000/OOCO 1 1 100 47 /0094 0 2/20/ 76 70 8224 4309N 079476 25 . 3 137. 3 GGGG
5 307 . 1 458 3 OOOCO/0000 1+10047/00 95 02/20/76 70 8224 4144N 080186 26.2 136.4 GGGG
5307 . 14585 00000/0000 1'10047/00 96 02/2C/ 76 60 8224 401 9N C8048k 27. 0 135.5 GGGG
5307 -1 4592
00000/0000
1'100 47/0097 02/20/ 7 6 10 8224 3853N 081176 27 . 8 134 . 7 GGGG ,.
5307 . 14594 OOOOC/0000 1"1O0 µ7/0098 02/20/ 7 6 0 8 224 3727N 081476 28.6 133 . 8 GFGG
5
307.15003 00000/0000 1.10047/0099 02/20/76 10 8224 3435N 08241W 30.1 132.0 GGGG
307 . 15010 00000/0000 1'100 47/0100 02/20/ 76 0 8224 3310N 083C66 30.9 131 . 1 GGGG
KEYSI CLOUD COVER %..,••.......... 0 TO 100 4 % CLOUD COVER,
IMAGE QUALITY ..,•.....,..•,• BLANK S nBAND NOT AVAILABLE. G.GOOD, P.POOR, F.FAIR,
MSS DATA McDE..,.,..,.••• „ • (BLA NK) • COMPRESSED, L•LINEAR
MSS IMAGE GAIN,••••••,.,•,,, :BLANK) • LOW GAIN, N • HIGH GAIN
LANDSAT•1
OBSERVATION ID LISTING
17;59 MAY 05JI76 FOR CONTIGUOUS LS MAGE 0024
FROM 03/01/76 TO 03/31/76
OBSERVATION MICROFILM RRLL NB./ CATE CLOUD ORBIT PRIN C I PAL PO I NT" SLN SUN	 IMAGE-DUAL MSS MSS
ID PBSITIBN IN ROLL ACCUIREO COVER NUMBER OF IMAGE ELEV, AZIV.	 RBV MSS	 DATA 4VAGE
RBV MSS LAT LO;"G 123 45678 MODE GAIN
5307-15Gt2 00000/OOCO 1-100^i7 /0101 02/20/76 20 8224 3144N 08331% 31+6 13C-2 GGGG
5307 - 15015_ GOOCG/OOCO 1°10047 /0102 02/2C/76 30 - 8222 4 301 8 N p8356k 32 . 3 129 . 2 GGGG
5307 . 1 5021 COOCC/0000 1'10047/0103 02/X/ 7 6 80 8224 2852N C8421w 33.0 128 . 2 GGGGF3p7 155024
5307=1b394
CCOCC/0000 1-10047/010 4
1 1 10047 /00 53




CE444W 33,7 127. 3 GGGG
COOOC/OOCO 02/2C/76 40 10322W 21 . 9 14'C i6 GGGG
5307 - 16400 COOCO/0000 1 - 10047/00 54 : C2/2ny 76 6C 8225 4724N 10354 22 . 8 .139.8 GGGG
53p7 . 164o COOCC/,OOCd 1-10047 /005 -` 02 / 2C/76 6 0 8225 4558N lc433k 23 .7 i3 8 .9 GGCG
r^ 307 . 16 405 00000/0000 1-10047/0056 02/20/76 60 8225 4433K 105C7W 24.5 1"38.1 GGGG
5307 - 16412 OOOCO/O000 1-100 47 /CO 57 C2/2C/ 7 6 90 8225 43p8N iC5381, 25.4 127 . 2 GGGG
5 307 . 1604' 00000/00CC 1-10047/0058 02/20/76 100 8225 4142N 1C6C9W 26-2 136 . 4 GGGG
5307 . 16421 OOOCC/OOCO 1-1004 7 /00 55 C2 / 20/76 100 8225 40i7N 10639,, 27.0 1=5s5 GGGG
5307-16423 O00CC/OOCC 1-100 47/00 6 0 C2/ 2C/ 76 100 8225 3852N 107C8W 27.8 *34.7 GGGG
5 307
-16430 C00GC/0000 1-10047j 0061' C2/2C/76 80 8225 3726N 10735y, 28.6 132-8 CGGG
307° 1 6 4?2
16435




1C8C4 29. 4 13?.9 GGGG
3C7 COCCC/OCCO 1-100 471CO 63 C2/2C/ 7 6 60 1C829k -C^ 1 132 . 0 GGGG
5307-16441 00000/0000 1-1004 7/00 64 02/2C/76 p 8225 3309K 1C855W 3C •9 131 . 1 GGG
5307-16444 QOOCC/O000 1'1004 7/00 65 f,2/2C/76 0 8225 3143N 1C920w 31.6 13C•1 GGGG
R 307-16 4 50 C0C0C/0000 1-10047/0066 ^2/2C/7E 0 8 229
8253
3017N iC9451, 32,3 129.2 GGGG
5309 -1 6 510 00CCC/00CC 1-100 47/0105 02,e22/76 30 485ON iC312k 22.6 14C.3 GGGG
5 309- 16512 00000/0000 1-10047/0106 Cc722/76 60 82 53 4725N 10648W 23.4 139.5 GGGC-
5309 . 16515 OOCCL`/OOCO 1-10047/O1G7 02/22/76 70 8253 4606N 1C7246 24-3 128.6 FFGr,
5309-16521 OOOCC/0000 1-10047/010 8 02/22/76 30 8253 4435N IC7581,, 25-1 127 .7 GGGG
53 0 9 -16 5p4 000CC/0OCO 1-100k 7/0109 02/22/76 0 8253 431CN ICS306 2620 136.9 CGGG
^r5.3Q9w1 6 3p
5309 .16 33




YC9Clw 2908 1-6.G GGGG
0000C/00p0 1"100 47/01 1 1' 02/22/ 76 0 1C9r1y, c	 .6 125+1 GGGG
5309.16535 00000/0000 1-10047/0112 02/22/76 0	 ,, 8253 3855, 10954 28.4 134 . 2 CGCG5303w16542 OOOOC/OOCOII'1C047/0113 02/22/ 7 6 0	 ' ;,8253 3729N 11027W 29:2 133 . 3 C=FGF
5309 ® 16544 000CCj0000'1'f0047/0114 C2/22/76 '	 v.' -u253 36j, 11054, 29 9 9 132-4 FFGG
8 309-16581 00OOC/0000 1 . 10047/01 1 2g 02/22/76' 0 '82=3
8253
3437; 1112OW 30.7 1=1.5 GFGG
5309 -16553 OOOCC/OOOC_1- 10047/011 02/22/76 0 3312N 11146k 31.4 1=0.6 GGC
5309-16560 00000/0000 1'100 47 /01 1 7 02/222 / 76 0 8253 31 4 6N 112121{ 32.2 129.6 FFG
5309-16562 OCOCC/OOCO 1'100 4 7 /01 1 8 C2/22/ 7 6 0 8253 30RON 112371, 32.9 128. 6 GGG
5310 . 1515 3 0000C/0000 1-100 47/007' C2/23/76 10 826 6 4143N' 08439w 27.1 135.8 GGGG
5310 . 15155 00000/0000 1 .10047/00 28 02/23/76 10 8266 4017N 085096 27o9 13409 GGGG
5310-1516 4 00000/0000 1-10047 ;002 9 022/23/ 7 6 10 8266 3727N C86C6W 29.5 ,133 . 1 GGGG
53 10-1 5171 COOCC/OCOO I-IC04 7/00 3 0 02/23/ 7 6 10 8266 3602N C8633W 3C62 132-2 GGGG
KEYS: CLOUD COVER X	 ............... 0 T9 100	 a 'X CLOUD COVER.
IMAGE QUA L I TY ELANKSe6ANp NOT AVAILA?LE. G9C10OD.,:A =P88R. E.FAIR.
MSS DATA NBDE ... -.ee-...e... (BLANK)mCOMPRESSED, L.LINEAR




17159 MAY 05 1 '76 FOR CONTIGUOLS US NAGE 0025
FROM 03/01/76 T8 03/31/76
OBSE RVATION MICROFILM ROLL NO./ DATE CLOUD ORBIT PRINCIPAL POINT SUN SUN IMAGE-DUAL MSS	 MSS
70 POSITI'ON IN ROLL ACGU!RED COVER NUMBER OF IMAGE ELEVO AZ'IM. RBV	 MSS DATA IMAGE
RBV MSS LAT LONG 123 45678 M80E	 GAIN
5310°15172 00000/0000 1°10047/0031 02/23/76 0 8 2 66 3435N C8659W 3130 13102 GGGG
5310°15180 0000C/ObCO 11.00 47/00 32 02/23/76 0 9 266 3308N 08724W 3107 13C•3 GGGG
53 10"1 5 1 8 2 0000C/0000 1'100 47 /00 33 02/23/76 0 8266 314.3N 08749W 32 0 4 129 9 3 GGGG
i 53.100.15185 00000/0000 1"1.00 47/0034 02/23/76 :	 0 . 8 266 3017N	 - 0 88 1.4W 3301 128e3 GGGF.
310°L i91 06000/0000 1°10047/00 35 02123/76 10 82 66 28 51N C8839W 33.8 127,3 GGGF
r 310°15194 0000C/00G0'1 "10047/0036 02/23/ 76 40 8266 2725N 089C2W 3495 126.3 GGGG
►"^ 5310*16564 00000/0000 1°10047 /01 19 02/23/ 7 6 90 8267 4847N 10738W 22.9 14C • 2 GGGG
^,. 531C°16570 00000/OOCO' 1°100 47/01 20 02/23/ 7 6 80 8267 4 722N 10815W 23.8 139.3 GGGG
- 5310°16573 00000/0000 1°100 47 /0 12 1 02/23/ 76 50 8 267 4557N 10850W 24 . 7 138 .4 GGGG
























b3 lp'1 659 1 OOOCC/0000 1°100 47/01 25 02/23/ 7 6 50 8267 g016<v 1lOR7W 27.9 134.9 GGGG
53 10°1 659 3 1 ' 1 00 4710 126 02/23/76 80 8267 3851N 11126W 2 8. 7 .13490 GGGGOOOCC/0000










7 26N 11154W 2905 133,1 GGGG
3 10
10:1;Q02
°1004 /01 29 02/23/7 4 3p 8267 3434N 112486 1 3 1 . 200 5 0000C/0000 1 31 0 0 GGGG
5310.17pi1 00000/0000 i°100 47 /01 30 C2/23/76 30 8267 33o9N 11314W 31.7 13C • 3 GGGG
5310"17014 00000/OOCO 1"18047 /013 1 02/23/7 6 40 8267 3143N 113396 32 9 5 12992 GGGG
5310°17020 OOOOC/OOCO 1"10047/0132 02/23/76 50 8267 3017N 11404W 33e1 128. 3 GGGG
311 » 15202 00000/0000 1"100 47/01 33 02/24/76 `10 8280 443 5N 08429%, 25.8 137.4 CGGG
311°1 520 4 00000/0000 1°10047 /01 84 02/24/ 76 40 8280 43ION 08531W '2606 13695 GGGG
53,11°15211 OOOGOl00GC' 1 0 10047 /0135 02/24/76 40 8280 4144N C86C2W 27*4 135 0 6 GGGG
5311"1 521 3 OOQ00/OOCO 1°10047/01 36 02/24/76 3p 8280 4o19N 086336 2 8 92 134 . 7 GGGG
311 n 1 220 00000/00CC 1°10047/01 37 02/24/76 4 0 8280 385 3N 087C2W 2590 133%8 GGGG
311°1`222 00000/0000 1'10047/01 38 OE/24/ 7 6 10 8280 3728N 08731W 29. 8 132 .9 GGGG
5 311 ° 15225 OD000/0000 i°10047/01 39 02/24/76 0 8280 3 601N 08 5 8W 3C. 5 131@9 FGGG
53 11'°1 5 2 3 1 00000/OOOO 1'100 47 /01 40 02/24/76 0 8280 3436N 08 25 W 31 0 3 131 0 0 FGGG
5311°15234 00000/OCOb 1°10047/01 4 1 02/24/76 p 8280 3310N C8850W 329C 130%0 GGGG





127 ai5 311 OOQ00/0000 02/24/7 10 c004 W 3491 FFGG
5 311°1 52 5 2 OOOCO/OOCQ 1 1 10047 /01 45 '02/24 7 6 5 0 8280 2 726N 09028W 307 126 0 0 FFGG
53 11"17022 00000/0000 1°1004 7 /021 8 02/24/ 7 6' 30 8281 4848N 10903W 23 . 3 140 00 GFGG
5311 " 17024 00000/0000 1"10047/0219 02/24/76 50 8281 4723N 109486 24.1 139.1 GFGG
5311"17031- 00000 /0000 1°10047/0220 02/24/76 3 0 8281 4559N 11014W 25 00 13892 GGFG
KEYS: CLOUD COVER 0 TO 100 4 X CLOUD COVER-
I MA GE	 QU A LI T Y	 e^,o•9^eo o ^o„ •r ' BLANKS®BAND NOT AVAILABLE* GaG8Opo P OPO O Re F4FAIR-
MSS DATA MODE ...eaoo.o.00.00 (BLANK).CBMPRESSED, L,LINEAR
3




	 is	 s	 -.
LANDSAT•1
OBSERVAT18K ID LISTING
17159 MAY C5# 1 76 FOR CONTIGUOUS 4S ?AGE 0026
FR8M 03/01/76 TO 03/31/76
8ESERV ATIeh MICROFILM ROLL 
NB.j CATE
CLOUD O RB IT' P RIN C IPAL POI NT SUN SUN IMAGE.CLAL MSS	 MSS
1 C I ACQUIRED COVER NUMBER OF IMA GE ELEVv AZIV. RBV	 MSS DATA	 IMAGE
RPV MSS	 - LAT LONG 123 45678 M80E	 GAIN
5311 .17033 00000/OCCO 1 1 100 47/0 22 1 022/24/ 7 6 30 8281 4434N 110474 25v8 13744 CGFF
53 11 . 1 7 0 4 0" G0000/0000 1°10047 /0 222 02/24/7 6 30 8281 4309N 11119W 26 . 6 136+5 GGFG
51 11 . 170 4 2 00000/0000 1-'100 47j 0223- 02/24/76 20 8281 4143N 111514 27-4 +4 3596 GGFG
53 11.170 4 5 GOOCO/OOCO 1-10047/0224 02/24/76 30 8281 401SN 11221W 28.2 134.7 GGFG
,5311°1 7 0 5 1 000CC10000 i-100 47 /02 25 02/24/ 76 30 8281 3852N 11250,, 290r 133+8 CGFG
5311'1 7 05 4 00000/OOCC 1 . 10047 /02 26 02/24/76 20 8281 3727N 11318W 29 . 8 132.9 GFFG
5311-17060 000CC/0'OCO 1 1 1004 7 /0217 02/24/ 7 6 10 8281 36C2N' 11345W 30.6 131 . 9 G GG
53 11'°1 7 0 63 OOCCC/0000 1 , 100 47 /022 7 02/24/76 0 8 281 3436N 11412W 31..3-_131.0 GGGG
53 11-17065; COOCC/OOCO 1 . 100 47/0228 C2/2 4/76 10 8281 331IN 11438W 32.0 13C.0 GFGG
5311 . 17072 OOOOC/OOCO 1 -100 47 /0 G29 02/24/76 50 8281 31 45N 115C3W 32.7 129.0 GGGF'
5312-15274 0000C/0000.1,10047/0146 02/25/76 50 8294' 3854N 088P8W 29-3 1-3,6 GGGG
f	 5312.15280 000OC/0400 1°10047/01 47 02125/76 50 8 294 3729N 08856W 30.1 13247 GGGG
5312.15283 0000C/0000 1 . 10047/01 48 0 2/25/76 60 8294 2603N 08924W 30.8 1 3 1 . 7 GGGG
5312 . 15285 CCOCC/OCCO 1°100 47/01 49 02/25/ 7 6 90 8294 3437N 089504, 31 . 6 1 3 C' 8 GGGG
5312-15292 OOOGC/0000'1- 10047/0150 02/25/ 7 6- 90 8 294 3311N 09016W 32-3 129. 8 FGGG
!.	 5312#15294 OOOOC/0000 1 . 1004 7/01 5 1 02/25 / 7 6 50 8 294 3145N 090411 33.0 128,8 GGGG
53 1 2-1.5 303' OOOCC/0000? 1-10047 /01 52 02/25/76 10 8294 2853N 09129W 34 . 3 126 o8 GGGG
I	 5312PIS31C 00000/OCCO 1-100 47 /01 53 02/2 5/ 76' 20 8294 2727N 0915314 3590'12507 GGGG
5312.15312 00000/GOGO 1-100,47/0154 02/25/76_ 20 8294 260IN 09216,4 3606 124-7 GGGG h
5312 . 17105 COGCC/CGGO 1-1OC 47 /01 8 1 02/2 5 / 76 1C 8295 3855N 114164 29.3 133.6 GGGG
5312-17112 000CC/GCCO 1°100 47 /01 8 2 02/25/ 7 6 10 8255 3729N 11444W 30-1 132-6 GGGG
5312-1 7 11+ GOOCC/OOGC 1°100 47/ 01 83 C2/2 5176 20 8 295 3603N 11512W 30 . 9 1 2 1 +7 GCGG
5312.17121 COOGC/OOCO 1-10047/01 84 02125176 1C' 8295 343 6N 1.15391 31.6 13C.7 -GFF
f	 5312.17123 O00v^C/GOGO 1-10047/41
85 c2/25/76 G 82295 3311N 116C5W 32.3 129-8 GGGG
5312-17130 00GCO/OCCO 1-100 47 /0186 02/25/76 10 8 295 3145N 116291 33.0 12898 FGGF e
a	 5313.15302 GOOGC/OGGC 1 . 10o47/02C0 02/26/7 6 40 R3C8 485.2N 086C7W 23.9 139+8 FFFG
5313-15305 0000C/0000 1 . 10047/0201 02/26/76 40 8308 4727N 086441 24.8 138+8 GGFG -----
5313.15311 GOOOO/OOCC 1-10047 /0202 02/26/ 7 6 20 8308 4602N C87191n 254.6 137+9 GGFG
5313-15314 OOOOC/0000 1-10047/0203 02/26/76 10 83CS 4437N 08754 2644 137-0 GGFC
5313-15320 OOOOC/GOCO 1-10047/0204 02/26/76 0 82CS 4312K 088251 27.2 136-1 GGGG
5313 . 15323
5313. 1.5325
OCOCO/0000 1 . 1004 7 /0205



















00000/OOCO 1-10047/0207 92/26/76 10 83C8 3 855 N 08955W 29.4.6.233.4. -
132-4
-C,GGG
5313-15334 00000/0000 1-100 47/020 8 02/26/ 7 6 10 83CS 373CN 090234, 30.4 GGGG .
5313 . 15341 CQOGO/GGOO 1'10047 /02 0 9 02/2 6 /76 0 8308 3604N 09050W "A l t 13195 GGGG
5313 . 15343 000OC/0000 1 . 100 47 /021 p Q2/26/ 7 6 0 8308 3438N w±i6w, ;31 . 9 130- 5 GGGG
fi










G n G88Dv P.P88R. Fr-FAIR-
MSS	 DATA	 MODE.+.-.••••:,•.•,- (BLANK)dCBMPRESSEDs L n L'INEAR
MSS	 IMAGE
	
GAIN-o....-++-..s.- (BLA NK)*LBW = GAIN ♦ W n HIGH GAIN
} x r ! s
,.,_ski:±:. n.. ^^. ^r,.ae
.^..r::.°ts ,.r2t;a^a.e,... e^.a,^•s^a.
	 r .,.^.z<.b	
.. ... ^.^ u^ ^.,.^ .^.x	 Y b	 ^ , ,...	 ..	 ..	 . :	 ^ _..,.	 ,. Fa.	 Pte.	 ..	 ^. ..	 .......
R a^tap+"" ^2r,+pr^swf;t"	 ^h"	 ^^r
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17:59 MAY 05.'76 FOR CONTIGUOUS US rAGE 0027
FROM 03/01/76 TO 03/31/76
OBSERVATION MICROFILM ROLL NO./ DATE CLOUD ORBIT PRINCIPAL POINT SUN SUN IMAGE-QUAL MSS MSS
FD POSITION IN ROLL ACCUIRED COVER NUMBER OF IMAGE ELEV. AZIN. RBV	 MSS	 DATA IMAGE
RBV MSS LAT LONG 123 45678 MODE GAIN
5313-15350 00000/0000 1°100 47/021 1 02/26 776 0 8308 3312N C91.42W 32 . 6 1229 e 5 GGGG
5313.15352 0000C/0000 1'1004 7/02 12 02/26/ 76 20 8308 3147N C92C7W 33.3 128 . 5 GGGG
5313.15355 00000/0000' 1°100 47 /02 13 02/26/76 30 83 0 8 3021N 092321A 33e9 127 . 5 GFFG









5313-15364 OOOOC/OOCO 1°100 47/0215 02/26/ 76 30 83 C 8 GFFG
5313-15370 00000/0000 1-10047 /021 6 02/26/76 30 83 C B 2 602N C9344W 35.8 1224#4 GGFG
5313 . 17163 OOOOC/0800 1°10047/01 75 02/26/76 10 8309 3855N 11544W 2996 133.3 GGGG
5313. 71	 170 00800/Ooo^ 1°10047 01 7 6/ 02/26 76/ 1 0 83 9C 373 N0 11611W 3'C • 4 132.4 GGGG
5313.17172 00000/00U0 1°100 47 /01 77 ' 02/26/ 7 6 10 83C9 3604N 11638k 31.2 1 31.5 GGGG
$ 5313.1.7175 00000/00" 1-10047/0178 02/26/76 0 8309 3439N 117C4k 31.9 13 C • 5 GFGG
5313-17181 00000/0000 1°100 47 /017 9 02/26/76 10 8309 3313N 11730'W 32#6 12 96 5 FGGG
5313 . 17184 00000/0000'1. 10047/0180 02/26/76 10 8309 3147N 117556 33.3 1228.5 GFGG
5314-15383 0000C/0000 1 1 1-00 47 /01 88 02/27/76 10 8322 4Q19N C9053W 29-2 134 . 1 FGGG
53 1 4
-15 3 90 C0000/000O 1.100 47/0189 02/ 27/7b' 0 8322 3g54NF 09122W 30.0 133.1 GGGG
5314 . 16392 00000/0000 1-100 47/01 90 02/27/76 10 8322 3728N 0915OW 30.7 132x2 CGGF
5314-15395 OOOCO/OoCO 1-100.47/01 5 1 02/27/76 10 8322 3603N 0921% 3105 131 . 2 FFGF
5314-154 C 1 OOOOC/oOCG 1-10047 /01 92 o2/27/76 0 8322 3436N 09,243W 32.2 13C.2 FGGG
5314-154 04 00000/0000 1°100 47 /0193 02/27/76 0 8322 3311N 093o9W 32 . 9 129.2 FGFG
j
314.15410 000CC/0000 1-10047/0194 02/27/76 10 8322 3146N 09334W 33. 6 128.2 FGGG
314
.
15413 00000/0000' 1 . 100 47 /01 95 02/27/76 10 8 322 302ON 09359 34.2 127.2 GGGG -
5314215415 00000/OOCo i'SOo47 /01 96 02/277 7 6 10 8322 2854N 09423W 3429 126.2 FFGG
j
53 14 . 15 422 00000/0000;1 °10047/0197 02/27/76 30 8322 2 728N C9447W 35.5 125 . 1 FGGG
55314.18g424 O000C/OOGO 1.10047/0198 02/27/76 30 8322 26C2N 09510k 36.1 124.0 FFGG
5314-1'5431 00000/00001. 10047/0199 02/27/ 7 6 40 8322 2436N 09533W 3607 122 .9 FGFG
5314.17221 . 00000lO0O0 1.100 47/042 0 021 27/76 0 8323 3854N 11710W 30.0 133,1 GGGG
5314-17224 0000C/0000 1 . 100 47/0 4 21 02/27/76 0 8323 3728N 117396 30.7 132 o 1 GGGG
5314.17230 00000/OOCO_1 °10047/0422 02/277 7 6 10 8323 3602N` 118C6W 31.5 131,2 GGGG
5314-17233 OOOCO/0000 1'100 47/ 0 423 C2/27/ 7 6 10 8323 3436N 11833W 32 .2 130'2 GGGG ----
g314.17235 00000/OOCO 1.100 47/0 424 02/27/76 40 8323 331CN 118S8W 32.9 129.2 -	 GGGG
5315-15432 OOOCO/OOCO 1°1004 7/0 449 02/28 776 20 8 336 431CN 09119W 27 e 9 135.7 GFGF
5315.15435 00000/0000 1°100 47/04 5 0 02/28/76 0` 8336 4145N 091496 28,7 134-8 FGGG
5!315-15441 OOOCO/OOCO' 1°10847/0 45 1 02/2 8 / 76 10 8336 402CN 09219W 29.5 133.9 FGGG
5315.15444 OOOGC/0000 1-10047/8 452' 02/28/76 40 8336 3855N 09248W 30.3 132,9 GFGG
5315.15490 OOOOC/OOCO 1 . 10047/0448 02/28/76 40 8336 373ON 09316W 31.0 13199 G1GG
5315-15455 00000/0000 1-10047/0 453 02/28/76 30 8336 3438N 09410W 32.5 130 s 0 GPGG
5315.15462 OOOOC/0000-1- 1004770454 02/28/76 20 8336 3312N 09436W 33.2 129+0 GPGG
z
KEYS: CLOUD COVER X	 ...00eo.s.o.. -0 TO 100 ' % CLOUD COVER,
IMAGE QUALITY	 .... oo-0o.e. +. BLANKS°BAND NOT AVAILABLE. G • GgBD. P a P68R.	 FFFAIR.
MSS DATA (ELANK)sCBNPRESSEDs L.LINEAR
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GAIN...o•..00.oe•a ' (BLANK) n LBW GAIN. H nHIGH GAIN
--
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LANDSAT-1
OBSERVATI8 N ID LISTING
17(59 MAY 05•'76	 FOR CONTIGUOUS US
FROM C3/01/76 T8 03/31/76
_.
►'AGE 0029
OBSERVATION MICROFILM ROLL NO./ DATE CLOUD ORBIT PRINCIPAL POINT SAN SUN IMAGE.GUAL MSS	 MSS
TD P8SITI8N I N ROLL ACQUIRED COVER NUMBER OF	 IMAGE ELEV, AZIM, RBV	 MSS	 DATA IMAGE
R8V MSS LAT LONG 123 4 5 678 MODE	 GAIN
5315 . 15464 00000/0000 1-100 47 /0455 02/28/ 7 6 40 8336 31 46N C95Clw 33 s 9 12 8. 0 FFGG
5315.15471
_oo000/0000 1 1 10047 /0456 02/2 8 /76 30 8336 302ON 09525W 34-5 126.9 GFGG
5315-15473 00000/OOCO 1-100 47 /0457 02/2 8 / 76 20 8336 2854N C9549W 3592 125- 9 GOFF
5315.15480 00000/0000 1 . 10047/0458 02/28/76 10 8336 2728N C9613N 35.8 124.8: GFGF
5315-15482 00000/0000 1'10047/0459 02/2 8/ 7 6 to 8336 2602N' C9636W 36#4 123 @ 7 FOGG
5315 . 15485 OOOCo/OOCo 1-10047 /0460 02/28/ 7 6 10 8 336 2435N 09659W 37-0 122 . 6 GFFG
5316-14043 00000/OOOo 1 .10047/0 230 02/2 9/76 10 8349 4728N 06516W 25-8 138 . 4 GGGG
531 6 '140 5o 00000/00o0'1110047/0231 02/29/76 '20. 8 349 4603N 0655.11 2 6. 6 137 . 5 GGGG
s	 5316-14052 00000/0000 1-10047/0232 C2/29/76 10 8349 4438N 066241 27.4 136.5 GGGG
5316-14055 0000C/0000 1°100 47/0233 C2/2 9/ 76 10 8349 4313N 06656W 2 8.2 13 5.6 GFGG
5316-15490 00000/0000 1-10047/0234 02/29 / 76 90 8350 4313N 09245W 28.3 135 . 6 GGF
5316-15493 0000C/0000 1"1004 7/0235 -02/29/ 76 90- 835 0 4147N C9316k 29.0 134.6- GFGF
5 31 6 .15 495 OOOGC/0000 1-100 47/0236 02/29/76 90 83 50 4022N 09346W 29.8 133-7 FGFG
5316-15502 00000/0000 1°100 47/0 237 02/29/ 7 6 50 8350 3856N C9415W 3096 132 . 7 FOGG
5316.15504 oo000/0000 1-100 4Z/02 38 02/29/76 40 8350 3 7 3 ON_ C9443k 31-3 131.7 GOOF
5316,-15511 OOOOC/0000 1"1004 //02 39 02/29/776 80 8350 3604N C9511W 32.1 13C-7 GFFF
531.6 -155 13 00000/0000 1.10047/0240 02/29/ 7 6 90 8350 343EN 095371A 32-8 129.7 GOFF
5316-15520 0OoCC/00GC 1-10047/02 4 1 02/29/ 7 6 90 8350 3312N C96C4w 33#5 128 97 GOFF
25 316-155522 00000/0000 1-100 47/0242 02/29/76 90 83F0 3146N 096294, 3 4 .1-127 . 7 GGFG
0316-1,5525 00000/0000 1"100 47/02 43 02/29/ 7 6 80 83-E0 302ON 09654W 3498 126 2 6 GGFG
5316.15531 00000/0000 1-1.004 7/02 46 02/29/ 76 50 8350 2. 8 55N 09717w 35.4 125 # 6 G
5316-15534 OOOOC/OCCO 1-100 4 7/0244 02/29/76 30, 8350 2729N 09740W 36.1 124 . 5 GGFG
CCC	 5316-15540 OOOCOl00C0 1'100 47/0 245 02/29/76 10 8 380 260 2N 098C3ty 3 6 0 6 133.4 ' GGGG
(
r	
5317.15553 000GO/0000 1-100 47/01 64 03/01/ 7 6 100 8 364 4019N 09511H 30.2 133 .4 GGGG















5317°15562 0000C/0000 1-100 47/01 68 GGGG
5317-15565 00000/0000 1'100 47 /0167 03/C1/76 8 0 8 364 3603N 09635W 32-4 130-5 GGGG








4 3437N 09Z702w 33 9 1 129 0 5 GGGG531 7 -15
5g8
5 7 1'
9317 i5580° °1004/01 7 0 03/ 01/ 76 50
8 3 g 4
354 09/53w 34 @ 5 127. 400000/0000 1 3145N GGGG
5317-15583 00000/0000 1°100 47/01 7 1 03/01/76 90 8 364 301 8N 09814 35 0 1 12603 GGGG
5317 . 15585 00000/0000 1'°100 47/01 72 03/01/76 70 8364 2852N 09842W 36 . 7 525 -2 GGGG
5317 n15592' 00000/0000 1'10047/01 73 0 3 /01/ 7 6 20 8364 2727N 09905W 36.3 124 . 1 FOGG
5317 , 15594' 00000/000C 1°100 47/0174 0 3 /01/76 -	 10 8 364 2601N 09929W 3699 123 . 0 GGGG
531 8
-14155 00000/OOCO 1'1004 7/01 55 03/C2/ 7 6' 50 8377 4727N 0680844 26.5 138.1 -GGG
5 3 18 . 1.4162 00000/0000 1-100 47/0156 0 3/0 2 /76' 90 8377 460 2N 06843W 27-3 13711 GGGG





... .se#.e.e.-es BLAN K S!BAND NOT AVAILABLE, G=GOBD. P nP68R-	 F4FAIR.
MSS	 DATA	 MODE ..... * a. .esees. (BLANK')*COMPRESSEDj	 LoLINEAR
MSS	 IMAGE
	
GAIN ........ .,- s .. ('BLANK) mLOW GAIN] NsHIGH GAIN
(f+t
LAY +N x A°('art,-
LANDSAT•1
BBSERVATIBN ID LISTING
17:59 MAY C51176 FOR CONTIGUOUS GS rAGE 0029
FROM C3/01/76 T8 03/31/76
88SERVATION MICROFILM ROLL N8./ DATE- CLOUD ORBIT PRINCIPAL POINT SAN SUN IMAGE.GUAL MSS MSS
In P85ITI8N IN ROLL ACCUIRED COVER NUMBER OF	 IMAGE ELEV, AZIM, RBV	 MSS	 DATA IMAGE
RBV- MSS LAT LONG 123 45678 MODE GAIN
5318 . 14164 00000/OOCO 1 .100 47/01 57 03 /0 2 /76 100 8377 4437N 06916W 28.1 136+1 GGGG
i 5318"14171 OOOCC/OOCO 1'100 47101 58 <03/02/ 76 100 8 377 4311N 06944 28+9 135 02 CGGG
318°1417 3 00000/O000 1 :100 47/0159 'C3/02/76 100 8377 41461:# 07019W 290 134.2 GGGG
31 8 -141 80 OOOCC/OOCO 1'100 47/01 60 03/02/ 7 6 100 8377 4021N 070481# 3005 133.2 GGGG
' 5318"14182 OOOCC/OOCO 1"100 47 /01 6 1 0 3/02/ 76 100 8377 3856N 071.1% 31 0 2 132 0 3 GGGG
S 5918-14185 00000/0000 1"500 47/0 162 03/p2/76 50 8377 373ON 07145W 32 9C 13103 GGGG
53 1 8 °141 9 1 00000/0000 1°10047 /01 63 03/02/76 30 8377 3604N 07213w 32.7 130.3 GFGG
3 18"16000	 - OOCCO/O000 1-100 47/0 2 66 03/02/76 100 837g 4437N 095C5W 28.1 13601 FGGG
531 8

















GGFG5318.16014 O0OOO/OOCO 1110047/0269 90_
5318"160'0 00000/0000 1"100 47/0 2 70 0 3/02/76 50' 8378 3 7 3 CN C97-4y, 32.0 13102 GGGG
t-J 5318°16023 OOOCC/OOCO 1 °100 47/0 271 03/03/76 40 8378 36p4N C98C2k 32.7 13C O 2 GFGG
`i 5318"16025 OOOCO/OOCO 1"10047/0 272 03/02/76 20 8378 3438N 098291A X304 129.2 GGGG
5318"16032 OOOCC/OOCO 1°100 47 /0273 03/02/76 30 8378 3311N 09856W 3401 128.2 GFGG
53 1 8 °1.603 4 OOOCO/OOCO 1'100 47 /0 2 ^ 4 03/02/76 30 8378 3145N 0R921W 34 . 8 1227-1 GGGGb 5318-16041 00000/0000 1-100 47/0275 0 3/02/76 b0 8378
8378
3019N 09946W 3 5 .4 12600
12409
GGFG
5318-16043 00000/0000 1'100 47 /0276 03/02/76 9 0 2853N So01OW 36• 0 GGGG
53 1 8
-160 50 OOOCC/OOGO 1:1004 7/02 7 7, 03/02/ 76 3p 8378 _2727N 100334. ?606 12? •8 GFGF
5318-1 6 052 OgOCG/0000 1-	 47	 78100	 /02 703/02/ 6 10 8378 26 OSN E6SCOT k 37v 2 r122 T GCGF
5319'16083 OOOCC•/0000 1-100 47/0 284 03/03/76 90' 8392 3438N 09956W 33.7 128 . 9 GGGG
_
` 5319-16090 0000C/OOCO 1 1 100 47 /0285 03/03/76 ' 9p 8392 3313N 10022W 3404 127 . 9 GGGG
t g319-16092 OOOCC/OOCO 1-10047/02 8 9 0 3/03/76 50 8392 3 1 47N 1004748 35 . 1
35 07
1"26.8 GGGG
5319-16095 O000C/0000 1"10047 /02 87 03/03/76 8 0 8392, 3021N 10111W 125. 7 GGGG
5319. 161 q1 00000/0000 1"100 47 /02 88 0-/03/ 76 5 0 835 2 852	 5N 35101- W 36.3 124 6 GGGG
53 1 9 ' 1 6 10 4 COOCC/0000 1'100 y7/ 0289 03/ 03176 10 83 90 2729N 10159W 3 6.9 123 . 5 GGGG >^
53 19 . 17 4 7 4 OOOCC/OOCO 1 . 100 47/02 9 0 03/0 3 /76 10 8 3 93 485N 12032W ,26 . 1 132 0 8 GGGG
5319 . 17480 OOOCC/OOCO 1"10047 /029 1 03/03/76 10 8393 4726N 121C9W 26,9 13709 GGGG ----
531 9 '174 8 3 00000/0000 1 1 100 47 /0 25 2 0 3 /03/ 76 10 83 9 3 46CIN 12145W 2 7 ' 7 136 99 GGFG
5319-17485 OOOCC/0050 1 1 100 47 /C293 03/03/ 76 10 8 393 4436N 12218W 28 .5 135 0 9 GFGG
5 3 19-17 4 92 00000/OOCO 1- 1 0047/0294' 03/03/76 10 8393 4 311N 122r.,1W 2903 =5001 GGGG
5319-17494 COOCC/0000'1 110047/0295 03/03/ 76 - 10 8333 4146N 12322W 30 . 1'1:490 FGGG
5 3 19-17501 00000/OOCO 1-100 47/0296 0310 3 /76 10 8393 4021N 12351W 30.9 133.0 GFGF
` 5319.17503 OOOCO/O000 1'100 47 /0297 03 /0 3 / 76 10 8 393 3856N 12420W 31 . 6 1 3 2 0 0 GGGG5 3 1 9 "17 5 10 OOOCO/0000 1'100 47 /0298 03/03/7 6 20 8393 373CN 12448W 32 . 3 1 3 1 . 0 GFGG ' -`--
5320 . 16 150 00000/0000 1'100 47/02 99 03/04/ 7 6 10 8406 31 4 4N 10214W 3504 126.5 GGGG y
t KEYS: CLOUD C8VER 0 TO 100 n X CLOUD C8VER+
! IMAGE QUALITY s o ......... 0r .0 	 B LANKSpBAND NOT AVAILABLE• G m G8 8 Dr PePOe R • 	F--FAIR.
MSS DATA MODE.... (BhANK)mCBMPRESSED, LmLINEAR
MSS	 IMAGE	 GAINOr-..r..0. • ev, (BLANK)-LOW GAIN• HmHIGH GAIN
L{k»v-34L-#s3aiP.tasli5.l'if. 1rafiis'wzt'k^e3^`.ih?, •^i^+Fi.-ui'°^^x.:sst^.tb.^^ x+...9ti!,^a.r3ssm5 }.W. Y+%3:s`sK.4zstwz:t4i: J.5 ^..rrr.; 4	 ..=.ut:t







FROM 03/01/ 7 6 TO 03/31/76
OBSERVATION MICROFILM ROLL NO./ DATE CLOUD O RB IT PRINCIPAL POINT SLN SUN ?PA G E,- G UAL 'MSS	 MSS
-IL` POSITION IN ROLL ACQUIRED COVER NUMBER OF	 IMAGE ELEV. AZIM, R8V	 MSS DATA iMAGE	 --
RBV MSS LAT LONG 123 45678 MODE	 GAIN
5320-16153 00000/0000 1-1004 7 /0300 03/0 4 / 76 10 8406 3019 N 1C239W 36.0 12 5 .4 GGGG
5320-1615 5 COOCC/0000 1-100 47 /0301 0 3 /0 4 / 76 0 84 0 6 2 8 53N 1.C303w 36-6 124 . 3 GGGG
5 320-i61 6 2 00000/0000 1:100 47/ o3D 2 0 3 /0 4/76 0 84 C 6 2727N 10326, 37.2 123 . 1 GFGG
5320 . 17532 00000/OOCO 1-10047 /0303 03/0 4/76 10 84C7 4852N 12158, 26.4 138 @ 7 FGGG
5320-17 5 34 00000 /ooco 1°100 47 /0 3 0 4 03/04/76 10 84C7 4728N 12234W 27-2 137 . 7 GGGGg 32p17541
932o:17














GGGG543 ODOCC/OQCO -100471/ 306 0 G k
5320-17550 OOOCC/OOCO 1-1004 7 /0307 03f04 / 76 50 84C7 4314N 12415W 25.7 134.8 GGGG
5320 . 17552 00000/0000'1 °10047/0308 03/04/76 20 84 C 7 4148N 12446W 30e4 133.8 GGGG
32 0- 1 7555:
6 321






-1 43 5C QOOCC/0000 1°10047 /031 0 03/C5 /76 70 8 419 402ON GFFF
5321 . 14352 OQOOC/0000 1-10047 /031 1 0 3 /05/ 76 20' 8419 3855N C7536W 32-2 131! 6 GGGG
5321414355 00000/OOCO 1°10047/0312 03/05/76 3p 8419 3729N 076CEW 33.0 130 ,5 FGFG
5321 . 14361 00000/0000 1-1004 7 f0313 03/05/76 70 8419 3604N 07633,. 3307 129-5 GGFG
5 321 . 143 64 00000/OOCC'1 °10047/0314 03/05 / 7 6 50 8419 3439N C7659k: 34.3 12 8 -4 GGFG
S5 21 ° 1437D 000Q0/OOCO'1- 10047/031 03/0/76- 3 0 8419 3312N3147N
077254+07751W 3 5 : 03507 12 7 .3126.2
FGFG
5321.14373 OOCOC/OOCO'1 °10047/0316 03/0-./76 40 8419 FGFG
3321 . 14 39 1 00000/0000 1°100 47 /0317 C3705/76 5p 8419 2601N 07925W 38.0 121 . 7 GGFG
5 321-143 9 3 00000/OOCC 1.10047/0318 03/05/76' 60 8419 2436N 07944, 38:5 12C-5 GGFG
321.16190 QOOGOIQQCO 1-10047/0 33 8 03 /05/76 10 8 4 20 3728K 101546 33-0 13C`.5 GGFG
=321
-16193 00000/0000 1°10047/0339 03/09i76 0 8 420 3603N 102216, 33.7 129 . 5 FFGF
1
5321.16195' OOOOC/0000 1-100 4 7/0 3+4 0 0 3/05/76 0 8420 34 37N 1C247W 34.4 128.4 FGGG
5321 4 16202 0000C/0000 1-10047/0341 C= /05 / 76 10 8 420 3311N 10312W 35.0 127.3 GGFF
5321-162C4 t000C/00CG 1-100 47 /0 342 C3/05/76 40 84 2 c 314EN 1037w 35#7 126.2 FGGG
5321 . 16 211 COOCC/0000 1®1004 7 /0 343 03/05/76 80 8 420 3019N 1C4C2W 3603 125 . 1 GGFF
5321.16213 CQOOC/0000 i-10047/034 4 03/05176 80 8420 2 854 N 104263, 36.9 124.0 FGFG a
0321 . 16220 OOOCO/000C 1-10047/0 345 03/05/76 90 8420 2727N 1C45OW 37-5 1.22 . 8 GGFF'
5322.14433 00000/C000 1-10047 j03 2 3 03/06/ 7 6 40 8433 3021N 07941W 36.6 124.8 FG
5322 . 1 44 40 0000C/0000 1-100 47/ 0319 03/06/76 40 8433' 2855N 08005W 37.2 1.23 . 7 FFFG
5322.1.4442 00000/0000 1.10047/0320 03/06/76 50 8433 2729N 08029, 3 7 . 7 122 0 5 GGFG
_5322 . 14445 OQOCO/OOCO 1-10047/0321 03/06/76 60 8433 2603N 08053W ,38*3 121-3 GGFG
5322-14451 00000/0000' 1-10047/0 32 2 0 3 /06176 50 8433 2 436N 08115W 3 8.8 12C#1 GGFG
5322-16212 0000C/00CC 1-100 47/0324 03/06/76 20 8 43,4 4851N C99C5W 27-1 138-4 FGFG
5322 . 1 6 21 5 0000010000 1°10047 /0325 03/06/76 10 8434 4727N 09941W 28.0 137-4 FGFG l-- --
5322-16221 00000 /0000' 1"1004 7 /0326 03/06/76 0 8434 46o2N 10016W 28.8 136.4 GGFG
5322-162P 4 00000/OOCO'110047/0327 03/06/76 0 8434 4 4 37N 10049, 29.6 135.4 GFFG
KEYS: CLOUD COVER 0	 T"8 1CO	 • % CLOUD COVER.
IMAGE	 QUALITY	 .,0....-.•.•....Q BLAN K S n BAND NOT AVAILABLE. G!GOOD- P:P86R# F•FAI R.
MSS CATA MODE.......... (BLANK)mCOMPRESSED, L n LINEAR




17129 tl AY C5,`76 FOR CONTIGUOUS LS "AGE 0031
FROM C3/0i/76 TO 03/31/76
> 6ESERVATIPN MICROFILM ROLL NO./ DATE CLOUD ORBIT PRINCIPAL PBINT SLN SUN IMAGE.GUAL MSS	 MS9
TC PO9ITI8N IN ROLL ACGUIRED COVER NUMHER OF IMAGE ELEV. AZI-. R6V	 VSS DATA	 ;PAGE
R8V MSS LAT LONG 123 45675 MODE	 GAIN
5322-16230 0000C/GOCC 1°10047 /0 328 03/06/76 10 $434 4312N 10122V, 3093 134.4 GGFG
5322-16235 C00C'C/OGCO 1° 0047/0329 03/06/76 10 8434 4021N 10222k 31.9 132.4 GGFG
5322 . 16242 000CC/0000 1-10047 /033 0 03 /0 6 / 76 0 84:4 3855N 102511 32 .6 131-3 GGFG
5322+16244 0000C/0000 1"100 47 /C33 i 03/06/76
1
84,14 373CN 103191 33.3 130,3 GGFG
' 5322.16251 COOCC/OCOC 1.10047/03 3 2 03/06/76 10 8434 3b04N IC346N 34-0 129.2 GGFG
k 5322.16293 00000/OOCO 1"100 47 /03 33 C 3 /C 6 / 76 70 8414 3437N 1C413S, 34.7 12 8 -1 GGFG
5322-16260 000CC/0000 1°100 47 /03 3 4 03/06/ 7 6 90 8434 3312N 104^8W 35.3 127 0 0 GGFG
5322 . 16262 00000/CCCO 1-1C0 47 /0335 03/06/76 90 8434 3146N 105C4'A 36.0 125 . 9 GGFG
5,322
- 1 6 2 65 000CC/OOCC 1 . 100 4 7/0336 0 3/06/76 90 8424 302ON 105281 36-6 124.8 GGFG
5322 . 16271 0000C/00CC 1-100 47/0337 C 3 /C 6/76 70 8424 2854N 10552y, 373_ 123.7 GGFG
5 323 . 14 4 41 0000CJOOCC 1"1004 7 /0 346	'03/07 /76 40 8447 4728N C7515W 28-3 137-3 FGGP
5323-14444 COCOC/OOCC 1-10047/0 347 C3/07/76 30 8447 460. 35 075501 29.1 136 . 2 GGGG -
i 5323-14450 COOCC/OOCC 1°10047/03 48 C3/07/76; 30 8447 4438N 07623% 29 0 9 135.2 GGGG
5 323 . 14453 OOOCC/0000 1"100 47 /0349 03/07/76 80 8447 4313N 076561, 3Co7 13462 GGFP
5323.144 55 COOCC/Coco 1.10047/0380 03 /07/76 4 0 8447 4147N C77c7W 31.4 133-2 GCG
0323,14462 COCCC/COCO 1-10047/035 1 03/07/76 10 8447 4 0FIN 07758W 32-2 1.32.2 GGGG
5323.14471 O000C/0000 i-1OC4 7 /03 52 03/07 /76 0 8447 3731N 078551 33.6 1=0,1 GGGG
5323 . 14473 OOOCC/CCCO 1"10047 /0353 03/0 7 / 7 6 0 8447 3 6 05N C7922W 34.3 129- eel GGGG
323.14 480 0000C/0000 1 . 10047/0 354 03/07/76 30 8447 3439; C7948W 35.0 122739 GGGG
323 . 14482 OOOCC/O000 1°10047/0355 03/07/ 7 6 30 8447 3314N 080141 35.6 12648 GGGG'
5323 . 14495 00000/0000 1"10047 /0356 03/C7 / 76 50 8447 3148K 08040W 36.3 125 . 7 GGGG
5323-14491 OOOCO/0000 1 . 10047/0357 03/07/ 76 60 8447 3022N 081C41k 36,9 124.5 GGGG
532 8 °1 4+ 94 0000G/OCOC 1-10047/0358 03/0 7 /7 6 60 8 447 2856N C8129W 37.5 123-4 GGGG
5 3 2 3. 1 4 5CC 00000/0000 1-100 47/03 59 03/07/7 . 0 844 273CN C8154 38.0 122.2 GGGG
5323+145n3 OOOOC/OOCO 1"Ioo47/0360 03/0 7/ 76 30 8447 2604N C8216W 38e6 121 e C GGGG
5323-1 4 505 000CC/OCC'O 1 " 10047 /0361 '0 3/0 7/76 20 8447 24375 082391 3901 119.8 FGFG 3
5323-16270 00000/OCCO 1"100 47/ 0251 03/0 7/76 10 8 448 4852N 10029k 2 7.5 13 89 3 GGGG
5323.16273 OOQOC/0000 1.10047/0252 0 3/07/76 20 8440, 4727N 10106W 2 8- 3 13 7 .2 GGGG
5323 . 16275 OOOCC/OCCO 1 . 10047/0253 03/07/76 60 8 448 46025 1C141U 29 . 1 13 69 2 GGGG e
5323 . 16282 00000/OOCo 1"100 47 /0254 03/0 7 /76 90 8448 443751 1C214H, 2999 135 0 2 GGGG
5323 . 162 8 4 OCOCC/0000 1"300 47/0255 03/0 7/76 40 8448 4312N 102461 30-7 134=2 GGGG
5323-162 9 1 OOROC/0000 1-10047/ 0256 03/07/76 10 8 448 41 4 7 N 103171 31-5 133 .2 GGGG
5323.16293 Q000C/OOG0 1 . 1004 7/0257 0 3 /07/76 10 8448 4021N 10347W 32.2 132.1 GGGG
$323 . 1 6300 OOCCC/0000'1 -	 7	 581004 /02 7 7O3/0 / 6 0 8448 3855N 10416 W 3.2- 9 1 3 11 GGGG 1"-"-
5323-16302' 000CC/OOCO 1^1-0047 /025 °- 03/07/76 20 8448 3730N 10444W 33.6 13C ► 0 GGGG
5323"16305 ' 00000/ OOCO 1-10047/02 60 03/07/7 6 50 8 448 3 6045 14.0511k 34.3 129-o GGGG
KEYS- CLOUD COVER X............... 0 T6 100 o % CLOUD COVER-
I M A GE'
	 QU A LIT Y	 , - ......e.s... BLANKS=8AN0 NOT AVAILA5LE. G-G88C. P*POOR.	 F=FAIR -
mSS
	 DATA	 NHOE....,e......... (E4ANK)*CO MpR ESSEDA LaLINEAR ---
MSS




OBSERVAT18N	 )"ICRaFI'LM ROLL NO./	 CATE	 CLOUD ORBIT PRINCIPAL POINT SLN	 SUN IVAGE.CUAL MSS	 NSS




LOG	 123 45678 MODE GAIN
5323 . 16311	 COCCC/OOCO 1'100 47/0261 03/C7/76	 7()	 8448 3438N	 105376 35-c 127.9
5323.16314
	 COOCC/00G0 1.100 47 /0 262 C-/07 /7 6	 30	 8448 3313N	 106C3N 3 5,7 126,8
5323.16320
	
COOCC/0000 1"100 47 /0.2 63 C3/C7/76	 10	 8448 31 4 7N	 106284,,. 36x3 125.6
5323 . 16323	 000C/0000 1"10047/02 64 03/07/76	 0	 8448 3021N	 10653W 3699 124-5
5323*163?,5
	 00000/0000 1'10047/0 265 03'/07/ 76 	p	 8448 Z855N	 10717W 37.5 123.3
5324.14r5^ 13	 000OC/QCCO 1-10047/0385 0 3 /08/76
	 60	 8461 4148N	 078541, 31.8 133.0
5324 . 145Pc	 0000C/oCCC 1'100 47/0 386 C3/08/76	 40	 8461 4C23N	 079241, 32 . 5 131x9
5324- 145P2	 o0000/ooCC 1"1004 7 /0387 03/CE /76	 70	 8461 3 85 7N	 C7953W 33.2 13Ce9
5;24-14525
	 OOCCC/0000 1 -100 47 /038$ 03/0 8 / 7 6	 8 4 	8461 3731N	 C807-1w 33. 9 129.8
5.324=14531	 0000C/OOCO 1-10047/0389 0-/08/76 1CO 	 8 4613606\	 C8048W 3496 128+7
5324-14534
	
0000C/000C`1-10047/C350 03/08/76	 90	 8461 34ACN-	 C8114W 3593 127.6
5324 - 1 45 4C 	 0ococ /OoCC 1'100 47 /0391 03/0 8 / 76 	40	 8461 3314N	 C8140W 35.9 122615
5 32 4 "14 543	 OoOCC/OCCC 1"100 47 /0392 C3/08/76	 90	 8461 314EN	 C82C6W 26.6 125.4
532 4 -14545	 00000/OCCO 1"100i`7t0355 C-/ C 8/76	 7C	 8461 3022N	 C823ow 37 . 2 124.2
58324"14552	 00000/00CC 1-100 ,47/03 93 O/C8176	 80	 8461 28F6N	 C82544W s7+8 123+0
324 1455*	 o00CC/CCCO 1"100 47/0354 C-/08/76	 30	 2461 2 7 3CN	 C831 8W 38,3 "_2149
5 32 4
-16345
	0000C/0000 1 ° 1 0047/0362 0 3 /C 8 / 76 	p	 8462 4148N	 104426 31 .8 133x0
5324-1635 1	 COOCC/0000 1-1004 7/0363 C3/C8/76	 10	 8462 4023N	 105126 32.5 131.
c^3?4.1 635 4	 COOCC/OCCo 1-10047/0 364 C3/08/76	 10	 8462 3897N	 10541W -3.3 130,9
5324 . 16360	 CCOCC/OOCO 1 °100 47/0365 03/08/76	 3C	 8462 3 731N	 106C9w 34. 0 129.8
8324«1§3 63	 COCCC/ooCO 1-100 47/0 36$b 0 3/08/75	 6G	 8 462 3605N	 i0t36W 3497 12807
532,-1x365	 00oCC/OCCO 1-ioO 47/0 367 C3/08/7 6	 3;	 8462 3440N	 SotC2W 35,3 1279E
5324-16.372
	 0000C/0000 1-100 47/0 3b8 C 3/C 8 /76 	10	 84 62 3313N	 JC7284+ 36.0 126,5
5324-16374
	 COOCC/0000 1-10047/0371 03/0 8]76	 0	 8462 3147N	 10754W 3696 125,3
5 324.1 63g1	 COOCC/OCCO 1-10047/o369 0 3/08/76	 0	 84t2 3021N	 1C819W =7.2 1c4.2
5324.16383
	 00000/0000 1-100 47 /0 370 0 3 /0 8 /76 	1C	 842 2855N	 10843W 3708 123,0
5325 . 14551	 000CC/OCoo .1110047/0396 p3 /C9 /76	 10	 8475 4854N	 C7733w 28.2 13g-o
5325-14553
	 000CC/0000 1"100 47 /0397 03/09/ 76 	10	 8475 4 7 29N	 C7810,A c 9 .0 13770
$325.14560	 000CC/0000 1 1 100 47/0398 03/09/ 7 6	 60	 8475 460 4N	 C7845W 29.8 135-9
gg32p-145 62	 000GC/0000 1-10047/0 399 03/09/76	 30	 8 4 7	 4439N 	 C7918,,,30+6 134.9
532--14565	 OOOOC/OOCO 1-1004 7/0 400 C 3/0 9/7 6	10	 847	 4314N	 C7949w 31-4 133.8
5325-14571	 00000/0000 1"1004 7 /0 401 03/09 /76	 50	 8475 4149N	 0802OW 32*1 132.8
5325-16400	 00000/00CC 1-100k7/04C2 03/09/76	 70	 8 476 4314N	 10539W 31+4 133.8
5 325.16403
	
00000/OOCO 1 . 10047/0 403 03/09/76
	
1 p 	8 47E 4 1 49N	 106104, 32,2 132,8
5325-16kp5	 C000C/00CC'i"10047/o404 03/0 9/ 76	 0	 8476 4023N	 106406 32 . 9 131.7
5325-16412
	 00000/0000 1-100 47 /0 4 05 03/C 9 /76 	0	 8476 3857N	 10708W 33.6 13C96
I;
KEYS: CLOUD 'COVER X ....,........... C T8 1Co
	
X CLOUD CFVER,
IMAGE QUALITY ........ 	 ..0.9 BLANKS=BAND NOT AVAILABLE. G4G86D. P nP88R9 F=FAIR.
MSS DATA MBGE....	 (B4ANK) n CBMPRESSEO, LsLINEAR
MSS IMAGE GAIN ..............
	 (BLANK)°L8w GAIN, HE H I GH GAIN
s •" 3E;est,xhesuc3k.a.^ta9a::L.d2:naHMa#wsuv.^s a.K,^aW4,a,.v,?as7t'.^i^Y,X.3i..era,fex.ti'a X13„Y,.:ueh,<,,,.^..af^HU_.;.:,-
	 .ew;ui:^	 ..,..,i .a1:. 








































BBSER V.AT18k 101CR9FILM ROLL NO ./ DATE CLOUD ORBIT PRINCIPAL POINT SUN $UN IMAGE-QUAL :MSS	 NSS ~--
IL PeSITION 'IN ROLL ACCUIRED COVER NUMBER OF IMAGE ELEV. AZIN, RBV	 ?SS	 DATA IMAGE
Fi9V MS'S LAT- LONG 123 45678 M80E	 GAIN
5325-16 4 1 0 0000C/OCoo 1 . 100 47/0406 C3/0 9/ 76 10 8476 3732N 10736W 34,3 1,29.6 GGFG532516421 3000C/0CGO 1°1.00 4 7/0 40 7 _03/09/ 76 10 8476 3606N 1OBC3k 35e0' 128 . 5 GGFG
5+ 32 5 `16423 000CC/00GO 1-100 47/040 8 03/0 9/7 6 10 8476 344CN 10890W 35 . 7 127-3 GGF
5325 ° 16430 000CC/OCCo 1°1.0047/0 409 0 3/09/7 6 0 8496 3314N ICS56W 36,3 126,2 GGFG
532516432 OOOCC/OoCO 2"100 4 /0410 03/09/76 0 8476 3148N 1021W 36.9 12 50 1 GGGG
5325-16435 00000/OC,Co 1°100 47/0 41 1 03 /C 9 / 76 0 8476 302IN 109461h 37,5 12309 GGGG
5326°15025 0000C/0000 1"10o4 710504 03/1C/ 76 70 8489 4146K C8146W 32 e 5 132 . 5 FGGF







326°15034 000CC/0000 °100 47/0*01 03/lt/76 60 C8246W 130-4 GGGF
5326. 150 4 1 OOOCC/O00C 1"100 47 /C507 o3/iC/ 76 50 8489 3729 N C8314H 34.6 12 9 03 GGGF
5 3 26. 150 4 3 COoCC/OCCC 1-Ioo 47/C50 8 0 3/SC/ 76 30 8489 36C3N C8341W 3593 128-2 FGGG
5326-1505~
	 : 00000/0000 1"100 47/05 09 03/IC/76 10 8 489 34370 C84C81, 36-C 127 . 1 FGGG
532 -150 5 2 0000C/0000 1-10047yo510 03/10/76 to 8429 3311x,, C841-4W 3606 125.0 FGGG
532 000CC/oUCC 1-10047/0501 03/1,0/ 7 6 20 8 489 31 458 C8459µ 379 2 124 . 7 G GG
5 326® 15061 000CC/4000 1°100 47 /0502 03/1C/76 90 84P9 3019N C8524W 37-8 123-6 G GG
wFd 5326.15064 000CC/0000 1°10047/0503 03/1C/76 80 8489 2853N C8548W 3804 122 . 4 G GG >>.
326.16 4.4
326-1649C
0000010.^00 1-100 47/0 422 O?/10/76 0 8 490 402CN
3855N
lC8CbW 3303 1310E GGGG
C00u01ooGC 1-100 47/04 1 3 03/IC/ 76 0 845 0 10835W 349C 130 . 4 GGGG
c^ 5326-16473 CGOCC/3000 1"1Oo47 /04 14 03/10/76 0 8450 3725N 109C36 34-7 12903 GGGG
rio
5326-16475 00000/0000 1°100 47/x 4 1 5 03/1£/^ 6 30 8450 3603N 10921W 35 . 3 128*2 GGGF i
ad 5326-1,6482
326 " 16 48 4
CooCC/Cott
C00CC/DQCo















8C 8 4 9C :6 GGGG
"16491 COOCC000CO 1"100 47 /0 4 1 8 C3/iC/76 &C 843C 31 45N 110486 3 7. 2' 12 407 GGGG
5326 . 16493 00000/0000 1"100 47 /0419 C3/10/76 80 8490 3019 N 111136 3 7.8 123 . 5 GGGG
532 7 "t5067 OOOCO/C--OCO 1°10047/0 486 03/11/ 7 6 C 8503 4853N C8C27W 2 9 -C 13707 GGFG
` 5727"15065 0070C/oCCO 1-100 47/0487 03/11/76 0 85C3 47288 CaIC3W 29.8 136 0 6 GGFG s
5327°150 72 COOOC/O000 1"1C047/048 8 03/11/ 7 6 0 850 3 46p3N C81371, 3C,6 13505 GGFG
5327-15074 000CC/0000 1 . 10047/0489 0 3/11/76 30 8503 44 3EN C82101A 32,3 1 34.5 GGFG
5327-1508 1 OOOCC/0000 1-10047 /0 45 0 03/11/76 20 8 5C3 4312N 082426 32 . 1 133.4 GGFG
532? "f508 3 00000/o0C0 i-1o0 47 /a 4 1 09/11/7 6 10 8503 4147N 083138 32 09 1?2 • 3 GGFG
5327°150 90 COOCC/O0C0 1°100 47/0 492 03/11/ 76 30 85 03 4021N 083436 2306 1 2 103 GGFG
53 27°15095 COOCC/0000 1-10047/0 45 3 03/11/76 40 85C3 173ON C8441W 35.0 129.1 GGFG
SS2 7
-15101 o000C/0000 1"10047/0 494 03/11/76 40 8 503 36C4N 085081, 3546 127. 9 GGGG - - -
5327°15104 oo0CC/0OCO 1-10047 /0 49 5 03/11/7 6 20 8503 3438N 08534W 36-2 +_26.8 GGGG
53 27
-15110 COOCO/000D 1-10047 /0 4 9 6 -03/ 11/76 40 85 C3 3312N 0S6CoW 36 . 9 12506 GGFG
5327.15113 COOCC/0000 1-10047/0457 C3/11/76 20 8503 3146N C8625W 3705 12404 GGGG
` KEyS I CLOUD COVER 0 TO 100 r % CLOUD C@VER.
IMAGE	 QUALITY
	
.........	 00-x- BLANKS OBANO N OT A VAILABLE. G!GBBD. P "PBBR. FFFAIRO
MSS DATA	 MOOE..•..0. ea.•e 0 oa {BLANK) nCOMPRESSED, L-LINEAR
MSS	 IMAGE
	
GAIh.•..0..0..... (KANK)=LBW GAIN, W-HIGH GAIN
`L25shRlt^k.t:onxt.N.id'k	 tU3^W "`"`-	 d?lhtYaZ-.^aauL'e.1S'^{^4t'S^Lyxe,r_ktktM+:.:'skA.+eb..^:uLttvel44be^",.us/a^%.de^i ze .a ^eG.v^u..tnt
	 -
,+ww»+d
	 euz;tzw^-1se„n4,+iX,	 ce - -	 .„	 ..	 ,,




1 7 :59 MAY 05a'76
	
	
FOR CONTIGUOUS US	 ?AGE 0034
FROM C3/01/76 T6 03/31/76
OBSE RVATION	 MICRtFILM ROLL NO./
	
DATE	 CLOUD ORBIT PRINC I P A L 	SLN	 SLN INAGE.'CLAL MSS	 MSS
ID	 POSIT18N-IN ROLL	 ACQUIRED COVER NUMBER; 	 OF IMAGE	 ELEV. AZIM. R9Y MSS DATA 1NAGE
Rev	 MSS	 LAT	 LONG	 123 45678 MODE GAIN
532 7. 1511 5 000OC/OOCO 1°10047/ 0498 03/ 11/ 7 6 10 8503 3019N 08649W 38.1 123.2
327.181?2 GCOQC/0000 1-10047/04 59 03/11/76
6








..327 n 151 24 0000C/000C' 1 . 100 47 /0 500 03/11/ 7 40 85C3
5327.16495 00000/OOCO 1 -1 0047 /0 425 C3/11/ 7 6 100 8 50 4 4852N 10616W 29 . 0 137.6
532 7
-16 5G1 OCOCC/OOCC 1 - 100 47/ 0 426 03/11/7 6 100 8504 4 726N .10652W 29.8 136*6
8327.16504 00000/O000 1-10047/04 27 03/11/76 100 8504 4 60IN IC726W 30.6 13505
5327-16510 000OC/0020 1-10047 /0 42 8 03/11/ 7 6 90 85C4 4436N 108COW 31 .4 134.5
5327-16513 0000C/0000 1"10047 J0 4 29 03711 /76 60 8504 43 10N 1C831W 32.1 133.4
5327.16515 0000C/0000 1-100 47 /0 430 03/11/76 60 85x4. 4146N 1C9C2W 32.9 1,32*3
5327.16522 00000/00CC 1-100 47 /04 31 03111/76 80 85.4 402ON 10932W 33+ 6 131e3
5 327.1b524 000CC/00CC 1 . 10047/0432 C3/11/76 90 8504 3854N JlCC1W 34.3 130.1
5327-16531 COOCC/OOCO '1°1.00 47/Q433 0 3/11/76 90 8504 3729N 11C29W 35.0 12900
5327-16533 00000/OCCO 1'10C47/0+t34 C 3 / l/76 80 8504 -36038 11056W 35+7 127.9
5327.16540 GOCCC/0020 1°SOC4710 435 03/11/76 70 35 24 1437N 11123W 36.3 1E6e8
+ 5327.15542^ CGOOC/QOCO
8000G




11148W 3 7 • C
37.6
128+6
124-45327-16545 /OGCO i"10047ZC 437 0.3/11/76 to Ck 11213;
5 327-1 6 551 C0000/0000 1"100 47 /0 438 03 /1,1/7 6 l0 8504 301 9N 11238W 38 . 1 123+2
5328. 155121 GOOCC/DOCO 1,100 47/0 439 03/12/ 7 6 90 8517' 4853., 08152U 29.3 137.5
532 8. 15123 OGOCClOCCo 1-100 47 /0 44 0 23/12/ 76 120 8517 47c'EN' C8228W 'G•f 136@4
5 328
-15180 0o0OC70000'<1- 1.40047/0441 03/12/7 6 130 8517 4603N 083C3y% 3C.9 135.4







133.25 32$-15135' OOOOC/OOCO 1,100 47/0 443 0 3/12/75 100 85 1 7'
5328 -1 655 3 GOOCC/0000 1°10047/0 46 1 03/12/76 C 2518' 4852N 10741k 29.4 137.5
5328-16555 OOOCC/0000 i°100 47 /0 46 2 03/12/76 0 8518 4727N 1G818W 3 0 .2 136.4





1=4.3532$ » 16564 OOOGO/0000 1-10047/0464 03/12/76 0 8518 1C926W
5328-16571 OOOCC/CCOO 1-10047/0 465 C3/12/ 76 0 8 518' 4312N IC9581A 32.5 133.2
$328-1657-1 00000/0000 I-10047/04 6 6 03/12/ 76 10 8518 414 6N 11029W 3342 13211
5 328- 1 6580 COOCC/0000 1-10047/0467 03i1 2 /76 10 8518 4021N 110596 34 .0 131.0
5328-16582 ;	 OOOCC/0000 1-100 47/0 468 03/12/76 20 8518' 3855N 11128W 34.7 125.3
5328-16585 00000/0000 1-10047 /0469 0 3/12/7 6 20 8518 373CN 111561s 35.3 128.8
5328 . 165 9 1 COOCO/0000 1-10047 /0 47 0 03/12/7 6 1G 8518 3604N 11223W 3690 127.6
5328-16594 OOOCO/OOCC4 1-10047/0 4 71 03/12/76 IC 8 5 18 3437. 112SOW 36.7 126.5
5 32 8
-170OC 00000/OOCO 1-1004 7/0 472 03/12/76 10 8518 3311N 11316, 37.3 125+3
' 5328-17003 00000/0220 1-10047/0 473 03/12/ 7 6 0 8518 31 4 5N 113411 37.5'124.1
5328 1.7005 OOOCO/OOCO 1-1004710474 03/12/ 7 6 10 8518' 3019N 11405W 38+4 122.9
.` KEYS: CLOUD COVER X	 .e...s•.^^•.... 0 TO 100 X CLOUD COVER.
x IMAGE OU AL17Y BLANK.-BAND N OT AVAILAPLE. GsG86Da P-POO R • FmFAIR•
tSS DATA NODE. ... (BLA NK):C8MPRESSED, L.LINEAR
MSS
	












































17)F9 MAY 05o'76 FOR CONTIGUOUS US +AGE 0025
FROM 03/01/76 TO 03/31/76
OeSERVATIPN MICROFILM ROLL NO./ DATE CLOUD ORBIT PRINCIPAL POINT SAN Si,n	 IMAGE..CLAL MSS	 MSS
ID P8SITI5N I N ROLL ACQUIRED COVER NUMBER OF IMAGE ELEV. AZI M .	 R2V !SS DATA	 tM AGE
REV MSS LAT LONG 123 45672'M6CE GAIN
532 9. 1 52C2 30OOC/00CC 1'100 47/0 444 03/13/76
70 8531 4C22N 08635^, 3493 13C.8 GGGG
t	 5329°15204 CCOCC/00CC i°100 47 /0 445 C3/13/76 60 853.1 3857N C87C4k 35 , 0 129 .7 GGGG
532 9 °15211 0000C/'0CCO 1'100 47 /0446 C3 /13/ 76 6C 8531 3731N O 8 732N 35.6 12 2 ° 6 GGGG
5329-15213 000'00/06CO 1 . 10047/0447 03/13/76 80 185 3bC5N C2759k 36 . 3 127#4 FFGG
5 32 9 °17011 COOCC/00CC 1"10047 /0372 03/13/ 76 60 8 53 2 4853N 109C6w 29'7 137'4 GGFGR,	
5329°17013 000CC/COCC 1'100 47 /0373 C3/13/76 70 85, 2 4728N 10942k 30*5 136 . 3 GGGG
5329-1741 20 COOCC/CGCC 1°100 47 /0374 C3/13/ 7 6 80 85?2 46C3N 11017W 3 1.3 135e2 GGG[
5329 . 17022 000CC/OCCC 1°100 47 /0375 03/13/ 7 6 70 85V2 4438N 1105C6 32,1 134 . 1 GGGG
3	 5329-i7G25 CO000/0000 1-10047 /037 6 03/13/76 30 1532 4312N 11122N 32.8 1 33.0 LGGG
t	 5329°17031 00000/0GCC 1°10047/0377 03/13/76 1C 8532 4147N 111537, 33 . 6 131.9 :GGC
329 . 170 3 4: COOCC/OGCO 1-10047/0 3 78 03113/76 30 8 "2 4021N
3856N
11223%, 2 A .3 130,8
129'7
GGGG
3 29 °17'0 4 0 CCOCC/OCCO 1° S OOk7/0 379 C3/13/76 20 2532 11252., 3.. • C SGGG
#	 5329-17043 COOCC/0000 1°100 47/03 8 0 03/13/ 7 6 u 853E 273CN 1132Ci% 35 . 7 1c2 . 5 GGGG
f	 5328.11045 GGCCC/OOCO 1°10047/ 0381 C3/13/ 7 6 C p 532 36 4N 11348,,, 36.3 127 , 4 GGGG
i	 "A29:17082
^a329*170S4
COOCC/CCCC 1-100 4 7/0382 03/13/76 0 85 32 34 9N 11414;, ?7.0 1^a,02 GGGG
Cn00C/OOCO 1-iOC47/C383 03/13/76 C 8532 3313N 11440, 37'6 125 . 1 GGGG
5Y29-17061 uCOCC/0000 1-10047/C3 84 03/13/76 C 8532 31471 115C5^, 28.2 123 . 8 GGGG w:
'	 5330-15244 OCOCC/0000 1"10047 /0475 03/14/76 70 8545 444ON 08628:6 3264 134rC, GGFa
533C-15251 OCCCC/DOCC 110047 /C +7b 03/14/ 76 9 ; Qrs 45 4 315N C87COVi 33 . 2 125.9 =GFG
X5330 ° 1 253 00400/0000 1-10047/0 4 77 03/14/7 40 2r5^ 4 g 4 1 4 9h 08730, 3309 131 . 7 FGFr
t)33C*1`s2 9C OCOC /OOCO 1-10047/0 478 03/14/ 76 0 8545 4024N C88CD^, 3416 130,6 SGG,-
5330 . 15262 0CCCC/0000 1°10047/0479 03 / 14/76 C 8545 3 858N 088291W 35 . 3 125 +5 SFGG
5330 . 152F5 ocCCG/OCC^ 1 . 10047/0480 03/14/76 7 8545 3732N C8857A 36 0 C 12R#3 +GFG
5 330.15271 000CC/0CC6 1-10047/04 81 03/1 4/76 10 85'+5 36C6t, C8925,s 3616 127-2 ".GFn
5330-15274 OCOOC/OCC^ 1°1004 7/0 482 03/1 4 / 75 60 8545 3440N 08951„ 37, 3 12E 1 C G6FS;
5330-
-
152PC u^CCC/OOCC 1°10047/C4 83 CV143 76' 90 2545 331AN C90-7,, 37.9 124 1 8 GGFG
5 33015283t 000CC/0000 1°10047 /0484 03/1 4 / 76 IOn 2545 31 n8 09C42;, 38 , 5 125 1 6 GGFG
5330°15285 OCOCC/COCO 1-10047 /0485 03/14/ 7 6 90 8545 3C22N C91C% 3 91 C 122-3 GGFS
y	 5334-1547C OCCCC/oUCC 1°1004 7 /05 11 03/18/ 76 60 86C 1 46C5N C914CY, 33 . 1 134 1 4 GGFu^
5334.154 73 00000/00CC 1-10047/05 1 2 0 3 /18/76 90 86C1 4444 C92131, 3?.9 133 ' 2 GGFG
'	 5334.15475 OOCCC/COCC 1-10047 /0 13 03/18/76 90 86C 1 4314^ C9245N: 34+6 132+1 FGFG
)'5334 . 15482 OOCCC/GUCC 1°10047 /0514 03/18/76 8 0 8 601 41 4 8N 09317W 35f3 13C' 9 GGGG
5334-15484 OQ00C/OCCO 1-IC047 /05 15 03/18/ 7 6 50 86C1 4C23N 093477; 36x0 129x7 FGGG
!	 g 334.1	 491 000CC/0000 1-100 47/0 1 6
1°10047/017
02 / 1 8/76 40 8601 3857N 09416k- 36+7 . 122 . 5 GGGG
5334-15493 OOOCC/COCO ? 603 / 1 8 / 20 2601 3732N, 09443, 37,4 127 . 3 GGGG
i	 5334.155rC 000CC/0000 1 . 10047/0518 03/18/76 30 86C1 360 6N C95M, 38.0 12601 FGGG
t "s
KEySI CLOUD COVER X	 ........•.•.... O TO 100 • % CLOUD C8VER.
IMAGE QUALITY	 .•.:........r. BLANK S98AND NOT AVAILABLE. G n GOOD. P-PBOR, F°FAIR.
M SS	 DATA M9(E..e...,..•.•... (BLANK) n COMPRESSED, L.LINEAR ,..-^ a




OBSERVATI ON 	10 LISTING
17059 MAY 05. 1 76 FOR CONTIGUOUS LS ►'AGE	 0036
FROM C3/01/ 7 6 TO 03/31/76
6BSERV ATIO N 'ICRE	 ILM ROLL NO,/ CATE CLOUD ORBIT PRINCIPAL POINT SLN SLN INAGE.GLAL MSS	
t'SS
I 1% P65ITI8N'IN ROLL ACCLIRED COVER NUMBER OF IMAGE ELEV, AZIN, RBV	 NSS DATA	 IMAGE
F5V MSS
LAT LONG 123 45678 MODE	 GAIN
5334"155 C 2 CCOCC/OOCQ "10047/0519 03/18 /76 60 8601 344CN O9537W 38.6 124.8 FGGF








4C•3 121 . 0
GGG
0CCCC/0000 1"100 47 /0522 0 3022N GGG
5334-1552C C0000/0GCG 1"1004 7 /0523 03/18176 60 86CI 2856N 09716W 40.8 119.7 GGGG `-
5334"15533 00OCC/OCCC 1"1004 7 /0524 03/18/ 7 6 30 86C1 2729N C9740W 41.2 11 80 3 GGGG
5334"15525: ^C0CC/0000 1"100 47/0525 C3/18/76 20 86 C1 2603N 098C3,A 41.7 117 • C GGGG
g	 5335"15515 0000C/OOCC 1-JOC4 7/0526 03/19/76 0 8615 4857k 09153W 31 , 9 136-5 GGFG
r	
5335"15522 CCQCC/0000 1"iOO 47/05 27 03/1°/76 10 8615 4732\ C92-'0W 32,7 13=03 GGFF
5335"155.24 0CCGC/QCCC 1`1004 7 j0588 03/19/76 20 $615 46C6N C93C5W 33.5 13 4. 2 GGFG
5335"15533 000CC/0000 1"10047 j0529 03/19/ 7 6 20 8615 4316N C9411W 35,0 131.9 PPPP
5335 . 16540 C0CCC/OOCC 1"100 47/ 0530 03/19/ 7 6 i0 8 615 41 5C N C94421A 35 . 7 13C ► 7 PPPF
5335.15542 000CC/COCO 1-10047/0531 03119/76 2C 8615 4025N ..^.9511k 3614 129.5 FPPF
5335"15545 00OCC/00CQ 1°100 47/053 2 03/1 9 /76 1O 8615 3858N ^,9540W 37.0 128,3 FFFG
53 35"15551 ^COCC/OCCC 1-1C04 7 /C 533 =3/19/76 2C 8615 3732N 096C8W 7.7 1'=7.1 FFFG
5335.15554 ;COCc/OOCC 1'10C4 7 /053 4 03/19/76 10 3615 36074 09636% 38.3 125.9 GGFC
5335 . 15560 0000C/0000 1"10047/05 35 03/15/76 2p 8615 3441N C97C31?j 38.9 1 24 . 6 GGGG
5335"15563 000Cf_`CCCO 1"10047 /0536 C31 1 9/76 1O 8615 3315N; 09729% 39.5 123.3 ` GGFG
5335-15574 OOCGC/0000 1 . 10047/053 7 03/19/76 60 8 6 15 2856N :9844 4 1.1 119,3 GF G
5335-15581 OCCCO/0000 1°1004 7 /05 38 03/19/ 76 20 8615 273CN C99C7y, 4;05 118 1 C GFPF
5335"15583 000CC,/OCCO 1 1 100 47/053 9 03/1,9 1 76 20 8615 2605N C9931W 4 2 1 C 116 , 6 FFPP
5336 . 15594 COCCC/0000 1"10047/0540 p3/2G176 IC 8689 415IN C96C8W 36.0 1SC•5 GGGG
5 336-16000 COOCC/OOCO 1-10047/05 4 1 C3/2C/76 5C a 6ZS 4C25N C9638% 3 6 . 7 129 .3 GGGG-
5336"1.6003 C0CCC/00CC'1 "10047/0542 C3/2C/76 6C 26E9 390&. C97C7W 3744 128.0 C-GGG
$336- 16005 000UC/3%c0 -1oC47/05 43 03/20/76 2,- 8629 !734N, C9735W 38.0 126=8 GGGG
533 6"16012 v0CCC/0fiiC0 1-100 47t05 44 C3/2C/76 10 8629 3608N 098C3W 38,6 JE5 .
5
GGGG s
533 6 "1 6 ot u OCOCC/OOCO 1'100 47/0545 C3/2C/ 76 30 8629 3442K 09829% 39-2 1.24-3 aGGG ----
533 6" 1 6021 OOOCC/OGCO 1-1OC47/0F 4^ 03r2C/76 1O 3629 3316N 09854'W 39.8 123.0 mGGG
5336"16023 COOCC/OOCO 1"10047/0'5' 4 7 C3/2C/76 30 8629 315pN C99191h 4C•3 121.7 GGGG
5336
" 1 6 030 OOOCC/oociD 1:100 4? /0 54S 03/2C/ 76 10 8629 3023N C9944W 4C•9 12C a 3 GGGG
5336"16032, 000CC/C10G0 1"10047 /0549 03/20/ 76 10 8629 2856N 10OC8W 41 . 3 119 ap GGGG
5336".16035 OOOCo/OOCO 1"10o47/0550 03/20/76 2C 8629 2730N 100311 41.8 117,6 GGGG
5336"16041 00000/0000 3"1op47/05 5 1 C 3/20/ 7 6 30 8629 2 6 04N 10054% 42.2 116.2 GGG
5337-16031 OOOCC/of^Gb 1"10047/0552 Q3/21 j 76 10 8643 48578 09'447W 32 . 7 136.2 FGFG
5337"16034 000CC/^JCCO 1"100 47/0 553 03/21/7 6 p 8613 4733N 09523% 33 , 5 135 8 0 FGFr_.
5337 . 16040 00000./,0000 1"10047 /0554 03/21/76 10 8 643 4608K 09558th 34 . 2 133 .9 FGGG i
KEYS! CLOUD COVER X	 ,..,',...•,,.,., C TO 1CC - '% CLOUD COVER,
IMAGE	 DUALITY	 ,•......•...... ELANKSPBAND NOT AVAILABLE * G4G88Ds P n PeBR.	 FeFAlRe
MSS
	 DATA	 NODE.........,.,... (BLANK) n CO MPREnSED, L nLINEAR
MSS	 IMAGE
	
GAIN .............. (BLANK)-LBW GAIN, 4a•MIGN GAIN -
Yffiffiwa..
	 -	 aka*aP..`ib4ktYlL`tita.^katfY- ,-•	 •'cax+^i4FCi£ k.,	 Ltk1	 'FY,^ski3 a^ xKn2eve+.r.. ttLka^.liw.ttitllr,a:wsr't




17,59 MAY 05i'76	 FOR CO.TIGl;BLS LS
FROM 03/01/76 T8 03/31/76
,'AGE 0037
8BSERVAT18N MICROFILM ROLL NO,/ LATE CLOUD ORBIT P RINCIPAL POINT SLN SLN I N A G E .QLAL MSS	 NSS
LD POSITION I N ROLL A000IRED COVER NUMBER 8F IMAGE ELEV, AZT'". R5V	 "'SS	 DATA	 IMAGE
RBV MSS LAT LONG 123 45678 MODE	 GAIN
5337"16043 00000/00G0 1"100 47/0 555 03/21/ 76 0 8643 4443N C96311 35.0 132.7 FGGG
5337 " 16045 0000C/0000 1"1004 7/0556 03/21/ 7 6 3p 8643 4317N C97C3k 35,7 131.5 FGFG
5337 " 16052 00090J0000 1-10047/05 57 C3/21/76 30 8643 4152N 097341 36.4 13C. 3 FGFG
5337"16054 00CCC10000 1-°100 47/0558 03/21/76 20 8643 4026N C98C5W 37.1 129.0 FGFG
5337"16061 GOOCO/ODCO.1 "10047/0559 C3/21/ 76 iC 8643 -390CN C98341 37.7 127.8 FGFG
5337"16063 OCO00/OOCO 1"10p47/05 60 03/21/ 76 30 8643 3735N C99C2W 38.4 126.6 FGFG
5537r1607C 00060/0000 1"10047/0561 C3/21/76 6;1 8643 3609N 099291 39.0 125.3 FGFG
x` 5337-i6C72 C000C/OCCO 1"10047 /0562 C3/21/
7 E 10 8643 3443N 099561 39.6 124-0 GGFF
533 7" 1 6075 00000/OOCO 1 . 100 4 7/C563 G3/21/76 10 8643 3317N 1CO22W 4 C.1 IE 97 GGFF
5337-16081 OCOOC/OOCC 1-10047/0564 03/21/ 7 6 10 8643 31 5 CN IC046W 4Ce7 Y2l s4 FGFG
5337 " 16084 00000/0060 1"1004 7 /0565 03 / 2 1/ 76 2p 8643 3023N Sblilt+ 41.2 12C9C GGFG
5337 "160 90 00000/0000 1-10047 /0566 03/21/76 60 8643 2 8 5 7N ICI---5W 41'6 ;18.6 FGFF
5337 " 16093 33330/3303'1 "10047/0567 03121/76 70 8643 2731N 1C158µ, 42.1 117.3 GGFG
5338"16110 CDCCC/3303 1"100 47 /0 568 03/22/ 7 6 10 8657 4 148N C99clvW 3608 1 3 0'0 GGGG
' 5338"16112 0000C/00CC 1"10047/0569 03/2e / 76 0 8657 402AN C9931W 3794 12B,8 GGGF
^
5338"161,15 000G0/00CC 1"10047 /0570 03 1 22 / 76 0 8 657 3 857N 10CCCW 3 8. 1 12 7. 5 GGGG
5 3 38. 16121 CCQCC/OOCO 1 1 10047 /057 1 03/22/ 76 0 8657 3732N 1CO28W 38.7 126+2 GGGG
533g •1612 4 000CC/0000 1"100 47/0672 03 / 22 /76 0 8 657 3 60a N IG055W 39 3 3 12 5 .0 GGGG
5338"1 6130 CGQCC,^-3CC0 1"10047/05 73 03,122/76 0 8 657 143IN iC122W 39 . 9 1c3 s 7 GGGG
5838.16133 C000C/O000 1"10047/0574 03/22/16 {+ 8657 3312N 1C147% 4C.5 122,3 GGGG
p 5338"16135 COOCOJOOCO 1"1CQ47/0575 03/22/ 7 6 10 8657 31 4 6.N iG212W 41 . 0 121 . 0 GGGG






















5338 "16151 00000/0000 1"100 47/0 578 03/22/ 76 10 8657 2728N 103241 42.4'+j -688 GGGG
I 5339"16150 p000C/3303 1"10047JO`79 03/ 23 / 76 10 8 671 4731N 098161 34 . 2 134. 7 FGGG
5 339 " 161;2 DOOCO/OOCO 1"100 + 7/0880 03/ 23/76 10 8571 46C6 N C98_MIN 3r+.0 13345 GGGG
0339"16155 OOGOC/OOCO 1"10047 /0..8 1 03/23/76 30 8671 4 44CN 099241 3^-7 132 .3 CG G
5339"1616 1 OOCCG/0000 1"10047/058 2 03/23/ 76 40 8671 4314N 09956W 36.4 131•C GG G
5339 . 16164 000CC/3000 1-10047/0 583 03/23/ 7 6 60 8 671 4149N 1002% 3791 12 9. 8 GGGG
5,339-16170°' OOOOG/OOCO 1"10047/058 4 03/23/76 70 8671 4024N 100571 3 7.8 128.5 GGGG
5339 "16173 COOCC/OOCO 1"10047/058 5 03/23/ 7 6 -40 8671 3858N 1G125W 3824 127 . 3 GGGG
5339"16175 OOOOC/OOCO 1"10047/0 586 03/23/76 10 8671 3732N _10153W 39 . 1 126 . 0 GFGG
5339. 16182 00000/OOOO'1"1G047/0587 C3/23/ 7 6 0 8671 3607N 102211 390 124 . 7 GGFG
5339 "161 A4 00000/0000 1 1 100 47 /0588 03/23/7 6 1,0 8671 3440N 1G247µ, 4C.2 123 x4 GGFG
5339.16191 00000/OOCO 1"10047/0589 03/23/76 1 ,0 8671 3313N 10313W 4098 12240 FGFG
5339-16193 00000/0000 1-10047/0590 03/23/76 10 8671 3147N 103381 41.3 120.7 GGFG
KEYS( CLOUD COVER g	 ....•....'.•.... p T8 100 'a % CLOUD COVER.
I M A G E	 QUALITY	 .........,..... BLANKSVBAND N OT AVAILAB LE, G nGOB0. P=P88R.	 F=FAIR,
MSS D ATA VOOE...... (BL.ANK)-CBMPPESSED, L nLINEAR
MSS
	 IMAGE GATN..,'..,.....,. (ELANK)"LBW GAIN, HsHIGN GAIN
LANDSAT-i
OBSE RVATI ON ID LISTING
0:59 NAY D5,+75 FOR CONTIGUBLS LS eAGE 0038
FR8 M 03/01/76 T9 03/31/76




PRINCIPAL P81NT SLN SUN INAGE.GLAL MSS	 MSS
— ID POSITL'8N Ifs ROLL ACCUIFED COVER NUMBER
	
OF IMAGE ELEV, AZIM, RBV	 MSS DATA	 IMAGE
R8V MSS LAT	 LONG 123 45678 MSDE	 GAIN
5 33 9 -16200 OOOCO/OOCC'1- 10047/p51 03/23/6	 20	 1	
3021 N
	1C4G^w 41.8 11
5339-16202 COOCG/OOCO 1"10047/05 5 2 C3/23l
7
	8676	 10:	 1	 9855N'	 1042 W 42o2 11
7.9
GG F
5339-16205 COOOG/OOGO 1-10047/0593 13/23/76	 10<	 8671 	 2730N	 1045OW 4207 11605 GGGG
KEYS: CLOUD COVERT 0 T8 100 z % CLOUD C8VER0
IMAGE QUALITY
	 ..e. BLANKSRBAND NOT AVAILABLE;.	 GPGB®D0 P' n_P88R0	 F!FAIRv
'`A SS DATA	 'ODE .... (84ANK)=CO MPRESSED, LcLINEAR








^' .^f^:^P.N.a"^^vhtrt^^d'k:!K.2:^7Sai:Ct''231a:X34Eid a'vU.:^fcC.st ^%z'^uSFR#.r&aci+t •




-,	 tune	 sr	 xae K»Kr.t








FOR ALASKA	 PAVE 0039
FROM 03/01/76 T9 03/31/76




CLOUD ORBIT PRINCIPAL POINT SLN	 SLN IMAGE.QLAL MSS
	
MSs
IG	 PBSITIBN IN ROLL	 ACCUIRED COVER NUMBER 	 OF IMAGE
	
ELEV, AZIM. REV -MSS DATA IMAGE
3	 REV	 MSS	 LAT	 LONG	 123 45678 MODE GAIN
5270-19590	 COOCC/0000 1-10047/01 87 01/14/ 7 6	 0	 7711 6122N	 14616k	 4 . 2 153P4	 GGGG
t	 5290.20094	 00000/OOCO 1-1004 7 /OOC1" C2/03/ 76 too	 7990 5956N	 15GC6k	 9.4 149.8	 GGGG
5290-2oloc
	
OODOC/OOCO 1-1004 7 /0002 02/03/76 100	 7950 9833N'	 151046 10 +4 148 9 9	 GPGG
529 0-201e 3	oo000/OoCC 1 . 10047/OCo3 02/03/76 100	 7950 57 10N	 15158k 11.4 148.0	 GPGG
5 290-20105
	
00000/0460 1.100 47/CCC4 C2/03/76 100	 7990 554 7N	 152481 12,3 147.2	 GGGF
5317 . 19150
	 COOCC/oCCo 1 1 1004 7 /02 47 C3101/ 7 6	 0	 8366 6408N	 133531 15 4 5 151 @ 0	 GGG
E	 5317.19152
	 COOCC/OCCC 1 1 100 47 /02 48 03/Cl/7 6	 0	 8 366 6246N	 135C7k 16 . 4 149,7	 GGG
5.317.19155	 00000/OGCO 1-10047 /02 49 03/01/76	 0	 8366 6124N	 13615w 1704 148 0 4	 GGGG
5317-19161	 o00oC/OOCO 1-100 47/0256 C3/C1/76	 0	 8366 6CO2N	 137171 18.3 14703	 GGGG
x	 5318-19201	 o000C/OCCO 1'1004 7/0279 03/02/76	 10	 8380 653ON	 133551 14 .9 152.4	 GGGG
s	
C	




	 OOOOC/0000 1'100 47/02 81 03/02/76 80 8380 6247N	 136311 1 6.8 4 49s	 GGGG7
	
5318-19213	 000CC/0000 1-10047/0282 C3/C2/76 	 60	 8380 6125N	 13738	 17.7 148+4	 GGGG
6318-19215
	 COOCC/06CC 1-IOC 47/0283 C-3/02/76	 60	 8386 6003N	 13839W 1807 1 4 7 0 2	 GGGGG
cl
r	 1^	 KEYS3 CLOUD COVER % .•	 . ..•e•e.. e 0 TO 100	 CLOUD COVER.
IMAGE QUALITY
	
BLANKS n BAND NOT AVAILABLE. G'GOOD, PaP@OR. F=FAIR,
r	 MSS DATA MODE. .......ee.0e0. (BLA NK), w C BMPRESSED, LaLINEAR
MSS IMAGE GAIN...
	



























LISTING PAGE 0042 t
FOR CONTIGUOUS GS
FROM 03/01/76 TO 03/31/76
PRINCIPAL PT. OBSERVATION CC GUALITY PRINCIPAL PT. OBSERVATION
























530 6 °1 4545



















5316 . 14 052





























































531. 8 . 1µ18p X 9 2 GGGG 09411 , W 302111`
43 0 9%
5322-1 4433















0701 j70	 w 53 8+	 4 8^!	 1	 1	 2 0 9 2 GGGGGGGG
C74	 f,



































4439N x327.15074 16e" Cr;FG








FGGF 9C7 5µw 38 51N 530 6° 4534- 1 8219 GGFG 82161C8	 dW
4 0 2C. N X32 6. 1 5 0p32 132 GGGG
GrrG07515 ,A
075361 3855N 5321,14352 172 GGGG OBCO W 28 5N 532? 14440































































1 2 FGFC Og239W 2µ37N 32 °	
525
i	 20 7b27w',


















2 7 29 N
5327-15C63































GGGG C8255W 2851N x306 .14563 122 G'sFG s'07727x.
07729,,,
4147N












x32 8. 1 5 130
x	 7 .





07733 . , µ854N
31 47N







p8C53W 2 6 C3N 5322-1444 5 676 GGFG 083131A 4147N
x327`15083 182 G ?FG
07751,



























3p1 6 N 530 5 °145()3' 1 52 GGFG 083191 27 25 N ..3 3 06°147 0 122 "GGFGGGGG
^- - -












x 30 7'1 5012
X 328. 15 132
172
C92 GGGG07 8 µ5n•. . µ6 04N 5	 G6532..• 14_ 	 C 132 GFFG
5WG	 11^ 2 436% 5322-
i	 :i
f KEYS' C LOUD
GE QU ALTYI	 A	 A •ai.....^.•e..: BLANKS=BAND IE.
	
GNOT AVAILABL GOODe'P	 °	 PBORo F	 FAIR. 1
7




























































































































^aP	 .:s^	 Y. . •.v	 Z s , ^.s..
	
' , y,
	 .;. e . _ .: -. a	 _	 '".x„,^y'°	 '." T-P
	 rry	 yx . '"..N';.[I	 J
+.	 T
LANDSAT-1	 PAGE 0043
17459 MAY 05j176	 COORDINATE LISTING
FOR CONTIGUOUS US
76 T@ 03!31/76FROM 03/01/























































532 9. 1 5 211
532 7 -1 5 12 4
132




5326 *1t0 5 C






















5313 0 153 1 4
5311-1 5225 192. FGGG 0914CW 4605N
























122 GGGG 08814W 2017K 5310-15185 1 92 GGGF C915CWW
3728N
4857N


































































5 311 . 1 5 2 3 4
5313-15323 152 FGGF C9215W 402CN
'd rf]
08548A 2853N
^ 3 12 N













0860Cw 5 327-1 5 11C 152 GGFG




















53 27'15 11 3 172 GGGG 08925W 36C6N 5330-152;1
1 80 GGFG C92^8`rr 38F5N























5310-1 5 171 182 GGGG Cg95CW- 3437N 5312-15285 102 GGGG
G93p9^y 3311N























1 82 GGGG 090044 2 8 52N 5311,-15245 182 FFGG C9317W
4148N















































087194 4602N 5313 . 1 5311 172 GGFG 09042W 3148K 5330-15283 C92 GGFG
09359W 3p20N
KEYS. CLOUD COVER 'X
	
0 TO 100 ' X CLOUD CBVER•
IMAGE QUALITY •.r......^..... BLAN KS =BAND NOT AVAILA BLE, G' n G@@D• P g POOR• F n FAIR@
g;5. xixE
	










17:59 y AY C5, 1 76 COORDINATE LISTING PA3E 0044
'•s
FOR CONTIGUOUS US
FROM 03/01/76 TO 03/31/76 ----Y
PRINCIPAL PTA OBSERVATI,8 N CC QUALITY PRINCIPAL PTA 88SERVATION CC CUALITY PRINCIPAL PT. O SSERVATISN CC CUALYTY
8F	 I MArE ID X REV MSS dF IMAGE 10 14 REV	 'SS 8F	 INAGE ID % REV MSS
LONG LAT 12345678 LdNG LAIN 12345678 LONG LAT 12345678
0 54 10, 3438N 5315 . 15455 162 GPGG: C96c9W 3146N 5316,15522 SO2 GGFG C9829W 3442K 5336. 1 601 4 162 GGGG
09411, 4316N 5335 A 15533 172 PPPP C9631N 4443K 5337-16C43 192 FGGG 098291W 343 8K 5 31 8. 1 6025 172 Gr;GG













G GGG^ 9 41 6 385'4 5334°154 1 152 GGGG C9636w 3 6 074 5335°15554
X94-t..	 t3 a 2 854N 5314-1541 5 8!	 2 FFGG C 9636W 26 2NG 531 -15482 81 2 F GGG C 98439 2856N 5335 . 5571^	 4 132 rF G
09436us 9312N 5315°15462 172 GPGG 09638W 40254 533 6. 1 6 COC 1422 GGGG C9851w 46064 5339- 16 1 52 182 GGGC-










-9443A 3 7 321 5334^15493 172 GGGG 09649W 472ON 5 302 °1 6 11 4 C92 3311N
094434 37304 '-316°15504 152 GGGF 09652W 3022N 5334.15614 1''2 COG C990CW 4 1 4 1N 5302°'1 6 1 3p 162 GGFG a
09447 A 485^N 5337°1 6 031 1 82 FGFG C9654W 3p2pN 5 31 6 -1 55 2 5 112 GGFG 0990gw 41484 5338-1 6 11C 1 8 2 GGGG
09447,, p728N 5314-15422 162 FGGG C9659W 2435N 5315-15485 1 82 GFFG C9902W 37354 X337-16C63
462 FrFG
0950 1;& ;146N 5815°35464 152 FFGG 097029 34374 5317 . 15571 132 GGGG 099CEW 4851N 5322 ® 16212 172 FFFG
095 ;1 5 ;, 4437. 5318-16GOC 092 FGGG 09703,4 4317N 5337°16 45
.6
FGFG -99C5W "27274 5317 : 15592 172 FGGG
095JCA 36064 533+15500 162 FGGG 097039 34414 5335 » 15560 172 GGGG 09907i 27304 5 335«15581 172 GFPF
O'51 C ti 2 60?N 5314.15424 162 FFGG 09707W 39C QN 5336-16CO3 132 GGGC C9919W 31504 5330*16023 162 GGGG 4
09511 A 4C2 5N 5255-1 554 2 172 PPPF C9707'r 3856N 5 31 8 °1 6 01 4 102 GGFG C9321W 31454 33 1 8 °i 6C34 162 GrGG
095111 4 Q 1QN 5317-15553 0922 CGGG 09/16W 2 8 56 4 5334.155PO 132 GGGC C9924Y, 44404 5339.16155 162 GF G
09511A 36 C 4N 5316. 1 5S i1 1 c GFFF 09717W 2 8554 5316°15531 142 C C992%, 3609N °33 7. 16g 7 C
'1317.15J94
132 FSPG
09523% 4733N 533 7-16034 1 2 FGFG C9724W '4556N 5302°1 6 121 112 GGGG 09929% 26CIN 1 8 2 GGGG
C %525 3 2 N0 G 5315-15x7 1 163 GFGG 70 928W 3311N 531 7a 15574 1 52 GGGG 993C	 CW 401_=N 6302 1 1 3 5 102 GGGG
09533~ 24364 5314 = 15431 152 FGFG 09729W 2315N 5335°15563: 1 8 2 GGFG 09931* 4022N = 3 38 "16 112 192 GGGF

















5 31 . 1 6 C2C 1 42
172 GGGG
09941A
5336.16C3C 1 8 2 GGGG09 540A 3858N u335*15545 FFFG 5336°16CO5 C9944w 3023N












3019N 03 1 8 °1 6 C 4 1




GG G09 549, 2854N 53IF-154 73 0914UW 27294 43144
































0 96 0 8% 415,N 5336 . 15594 182 GGGG C9803W 3608N 5336 . 1 6 C1.2 182 GGGG IoCC w 3857N 0 338 *1 6 115 1 9 2 GGGG
0 9608,; 4147N 5318-1.6COS Ogg FGGG 098p3W 2 6 f;3N 5;34-15E25 172 GGGC IOCC W 2 8 5 6 N 5336e16C32 1 8 2 GGGG
096 08 4 3 732N 5335-155551 17 2 FFFG 09M03W 26 02N 531 6. 15540 18 2 GGGG 1CC1QQW 28534 5 31 8. 1 6 043 1	 2 GGGG
a,96 0 8k 372FN 5317°15562 102 GGGG' C9805W 40 264 5337-16054 1 72 FGFG 1CCitW 4602N 5 322 . 16221 192 CrFG
0 96 12 9 4845N 5308-16112 09 2 GGGG 09816W 4731N 5339-16150 182 FGGG 1CC22b 33174 5332 . 16075 1 8 2 GGFF
09613W 2 7 2 8N 5315-1548C 182 GFGF C9818W
8
3018N 5317-15583 1	 2 GGGG 10022W
7




 3 47`1	 h 5334 . 551	 11 1 32 GGG 0929W 43 6NC 53 2.16130	 0 1 2 FGGG 1.002 W 4 491	 N 6 641	 1 .132 GGGG
KEYS:	 CLOUD COVER 0 T8 100 CLBUD CBVER+
IMA GE QU ALITY f•+.•.+.4s..++. BLANK S= BAND NOT :AVAILABLE.	 G n	 GOOD. P u P58R+ F	 z	 FAIR*
v ^}'^:i*seta:,'^r??t'utr^a^?rtG"riY;#^.t^1ic!2,2F.et{e>'e.nssr<,x-.Litr.'*:.ae.ti!?r,.w.3d'},4.{, 5,^'.isuN.E!w,rraer.:ssi...T.r.:ew,.a,.d.'f.ei:, ,,ia.^4a_Hr^s2 iat..c,xn.ra.e,a.e,e.a ._.+..	 .. _. r.....,....s.,...f	 :.tx_..aa....i	 .: S.•:.F, ...+h ,.. Frs...	 t..,r,...a.0	 ..r .d...-at:,,.XX.k... a....._.._,u. .. _.al-..s	 ..... ^a._ ....r..svt„. __.	 .e.. t.	 «,..,..a.x.ss	 rr:.a'....	 >^,yF: »._s.._a.+...St,,,.




FROM C3/01/7 6 TO 03/31/76
?FI. CIPAL PT , g 6SER'JATI9N CC
QUA














































































































, 6 a5302 1 1 ' C
533681664}
1 2
1 62 GGG 10303W
^


























































5337-, 16 0 8 4
r-3,9-,6.95
172
112 CGGG 1	 3 
9W













K2C2 r 1 6 1 5 3










































GGG 10551WIO	 2 385µN2 t)329:16271 122 GGFG



















































5307. 1 6 400
1 8 2 ,
132 O^GGG 1061CW
^32^•16373
30,	 1637 2 1 Gera
101 5k,c
10i5S
7 83 2 N
2731.
S3Z1^161°C
































5338 "1 6 1 3^







































5 307 °1 64 2;



















C12640 4 25n 1309 . 651	 12 132 GGGG "
10222W 4021N 5 322-1 623 5 1 2
KEYS; CLOUD COVER %
IMAGE QUALITY ....
G TO 	 1100 + % CLOUD
SLANKS.BAND NET
C8VER*
A V AI LABLE *	 G •	 GOBDe	 P	 • 'P98Re F	 FAIR-
3;3
i^
St&.G^.....T.^alki r^},_ :ntiifâx^.Ka.S:2.h9:..FUix'E„f LtEsSY.•^:1Sn.ni., a_.,r..._Lu..,^atc#1@'.a^a+ +r .,sr7,i.0 s ^.., ._a., .,, d.r.-:.^ "Pa^.t, ^.i.,.., ;^^.,v ,u, ..cc,. ^`:	 >..._,.... s_,,. .n. x....:,.t 	 ^.,.:x:i.. :y.. ., _...._': . .. u,. 	 ^-	 ^..,,.^_^.^,..^.,.. v,:^,#...,.. ^....,. ,,.::_i_ _..... ^,..F_:". ., 	 r,. ,,.,. ,._ ._. _, ..,	 ,... . .... ... .. .... .....z. , k._. ,._^.




17559 NAY C5,176	 C98RDINATE LISTING
FOR CONTIGUOUS US
FROM 03/C1/7 6 TO 03/31/76
 P	 flBS RVATtON	 CC QUALITY	 PRINCIPAL PT. OBSERVATION	 CC GLAL:ITY	
PRINCIPAL PT, O BSERVAT18K	 CC SUALTTY
PR IN C I P A L T,	 t	 N	 D	 RBV NSS	 OF PAGE	 IC	 !	 RBV NSS
OF IMAG	 ID	 %	 RBV MSS	 F IMAGE	 I	 12345678
£A	 12345678	 LONG	 LAT	
12345678	 LONG	 LAT
LONG	 L T	 5	 9	 GFFG	 1C855W 33 9h' 5307-164411 92	 GGG	
1105%, 4p21N 5328.1658 0	1 8 2	 GrrG
10652- 4726N
	 32 ? b^Ci	 C 2	 855W 33 0 4	 5325.643 	 92	 GGFG	 11113w 30195 0326 .
16493	 112	 GGGG
	
10653- 3p21N 5322"1 6323	 192	 GGGG	 1C.	 1 N	 1	 0	 i
	
10653-v 301 9h 53C5^1o334	 l g 2	 GGGG	 10501w 4145N 530 9 -1 65 30	 1 82	 GGGG	
11119W	 3g9h	 31 '•16050
	 ?92	 GFGG
 6	 GGGG	 10 02w 41 46N 5327.16515	 132	 GGFG	 1112CW 3437-
	 30 3
	 1
:iC7 02 v, 34 40N 5324-1 6 3 6 5	 1 2	 4	 Z329- 170 25 	 16	 GGGG
	
1C703w 3434N 53 C6-16381	 182	 GFGG	 10903w 4848N 5311:1 7C22	 152	
a3FGG	
11122- 3437- 6327=64 	 2
	1t^708v, 385711 5325 . 1 64 12	 1^2	 GGFG	
ZCg03W 3729- 532trb16473	 1^2	 GGGG	
i--6W 3859	 t3 - 1 65$3	 112	 rG^uG




GGGG	 10°ObW 4853N 532 9
 17011	 1.2	 GGFG:	 1112	 h
 Z)3
	
1 6: 1 6592 172	 GGGG
	






46 N 53C - 1 65 1 59 	 122	 FFGG	 IC921W 3148N 532 5 -1
6432	 12	 GGGG	 11146	 28w 331	
_34916553
	 12	 ,art;
`	 ®	 .	 p' 	 9 4
	 4432N 5310-16575	 172	 GGG[	 11148, 3311% X
32 7 n 	
1
16542	 172	 GGGG
i0 72 E 	 k6	 5327,16504	 092	 GGGG	 10 2 u+
	





S0926W 4437N 5328-16564	 152	 GGGG	 11151' 41431.111 
	
7 2 9 A 3313N
i+C`7 9u 33p gN 5206-16:383	 192	 GGGG	 1093aw 401,9- 53p9-16533	 192	
GGGG	 11153W 4^47t, X 32 9 "17032	 18c	 GciGG
	





11154W 373ON 131 1 7 GRC	 162	 G`GG
^7	 373 [^ 5325"16414	 GGFCa	 932W 4 2ON 53 27, 1 65 22	 112	 GGGG	 1156W 37344 
X 0294 1 65 5	 1 72	 GGGG
1+ 36w	 2 1 2	 10^	 -	 As	 GFGG	 11212W 3146N 2303°16560	 192	 rFG
^y	 yC738•,, 4847K 531..-16564 	 3p2	 GGGG	
1094CW 4 23N	 311 17024	 142	 ^
;^	 1n7u , 485 N 5-29'16553	 9	 GGGG	 1 942W 4721- 5'329"17 93	 122	 GGGG	 1121--W 2
1 45K x327%6545	 182	 G€;rG
^,^`d	 1 75 ; 3142te 5324d16^74




^311 ,. 170u5	 162	 C^FG 4
3<	 =? 6- 6	 °	 GGGG	 a 946W 3 a h 5325-16435 	 92	 GGGG	 11221E 3 6CC N tr31C"1 7 CO2
	
y62	 34,GG
►^ 	 10,7542	 442	 G 1 3 `I C 	 1 2 	 aC	 0 1	 1	 r . r r.	 .^ a	 g 9» ? 34	 62
	
1C f58A +4 435 ?- 5?C9° 6521 	 162	 GGGG	
.0956W 43C7N 5310-16582	 182	 GGGG_	 1'2233 4 p21N	 32 l Ca	 1	 tir,GG
	






'0557',1 34371.: 5-426.16482	 1 , 52	 rCGG	 11223W 36041, 0323.165°1	 82	 '1rGG10800	 7,	 958	 431	 5328-16571	 9	 7	 9w 656-	 9
	
1C^C2A 36011 "53C • 16432	 122	 GGGG'	 10	 W _ ^8^
	








0 7- 555	 8	 Pr,(-,G
8 3W 3606N 5325y'1642 1	 1 82	 GGFG	 1095 9 W	 ., h	 309-'6535	 1gc
	
GGG G 	 112383	 32
	
508063 ,s„2 N 532 6 ^1 fi 4 6 4	 t92	 GGGG	 '1001	 38541- 5327-:6524 	 1, 2
	 GGFG	 ll2'^8W 3K3^h ^ 3 iCx 1^Cp5 	162	 GGGG
5	 "	 4	 4559N 5`s11 • 1 7 C 3 1	 1^2	 GGFG	 11250,,3852K n?








	8lw 4727N 5328 . 36555	 1,^	 GGGG.	 3?C17W 4603N 53290 1 7 0':0	 lf2	
GGGG	 112 CW 3837-	 2 1 	 17^
i	 1C 189	




s	 10819# 3p21N 5324 1 63fl1	 tr
	
i08g9 y 3017N F3C6 -161%'[	 12	 GFGG	 11C27W 4 1 4th 5310®1 6584 	172	
GGGG	 1i314W 330-°	 tr31^1 %'G11	 ib2	 iGGG
$ Q	 .^	 53 7- 6435	 GGGG	 r 7'R 372 `^ h 53 S= 654^	 9	 Gt:GF	 11316W 331Sty °32 • 1 700C	 1 82	 Gz G iC 2° v+ 34351+	 G l	 1^c	 1112	 0 l	 ^	 ioo	 GGGG	 11318- 3 7 a 7'+ 5311.17054	 172	 GFFG
	
14830- 431pty
 a3Cgsib524	 162	 GGGG	 11C329W 4146N 5328-16573	 1
6	 82	 GGF	 11C2g'd 3729N 532 7$ 165 31 	 1 2	 GFGG 	1132p3Cn b
329«1704=
	 1 92	 GGGG
	
1C 83 C', 344CN 53251 423	 1	 33 W
W 37
3- 43N n310 . 1 7C14	 1 52	 GGGG
	
10,8313 431CN 532 7 °1 b513	 13e	 GGGG	 11047W 4434- 5311°1 74
33	 1^2	 GGFF	 11 ^	 1	 r
	
SC°35w 3 8558 5326 . 1 6 4 7 0	 192	 GGGG	
1iO48iv 31 45N 5326-16491	 112	 GGGG	 11341W 314 5N ^32 8a i 7 g03	 192	 GGGG
	
1r$ 43v; 2855N 5324 . 1 6 1`8 3	 182	 GGFG
	 1105pW 4438N 532 94 1 7 022	 122	 GGGG	 11345W 3602N ° 3 11 . 1 7 06 C	 182	 G GG	
_.
	
10843,v 2851N 530 6 °1 6 395 	182	 GFGG	 11054W 36C3N 5309 1 6 44	
192	 FFGC
	
i1348W 3604N ^32^'1 7 0 45 	1 9 2	 GGGG
	
108503 4557- 5310°1 657 3	 142	 GGGG	 lIC56w 36C3N 5327°1 6 53 3	 112	
GGGG	 114CFW 3C17N 3310 :17G2 C	142	 GGGG
	
108523 4602N 5328-15562 	 192	 GGGG	 11057W 4p16K 5310-16..
9 1	 142	 GGGG	 g14C5W 3C1 9 N	 32 1 CO5	 18 2	 FGGG
s	 KEYS: CLOUD COVER 't	 0 T6 100	 X CLOUD COVER.	
-ti.-
IMAGE QUALIT Y .......••.....• BLAN KS-BAND NOT AVAILA BLE. G a GOOD- P a
 PO R. F
	 FAIR,
x
















































17'55 MAY GSi'76 C88RDINATE
LANDSAT-1
LISTING
P OR CBNTIGUBUS LS
FRBM 03/01/ 76 TO 03/31/76
PRINCIPAL PT, 5BSERVAT18N CC DLALITY PRINCIPAL PT, OBSERVATION CC QUALITY PRINCIPAL PT.
9F	 IMAGE ID
%
RBV MSS OF IMAG€ ID % RBV NSS OF	 I'NAGE
LONG LAT 12345678 LONG LA 12345678 LONG LAT
114 12,, 3436!: 53 11*1 7 0 6 3 142 GGGG 11629W 314 N 5 312-1 7 130 182 FGGF 12158W 4852N
1141 4A 3439N 53 29°1 7 052 192 GGGG 11638W 36C4N 5313417172 182 GGGG 12218W 4436N
11 4 1 6 A 3855N, 5312-17109 182 GGGG 11704W 34398 5313-17175 192 GFGG 122346 4728N
11 438w 3311N- 5311-1706E 182 GFGG 1171OW 3854N 5 314-1 7 221 192 GGGG 12251w 4311N
11440'* 3313N 5 32 9 *1 7 054 192 GGGG' 11730W 3313N 53 1 3. 1 7 1 8 1 182 FGGG 1230°6 46C3N
F	 11444w 372 9N 53 121 7 112 182 GGGG 11739W 3728N 5314.17224 192 GGGG 123221+ 4146N
11503w 3145N 5311'17C72 142 GGGF 11755W 3147N 5313-17184 182 GFGG 12343w 4439N
115CS6 3147N 532 9 -170 6 1 192 GGGG 11806W 36C2N 5314 . 17230 1 8 2 GGGG 12351W 4021N
i	 .1i512w 36C3.N' 53 12.-1 7 11 4 1 7 2 GGGG 11833W 3436N 5314-17233 182' GGGG
_12415W.. 4314K
11539W 3436N 5312-17121 182 FGFF 11858W 331CN 531 4 °17 235 152 GGGG 12420W 3856N.
11 544 t-, 3855N 5 313-17163 182 GGGG 12032W 485IN 5319-17474 132 GGGG' 12446W 4148A
1160 5 wv 3 311N 5 312 . 1 7123 192 GGGG 12109W 4 726N 5319.17480 1 82 GGGG 12448W 3730N
11 6 11W 373pN 5 313 . 1 7 1 7 0 182 GGGG 12145W 4601N 5319-17483 1 8 2 GGFG 125166 4023K
KEYS. CLOUD COVER % rsa ^ ee_e ^ e e e re • e C T6 100 e X CLOUD CBVERs







1.8'04 MAY C5	 '76
LANGSAT°i
COORDINATE LISTING FACE 0048
FOR ALASKA
FROM 03JC1/7 6 T8 03/31/76
PRINCIPAL.
	 PT. RBSFRVATIBN CC - QUALITY PRINCIPAL FT,	 85SERVAT15t`
CC CLALiTY PRINCIPAL PT. O BSERVATIO N CC CLAITTY
OF 1MAGF ID' X R3V MSS OF IMAGE_	 ID X REV NSS12345678
OF	 It AGE
LONG	 LAT











6247N	 5 31 8 °1 9 210- 112 GGGG 5	 6	 5956N1	 CC	 W'
5833n
^2%620C 94





13355W	 6530N 5318-1 9201- 1 8 2 GGGG
GGG














1 6 2 GFGG 13839W	 60C 3 ^	 5'31819215 132 GGGG 1524AW
	 5547 5290°20105 C92 GrGF
1=615W
	
E124N 5317 , 19155 192 GGGG 14E6W	 6122N	 5c70'1959C 192 GGGG
z
KEY S : CLOUD COVER
IMAGE QUALITY ••••y•^^••^•^•o
C TO 100 ° R CLOUD COVER*






























^e	 .ryrv^	 ..,+R] nr...,





	 N a	 ?`ssCFYStitiir
0051
USA SATELLITE COVERAGE MAP REFERENCE DATA
CYCLE 14
ORBIT NUMBER	 FIRST OBSERVATION




120 	 105,	 9 o	 75*
 
1
126	 124 122 120" 
"8	 14 1414	 112 IiO 168 166 105 .1'04 1	 4	 94	 i2	 910. i8	 4	 4402 160 98	 io	 A	 i6 75"4	 72	 70" 68	
66
WEST LONGITUDE
L	 SAT - 2
	























12nO	 cos.	 9 o
	 75'I
L	 S 2	 SATELLITE COVERAGE MAPo ^Q
3 CYCLE 21CLOUD COVERAGE CALENDAR DATE
0 -	 25%
BEGIN	 END
9 FEB 76	 26 FEB 76

























94	 92	 1	 88	 86	 84	 82	 66li2	 c	 105	 90,124	 112 120" 118	 14	 114	 ii 1	 168 166 .104 162	 160	 48	 96	 80	 78	 76 
7-5.74	 72	 70	 68
WEST LONGITUDE
5f
USA SATELLITE COVERAGE MAP REFERENCE DATA
CYCLE 21_
ORBIT NUMBER" FIRST OBSERVATION
	 * ORBIT NUMBER FIRST OBSERVATION
5465 2392-15592 * 5534 2397-14450
5479 2393-16050 * 5535 2397-16273
5480 2393-17520 * 5536 2397-18111
j. 5492 2394-14284 * 5548 2398-1.4504
5493_ 2 394-1610 3 * 5549 ' 2398`-16333
5494 2394-17533 * 5550 2698-18162
5506 2395-14333 * 5562 2399-14563
y 5507 2395-16163 * 5563 2399-16394
5508 2395-17592 * 5564 2399-18223
5520- 2396-14392 * 5576 2400-15014
5521 2396-16221 * 5577 2400-16450
Y






"	 kkt,e^'^7ifl^"er."^r,3.S15z2:i'^., Jkd3.l+4m ^',1#e^°,}aR^S`.tbYhWd^{.	 Pw'L^t "'a3KH;NPk"X14,CL4€ 1fi^'m[ef3H5`'i.3A,d1ii^^G}e.WiiflFb,^;At.v.a'sa[lSt3e'.a'.13.A^ ,e,	 zr- ^ 	 [kva _..	 ^	 H ..,.F+'-.e	 .. ,.	 .,....	 ,. z-. .^ roo	 ._.	 -._ . F..	 -ro........	 ., 	 .	 _.._	 .	 .,	 . _	 __
i	 a
	
120	 105°	 9)* 75°
56
LANDSAT - 2 SATELLITE COVERAGE MAP
z^
	
^^	 t^$rt^ p	 o	 1 o	 w	 e	 50°
	
C, b
	 \	 ^ ,^.	 h a^,"Y,.^+ V O	 ^b	 W a ,y .Q O	 M O b'	 O
^ h h	 ^a	 ^	 x.^'m	 `o h,^^.:,KrV^ y` N	 h^ h h h ..^j y	 b .^Dp h^	 O h
r h ^,.,
	 h.	 h	 ks, .^	 h h
x'VCY ^ '••^ .;













\\ \^	 `	 x	 \	 39
^.	







c	 .•;	 \	 33











	 27 FEB 76 15 MAR 76
	
27
26 50%	 ^\	 \` v \	 26
51 75%'	 +\\	 \^	 25
r	 76 100%





126	 124 122 120° 118	 116 114	 112 110 108 106 105°1O4 102 100	 98	 96	 94	 92	 90° 88
	 8b	 S4	 82	 80	 78	 76 75°74	 72	 70` 68	 66
(NEST LONGITUDE
Yax^ray,.-n




USA SATELLITE COVERAGE MAP REFERENCE DATA'
CYCLE 22
ORBIT NUMBER FIRST OBSERVATION * ORBIT NUMBER FIRST OBSERVATION
f
5590 2401-15073 * 5730 2411-16043
5591 2401-16504' * 5731 2411-17472
5592 2401-18333 * 5744 2412-16101
5604 2402-15131 * 5745 2412-17533
5605 2402-16562 * 5757 2413-14330
5618 2403-15192 * 5758 2413-16160
5619 2403-17014 * 5771 2414-14385
5632 2404-15243 * 5772 2414-16214
5633 2404-17073 * 5773 2414-18061
5646 22405-1.5301 * 5785 2415-14443
5647. 2405-17145 * 5786 2415-16272
5660 2406-15360 * 5787 2415-18104
5661 2406-17191 * 5799 2416-14501
a
5674 2407-15414 * 5800 2416-16330
5675 2407-17243 * 5801 2416-18162
5702 2409-15531 * 5813 2417-14555
5703 2409-17362 * 5814 2417-16384
5716 2410-15585 * 5815 2417-18220


































	 CALENDAR DATE	 29
0 - 25% BEGIN	 END	 11
	
26 - 50%	
16 SAAR 76 2 APR 76	 26
	
51 - 75%	 25
24
	
16 - 100%	 23
BLANK AREAS INDICATE MISSING DATA
rr	 ,
126	 124 122	 ° 'lio	 116	 1L4	 112	 110 108 106 ,iO4 102 100	 98	 96	 94	 92	 90 ° 88	 $6	 84	 82	 80	 78	 76 ° 74	 12	 70	 b8	 66If1^C	 10S	 75WEST LONGITUDE
s
0059
USA SATELLITE COVERAGE MAP REFERENCE DATA
CYCLE 23
ORBIT NUMBER
	 FIRST OBSERVATION ORBIT NUMBER	 FIRST OBSERVATION
5842	 2419-16501
ALASKA & HAWAII








9 FEB 76 26 FEB 76
COVERAGE OF











1T2' 176'W	 172'	 168'	 164°	 160	 156	 15?	 148 `	 144	 140	 136
LANDSAT - 2 COVERAGE OF ALASKA & HAWAII
160'	 158	 156*«	 180°
	 14g' 172° 168° 164° 160° 156° 152° 148° 144° 140°	 136°	 132°	 128°	 124`	 120°	 116° 61	 - --,
_r\	 11 A 111011
















....v^}i^.t3^.w..p[IazhY.i1(.<.4'.3{..bkt^*G{A^Krvfk<.#atibi}^tsiFhtl^ 'u`nSL4t•_..'4sYaYi^: v'^a :.`^:SI -.:s+ar..l..wvlswfn4ri..^14..1Y^.nLisa.	 ..r ..stxr.;:x	 r.. .,.,-.e^iJdw.fi .s u.,l„^^ci	 ,^.s :_w._	 e..... _.:a:, .:.ua.......,;A.L.?Lwruw.^u.^..srJ,.3_.ra-w. i^w. ^,.n,_:sss:. 	 v.	 .o ....^... .,	 eve.. •...n.....c	 raa ...^..4r	 ..,.....^ ..	 ..	 ...... .....a	 ....v_.....	 ., ..	 .. ....	 u..,.,.





18!p7 MAY C5AI76	 FOR CONTIGUOUS U5	 I'AGE 0064
FROM C3/01/116 T8 03/31/76
	
BBSERVATIDN	 MICROFILM ROLL N8,/ 	 DATE
	
CLOUD	 ORBIT- PRINCIPAL POINT SLN	 SLN IP'AGE.GLAL MSS 	 MSS
IC	 POSITION IN ROLL	 ACCUIRED	 COVER	 NUMBER	 OF IMAGE	 ELEV. AZIM• RBV MSS DATA bNAGE
REV	 MSS	 LAT	 LONG	 123 45678 WE GAIN
	
2269-16183	 0000C/00CC 2-10016/0001 IC/1 8/ 75'	0	 3750 4718N	 C9217p, 2993 182+8	 FGGF
	
2269-16190	 0000C/00GC 2` 1001 6/000 2 1C/1 8 /75	0	 3750 4554N	 09253W 3C+ 4 151+ 9	GGGF
® O
	 2269.16192
	 00000/0000 2.10016/0003 I C/ 18j 75	 0	 375C 4429N	 C9327W 31.5 151.0	 GGGG
	
2269-16195	 00000/0000 2-1001 6/000 4 iC/iP/7 5	 Q	 3750 4304N	 Q9359W 32.5 150.0	 CGGG
	
22§9-16201
	 GoOCC/OCCd 2-1001 /000 5 1C/1817 5	C	 3750 4 1 3 8N	 0943OW 3346 149 9 1	 GGGG
	




COOCC/OCCO 2'1001 6 ;000 7 1C/1 8 / 75	0	 3750 3847N	 Q95296 35 . 7 147+2	 FFFF
	
2269. 1 6 213	 C000C/OGCO 2-10016/0008 1C/18/75	 0	 3750 3722N	 C9557W 36x7 146.3	 CGGG
	
2269.16215	 000CC/0000 2-10016/0009 1C/18/75 	 0	 3750 3557K	 C9624W 37.8 145.3	 GGGG
^i	 2269°16222	 000CC/CGGG 2 . 1001 6/00 1 0 10/1 8 / 75	0	 3750 3431N	 09651W 38.8 144.2	 GGGG
	
2269-16224	 0000C/0000 2`1001 6/OC1i 1C/1 8 / 75	0	 3750 3305N	 09717W 39.8 143 . 2	 GI:GG
	
2269-16231"
	 000CC/0000 2'1001 6 /00 12` IC/1 8 / 75	 Q	 3750 3140N	 C9742W 4Ce7 142 . 1'	 GGGG
	
226916233
	 OOOOG/0000 2 -1001 6/00 13 ' I C/ 18 / 75	 0	 3750 3015N	 C98C7W 41.7 141-0	 GGGG
	
2269-16240	 0000C/0000 2`1001 6/00 14 IC/1 8 / 75	0	 3750 2849N	 C9832W 42 . 6 139-8	 GGGG
	
2269°162 2>	 OCOOC/OCCO 2-10016/00 12 1C/18/7	 10	 37k0 2723N	 0989 W 4 3. 5 12816
	
22b9 . 1624B	 00000/O0C0 2"10016/0016 IC / 18 / 7	 20	 3780 2556N	 0991 W 44.4 127+4	 GGGG
	
2398 . 4283 00000/0000	 1
	
210016/00 45 C1 5/76	10	 4990 4719N	 065C8W 16.3 150 9 7	 GGGG	
i
	'2358"142 90	 OCOCC/OCCO 2'1001 6 /00 50 01/15/7 6	5Q	 4990 4554N	 C6543W 1 7. 3 1 5 C + C	 GGGG
	
2 358:1429?	 OOOCC/0000 2-10016/0051 01/15/76 	 7C	 4990 4429N	 0^619W 18e4 1q9+4	 GGGG	 B
	
2358-142 9 5	 000OC/QOCO 2'1001 6/00 52 01/15/ 76	 70	 4950 4303N	 C66EOW 19.4 148 0 8	 GGGG
	
235 9. 1 6 1 7 1	 00000/OOCC 2 . 1001 6/00 32 1.1/1 6/ 76	0	 5005 4842N	 091506 15.4 151.2	 GGGG
	
2359
-1 6 1 7 3'	 0000C/0000 2-1001 6/00 33 C1/1 6/ 76	10	 5CC5 4717N	 C92^e7W 16.4 150.5 	 GGGG
	
2359-1 6 1 8 0	 GOOOC/00G0 2`1001 6100 34 01/16/ 76	10	 5005 4552N	 093C2W 17+5 14999	 GGGG
	
2359-16182	 00000/0000 2°10016 y0C35 41/16/76	 10	 5CC5 4`►27N	 0933556 18.5 149.2	 GGGG	 x
	
2359 . 161R5	 0000C/0000 2-1001 6/00 36 01/1 6/ 76	10	 5CC5 4302t,'	 C94C$W' 1 9. 6 1 48+E	 GGGG
	
2359*16191	 OOOOC/OOCC 2'10016/00 37 01/16/76	 50	 5CC5 4138N	 09439W 2 0 16 147.9	 GGGG
	




00000/OOOO 2 . 10016/00 39 C1/16/76	 10	 5 0CS 3849N	 095386 220 1 4 6 . 6	 GGGG
	
2359-16203
	 0000C/00CC 2-1001 6/OC 40 01/1 6/7 6	10	 5CC5 3719N	 096056 ,23 . 7 145 . 9	 GGGG
	
2359.16205 :	00000/0000 2-10016/00 4 1 01/16/76	 10	 5005 3554 N	 09633W 24.8 145.3	 GGGG
	
2359
-1 6 212	 0000C/0000 2-1001 6/00 42 01/16/76	10	 5005 3428N	 097COW 25.8 144 + 6	 GGGG
	
2359-16214
	 0000C/0000 2-10016/00 43 01/16/ 76	0	 5005 3302N	 097266 26.8 143+9	 GGGG
	
2359 . 16221
	 00000/OOOC-2`1001$/0044' 01/1 6 /7 6 0	 5005 3136N	 097516 27 8 143 . 1	 GGGG	 y_T
	
2359-16223'	 00000/OOCO 2 . 1001¢¢/00455 01/16/76 	 0	 6005 3011N	 C9815W 28.7 142&4	 GGGG
	
2359-16230	 OOOOC/0000 2'1001 0/00 46 01/16/76	 0	 5C C 5 2845N	 098406 29.7 141 .6	GGGG
	
2359,16232
	 0000C/0000 2'10016 /0047 01/1 6 /76	 0	 5 005 2 7 19N	 099C4W 3C.7 140.9	 GGGG	 Ka
KEYS'I CLOUD COVER % ............•.• 0 78 100 ° % CLOUD COVER,
IMAGE DUALITY e...•.....•..•• E LAN K S°EAN D N8T AVAILABLE. GRGOOD• P:POBR- FeFATR.
M SS` DATA'NBDE•••.+•.,.•..... 	 (BLANK) a COM PRESSED, LBLINEAR





18,27 MAY C5,t76 FOR CONTIGUOUS US eAGE 0065
FROM 03/01/76 T8 03/31/76
OBSERVATION MICROFILM ROLL N8./ CATE CLOUD ORBIT PRINCIPAL P51NT SUN SLN INAGc'-GLAL MSS	 MSS
ID P8SIT18N IN ROLL ACGUIRED COVER NUMBER OF IMAGE ELEV, AZIM, RBV	 MSS DATA IMAGE
RGV MSS LAT LONG 123 4567$ 'MOCE	 GAIN
2359-16235 OOOOC/OOGO 2"10016 /00 48 01/167 76 10 5005 2553N 09928H, 31,6 140.1 GGGF
2360 . 16225 OOOOC/OCCC 2 . 1001 6 /00 53 01/17/ 76 70 5019 484ON C93i5W 15 85 151 0 0 GGGC
2x6 0 .16212 OOOCC/OGCO 2"1001 6 /00 54 01/1 7 / 76 50 5019 4715N C9352W 1606 1EC94 GGGG
2360.16234 OOOCC/OCCO- 2°'10016/DC55 C1/17 / 76 90 5 019 455 ON C9427W _17.7 149.7 GGGG
2360.16241 OOCCC/OCCO 2 . 10016/0056 G1/17/76 iC0 5019 4424N 095CiW 18.7 149.0 GGGc-
23 60-16243, COGCC/0000 2 'i001 6700 57 01/1 7/ 76 100 5019 4259K C95331, 19.8 148 9 4 FGFC
G 2360.162EC COGCC/OCCO 2 1 10016 /0058 01/1 77 6 1CC 5019 4134N C56C4W 2098 1.4707 GGGG
/ 236	 62520'1 /DOOGC OCCO 2°10016/0055 01/1 7/ 76 IOC 5019 4008N 05633% 21 08 147.1 GGGG
2360-1 625= 000CC/0GCQ 2-10016/OC60 01/17176 9C 5019 3843N 097C2W 22.9 146.4 GGGG
u 236-16264 COQCC70CC0 2-1001 6 /OC 6 1 01/1 777 6 10 5 019 3552N 09758W, 24.9 145 +1 GGGE
2360-162 70 COOCC/OCCO 2 . 1001 6 /00 5 2 C1/17/ 7 6 0 5019 3426; 09824tA 25*9 144.4 GGGG
2360.16273- 0000C/0000 2-1001 6/OC63 01/1 7 /76 0 5019 330CN C9850W _6.9 14306 GGGG
23 6 0*1627- CCOC6/OOCC 2°10016 /006 4 01/1 7/76 0 5019 3135N 099161k 27.9 142.9 GGGG
23 0^•1 62g2 00000/0CCO 2s 10016/0065 Cl/17/76 0 9019 3009N 09941W '28,9 142+2 GGGG
23 p-16284 OGCCC/OOCO 2. 10016 /00 66 C1/1 7 / 76 0 e01 9 2843N 10CC&W 29,8 141.4 GFGG
236001629.1 000CC1000C 2"1001 6 /0067 01/17/ 76 0 5019 2718N 1003OW 30.8 1 w C •6 GGGG
2 36 0.1 6 2 93 0000Cf00CC 2 - 1001 6/0068 01/1 7 / 76 10 5019 2552N 100F3W 31.7 13998 GGGG
.2 392-1 55 92
2392,-15594













OCOOC/0000 2 . 1001 4 /00 0 100 - FGGG
2392-16001 00000/0000 2'10016/00 7 1 02/1 8/ 7 6 100 5465 4552N 08845W 2^ 595 14498 FGFC
2392-1 6003 00000LOCCC 2-1001 6/00^2 02/1 8/76 100 5465 4427K C8919W 2695 143.9 FGFG
2 3 92.1 6010 OOOCC/0000 2-1001 6/00 73 02/18/7 6 100 5465 4302N C89`1W 27 . 4 143 . 1 F13FG




41-1 7N C9022W 28.4
29.3
14202 FGFC
-160152392 OOOCC/0000 C2/1 8 /76 'CO 4012N C9052W 141 9 3 GGFG
2392 . 16C p1 0000C/0000 2 . 1001 6 /OC76 02/1 8 /76 90 5465 3846N C91211A 2 C , 2 14Ci4 GGFG
2392.16024' C000C/Ov^GO 2 "10016/0077 02/18/76 70 5465 3721N 091501 31'1 139.5 GGGG
2392 . 16030 000CC/OCCO 2-lC016/OC78 02/18/7 6 40 =4 6 r 355cN C9217W -2.0 1 -8*6 GGGG
2392616033 v000C/0000 2"10019/00 75 02/18/76 10 5 46.. 3429N 092441 3299 137.7 GGGG -^
2392-16035 GOOOC/0000 2-10015/00 80 02/18/76 0 5465 3303N 093101 33.8 13 6 . 7 GGGG
2392.16042 000CC/0000 2 . 1001 6 /O0 8 i C2/18/ 7 6 0 5465 3138N 093351, 3496 135,8 GGGG
2392-16044 0000C/0000 2 . 1001 6/00 82 02/1 8 / 76 p 5465 3012N C54COW 3594 134,8 GGGG 7
239 2-1 6 051 OOOOC/0000 2°10016/0083 02/18/76 ip 5465 2846N C9424W 36.2 13397 FFGG
2393.14221 OCOOC/0000 2-10016/0117 02/19/76 100 5478 4716N 063461 2409 145*5 FFFG
2393
-1 60 5 0 OOOOC/OOCo 2°1001 6 /01 18 C2/15/ 7 6 •'.0 5479 4841N CS9CIW 23;9 146.3 PGFG
2393 . 16053 COOtC/0000 2-1001 6/011 9 02/1 9/ 76 80 5479 4716N C89371h 2 499 145.5 FCPG
2393 - 16055 0006C/0000 2-1001 6/0120 02/19/ 76 -100 E479 4551N C9012W 25 .9 14406 FFFG
KEYS{ CLOUD COVER X	 .....r...s...9 C TO 1CO X CLOUD COVER,
IMAGE
	
QUALITY' n .9.,.u....9... BLANK S nBAND N OT AVAILABLE. GsG88D• PsPBOR• FzFAIR.











'3SERVATI BN IO LISTING
181?7 eAY C5a l 76 FOR CBNTIGUBUS US WAGE 0066
FROM 03/01/76 TO 03/31/76
' 8FSE RVATI RN MICROFILM ROLL NB,/ CaTE CLOUD ORBIT PRINCIPAL POINT S4N SAN	 IMAGE-CLAL M c MSS
IG POSITION IN ROLL ACCU IR ED COVER NUMBER OF	 IMAGE ELEV. AZIM,	 ,RBV MSS	 DATA IMAGE
RRV MSS LAT LONG 122 45678 VPCE GAIN
2 393-1 60 62 LCCCC/0000 2"10016/01 2 1 C2/1 9/76 1 0 5479 4427N C90451, 26.8 143.7 FFFG
2393"16064 80OCC/OCCO 2°10016/01 2 2 C2/1 9 / 76 0 5479 4302N 09117W 27 . 8 142 . 9 FFFF
2393-16071 COOOC/0000 2`1001 6/012 3 C2/19/ 7 6 20 5479 4137N 051471 28.7 142-0 GGGG,
2393.16073 OOOCC/0000 2-'10016/01E4 02/19/76 iO 5479 4012K 092171A 29.6 141x1 GGGG
2393+16080 CCOCC/OCCO 2°10016/0125 02 / 19 / 76 0 5479 3846N 09246,, .3C95 1 4 0 0 2 GGGG
2393.16092 CCOCC/0000 2-1001 6,01 c6 02/1 9 / 76 0 5479 3721h 09315W 3104 139.3 GGGC
2393 . 16085 000CC/OCCC 2- 1001 6/01 27 C2/1 5 / 76 0 5479 3555 N C9343W 32 . 3 138 . 4 FGGG
2 393.16091 CCOCC/00CC 2^10016/01 28 02 /19/76 0 5479 342 SN C94C9H 33.2 14 7 .4 GGGG
2393"16094 COOCC/OOCC 2 '1001 6 /01 G9 02/19/76 0 5479 3304N C9435W 34a1 136%5 GGGG
2 393.1bbiCc
'
O0OCC/OOCC-2-10016/O13C 02/19/76 0 0 479"
X479
5 1 3 88 C9;CUW 34.9 13F.5
135.5
GGGG
2393.1b105 000CC/0000 21 1001 6 /01 3 1 02/1 9/76 0 2846K C9 49 W 3605 GGGG
2 39 3-16112 000CC/0000 2-10016/01 3 2 C2/19/ 7 6 s0 5479 272CN C9613W 37-3 132-4 GGGF
2393.16114 CCOCC/CCCO 2 `10016/01 33 02/1 9 /76 90 5479 2554N C9636W 38,1 1 3 1 .3 GGGG
2393. 17520 0000C/OCCO 2°10016/01 34 02/19/76 60 ; 4 8C 35^;4N
4715N
11931W 32.3 138. 4 GFGG
2394 4 14275 0000C/0000 2"1001 6/01 99 02/20/ 7 6 30 -492 C6513W 2n- 7 145r3 FGGG
2394.14282 OCOCC/0000 2"1001 6 /0200 02/20/76 50 5 492 4551N C6548W 26.2 144.5 GFGG
^-	 2394.14284 OCOCC/CCCO 2 °10016/ 0201 02/20/ 76 8 0 5 492 4426N 066221 2731 143,6 GGGG
I	 2394.14291, 0000C/0000 2°1.0016/0 202 C2/20/76 9C 5 4 92 4301N C66n4'fi 22.1 1420 FGFG
2394-161 0 3 0000Cf0000 2°1001 6/0 2 0 3 02/2C/7 6 7 0 5493 4934N C90021ti 23`6 14608 FGGG
2394*16105 GOOCC/OCCO 2-10016/0 204 C2/ 2C/76 90 ...493 481 4N C9C-91 240 5 145 09 FGGG
239 4 . 16112 0000C/OCCO 2-1001 6/020 5 02/20/76 6C 5493 465CN 0911% 25,5 1451 1 wGFG
f	 2394»16114 000OC/OCCC 2 , 10C1 6/02c 6 C2/2C/76 80 5493 4525N 09149K 26, 5 144=2 FGGG} 2394 a1 6 1Z1 OCCOC/0000 2"1001 6/0207 C2/2C/ 7 6 90 `= 53 4t4C0N C9222W 27+ 4 1 4 3 . 3 FGFF
2394.1 6 1?2 OCCCC/OOCC 2 . 10016/0187 02/20/76 90 8493
1453
43OCN 0924p5 2Sa1 14207 GGGG
2394 . 16125 OCOCC/OCCC 2" 100 16 /0188 C2/2C/76 70 4135N C931W 2900 141.8 FGGG7	 2394-16131 OCCCC/00CC 2"1001 6/01 89 42/20/ 76 20 54 53 4C1CN C9345W 30 % 0 1 4 C° 9 GGGG
2394 . 16134 OCCCC/OOCO 2'1001 6/01 50 02/2C/ 76 40 5493 3845% 094141 3C 1 9 14C , C rGGG
2394.16140 00GOC/CCCC 2 1 1001 6/01 9 1 C2/20/ 7 6 50 5 493 372ON C9442W 31 .8 139+1 GGGG
235jr+ ".16143 0000C/0000 2 . 1'0016/01 92 02/2C/76 70 5453 3554N C95C9W 320 6, 138@2 GGGG
2394•ib, ay 00000/0000 2"1001 6/01 43 02 / 2 0/ 76 100 5493 33C3N C96ClW 34.4 136+2 GGGG
2394"16154- OQOCO/O0C0 2"1001 6 /01 94 022/20/76 100 5493 3137N C9627W 35%2 13E = 2 FGGG
2394-16161' :n.C!C/0000 2'1001 6/01 55 C2/20/ 76 90 5493 3 p 11N C9652k 36.0 134.2 G^aFG
2394.16163 OC,_10/0000 2-10016/0196 02/20/76 90 5483 2846N C9716W 3 6 . 8 133,2 GGFG
2394.16170 000CC "gC OO 2°1001 6 /01 97 02/20/ 76 70 5493 272CN C5740W 3706 1-2 ► 1 GGGG
2334 . 16172 000CC/cr,"0 2'1OOi6 /01 98 02/2C/ 7 6 60 5493 2554N C98C2W 38.4 13100 GGGGt	 2394-17533 00000/000, 2'1001 6/ 01 75 02/20/ 7 6 30 5494 5004N 11536W 2303 147%1 GGGG
KEYSi C LOUD C®VER 0,,,...0.%,,,a 0 TO 100 , X CLOUD C!9VER,
IMAGE
	
CUA'LITY	 Oo.•r...•.e.0.v BLANKSoBAND NOT AVAILABLE. GfGG80, P.PHBR.
	 F•FAIR•
MSS






GAIN....roe.e.c0.. (BLANK)wLa l,4 GAIN, HxHIGH GAIN
x
t^'L'-SCi(K.^}iii}4Ew^N'{t^S^1Ptli1dta11ut3^A$e3'.^.AiYrt+y.,wdi ^`'	




18:27 MAY C5o 1 76	 FOR CONTIGUOUS US
FROM C3/01/76 TO 03/31/76
f'AGE 0067
OBSERVATION MICROFILM ROLL N8./ DATE CLOUD ORB IT PRINCIPAL POINT SUN SUN IMAGE.GLAL MSS	 MSS
Ic POSI.TION IN R8LL ACQUIRED COVER NUMBER OF IMAGE ELEV, AZIre RBV	 MSS	 DATA	 IMAGE
RBV' MSS LAT LONG 123 45678 MODE	 GAIN
_2 394 . 17540 000GO/0000 2-10016/0176 52/2C/76 20 5494 4 8 4C N 11615W 2493 146.2 GGGG
2394.17542 00000/0000 2'1001 6 /01 77 02/2C/76 70 5494 4716N 11651W 2593 145.3 GFGG
2394.17545 0000C/OCCO 2 "1001 6 /01 78 C2/20/ 7 6 40, 5494 4551N 117261 2 6. 2 144.4 GFGG
2394-17551 OOOOC/OOCO 2 °10016/ 01^9 02/2C/ 7 6 30 5494 4426N 118CCW 2 7+ 2 1 4 3 66 GGGG
2394. 175S 4 210016/0180 02/ 20/76(, 10 c454 4300E 118331 28.1 142.7' GGGF
2394 . 17560 00000/O000.2 °10.016/0181 02/20/ 7 6 20 5494 4135N 119C4W 29.1 141.8 GGGG
2394 . 17563 0000C/0000.2 °10016/01'82' C2/20/ 7 6 10 5494 401CN 11934W 30.0 14Ce9 GGFG
2394.17565 OOOOC/OOCO-2 "10016/0183 02/20/ 7 6 p 5454 3845N 12OC3W 3c99 14C.p GGGG
2394 n17572 00000/OOCC 2'1001 6/01 84 02/ 2 0/ 76 10 5494 37 2CN 12030W 31 0 8 13901 GGGG
2394 .17574 00000/OCCO'2,10016/0185 02/20/76 10 5494 3554N 12057W 32@7 138 9 2 GGGG
2394.17581 0000C/0000 2°1001 6 /01 86 C2/20/ 7 6 1 0 5494 3429N 12124W 33.5 137.2 GGGG
2395 . 1 433 3 OOOOC/0000 2-10016/0'^5 02i21/76 20 55C6 4718N 066381 2505 14a.2 GGGG
r	
'^
2395..14340 OOOOC/OOCO 2-1001 6 /0027 C2/ 2 1/ 76 SO 5506 4553E 06713w 26.5 14494 GGGG
2395.14342 00000/00CC 2'10016/0028 02 / 21 / 76 2p 5506 4428E 067461 27.4 143.5 GGGG




00000/OOCO 2 n 10016/00 30 02/21/76 10 5 C6
5






















2395-16165 00000/0000 '`1001 6/021 9 02/21/76 1q 55C7 4718N 09228W 25.5 145.2 GGGG
cr "v 2395.16172 0000C/0000 2'°1001 6/02 2 0 02/ 2 1/ 76 10 55C7 4553N 093C3W 26.5 14493 GGGG
2395.16174 000CC/COCO 2'1001 6/02 2 1
2
02/21/ 7 6 6q 55 C 7 4428N C9336W 27,5 143.5
14
GGGG
2 3955.16181 0000C/0000 *10016/02 2 2 02/21/76 100 55gC7 4303E 094081 28.4 "c.6 GGGG
2395.16183 OOOOC/0000 2-1001 6/022 3 02/21/ 76 100 5507 4139N 09439W 29.3 1410 GGGG
2395 . 16190 0000C/0000 21001 6/022 4 C2/21/76 100 5507 4014N C95C9W 30.2 14C98 GGGG
2395016192 00000/0000 2°1001 6 /0225 02/21/76 100' 55C7 3848N C9538t, 31*2 139 . 9 GGGG
23;5:1 i95
23 5^1 201
OOOCC/OOCO 2*100166/02 2 66 '02/ 2 1/776







1 3 8.9 GGGG
" 2395.16210
000CC/0000






17 6 . 0
FGGG
GGGG
2395°16213 CCOCC/0000 2"1001 6/02 29 02/21/76 1p 55C7 3139E 097521 35.5'135s0 GGGG
2395 °1 621 5 00000/0000 2°1001 6 /0230 C2/21/ 7 6 SO 5507 3 01 3 N C9817w 36.3 134ep GGGG
2395 n 16222 OOOCC/OOCO 2 1 1001 6 /02 3 1 02/21/ 7 6 10 55 0 7 2847E 09841k 37. 1 132 . 9 GGGG
23Q 55 .16224 OOOCC/OOCD 2 .
'
10016/023 2 C 2/ 2 1/76 10 55C7 2 722 N C99CP 37.9 131.9 GGGG
2395.16231 OOOOC/0000 210016/02 3 3 C2/21/76 10 5507 2556N C992 A' 38e6 1,30.7 GGGF
22395.17592 00000/OOCO 2'1001 6/020 8 02/21/76 -, 	5q 55C8 5007K 117011 23.6 14710 GGG
2395.17594- 00000/0000 2-1001 6/020 9 02/21/ 7 6 50 550 8 4843E 11739%, 24.6 14 6. 1 GGGG
2395 . 18001 OOOCC/0000 2° 05i6/0210 02/21/ 76 50 55CB 4718N 11816W 25.6 145x2 GGGG
KEYS: CLOUD COVER X	 .........•...., 0 TO 100 m % CLOUD COVER,
IMAGE QUALITY 2LANKSOBAND NOT AVAILABLE. G a G86D.,PFP88R. FFFAIR.
MSS	 DATA
	 MODE ..... ....•.•... (B L ANK)- COMPR ESSED, L'eLINEAR










18:p7 MAY C5ei76	 FOR CONTIGUOUS LS	
rAGE 0068
FROM 03/01/76 TO 03/31/76
OBSERVATIO N	MICROFILM ROLL N8,/	 DATE	 CLOUD ORBIT 	 PRINCI PAL POINT	 SUN	 SUN	
INAGE.CUAL MSS	 M55
IC	 POSITION	 IN ROLL	 ACCUIRED COVER NUMBER	 OF	 IMAGE	 ELEV.	 AZIM,	 RBV	
t'SS	 D AT A	 IMAGE	 s
RBV	 MSS	 LAT	 LONG	 123 456.78 MODE	
GAIN
2395.1800 3	COOCC/COCC 2 °10016/0 21 1	 022/21/76	 40	 55C8	 4554K	 118G1W	 26s5 144.3
	 GGGF
23 95. 18010	 00000/0000 2°1001 4/0 21 2	 02/21/ 76	30	 55C8	 4428K	 11924W	 2 7.5 143.4	 GGGG
2355 . 1Op12	 COOCC/OOCO 2'1001 6 !0213 -02/21/ 76	10	 55C8	 4 304N	 11956W.2804	 142 .6	GGGG
2395 °1501 5	00000!0000 2°10016 /0'21 4,	02/21/ 76	10	 =SC g	 4139N	
12028w	 29 6 4	 141 . 7	 GGGG
2395°18024	 GOOCC/0000 2-1001 6 /02 1b	Cc/2 1/76	0	 _99C8	
785ON	 12127k	 31 . 2 139 .8	GGGG
23955-1.8021	 00000/0000 2. 10016/0 21 5	 02/21/76	 0	 FFC8	 4014!.12058t%	30.3 1 4 C • 8	 GGGG	 --_
2395-J803C	 OOOCC/0000 2-10016 ./0 217	02/2 1/76	10	 5508	 3723N	 I2155tN	 32 . 1	
13869	 FGGG
2396-14392	 00OGC/0000 2 ° i 001 6 /00 17	02/22/ 76	IGO	 5520	 47t- 8N	 C6ac4N	 2
25.9 14569	 GGGG
?29A-163394	 OOOCC/OCCC w"1C`3i 61OC1`^	 02/":2/7 6 	100	 `-'5rC	 4553N	 C683EN
	 2^,a^	 I Jt4:2
	 "GGG
396 L rk Ci	 COdG/0000 2"10015/0019	 (; 2 6'=2776	 100 S. 	 L42$N	 i.69iIN	 2,	 ia?•3	 GGGG
_9£	 -^a	 t'Ot:	 /t , 	2"ijC1 6 /OG 2r;	 rtl22/ 7;: 	i0G	 °5r M 	4:t^3N	 C6943y	 E8c7	 1 4 2 .4	 GGGG
.."3J5	 T	 Rte
	
P t rt:r;	 I	 t .	 _6 {CC 24 	 x. 2/22	 b	 !.^O	 C	 C1^ h
i	 _tj	 F	 „a	 7	
^s_:h	 41	 tS-F,	 7	 5	 2' t6	 141 a ^	 GGG3
R396-l'
	 L00"0,44;`	 IG'	 6!DC22	 r2/22f 7 b	 1CO	 5tt,	 4t	 12'.	 C7et`5v,	 3 C 46	 14;x.5	 4000
c:3 _.1's ta9c	 , t CC!O ,rn	 i0Ci610C„3	 0212 /76	 I CG	 r5RC	 B8 4 IN	 f7115k	 3itiF I=9a	 GGGG
,C Y '^r.	 (. ,'Li,t'{lr (r -•.	 -	 U.d .,	 e.^ D	 tt 
39 's 	 ^'r'CC	 + G C C	 1,C	 40C16fCa24-	 C _y22/76	 I.-() 5a (°	 37"2_2N
6R	
w.74 w3 1,	 a,2 	 Ia8.;	 GGGG
?336 =f"	 ^4	
.. '




35^	 r,7L1U1..	 3fic	 r 717v87 ^ 8	 UGGF'
2361e2kI	 C^CUCCf.	 .0,1	 /	 C;"	 c/	 i	 cw	 1	 i	 ,:	 vy,	 gat	 ,,	 6	 C ='?a>2	 '6	 °	 j	 480	 N	 r^3	 8,	 c^o9	 6aC	 GGGG'
"r?^6R162re3
	 CCOCO/t^^CM '"10"v1 6 /0 '1 	 C E /22 f76	 2C	 w¢c"i	 t717N	 (	 3! ^l sv	 2	 49	 45.I	 iGG
P,396 °162' 0	 00CC!,d C^ 2"1COieni3s	 02/22/76 	3C	
r.5?z	 ^55wN	 Q4F`44
	
e" c s9 ?4t. 1 P	 GG"	 a
r^x^i ^^2
	 {iC(;/	 C^..	 ^ 016/C 4 A ;c!p2 /? 	 00	 ..21	 u427,,\	 C5;ZC?,	 F70S	 4 ^^ 3	 GGG€	
qqt^{ r /n a	 aqC.	 6	 #37	 (4	 21 T5 	 s0aj71	 w?C2 ti	 y^135	 :S?s7	 i 4 c° 4 	sGGw
3 y6 y 16^4fl.
	 COOI vIGL s 	 ?`4 1JO1 6'/C 43$ 	 w2/S2/ 76 	Cs	 ^'2i	 413"N	 C96y6w	 8907	 1	 aGG
23 6Ait 2_ 4u	 vCDCJCG	 =°a`Jvi if03 '3s 62%22/36'0	 ' S` 1 	 4;:12?	 C9636;, 3-56 	 l y C,6	 GGGG
2s^'6^;Mc C
	
OCCf C/Ot CC	 2	 ''-001b/0"`40	 Gc i?2/7u	 C	 ci	 38 4 7?	 1,97 Pty	 31.5	 3 56 .7	 GGGG
2ai36F1c2
	 3	 0^CCC/4uiC	 r	 _001 6 /C `s4 1	 0/22/ 7 `'	 0	
c^C 1
	3.:-; 1N	 ,°	 33y,, 	329 s	 a.8;1	 GGGF
23 296-962E5	 OOOCC/OOCC 2	 j,,., 16/C4 4p	 ,C. 2/ ' 2	 b	 C	 _	 3 ^bN	 C	 1^	 1"a^
	 p	 2^. / 7
	
; y	 55	 98'u	 ,3*3	 ^7r&	 GGGG	
s
2 3A n a r6 2 62	 G OCC/GOCC	 '~590016/04rea	 t:2/22/7F,	 +	 5E-21	 3°` 306	 C9827W	 2 4 -1	 1"6 6 8	 GGGG
2396.16264	 OOCCCfCOCC 2-iDC°6!0444	 02!62!76	 0	 5 521	 33C4N	 098536	 35 0 0	 1.568	 FGFG
2396= 1 6 6 7 1	 00000/OOCC 2 1 1OC1 6 /C 445	02/22/ 76	C	 55%1	 3139N	
C9918y	 3548 1 4P8	 GGGG
K',J6_ in2 7a	 00000/0000 ..ioCi 6/0 446	
Y2!?2/ 7
	t	 55 ;:1	 gnt3r,	 9942k	 3Ea6	 c9"...7	 GGFG
2396-16280	 OCCOC/OOCC 2 . 10C16/C+"7	 02/22/76	 10	 592i	 28 4 7N	 1CCC71,	 370	 1 3 2 . 6	 FGGG
239615282	 OOOCC/OOCC 2°I001 6 /0448	02/22/ 76	2C	 5-21	 2 721N	 1002OW	 3891	 131 06	GGGG
2=96. 1 6 2 85	 COOCC,/OCCG 2 . iCu1 6 /C449	02/22/ 7 6	 20	 5521	 2555 N	 i00E4W	 38 6 9	 I=C-4	 FGFG
2396-18052
	 CCOCC!OOCO 2°1001 6 /0234	C2/22/76	 3 0 	 5522	 484 2N	 119C81%	 2449	 1466 0	GGGF
2396-18055	 COOOC/O000 2 . 1001 6/ 02 35	02/22/ 76	40	 °522	 4717N	 119441+	 2[ ,.9	 1 456 1	 FGGF




CLOUD COVER	 %	 .......a6a.0.6•	 3	 TO	 1CC	 -	 X	 CLBLD COVER.
I M AGE	 DL A L IT Y	 ...............	 ELAN K S=BAND NO T	AVAILABLE •	G ¢ GOOD.	 P=P88 R ,	 F,FATR.
MSS CATA t"ODE ...... 	 (84ANK) : COMP R ESSEDe	 L,LINE.AR
MSS
	




18'27 MAY C5, 1 76 FOR CBNTIGUBLS LS rAGE 0069
FROM C3/01/76 TO 03/31/76
OBSERVATION MICR@FILM ROLL NO./ DATE CLOUD ORBIT PRINCIPAL POINT 'SUN SUN IMAGE.GUAL MSS	 MS9
IC PBSITI8N IN ROLL" ACQUIRED COVER NUMBER OF	 IMAGE ELEV. AZIM, R8V	 MSS DATA 01AGE
Rev MSS- LAT LONG 123 45678 MODE	 GAIN
2396 '1 80 64 OOOCC/0000 2°1001 6 /Cn3 7 02/22/ 76 90 5522 4428N 12053W 2708 143.3 FFFF
2 396
-1807 0 00000/OOCO 2-1001 6'/Uc 38 02/22/ 76 60 5522 4302N 12125W 28. 8 142 . 4 GGFF
239 6 . 18073 OOOCO/OOCO 2 `1001 61 0239 02/22/76 20 5522' 41 17N 121566 29+ 7 141 . 5 FFFG
2 396 . 18075 OOOCC/0000 2 - 1 0016/0240 02/22/76 30 5522 4 012N 122266 3 0.6 14C,6 FGGF
2396 . 8082 0000C/0000 2°1001 6 /02 4 1 02/2 2/ 76 7 0 5522 3947N 122556 31,5 139.6 FFFF
2396.18084 0000C/0000 2°1001 6 /0242 02/22/ 76 70 5522 3721N 123236 32 . 4 138 . 7 GGGG
2 396
-18 0 9 1. 0000C/0000 2°1001 6 /0243 02/22/ 7 6 70 5 522 3556N 123EOW 33s3 137.7 FGGF
2397 . 14450 00000!0000 2'1001 6%0252 02/23/ 76 10 5534 4716N C6932W 2 6. 2 144.9 GGGG
2397.144 3 00000/0000 2°10016/0293 02/23/76 20 5^gg34 4B5IN 07007W 27e2 14490 GGGG
2397.14455 OOOQO/OOCO 2-10016/02.94 02/23/76 10 - 34 4426N C7041W 2 81 1 14391 GGGG
2397-14462 OOOOC/00'CO 2 °10016 /0295 02/23/ 7 6 p 5534 4 3 p 1N' 071136 2991 1 4 2 . 2 GGGG
2397-14464 OOOCC/OOCO 2.1001 6/0296 02/23/ 7 6 10 5534 4136N 07145W 30 0 0 1 4 1 . 3 CGGG
2397- 44 7 1 00000/0000 2-10016/0297 02/23/75 20 5 j5 34 40ION C7215W 3099 14C,4 GGGG
2397 . 14473 COOCG/OCCC 2'1001.6/02 98 02/23/76 70 5534 3845N C72446 31 .8 139e5 GGGG
2397-14480 00000/0000 2-10016/0299 C2 j 23 / 76 70 5534 3720N 073126 32 . 7 138 . 5 GGGG
2397.14482. 00000/OOCC 2-1001 6 /03 00 02/23/76 90 5534 3554N C73401, 33.6 13705 GGGG
2397.14485 00000/00CC 2 -1001 6 /0301 02!23/ 7 6 90 5534 3429K C74C6k 34.4 136.6 GGGG
2397 -1449 1 00000/0000 2°1001 6 /0 3 0 2 022/23/76 8 0 5534 3304N C7432W 3503 135.5 GGGG
2397.14494 OOOCC/OOCC'2- 10016/0303 02/23/76 70 5 534 3 1 3 7N 074=76 3601 .134.5 GGGG
2397.16273 OOOCC/OOCO 2 °1001 6 ,/0 275 02/23 / 76 0 5535 5006N C9405W 24.3 146.7 GGGG
2397.16275 OOOCC/0000 2o lOC1 6 /0276 02/23j76 0 5535 4841N C9443W 25.3 145 . 8 GFGG
2397. 1 62 8 2 00000/0000 2°1001 6/02 77 C2/23/ 7 6 p 5535 4717N 095196 26.2 144.9 GGGG
-2 397- 1 62 8 4 00000!0000 2-10016/0278 C2/23/76 0 5r-. 098946 27.2 144.0 GGGG
2397.16291 00000/00CC 2`1001 6 /02 79 C2/23/ 76 0 5835 4427N C9627W s8^2 143 . 1 GGGG
2397.16293 000CC/0000 2-1001 6 /0 228 0 C2/23/76 0 5535 43C2N C970pW 29.1 .142 . 2 GGGG
2397-163CO OOOCC/OOCC 2'1001 6 /02 8 1 C22/23/ 76 0 5535 4137N 0973OW 3C.0 1 4 1 .3 'GGGG
X 397
-163 02- 0000O<00CC 2°1001 6 /025 2 02/23/7 6 0 5 53g_ 4012N 098006 30.9 1 4 0 .4 GGGG
? 2397.163C5 000OC/0000'2. 10016/0283 02/23/76 0 5535 3847K 09829W 3108 139,05 GGFG
2397°16311 OOOCC/OOCO'2- 10016/0284 C2/23/ 7 6 0 5535 3721 N 098586 3207 138.5 FGGG
2397.16314 0000C/00CC 2°1001 6/03 85 02/23/ 7 6 0 5535 3556N 09925W 33.6 137.5 GGGG
2397-16320 00000/0000 2-8001 6 /028 6 02/23/76 0 5535 343ON C9952W 34.4 136.5 GGGG
2397.16323 OOOCC/OOCO''2- 10016/0287 C2/23/76 0 5535 3304N 100186 35.3 13505 GGGGE
2397.16325 COOOC/0000 2-1001 6/02 88 02/23/76 0 5535 3138N, 100446 36•,1 134.5 GGGG
2397-16332' OOOCO/0000 2 "1001 6/0 289 C2/23/76 0 5535 30t2N 101086 36.9 133`.4 GGGG
2397-16334 COOCO/0000 2"1001 6 /02 5 0 C22/23/ 7 6 p 5535 2846N 10122W 37.7 132 0 4 GGGG
2397-16341 OOOCC/0000"2 "10016/0291 C2/23/ 76 0 5535 2721N 10156W' 38.4 131 . 2 GGGG
4 KEYS: CLOUD COVER %	 s..,...,•...e.. C T8 10C	 n X CLOUD COVER.
IMAGE	 OUAt_17Y
	
.••.•...•e•.o.. SLANKSoBAND NOT AVAILABLE. GIG88p. P•PBBR, fiFAIRs
MSS	 DATA	 NODE-.•• ..... o e • ss. (BLANK).rCBMPRESSED, L.L:INEAR
MSS





191P7 MAY 05, 1 78	 FOR CONTIGUOUS US
FROM C3/01/76 TO 03/31/76
eAGE 0070
OBS E RVATI eN MICROFILM ROLL NO,/ DATE- CLOUD ORBIT PRINCIPAL POINT SUN SUN IMAGE+QUAL MSS	 MSS
TO POSITI8N IN ROLL ACQUIRED COVER NUMBER OF IMAGE ELEV. AZIM. RBV	 MSS	 DATA IMAGE
RBV MSS LAT LONG 123 45678 MODE	 GAIN
2397. 18111 00000/OOCO 2 °1001 6/0 3 1 8 02/23/ 7 6 20 5536 4841N 12033G 25.3 145@8 GGFG
2397 -1 8113 OOODC/OOCo 2°1001 6 /03 1 9 02/23%7 6 50 5526 4716N 12	 C 9 1, 26 9 3 14499 GGGG
i	 2397.1$120 OOOOC/0000 2. 10016/0 320 02/23/76 70 3536 455IN 12144W 27.2 14490 GGGG
2397+18122 0000C/0000 2'1001 6 /0 32 1 02/23/ 7 6 90 5536 4427N 122186 28*2 14301 FGGG
`	 2397a181r5 OOOOC/OCCO 2°1001 6 /0 322 02/23/ 76 90 5516 4301N 1225OW 2 9. 1 1 4 2 0 2 GGFC
2397.18131 00000/0000 2.loo1 6 /o323 02/23 /7 6 go 5536 413 7N 123216 3Ca0 1 4 1. 3 FGFG
2397.1$834 00000/0000 2 °1001 6 /0.324 02/23/76 80 5536 4 012N i2351W 31 9 0 1 4 C' 4 FFFF
s	 ?397.18140 00000/0000"2 °10016/0325 022/23/ 76 90 5536 3846N 1242OW 31 99 13 9. 4 GFFF
2397018143 00000/0000 2-10016/0 326 02/23/ 7 6 90 5536 372ON 124484 32.7 138.5 FFFF
2398=14SC4 00000/nO00 2-10016/0304 02/24/76 70 5^48 4 718N 07057N 2695 14498 GGGG
2298-14 5 11 COOCC/0000 2 "1001 6 /0305 02/224/76 90 5 48 4553N 07132W 27.5 14399 GGGG
23 9 8 . 14513 OOOCC/0000 2°1001 6 /030 6 02/24/ 7 6 80 5548 4428N 072G6W 2995 143#0 GGGG
2398.14520 COOCC/0000 2°1001 6 /03 +=7 02/24/ 7 6 7 0 5548 4303N 07238W 29+4 14291 GGGG
2398.145P2 00000/0000 2 . 10016/0308 02/24/76 30 5=48 4138N 073C9W 3C.3 141.2 GGGG
2398.j4525 00000/0000 2 ®1001 6/036 9 02/24/76 10 St48 4o13N C7339W 31.2 14. • 2 FGGGi	 2398 . 14=31 OOOOC/OOCO 2-10016/03 10 02/24/76 0 5j48548 3 84 8N 074C86 3291 1 3 9. 3
-
GFGG
2398=1434- O000C/0000 2°1601 6/0 311 0 2 /2 4 /76 0 -'$48 3723N 074364 33.0 128s3 .GGGG
2 39go i 45 40 00000 0000 2 . 1-001 6/0 312 02/24/76 0 5548 3557N C75,C4W 33,9 137 . 4 GGGG
2398+-14543 00000/0000 2°1001 6 /0 3 13 02/24/ 7 6 10 5548 3432N 075306 340 136x4 GGGG
2398-1 4 585 00000/00GO 2 . 10016/0 31 4 02/24/76 30 554 8 330 6N 075564 35 . 5 13F+3 GGGG
2398+145_2 OCOCC/0OCO 2°1001 6/03 1 02/24/ 7 6 50 5548 3141N 07621W 36.4 13493 GGGG
2398-14554 OOOCC/dOCO 2°1001 6 j031 6 02/24 / 76 70 5548 3015N C7646k 3 7.2 1-3 . 2 GGGG
(	 2398+14561 000CC/0000 2 - 1001 6/03 17 02/24/ 7 6 70 5548 2 8 49N C7711V, 37.5 132 2 1 GGGG
2398 . 16333- Oo000/COCO 2 °1001 6 /03 27 C2/24/ 7E 10 5549 4 8 44N 0960% 25.6 145.7 GGGG
[	 239g.16340 00000/ooCC 2-10016/03 2 8 02/2 4 /76 0 5;49 4719N C5644tk 2^	 .6 14448 GGGG
2398-16342 000CC/0000 2 "1001 6/0 229 02/24/ 7 6 10 5549 4555N C9719H c	 .5 1 43.9 GGGG
2398 . 16345 00000/0000 2°1001 6/0330 62/24x 76 0 5549 443ON C97531A 28.5 143 • C GGGG
2398-16351 00000/OOCd 2°1001 6 /033 1 02/24/76 0 5549 4304N C9826w 29+4 14_,1 FGGG
2 398-16,3 5 4 , 0000C/000C' 2-10016/033 2 02/2 4/76 0 554 9 4139N 098571` 3C.3 141,2 GFGG'
$	 -2398.16360 OOOCC/0000 2 . 10016/033 3 02/24/ 7 6 20 5549 4014N 099274 1-1+2 14C+2 GGGG
2.398 = 16363 COOCC/GOCO 2-1001 6 /r734 C2/24/ 7 6 30 5549 3849N 099564 32 1 1 139 . 3 GGGG
2398.16365 000CC/0000 2"1001 6/0335 02/24/ 7 6 10 5549 3723N 10024(~ 33+0 138.3 FG G
2399-16374 0000C/0000 2-1001 6 /0336 02/24/76 1oo 5549 3432N 10118W 34.7 136.3 GGGG
2398.16381 OOOOC/OOCO 2-10016/0337 02/24/76 9p 5549 330 6N 101441! 35:6 135. 3 GGGG
2 398 . 163 8 2 O00C0/O0C0 2-10016/033 8 02/24/76 80 5849 31 4 0N 1C2M, 36. 4 134,3 GGFG
2398-16390 CO0OC/OOCO 2 1 1001 6 /03 3 9 02/24/ 7 6 30 5549 3015N 10234W 37.2 133 . 2 GFGG
KEYS: CLOUD COVER X C_TO 100 X CLOUD COVER.
IMAGE	 QUALITY	 .....
	
9 .• ..e.o+ BLANKSSEAND N OT AVAILABLE. G n GOOD. P a POOR.	 F9FAIR.
MSS
	 DATA	 MODE ...... 00..+..+. (BLANK)-COMPRESSEDi'LzLINEAR
I
MSS
	 INAGE	 GAIN ... so ... 9,.'9., (BLA NK) o L8W GAIN, H=HIGH GAIN
'1''	 45>AdC§A11^1^^e{7^^'-Jki5.v ^	 L+3, Uv37CU L	 ..wv.:. va	 xn..5.w3.4..kx. ...^.	 ..ei, ._	 ..	 .... :.^
LANGSAT-2
8BSERVATIBN 10 LISTING
18:127 MAY C5r176 FOR CONTIGUOUS US f''AGE 0071
FROM
-13/01/76 TO 03/31/76
BESFRVAT78N M ► CR8FILM POLL N8./ DATE CLOUD ORBI T PRINCIPAL POINT SUN SUN	 IMAGE.GLAL MSS	 MSS
IO P8SITI8N IN ROLL ACSLIREO C9VFR NLMEER OF	 IMAGE E:LEV. AZIt',	 RBV !MSS DATA	 !PAGE ---'
RP.V
NSA
LAT LONG 123 45678 M8CE	 GAIN
239816392 p0oGC/OOCC 2 1 10C1 6 /0 340, C2/24/ 7 6 10 5549 E84 9N 1C2.58W 38.0 132 . 1 PGGG
2`98-16395 Q,000/OOCO 2'10016/0341 Q2/24/76 10 5549 2 7 23K 103221 38. 7 131°C GGGG
2 398-58162 OOOCC/000G 2-10016/0 34 2 02/24/76 90 E5EO 5008N 12120W 24.7 146.6 FGGG
2399.18168 00000/0000 2'1001 6/03 4 3 02/24/76 90 5550 4843N 121E%, 2596 145.7 GGFG j
2398. 1 8 171 GOOCC/0000 2°10016/03 4 4 02/24/76 100 555Q 4718N 12235W 26.6 144.8 GGFF
2398.18174 COOGC/OCCC 2-10016/03 4 8 02/24/76 90 55EC 4s53N 1231ow 27-6 1 43 .9 GGFP







2 1 1001 6/Q3 48
















2398 n 18.192 0000C/00CC 2. 10016/0349 02/24/76 60 5550 4014N 12517W 31.3 14C•2 GFGF
2399 . 14563 000CC/CCCC 2"10C1 6/o3 84 C2/25/ 7 6 70 5562 4718N C72221h 26.9 144.7 GGGG i
2399-14565 000CC/00GO 2'1001 6 /0 385 C2/25/ 7 6 20 5562 4552N C72EBW 27-9 143,2 GGGG
2399 n 14572
2399- 14574
00OCC/OOCC 2'1001 6 /0 386
2 '1001 6/0 387




4428N C7331W 2 8-8
290
14'2+9 GGGG
COOCC/OOCC 02/25/76 4303N C74C3W 141+9 GGGG
^Q 2399-14591
2399 -14x83 0000C/000C 2'1001 6/C
386
2-


























OGOCO/OOCO 2-1001 6 /035 2 -C2/25/ 7 6 0 5562 3556N C762%, -4-'2 13 7 +1 GGGG
$2399-1 5 CC1 COOCC/0000 2-1	 3930016/0 p2/2 /75	 6 10 5	 256 343 NC C76G 5w -g• 0 13	 •16 GGGG
2399-15004 000CC/0000 2 110016y03 9 4 022/25/ 7 6 50 5562 33CEN C77P1W 35.9 139.1 GGGG
2399-15010 000CC/00CC 2'1001 6/03 95 02/25/76 80 5562 3139N C7747W 360 1.=4.0 CGGG
2399-i5CI3 000CC/0000 2'1001 6/0396 -02/25/76 80 5562 3014N 07612W 3795 132 . 9 CG;iG
23 99-15022 DOOCC/OOCO 2'1001 6/0397 02/25/76 100 5562 2722N p79COW 39.0 I !-C@7 GGGG
2 399-155024
2399.15031











2 -1001 6 /0 35 0
2°1001 6/035 1
02/25/ 7 6















2 399-16403 0000C/0000 2 -10016/0352 02/25/76 10 5563 4427N C9921W 28.8 1 4 2.8 FFFF
239 9.16410 OOCCC/OOCO 2-1OD1 6/o3 5 3 02/25/76 0 5563 43Q2N 09953W 29.8 141.9 FGFF
23990,16412 000CC/0000 2'1001 6 /() 3 54 02!25/ 76 0 55E3 4137N 1CO24W' 3p• 7 141•p GGGF
2 399 . 16415` 0OOCC/0000 2-10016/0355 C2/25/ 7 6 Q 5563 ,4012N 10054W 31 56140 +0 GGFG
2399-16421 OCOOC/OOCO 2-10C16j03b6 C2 j 25/ 76- 0 5563 3847N 1C123W 32 . 5 139 . 1 GGFF
2399-164241 0	 /0005 COCO 2.	 6/ 3b71	 i	 0OC 2/25 76C	 ! ., 5563 37piN•1 E	 W.1	 1	 1C 33.4 1 38• 1 G GF F ---=
2399-16430 0000C/0500 2°10016/0358 02/28/76 0 5"E 3 3556N 1C219W 34.2 -137.1 FGFG
2393-16433 OOOOC/0000 2°1001 6 /03 59 02/25/ 7 6 0 5 63 342CN 10245W 35.1 136.1 FGGG
Ia
KEYS: CLOUD COVER C Ta 100	 s % C}LPUO COVER,
IMAGE	 QUALITY
	
.............•. BLAN KS n EAN'D NOT-AV,AILA9LE. GiG,88D. PeP88R. F n FAIR•
MSS
	 DATA 	 reCE.......>........ (8LANK) n CBMFRESSED,	 LdLTNEAR
MSS	 IMAGE	 GAIN......+...'...a (BLAN'K) m OW GAIN, ti=HIGH GAIN --. --
:.3'.^..G...sz...a-sti .z:dssaTU ti^Sr,^hg: sHk,,_=a.4. n:a:1a	 .,s':,t:.t1:is,e, ^stl^?5'^^1^tt.-xiase..^a.;i W, ,t..,^te+--.,.;._,s., t,it:.7sh»..ir 	 ...._,s t .a.:.n,r.. ♦ 	 .. ...	 «.,	 ...':'.	 ,e	 :.i . 	 : _ : .,e _....;:.v.,.,. a..,	 -.':.;...:	 - ;z... :ax:-:w:_:v	 ,...	 >m.nn.:e t.., 	 s..-t,..,v.._ . a,.,.,.... ....>, t-,s.r, a.l-.. 	 . 	 .»	 ..._„_ t ;=
rLANDSAT•2
OBSERVATION ID LISTING
18127 MAY 05j!76 FOR CONTIGUOUS US rAGE 0072
FROM C3/01/76 TO 03/31/76
86SERVATION MICROFILM ROLL NO S / DATE CLOUD ORBIT PRINCIPAL POINT SUN SUN IMAGE-COAL MSS MSS
--ID - P8SIT18N I N ROLL ACQUIRED COVER NUMBER OF IMAGE ELEV. AZIM, RBV	 MSS	 DATA IMAGE ^
RBV MSS LAT LONG 123 45678 MOLE GAIN
2399.16435 0000C/0000 2-10016/0360 02/25/ 7 6 p 5563 3304N 10311W 3539 13 t50I GGGG
2399-16442 COOCC/OGCO 2°10016/0 36 1 02/25/76 0 5563 -3139N 10336N 36 * 7 1	 4op FFFF'
















FGFF23?g >i6 4 51 00000/0000
239941. 64 5 3 OGOCC/0000 2'10016/03 64 02/25/76 80 5563 2 721N 10449W 39oC 130 o 7 FGFG a
?399a Sc223 00'000'000O 2,10016/036,, G2125^ 6 90 5564 4842N 5232:' 2 6 -C I.45a6 GFGG
2 359= 1823 C 000CCf1000O 2"1001 6/0366 12/25/76 5p 5564 4717 LcNCpiw 2 74 n 144o7 GGFG
23 e 9 a i8222 00000/0000 2 °10016/0 2 67 02,/25/76 3 0 5564 4=52K b'c'kds. 27-9 1 470 7 FFGG
24 00°0 1 5 01 4 C0000/0000 'g10C16/0416 :2/26/ 7 6 O E576 4 9 4p N C,7313i; 26.3 GGGG a
24C0-1 5 0 P OOOCO/C0;,0 2-10016 /0417 ()2/26/ 7 6 10 5576 4 i-SN C724% 27,3 144oB GGGG'
2.4 00 . 50P31 0000-0/00GO 2 0 1001 6 /0418 02/26/7 6 8 0 557E 4,56iN ;,7424v^ 228 0 2 143
e 6 GGGG
2 4--co- s0 3 C 000CC/00ZC 2 .10015/0 4 19 0 2 / 2 6/76 9(., r-,§76 `;42 5;' C7` =81A 2942 14207 GGGG
2'00"1 50 32 ' 000CC /00CG 2,10016/0420 02/26/76 90 5576 4 301 8 07530 -Cal 14107 GGGG
2 400-150 4 1 00000/OCCO 2Ni0016/0 4 21 E/26/76 30 5 r^76 401IN C763-IN ?1A932x8
1508 GGGG
2 400=15044 0000C/OCCO 2 10 10016/0 42 2 02126/ 7 6 80 5576 -Q845N C77COn 138.9 GGGG
24 00 1505tl DUOt^C/000 2^ g G016/ p42 3 02/26/76 6(} 6"576 3720% c 7728 320 :27e9 GGGG
2400.15053 00600/ teG 2,. 100 16/0424 :,2/26/76 s'-) 5576 3555" C77r5Y. 3415 J-460 GGGG
^400'1.,Or52 00'i 1022 COO—/CCOb
11.0000 /OCCO



















240C,15064 16/c;427 42/26,,76 70 505 76 1 38N 075.-0t" 370C 1 1 231 GGGG z?
2',00°190 OOCCC/GS t °i0C1 6 /C"-^ t ^2126/'u ^57Ci 3L; 4'^ L^ ^^81; Z706 2 e ^ GGGG
e4p0^150f,y OCGOC/Cu„lm. 1501	 /0`029 ^2 ^2f7176—, 8 0 ^^7e ^sFk j"4f L ? .r a F0 ..:; , ie5 GGGG











' 4 GG° -48 2 000011 /00 1'uC,jb/t; s+3 w2 / rs/7E+ ,,8f-491,Hnr,.zi	 a 0r,00C°O0"..11 2a1s^C^	 /C.us2
`"11101	 466
2/26,/76
















240001 4sc u0(tOCit^Oi.G /C /'
24 00-1 6443 2 00000/O00C RvjoC16/C`'=' C,2/ 26/76 3 0 5577 X7161% •v-R1- 4F 0- 1- . ka5 EGGG
2400-16455 0.000/0000 24110016/0468 :2/26/76 50 5577 45514. <".0131, 28ea 1-z; 6 FGGG
2400j 6 461 017600/0tj C 2"iOC16/C 4 69 02/26/76 iC 55577 4427\ dC'>6v, 2902 14247 GGGG
=h
'.CitOL.:.« ...,.:f^i`:vIIM 1 btu 5577 1i F vi i 6 uhe 14 1 t 7 GGGG
2 4 COa16470 000CC100QG 2.1001 6 /0 4 71 02,0 26/7 6 ' 80 5577 4 1 36N ;014,^5i, 310C i gcd8 GGGG t
Z 4co- 6473 00000/OOCO 2°1001 6 /C 472 112/26/ 76 30 5577 4 01IN 1u213N 3109 1 ,4 9>;h GGGG
2400-16475 110000/0000 2 1 1001 6 /0473 02/26/ 7 6 80 5577 3846N 102484+ ,:238 13839 GGGG 1
2 D0°1 64g 4' 0004'0/6000 2 8 4001 6 /0474 0?/26/ 7 6 Np 5577 3555! IC344W -Z' 06 "-h09 GGGG
2400-16491 0000C/0000 2°10016/0475 42/26/76 0 5577 3429N 104114, 3504 13438 GGGG 4
2 400 w i6 493 00000/0000 21001 5 /04 76 02/26/ 7 6 0 5577 33^3N 2114=74 364E 1-'408 GGGG
KEYS; CLOUD CBVEP,' K	 ... 44- 43 	 C 78 JOC	 a h CLBUD Cr1VEFu
IMAGE	 QUALIT Y 	.....0.0gy.0.s9 8LAN K S x DAND NOT AVAILA9LEe G W 'G	 aO 1 P RP56Ra FRFATRo
MSS
	 DATA	 V80E.......... . .... (SLANK)=COMPRESSED, LoLINEAR
MSS	 IMAGE GAI^..a.. r.eo..ay. (BLANK)=LOW	 GAIN;- t mHIGH GAIN —^-"
i
-.r... ^..u.^..	 ._,.u,..a^^.4a^{^..alkrt^zh4^5^..uT 1d51.H.ri!L}rvM6^aiw.s2.dudsl:hY_4+^Alevs&ECU:dJz+a.^?z¢wiaNxilR,-uf^3..^Yc1^-f amkia.i u5al .w...1 .. v+! l4.tn.tJt^i:A^..'4. uioc..ritiv.s f.k^-,....^.Yss 	 x.x<,eis-i.	 ,cv.u..:,._u n.t. >_ti.:	 t,.^.....3 .....,x:.e.i.J. ....v.,.r;ivxi .aua_.vs_^iuti ..t	 ..a._.i-.:....,	 ae;i,aY.a,.w.>.a....0 1; .. r+.	 L....i..rvwe...e	 ..	 ._w.	 .y,.x.P:...x..
,	 a
,..	 .. .,. 
..,..a,r=1'
	 M r^.r	 ..q3.^w	 q ,. , rveri^v^.yy `ttr ay+
LANDSATc2
86SERVATION I'D LISTING
i8ip7 MAY CSi t 76	 FOR CONTIGUOUS U5
FROM C3/01/76 TO 03/31/76
eAGE 0073
6BSERVATI8N "AICROFILM ROLL NOS/ DATE CL@UD O R BIT PRIN C I PAL PO y NT SUN SLN IMAGE.CLAL MSS	 NSS'
IC PSSITIBN IN ROLL ACCUIRED COVER NUMBER OF	 IMAGE ELEV, AZIN, RBV	 NSS	 DATA IrAGE
RBV MSS LAT LONG 123 45678 MODE	 GAIN
2400-165CC COCCC/0000 2°1001 6 /04 77 02/26/ 76 0 5577 3137K 1C5C2W 37 . 0 133.7 GGGG
2 4 00--16 5 02 0000C/0000 2'1001 6 /0478 02/26/ 7 6 0 5577 3012N 10526w 3708 13266 GGGG
240C°1 65C S 000CCJOnrC 2-1001 6 /0479 02/26/76 0 5577 2846N 10550W 38.6 131 . 5 GGGG
24o0.182 8 1 0000C/00CC 2-1001 6 /0 48 0 C2/26/ 7 6 9 C 5578 4844N 12449W 2603 145.5 GGGG
t	 2400.18294 OOoOC/COCC 2 1 1001 6 /048 1 C2/26J 7 6 7C 5578 472CN 12525W 27.3 144.6 GGGG
i	 2400.lg29C OoOCC/OOGO 2.10016/0482 02/26/76 30 5578 4 555N 126CIW 28e3 14306 GGGG
2 4C1`15o73 00000/OCCC 2 '1001 6 /0 483 02/27/ 7 6 70 5590 4 42N C7438W 2607 145 . 4 FGFG
2401.15075 0'00CC/00CC 2-10016/048 4 02/27/ 7 6 60 5590 4717N C7515W 2706 14494 CGFG
24 01`1 5 0 82 COOOC/OOCC 2 1 10016/04 85 62/27/ 7 6 60 5590 4552N 07550w 28.6 143 . 5 FFFG
2 401.1508 4 GOCCC/OOCO 2-10016/0 48 6 02/27/76 4C 5590 4427N 07624h 2905 14=vG rGGG
2401°1 5 0 9 1 000CC/OCCO 2 °10016/0 487 02/27 / 7 6 1O 5590' 43022N C7656W 3C.4 141. 6 GGGG
2401°1 5 033 OGOCC/OoCC 2 '1001 6/ 0488 02 / 2 7 / 76 1C 559C 4137N C772% 31-4 14C-6 FGGG
2401 . 15100 000QGJ000C 2-10016/0489 C2/27176 10 5590 4012N 077E7W 32.2 1=907 GGGG
2401 . 15102 o00oC/OCCO 2 , 1001 6/0 490 C2/27/76 io 555 C 38 4 7N C78266 33 . 1 138'7 GGGG
2 401 . 15105 OCoCC/0000 ?"1001 6 /C' 49 1 02/27/ 76 o 5590 3721N o7854y 34•C 137 , 7 GGGG
2 4 01 . 1 5 111 00000/0000 2"1OC1 6 /C492 02/27/75 20 5550 3556K 079221, 34.9 136 . 7 GGGG
2 401-15114 00000/0000 2-10016/0 493 02/27/76 10 5 9C 3 43 CN C7949W 3507 1=506 GGGF
2 401°15123 000GG/COCo 2-1OG1 6/0 494 02/27/ 7 6 0 5-90 3139N C8040w 27.3 133o5 CFGF
2 401.15125 00000/0000 2-1001 6/0 495 " 02/27 7 6 0 5590 3012N 08105w 38.1 132.4 GFFF
2 4CI I I 5 132 OCOOC/0000 2 , 1,001 6 /x, 496 C2/27 / 76 10 -59 0 2846N 081291+ 38.9 131 . 3 GGFG
2 401-15134 00000/000C 2°1001 6 /0 497 C2/27/ 7 6 20 5590 2 721 N C8153w 39.6 13C e j, FGFG
2 401•1
	
141 G000C/000C 2 °10C16/C 49 8 C2/27/76 90 559C 2555N 0821610; 4Ce3 1`809 CGFG
e401°11 43 0000010000 2-1001 6 /0 499 02/27/ 7 6 80 559.- 2428K C823% 41.0 127 . 7 CGFG
2 401-1 65, 04 Ooo0C/o0'CO 2 11001 6 /0 5 00 02/27/ 76 60 5591 4 8 42• 10027w 26.7 145 e 4 CGFG
24 o 1 °1 65 11 OOOCO/oUCC 21 10016/05 01 C2/2 7 / 7 6 20 5591 4717tN 1C1C41A 270 7 144.4 GGFF
2401 . 166551 3
24O1^1






F 51 45 g 2N
4428N
1GI39W 28.6 14505 CGFG
2O COo0CJo0C^ "1001 4 /02-^ 3 5591, ,213W 29.5 142.5 GGFF2 401-1 65 2 2 C-OCC/OOCC 2'10016/0504 O= /27/76 7 0 5591 43C3N iC245W
3005 141.6 GGGG
2401-16525 CC.^,.CC/CCC, 2-1001 6/0 5 0 5 02/27/ 76 loo 5591 4138! 10316W 3104 140+6 GGGG
2401.16531 CCOCo/OrC.0 2 °1001 6/050 6 02/ 27 / 76 100 5591 4t?13h iC3461^ 32.3 139.7 GGGC
2+01-16534 CC000/OGEE 2-10 0 i6/055 07 02/27/ 7 6 9 0 5591 3847N 10414W 330 2 138 97 GGGG
2401»1 6 540 00000/000C 2-10016/0508 02/27/76 70 5551 3722N 10441W 34,0 137.7 GGGG
is	 2 401°18333 C0o0C/GOCo 2-10016/0 50 9 02/27/76 90 5592' 5p07N 125381, 25.8 146.3 GGFG
2401-18340
 COOGC/0000 6	 52'1001	 /0	 10 7 7602/2 / 9r 555 2 4843N 126164 26-7 145.3 GGGG
2402 .15131 GOOCC,OOCO 2 -1001 6/0 527 02/28/76 0 56,4 484CN C76C5W 27.1 1 155.2 GGGG
2402.1 5 133
_
COOGC/0000 2-1	 20016/05 8 2 2C 1 8/76 C 4560. 4 716N 4076 2 w 08.0 4 3-14	 ._ GGGF
KE YS:' CLOUD COVER °G	 •a..0ae0sa0.e0e 0 TO 1C0	 - % CLOUD COVER.
' IMAGE	 QUALITY `.............e0 BLAN KS-BAND NOT AVAILABLE. G a G58C. PiPe8R. FEFAIR.




GAIN a0 0 .v.+ ► . 0a... I84ANK>4Lew GAIN, H=HIGk GAIN
i_
^.Y^iF^bYS.'.^'t,C'3nAMf	
-j+X•.'fhbrA^lis{?abilivlL+aiS!m'^N.^-KSILNaLL^':+^. rvtVS.k'Sfi3AS.t134 ^^^rs.atw..^...^.s1.;i^1'-S.w^n.^...,. le.., .-... r.^es ..,e.,..^ ....	 ....> ^..^..,.	 .,. ,.. ^.-	 s, .. x.^. ..	 .. _...	 _-.
a







. l n'4 FOR CONTIGUOUS U5 14AGE00744
FROM C3/01/76 TO 03/31/76
BBSpRVA'f8N MICROFILM ROLL NO./ DATE CLOUD ORBIT PPINCIP,4L POINT SUN SUN IMAGE,eQUAL FISS MS5	
-'YC P3SIT18N I N ROLL ACQUIRED COVER NUMBER OF	 IMA3E ELEV, A%IM;, RP,V	 MSS	 DATA IMAUE
RBV MSS LAT LeKG 123 45678	 V OCE GAIN




2*1002 6 /0 530

















1 2d402c15151 GCOOCi'00C0 2°16016/0532 02 ;<28/76 &p 5604 4135N 078556. 3i =7 1 4 C =3 GGFG
2402.E5154
2 4^ C?	 J S J-
0000C/0000 2"10016/0533































240 2 ° 1	 1655 000CClOCCO R 10 56 0 4 GGGG






24+0 2 ^ t5 1 74 00004/0000 2°1007660538 02488'676 0 560 1 G81.tOv GGGG2 402`1 5 1 8 1 C,0000/00CC 2°1001/0 539 02/2 8 /76 0 8604 3136N G82C5k 37a6 123.2 GGGG
2 02-: i83 OCOCC10i7C0 ' v 1001'!C 40
- 4 12 `1001/0






1 ?Cj° FGGG+,GCFu^a.1 O±:GGif00Ct' 02 /28 6 75 10 604 FFGG24C2015132 OOOOL°100CC '201001610542 o2,28 /76 10 5609 2 7 19N C83 0W 3999 129+8 _	 GFGG
24C?-15195 OOOOC/OOCC 2°1041 6 /0 5 43 02/2 8 /76 10 5604 2553N 083421 14Co6128 *6 GGGG
24-,32.1g2C1 000CC/00CC 2 n 10016/0 rg 44 02 / 28/76 60 560 4 24268 C840W 41-3 12713 FGGG f
240,2 n 16562 000CC100C 3`10016/0545 02/28/76 100 56C5 4 8 4CN 1G155k 2 7. 1 14502 FFGE
2402-16565 OOCCOIGOCC 2"10016/0546 02/28/76 100 56 0 5 4715K 1023218 23oC 14463 GGFG
'2402 n 46571 00000'/OCCC 2 0 1001 6 /0547 02/28/76 70 56 0 5 455iN iG3C6k 29 0 0 143 0 3 GGGG
'., 2402,16574 000CC/0000 2-1001 6 /0 548 02 /28 / 76 2 0 5 6 C 5 4426 1039k 29.9 142. 4 GFGG
2402"1658 C OOCCC/00,C 2°1001 6 /05 49 02/28/7' 70 56C5 4301N 104111 3C •8 141 0+ GGGG
2402,-16583 00000/CCCO 2"1001 6/0550 02/2 8! 76 70 55 0 5 4136N 104421 31 e7 14C • 4 GGFG
2 402:i6585 00000/GOCC 2 n 10016/05551
°2001 6 /0552
02/2 8/7 b












2402 16 OOOCC/CUGO 2 5 41W1C GFGG
' 2402 n 16594 OCOCO/GCCO 2 "1001 6 /0553 02/28 / 76 0 5605 372ON 1C6C9k 3404 137+5 GGGG
' 2402°17001 0OCG0/C0CC 2°10016/0554 02/28/76 0 560 5 3555N 106361, 35.2 1336.4 GGGG
247 0 2 n i7OC 3 GOGCC/0000 2"10016/055 25 C2/28/76
02/28/76
0 g6C55 3429N 107031 36+1

















107B4k 37.7 1 33 -2
GFFG
GGGG
, 2 402'1701 5 OOG00lOGOC 2"!0016/0558 8 7602 / 2 / i0 56 5C 3022N 8+9IC 1 1A1 80^	 4 7	 .1_2	 1 GGGF




00000/0000 2 n 10016/0560 02/29/76 100 5618 4 717N 078M% 2 804 14402 GGFG
00000/COCO 2`10016/0561 02i29/76 100 5618 4552N 078421 29.3 143 . 2 GGFG
2 4+03 n 15201 00000/0000 2`100 6/0562 02/29/7 6 90 5618 4427N C7916W 3062 14262 GGFG
24,33-1520 00000/0000 2`10016/0563 02/229/76 100 `E618 4302N 07948W ? 2 • ! 14103' GGFG
2403.15210 00000100CC 2 n 10016/0564 02/29/76 70 5618 4137N C8019W 3281 140.3 GGFG
t KEYS; CLOUD COVER .r.....era.s.a7 0 TO 1C0-m % CLOUD COVER.
IMAGE
	 !QUALITY	 c.oeo .e. r c • e .eo 9LANKSs.BAND NOT AVAILABLE- G.G88O Q p:0888.	 FvFA1R.
MSS
	 DATA	 M@DE..e.•.a...ae., (@LANK) D C5MPRESSE,D 2 LsLINEAR
-^^--r
MSS




18127 MAY 0Si s 76 FOR C8NTIGUBUS US rAGE 0075
FROM 03/01/76 T8 03/31/76
OBSERVAT78N ' MICROFILM ROLL NO./ DATE CLOUD ORBI T PRINCIPAL POINT SUN SUN	 I M A GE- C URL MSS MS9	 •'°
ID POSITION I N ROLL ACCUIFED COVER NLMBER OF IMAGE ELEV- AZIM,	 RBV MSS	 DATA IMAGE	 -,
RBV MSS LAT LONG 123 45678 M8DE GAIN
2 5 03-15212 00000/00GO 2 , 1001 6 /0565 02/29/76 10 56 1 8 4012N 080495 32 . 9 139 . 3 GGGG
24 03-15215 3OOOC/OCCC 2"1001 6 /0566 C'2 29/ 7 6 10 5618 3846N C8118W 33 . 8 138 . 3 GGGG
2403-ISR2 C000C/COCC 2 *10010/0567 CE/2 9/ 76 p 561$ 37P1N C8146W 3407 137 . 3 GGGG
i 2403.15224 O000C/0000 2-10016/0568 02/29/76 0 5 613 3555N 08213W 3mg 136.2 GGGG
2403'15230 0000O/CCCO 2 ® 10016/05 69 C2/2 9 / 76 0 5618_ 343CN C824Cy, 36.4 135 . 2 GGGG
2403, 15233 00000/0000,2- 10016/0570 C2/ 29 / 76 0 5618 3305x: C8306W 37 . 2 1'' 4. 1 GGGG
i 2403-15235 00000/0000 2, 10016/057 1 02/29/76 10 56 18 3139N 08331,5 38'• C 1^3tp GGGG
2403.1rg 242 00000/0000 2 -10016/057 2 02/ 2 9/76- 10 5618 3013N 083F6W 3 8 9 7 131.8 GGGG
2403 . 15244 040GC/G000 2 °1001 6 /0 573 02/29/76 30 5618
'2848N
084205 39.5 130,7 FGGC
2.4 0 3. 1 701 4 000OC/CCCO 2-1001 6/057 5 ,02/29/ 7 6 6 0 5619 5007N 10240W 26+5 146.1 GGGG
2403 . 170x1 00000!0000 2 -10016/0 576 02J29/76 30 5619 48 42N 103194 2714 14511 GGGG
240 3 -1 702 3 Go0CG/0GC0 2-iC01 6/0 577 02/29/76 50 5619 4718N 10366W 28.4 144 . 2 GGGF
2.403 = 170'30 0Ci0CC/OOCO 2°1001 6/0 578 C2/297 7 6 90 5619 4553N 1C4=1k 29.3 143.2 GGFG
° 2403.17032 OGOOC/OCCG'2 °10016/0579 02/29/76 1D0 5619 4428N 105C46 1 0 *3 142 . 2 GGGG
240 3
-1703 5 ObOOClOCCG 2 • 10016/07 4 02/29/76 10 5619 4303N 105365 31.2 141.3 G GG
2403-17041 00000/OOCO 2 -1CC1 6/0- 88 02/29/76 10 5619 4138N 106C7W 32.1 14Ce3 GO }
2403.17044 0000C/00CC'2 "10016/0580 02/29/76 30 56 19 4 G12N 106386 33-C 1=9.3 FOG
2 4 0 3 °1 70 50 OOOOC/OOCO 2-1001 6/0 581 02/29/76 10 5619 38 4 7N 107C7W 33m8 138.3 GGGG
'2 4 0 3. 17053 00000/000© 2-1001 6/0582 02/29/76 10 5 619 3 721N iC735G, 34.7 137-3 GGGG
40 3 °1 7 0 5=


























2403-17071 00000/00CC 2-1001 6 /05 86 02/29/76 0 5619 3139N 109205 3800 133.0 GGGG
2 403. 1 7 073 COOGC/0000 2-1001 6 /0 587 02/29 / 76 p 5619 ,3013N 109465 38.7 1.31.8 GGGG
2 4 0 4 '152 4 3 OCOCC/0000 2°1001 6/060 8 03/01/ -16' 2p 5632 4837N, 078$75 27.8 144.9 GGGG i
2404.15250 0000O/00CC 2-10016/0609 03/01/76 20 5632 4713N 079336 28+8 144.0 GGGG
2'4 0 4. 15252 OCOCC/0000 2-10016/0610 G3/01/76 30 5632 4548N' C80C8W 29-7 143-C CGGC
2 404-1527C OOCOC/0000 2-10016/06 11 03/C1/ 7 6 6p 5632 4p07N C8214W 33.3 139.1 GGGG +^^
2404.ig273 OCOCC/COCC 2-10016/0612 C3/C1/76 70 5632 38422 N C82431% 34.2 138.0 GGGG
2404-15275 GOOCC/0000 2-10016/0613 03/01/76 40 5 632 3717K C831 1W 3541 137 1 0 GGGG s
2404 . 15282 000 C/OOGO 2 °1001 6 /061 4 03/01/ 7 6 40 5 632 3551N 083^8W 35-9 13650 CGGC
2404 n 15284 OOOGC/0000 2 -10C1 6 / p6 15 C3/01/76' 70 5 632 3426N C84C5W 36.7 134.9 GGGG
2404-15291 OOOCC/0000'2. 10016/061.6 03/01/76' 50 563 2 3 3 0ON C8431W 3705 133.8 GGGG
2404-15293 000CC/0000'2°10016/0617 03/01/ 7 E 10 5 632 3133N C84!575 38.3 132-6 GGGG
2404-1530C 00000/OCCO 2-1001 6/CE18 0 3/01/7 6 - 30 5632 '3007N C85221s 39 . 1 131 . 5 GGGG '^	 )
24 0 4 -15 3 G2 COOCC/OOCC 2-1001 6 /06`1 9 03/01/76 60 5 632 28 4 2N 085465 39-8 130.3 GGGG a
i
KEYS: CLOUD :COVER C	 ............. ..	 0	 T5 100 X CLOUD CnVER.
x
' IMAGE	 QUALITY	 .•-s.e-.+.. ... a	 BLANKSzBAND NOT	 AVAI(,.ABLE. G=GOOD. PaPOOR.	 F-FAIR.
MSS	 DATA	 MBDE ....... +--.-..• (BLANK)=CBMPRESSED ♦ L.LINEAR





	 a.	 .......:...^w..._., ,..	 ,...,, ,._.	 ^.^.,._,....,,..^. .,...,.... ..,.,,..,..	 ...	 ..,... _..	 emu..:.. ._.	 ,.	 ...	 ..	 ......	 ..	 ..	 _..	 _	 ...
LANDSAT+2
OBSERVATION 10 LISTING
18:27 MAY C5.'76 FOR-r-®NTIGUOUS LS' "AGE 0076
FROM C3/01/76 TO 03/31/76
OBSERVATION MICROFILM RRLL NO./ DATE CLOUD ORBIT PRINCIPAL POINT SUN SUN IMAGE.QUAL MSS	 MS9
ID POSITI8N IN (ROLL ACCUIRED COVER NUMBER OF	 IMAGE ELEV. AZIM. ROV	 MSS DATA IMAGE	 ----^
RBV MSS LAT LONG 123 45678 mOnE	 GAIN
2404-17073 OOOCO/0000 2"1001 6/0 644 03/01/ 7 6 loo 5633 5002N 104106 26.9 14509 FGF
2 40E=17075 OOCQC/COCO 2-10016/06 4 5 03/01/76 100 5633 4838N 1C447W 27.8 144.9 FGGG
2404-17082 OOOOC/OOCO 2`1001 610 64 6 03/01/ 76 100 5633 4713N 10523W 28.8 14400 PGGF
2404-17084 00000/0000 2°1001 6/0 64 7 03/01/ 7 6 100 5633 4549N 10558W 29.7 14300 FFGG
2 4 0 4 -1709 1 0000C/OCCO 2"1001 6/0648 03/C1/ 76 90 5633 4424N -10631k 300 7 142+0 FPGG
2 40 4 ,17093 000CC/0000'2. 10016/0649 03/01/76 50 E633 4259N 107C3W 31.6 14100 GGFF
240 4 -1 7 100 CoOCC/OCCO 2°10016/0 650 03/01/76 60 5633 4134N 10733W 32x5 1 4C • 1 GGF
2404-17102 OOOOC/OOCO 2-10016/0651 03 /C l / 76 70 5633 4009N 108C4W 33.4 139 m 1 FGFG
2 40 4-17105 OOOOC/OOCO '2 1 1001 6/06 5 2 0-/C1/ 7 6 80 5633 3843N 10833W 3402 1-8o0 GGGG
2 4 0 4
-17111 00000/0000 2-1001 6 /o653 ,03/01/7 6 60 5633 3717N 109C1W 3501 1-7 . 0 GGGG
7404=17114 0000C10000 2-10016/0654 0301/76 70 5633 3552N 10929W 1-509 135.9 GGGF
2404 . 17120 00000/00CC 2"1001 6/0 655 03/01 / 76 80 5633 3426N 109566 36x8 134.9 GGG
2 4 0 4. 1 7 1%3 OOOCC/OOCO 2"1001 6 /0 656 0 3 /01/ 76 80 5633 33GON 11022W 37.6 133.8 GGGF
2 40 4 "1 7 125 00oC0/0000 2"1001 6/ 0 657 03/01/ 7 6' 5 0 5633 3134N 11048W 3803 132 x6 FGGG
2404.17192 00000/OOOC'2- 1001610658 0 3 /01/76' 20 5633 3008N 11113k 39.1 131. GGGG
2405-153 0 1 OOOCO/0000 2"1001 6/0 659 03Y02/76 30 5646 4 8 46N 080186 280 1 1 44 ° GFPG
2405 . 15304 000CC/0000 2 "1001 6 /0660 03/02/ 76 50 5646 4722N C8054W 2 9. 0 143 . 9 FGPF
240 5
-15313 00000/OOCO'2* 10016/0661 03/02/76 100 5646 4431tN 082C5k 3009 J42 9 C FGFG
2405-15315 OOOOC/0000 2"1001 6 /0 662 0 3 /02/ 76 100 5646 4306N 082374 31.8 1 4 1 • C GFFF
24 05. 1S322 00000/0000 2 °1001 6 /066 3 03/02/76 100 5646 4 1 4 1N' 08308W 32 . 7 14C.0 GPFF
2405-15324 OGOOC/OOCO 2-10016/0664 03/02/76 90 5646 4016N 08339W 3306 139.0 GFFF
2405-15331 00000/ooCo 2-1001 6 /0 665 03/C 2 1 76 8 0 5646 385CN 084C7k 3405 13 8x 0 GFFF
2405-15333 00000/0000 2-1001 6 /0 666 03/02/ 7 6 50_ 5646 3725N C8435W 35.3-13669 GGFG
24,05-1534.0 0000C/0000 2"1001 6 /0667 03/02/ 76 30 5646 3559N C85C3W 3 6 -2 135 0'8 GOFF z
2405- 153 4 2 0000C/00CC 2-10016/0668 03/02/76 10 5646 343 A N C85291N -7aC 1-497 GGGF
2405-15345 0000C/0000 2"1001 6/0 66 9 0 3/02/ 7 6 10 5646 330IN 08555W 37o8 133 # 6 GGGG e
2405 . 15351 000OC/OCCO 2-1001 6 /0 67 0 03/02/7 6 20 5646 3 1 4 2K C86M, 38.6
39.3
132.5 GGGG























'	 2405-17145 OCOOCYOCCC 2-10016 /0674 03/02/ 7 6' 10 5647 4431N 1O753W 30.9 142 . 0 GGGG
k	 2405.17151 000CC/OCCO 2"1001 6 /0 675 03/C2/76 30 5647 4306K 10827w 31.9 141 • C GGGG
2405 . 17154 0000C/0000 2"10016/0 676 03/02/ 76 90 5647 4141N 10858W 32 08 14C•0 GFGG
i	 2405.17160 00000/0000 2-10015/06 7 7 03/02/76 90 5 6 47 4 016N 10928W 33,6 1 -59.0 GGFG -3-3-3-3
f	 2405-17163 000CC/0000 2"10016/0 578 03/02/ 76 40 5647 3851N 10°576 34.5 137 . 9 GGGG
2 405.1 7 1 6 5 00000/OOCO'2.1001 6/0 679 0 3/02/ 7 6 40 5647 3725K 11025k 35,4 1 -3 6,9 GGGF




.... BLANKSxBAND NOT AVAILABLE, G*GOBD. P sPOOR, FaFAIR,
MSS	 DATA	 MODE..
	
..m,v-a..... (SLAN K) m CBMP RESSED. LoLINEAR a
MSS	 IMAGE GAIN.ae.. sa. e . a .ar (BLANK)=LOW GAIN, H=HIGH_GAIN
^1^Ci^'-'	 ••^:Ei^Le^d#YE^a2^ik`%^`i:U*3f;.ss'A_*3iAalsl4ft>_ i1i. +Y'F..at_^.rs^^^
	 ub<dtd`2x•^ast^Si.+^,`ztiz:.v,.^,.^a<.,Gi"^hs_6laiiu^Fa 'Sat.. .. ..
LANDSATs2
OBSERVATIBN ID LISTING
18:x7	 MAY 0Sc47° FOR CONTIGUOUS US
MAGI 0077
FROM C3/01/76 TO 03/31/76






IMAGEDATAI, POSIT18t% IN R8LL A C GORED CaVER NUMBER OF	 IMAGE ELEV. 1 : RBY
MODE	 GAIN
RF3Y MS5 LAT LONG 123 45679
`p""1 F 1 7 2 00000/0000 2°1001 6/0 680 03/02/^6 40 5647 3 60CN 110534,
36._ 135. 8 GGGG










GFFG,a^2	 y , ,o. 1C..
	
,°"Cu	 C 2"1001 6 /0 682 03/02/76 20
2405"17193 00000/0(}0+ 2 1 1041 6 /0683 CZ/02/ 76 10 5647 3143N 15.,21$x: 38-6 1--215 GGGG F
2	 ^^	 i-a	 C p"l^4G^'0f}C." 6/C684 03/L2/ 76 10 5647 3017N .'i1226^N 396y 1„Ze3 GFGG
2 "06"153 602406"15362 	:










.COQG/0 f:;O 2"1001 6 /0694 03/03/ 76 500
2406a15.'^65 CC'000/00nti 2"1001 6 /0 695 03/03/ 76 1CO ~640 455SN 08256W 30 . 3 142-8 FGFG
2406 4 15371 0^OGC/OCCC 2"10 16 /0696 03 /03/ 7 6 100o 566 0 44 "'N Oa33pW 31 3 141 0 9 GGGG
2406.15374 2"10016/CE97 E3/p^:'76 9p G640 43081+ CBhCck 322 14p-9 GGFG
2u06o1638C OCGCG/CO ti 2-100 ,16/0698 03/02/76 90 566C 41 43N C84--3t% 33.1 139.8 GFFG
a	 5 3 Al_c 0-GCC/CCC7: ?«+n0;6 / C,699 C3/L3/76 80 9660 4018N 085x3}. - 13808 FFFr
24C6-15395 CL- 2°1001 6/0 7 00 0?/03/76 80 5660 3853 N ^85321A 34.8 1x7 9 8 GGGG
2 406 °1539 2 000OC/0000 2"1CC1 6 /0 7 01 03/03/76 80 5660 37 27!x
,, 08601- 35.7 13607 GFGG
2 4Cb° 155 04 CCOCC/00C" 2 n 10016/:^70 2 0=/03176 90 5660 3 601N C8628W 36:r 13506 GGGF
2405"15401 50000/000: 2"201016/0703 02/03/ 7 6 70 ^66o 3 4 36N 08&55}x, 37.3 134.5 GGGF
24C6 o 1540 3 COOCC/CCCC 2^18016/070 4 C3/03/76 90 5660 331CN 087214 38.1
133 0 4 GGGG
24p 6^154 i1 GCCOCti'OC 2°}4016/070 5 03/03/76 9 0 5660 3144N C8-'46W
38,9 132-3 GGGG
2406"15415 00^000/01}00 =°SG01 6/0%6 03/C3/76 50 5660 2853N 098364 40.4 129
0 9 GFGF
`
2406"15431 00D00/00G0'2 14016/0707 03/03/76 3 0 5660
2727N C89C0h 4 1
. 1 12896 GFFF y.











1 43 ° 8
GGGG




,:COCC/OOCo 2 -1001 6/07 1 0 C=/C 3 / 76 0
5661 4558h Zp847W 30.4 11#2.8 GGGG
24()6-172 C 3 Or,DL./pCCo 2`10015/0,711 C - /C 3 /76 10 5661 4433K 10521:5 31-3 141.8 GGGG
24	 31 2406	 7	 C._ ti r	 3"!	 ^,^z	 v,. 2-10016/ 07 12
°1041 6/0 71 3


















_"10016/07 14 C=/03/7'6 30 5661 4017N 110544
.14 - 0
3408




' 2406.17221 OCOCC/0000 "10016/0715 03/03/ 7 6 7O 5661 3852h 111231 GFFG










2406-1 722 0 OCOGC/or-c r°10016/0717 C3/C;3/76 9,0
,661
1 2406"17232 OCOCC/00L'C 2'°10016/07 1 8 0 3 /C 3 /76 9C 5661 3436N 11244W
37.3 11 4 .5 GFFC
2406 " 17235 0OCCC/OCC,3 L"10C1 6 /o 719 03/p3/ 7 6 9p 5661 331IN 11310 38.1 1' 3s4 GFFG s
2406-17241 OCOCL/OCCO 2°1001 6/ p720 03/0 3 / 76 60 5661 2145N 113356 38.9 12202 GrFC
2406"17244 OCOOC/00:0 2 "1001 6/ 0 701 03/0
7b
10 56E1 3018N 114COW 39.7 131 4 1 GFGG
























1CC °'X CLOUD COYER.
--e FLAN S°BAND NO T AVAILA B LE . G°GOBD* P*POOR. F=FAIR.
"'SS	 DATA	 MP.CE..+r- ..... ..... (BLANK).CON. pRESSEDj	 L°LINEAR
MSS
	
It'AGE GAIN ............ (BLANK)-LOw GAIN. H°HIGH GAIL
?I







FROM' C3/01/76 T6 03/31/76
PAGE 0078
OBSERVATION	 MICROFILM ROLL NO./
	 GATE	 CLOUD ORBIT RRINCIPAL`POINT SLN 	 SUN IMAGE.GLAL MSS	 MSS
IO	 POSITION IN ROLL	 ACCLIRED C!1VER NUMBER	 HF IMAGE	 ELEV. AZIM* RBV MSS DATA IMAGE
RflV	 MSS	 LAT	 LONG	 123 45678 M5rE GAIN
2407"15423
	 000CC/0000 2"1001 6/0 767 c3/C4/ 76 tpp	 5674 455CN	 p8433W 3Ce8 142.6
2407°15430	 00000/OOGQ' 2-10016/0768 02/04/76 100	 5074 4425N	 p85C6W 31 e 7 141.6
2 40 7 °1 5432	 000CC/000C 2 °1001 6/0 769 03/C 4 / 76 100	 5674 43pCN	 08538W 32,6 14Ce6
2407°154 35	 0000C/0000 2°iC016/07 70 p3/C4/76 100	 5674 4135N	 ()86C96 '23 . 5 125.6
7407°15441
	 OGOCC/O000 '"10016/0771 03 / 04/ 76	 90	5674 4p09N	 C8638^,, j4eg 13896
2407415444	 000CC/00CC 2 "^_001 6/0 772 03f04/ 7 6	 2 0,	 -5674 3844K	 C87C4 35.2 137.5
2 40 7 °1 5450	 000CC/0000 2 '1001 6/0 77' G 3/0 4 / 76	20	 5674 37 19K	 087354, 3 6. 1 136.4
=407°15463
	 COOOC/OOGC 2 °i0C,1 6/07 74 02-/C4:76	 10	 5674 3553N	 088C3, 36s9 125.3
2407 ° 1 5 µF 5	 COOCC%OOCO 2°10016/C775 C 3/C µ/76	 10	 5674 3µ27N	 088301. 57.7 1=4.2
24C 7 °1 54F2	 000CC/00(,'0.2°10()16/0776 C=/04/76 	 t 0	5674 3301 N	 08855W '38.5 133.1
2407,15464	 GOGCC/OOCC 2 "10016 /07 77 02/0 4/ 76 ` 10	 56.74 3136K	 p89G0W 35.3 131+9
;407°1547
	 GOO-'c"cocc =°100i 6/0 76µ C3104/76	 6 0	5674 3p10N_	 089446 40.0 130.7
2107.1 R i 73	 OGCOC/GCCO'2°10016/077803/04/76	 10	 E674 2845N	 09008 W - 40+7 129.5
i	 E4C7.1548C
	 OOGI'C/OCCQ 2 `1001 6 /0779 c3/04/76	 10	 5674 2719N	 c9032W 41x4 128.2
2^'G "'`i%elf	 OCOCC/COGC 2°1001 6/075 1 03/C 4 / 76	 t0	 5675 5006N	 10819W 2 8. 0 145#6
s	 L407s17,25v	 0000C/OOCO 2 "1001 6 /0752 0=/0 4 /76	10	 5675 4 8 41N	 10858M 2809 144,6
24 0 7 "17 2 52	 0000C/OOCO 2`10016 /0 753 c3rp4/ 7 6	 10	 5675 4717N	 1C9-4W 29x9 143.6
2407w17 2 gg5
	
00000/0000 2 °10016/07 ggµ 0-/0 4 /76	 10	 r67gg µ'55 2N	1101QW 3Ce8 142.6
E4C7.17261	 OOOCO/0000 2°1.001 6/0755 03/04/ 7 6	 10	 5675 4427N	 11043W 31 .7 141,6
24C7.i7264	 00000/OOCG 2 "1001 6/0 756 03/04/7 6	 10	 5675 4259N	 11127W 32.6 140.6
2 40 7 -1 72 7 C	 OOOOC/OOCO 2°1001 6/0 757 03/04/76	 10	 5675 4134K	 11157W 33.5 139.6
2407 " 17272
	 000CC/0000 2°10016/0758 03/0 4/76	 10
	 567 ; 	31227W 34.4 138.5
240x{ . 172 75	 00000/OOCO'2"10016/0759 C3/0 4/ 76	10	 5675 3844N	 11255W 35.3 137.5
24Cr ,  7?8 c 	 00000/0000 2°10016/0760 0/04/76	 30	 5 675 3719N	 113241A 36 . 1 1?664
IC:E4	 OQOCO/0000 2°1001 6/0 76 1 03%04/ 7 6	 50	 5675' 3553N	 113E1W 3 60 9 135.3
^ 4r, 7
-172 9 1	 00000/0000 2°1001 6/07. 62 03/04/76	 10	 5675 3428N	 11418W 37.7 17-sba2
24v7°17F92	 00000/QOCO 2 °100.1 6 /0 763 03/04/76	 10	 5675 330EN	 11444W38.5 133.1
Ek OS^-irc31
	 00000/O0C0 2°10016/0810 0 3/06/76
	
0	 5 702 484Ch	 086CBW 2946 144.4
;40r t?c53	 00000/0000'2°10016/08'11 03/06/ 7 6	 70	 5702 47 1 5N	 086y5W 3C 9 6 143.4
i	 ^'-	 00000/0000 2°1001 6/08 12 03/0 6/76	5p	 570 2 µ550N	 08720W 3.1° 5 142.4
L 1 p s
 , EE 42	 00000/0000' 2°1001 6 /0 8 13 03/06/ 7 6	 60' 57C2 4426N	 p8753w 32.4 141.3
2 40" 
.
1.55 4 5	 0000C10000 2 °10016/0814 03/06/76	 50	 570 2 4301N	 08825W 33,.3 14C.3
I
"4091.5551	 0000C/0000 2"1001 6/0 815 03/06/76 to	 5 702 -4136N	 08856W 34.2 139.2
j4p_°"1F5Su	 0000C/OOCO'2"10016/0816 03/06/76	 10	 57 C2 4011 N	C8925W 35 0 1 138-22409.155 60	 OOG00/OOCO 2°10016/08 17 0 3 /06/76	 10	 5 702 38 45N	 C8954W 35.9 127.1
240 9 "15563 OOODC/0000 2°1001 6 /0818 03/06/ 76	 10	 57C2 3720N	 p9D22W 3608 136e0
KEY S; CLOUD COVER X	 c TO :100 a X CLOUD COVER,
IMAGE QUALITY
	 ELA'NKS=BAND NOT AVAILABLE. G=GB®D. PIP08R. f!FAIR.
r	 MSS DATA MODE..,. e...+se.., _(BLA NK) s CBMPRESSED, LsLINEAR
MSS IMAGE GAIN ........
	









































18 ,;27 MAY CSo 1 76
	
	
FOR CONTIGUOUS US	 ►'AGE 0079
FRSM C3/01/76 TO 03/31/76
OBS E RVATI ON	 MICROFILM ROLL NG' # /	 CAYE	 CLOUD 8F26!7 PRINCIPAL POINT SLN	 SUN IMAGESQUAL MSS	 MSS
+	 ID	 POSITION IN ROLL	 ACQUIRED COVER NUMBER	 OF IMAGE
	
ELEV. AZIM. REV MSS DATA bt-AQE
RBv	 MSS	 LAT	 LONG	 123 45678 MODE GAIN
2405 . 15565	 Oo000/QOOO 2 "10016/0819 03/66/76	 1C	 51c2 3555N	 C9049W 3796 1340	 FGGG
24 09 "15572 00001;/0000 2 "1001 6/0 8 =p 03/06/76` 2p	 G7Cc' 3429N'	 091156 38#4 133.7	 GGGG
2409"'557 4	COGOO/0000 2°10016/08 2 1 03/06/76	 60	 E7C2 3303N	 C9141y, 39.2 13206	 GGGG
240 9-1 558 1	 OOOOC/0000 2 ` 1001 6/0 822 C-/06/ 76	90	 57 02 3137N-	 09206, 39#9 131i 4	FGFG
2409"+_5583
	 0000C/OOCo 2- 1001 6/0 623 03/0 6-/ 76 100 	 5702 3011U,	 09231, 4 0 #7 13C t 1	 FGFG
2 .408"17362	 OCCOC/00CC 2 "1001 610 824 0-/0E/76 	10	 5703 A84 C N	 111556 2997 144.4	 GGGF
2409"17365	 O0OGC/0000 2 "1001 6/0825 n,31'C6/ 1 6	 20	 57 03 4719N	 11232W 30#6 143 14	FGGG
2409"17 3 71	 OOOCC/00"0 2 -1001610S E6 03/0,5/7-	 2 0	 5703 455IN	 1.13C6W 31.5 14.204	 GGGG2409-17374	 C000C/UGG0 2"1001 6 /gRE7^  03 70x / 76	 10	 5703 4426D,	 11340W 32.5 141.3	 GGFG
2409"17380
	
OOOGC/OOCC 2 -1001 6/0 829 C3}061 7 6	 0	 5703 4301N	 11412, 33#4 14Cv3	 GGGG.W^+ p 9 -17383	 00,042 Gp.GC 2"IOC 16/c?Sc9 y3lG6j % c	 O	 57 03 a!-36N	 114431A 34 . 2 139 x2	 GGGG	 y
2409-17 285	 0000C e' O f C(r 21 100 1 6/000 0-/C6/76	 0	 57C3 4011N	 11513, 3 .1 138#2	 GGFG
`409417392
	 Of'^ 4r._ r_C	 10016/0= 1 Ca/Cci76	 p	 ^y03 3845-	 115421,, 36#0 13791	 GGFG
	
+ 2409"17394
	 OOOCC/0000 2 "1O01 6/0'3=2 03 /06 / 7 6	 0	 57C3 372Ct.	 11610, 36#8 136#0	 GGGG	 1




	 COvGC/OCb^C 2"1001 6/g83`^ 03206/76	 10	 57C3 3429N	 Il7C4y, 38.4 133#7	 GGGG
d 3- ^ 7+,	 x335 C3/ ;16;76
	
5
c ^ i 10
	
00000/0000 2 "1001' •/0 	 0	 70;3 3303N	 117291 39.2 132 .5	GGG
<t	 t.	 5585
	
COOOC/OOCO 2"10016/0836 G-/07/7E	 70	 5716 48 42N	 C8733 1 30.0 144.3	 GGGG
.2 :9559 1	 OCOCC/0000 2'1001 6/083 7 G3/p7/76	 90	 5716 4717N	 C88C9W 30#9 14353	 GGGG	 3
41c-1359r C^000/0000 2
t t-.	
°10016/0838 03,106/'26	 60	 5716 4552N	 C8843, 31.9 142#2	 GGGG
i	 -- , 6n-,
	
4^	 r 2	 6 8 39C3/ c 7/76 7 6
	
1'.,;.0	 CC,..w0i0(.G.1 '1001 /0 	 1L	 S 1	 4428n	 0B917, 32#8 141.2	 GGGGp	 2"!C"x6oc3	 Coccc/,:,C,CC L- IIo 16/08 40 0 3 /17/76	 4 C)	 5716_ 4303N	 089491 33.7 140,2 	 GGGG
'	 241C-16005
	




	 COO4:8/OOCO c. " 1GL)1 6/0842 0 3 /01/76	G	 5716 4013N	 C9050w 35 . 4 13 8 .0	 GGGG
2 4 lo-16Ci4	 COOOC/OCC- 2"1 ,101 6 /0843 03/07/ 7 6	 0	 57 16 3847N	 C9119k 36#3 13639	 GGGG
2 4 10"1 6 0?1	 CCOCC/OCC^, 2-IG01 6 /0F44 03/0 7 /76	10	 5716 3722K	 09147k 3 7. 1' 135.8	 GGGC
2 4 10"1 6 023	 00000/000C 2-1001 6/0845 03/0 7/76	 0	 5716 3556N	 C9214, 37#9 134*7	 GGGG
2410-1 6030	 000OC'0OC'0.2"10016/0845 C3/07/76 	 30	 57 1 E 343CN	 C9241W 38.7 1.33.5	 GGGG
2410"16032	 OOOCC/0000 2"1001 6 /0 847 03 /O 7 / 7p	 •`°0	 57 16 33p5N	 C93C7H 39.5 132.3	 GGGG
2410-16035	 OOOCC/UCC;: 2 `1001 4 /0+ 48 03/0 7/ 7 6 '.00	 5716 3139K	 09332, 4 C # 2 131#1	 GGGG
24 1C"160 4 1	 0000030010 2"10C'iFJ0 49 03107/76 130	 5716 3013N093571, 41.0 129 # 9	 GGGG
2410-16044	 000C /0000 2-10016/0F,54 C- 1 07/76 100	 5716 2 8 47N	 C942.1W 41.7 128.6	 FGGG
2410-16053'
	
O00CC10CC0 2"10016/0651 ` 03/0 /76	 30	 5716' 2555K	 C95C7, 43 # 0 126#0	 GGGG
2 4 10"1 6 055	OOOCC,'0C5'c. 2 `10 1 6 /0 $92 _.3/ r; 76	 40	 5716 2429N	 C953C1 _43#6 124 # 6	 GFGG
2410 . 1 74 14	 0^c00'JJ0GO;, 2-1001 7*/o 267 03/07/76	 70	 5717 5006N	 112451 29.1 145#3	 FGGG
2 4 10"1 74 2c:r	 000'00/00O,'C 2"SClr, I f^ /0868 ,03/r,7/7E	 20	 5717 4842N	 113234, 3 0 # 0 144#3	 GGGG
	KEYS! CL8U0 COVER X	 0 TO 100 a 2 CLOUD COVER.
IMA6E QUALITY ...'.t...#.'#o#.s BLANKS48AND NOT AVAILABLE. GaGOBD. PePOOR# FmFAIR. n
MSS DATA
	 (BhANK)mCBMPRESSEDs 1..LINEAR





18:2 7 MAY CSs'76 - FOR CONTIGUOUS US NAGE 0080
FROM C3/01/76 TO 03/31/76
OBSERVATION MICRaFILM ROLL NO,/ DATE CLOUD BREIT PRINCIPAL POINT SGT. SUN IMAGE-QUAL MSS	 MSS
IC POSITION IN ROLL ACQUIRED COVER NUMBER- OF IMAGE ELEV. AZIM, REV	 NSS DATA	 IMAGE
REV MSS LAT LONG 123 45678 MODE	 GAIN
2 4 10°1 742 3 O0000/00CC 2-1001 6/0 869 03/0 7 / 76 10 5717 4718N 114COW 31i0 143.3 FGGG
-ju-j -'G 600CC/0000 2=1001 6/0 870, 03/07/76 10 5717 4553N i1°34W 3 1.9 142.2 GGGG
2 4 10"17 432 COCCC/0000 2-10016/0871 03/ 0 7/76 0 ='%i7 4428. 115C8W 32.8 141,2 GGGG
2 41 0"1743 4 000CC/Oo C =°1OC16/0872 02/0'/76 0 5717 4303N :1539W 33.7 14C91 GGGG
24 10 . 1 74 41 000CC/0000 "'10016/0873 03 /C7 / 76 0 5717 4 1 38 N 11610ty 3496 139.1 GGGG
2410"17443 000GC/06CC 2 - 1001 6 /0 874 03/07/76 G 5ji7 4CI?N 11639W 35.5 138-0 GGFG
2410 . 1 74 5C' 000CC/OCCO 2°10016/0875 0 3/07/76 0 5717 3847N 11708W' 36 . 3 136.9 GGGG

















s- 2410-17455 00000/0000 2 GGGG
2 4 10°1746 1 0000C/0000 2-10016/0878 03 / 07 /76 0 5717 3 4=1N 118129W 38.7 133.5 GGGG
24 10-17464 cococl'oruo 2-10016/0879 0 3/C7/76 30 571,' 3305N 11855W 3905 132 . 3 GGGG
24 11..14P-i4, 0000C/0000 2-10016/0506 03/08/76 10 0729 4716N 0,6344W' 31.3 14301 GGGG
2 4 11°160 4 3 000CC/OUCO 2°10016 /093 6 03/08/76 30, 5730 484CN C89COW 3C •4 !44.2 GGGG
2 4 11-1 60 50 09000/OCC6 2'1C016 /C937 03/C8/76 6 0 5736 4716N c89--6W 31 . 3 143.1 GGGG
2 4 11°1 6 05 2 0000C/OCCC 2-10C16 y0938 C3,fC8 /76 70 5730 4551N 09011W 32.3'142 . 1 GGGF
_2 4 11°1 6 455 000GC/OvCO 2°10016 /0930 03/08/7 6 40 5730 4426N C90451N 33 . 2 1 4 1 . 0 GGGF
2 4 11-1 061
2411°1064
COOCC/06GO 2Q iOC16/09 40 C3/08/76 60_ 5730 4 3CIN 09117W 34.1 1 4C.0 GGFG
OCOGC/CCC.O 2-IC01 6 /034 1 C3/08/76 4C 7 3C 4135N C9148W 34.9 138 . 9 GGGG
2411°160 70 C00vC/OGCC 2`1001670942 G3/C8/76 80 5730 401CN C9217W' 3528 137 .8 GGGG -	 I
2411"160 7 3 0000C/0S:CC 2 , 10016/0943 ' 03/08/76 90 5730 3 8 46N 09246W' 36,*7 136.7 GGGG
2411"16075 OOOOC/OCCO'2 °1001(,/094q 03/08/76 100 m730 3721N C9314W 37.5 1 3=• 6 GGGG
2411°1 608 2 0000C/00Co 2-10016 /0945 03 /C 8 /76 100 5730 3555N 09341W 38.3 13404 GGG(_
2411°1608 4 COOCC/0000 2'10016 /0946 0 2 /0 8 /76 loo 5730 3429! C94C8y; 39.1 1x3.2 GGGG
24 11"16091 OOOOC/OCCC 2-1001 6 /0947 G3/C8/76 100 57 3` 0 3303K 094344. 39.8 132 . 0 GG G
24 11 . 1 6 093 00000/0000 2-:0016 /0948 C3/C8/76 1Co 5730 3137N C9459h 4C.6 13C • 8 GGFG
241;-16100 OOOCC/OCCO 2-10016/092 1 C3/C8/76 80 R73C 3011N 09g23W 41. 3 1 2 9.6 GFGG
^24 11-1 6 102 GOOOC/OoCo 2-10016/0922 03/C8/76 7() 5730 2845N C9 4 8 W 4200 128.3 GFGG
24 11"1610 5 000CC/0000 2'1001 6/09 23 C3/C8/76 50 5730 2719N C9611W 4207 127 . 0 GGGG
2411-1 6 111 000CC/00CC 2°1001610 9-24 03/08/7 6 30 573 0 2554N 096	 5y, 4303 125°6 GGGG
2411"17472- OOOCC/OCCO 2-10016/09 25 03/C8/76 30 5731 5005N 11412W 29.5 145 e2 GFGG 4,
' 2411-17475 OoCCC/OCCC 2-1001 6/0926 03/C 8 / 76 40 5731 484 CN 11450W 30.4 14422 GGGG
' 2411-17481, OCCCCIOCCO 2°10C1 6/0 9G7 03/0 8 /7 6 10 5731 4 7 16N 11527W 31.4 143.1 GFGF
2411 . 1 7484 OOOOC/00CC'2- 10016/0928 p3/0 8/76 10 5731 4551N 116C1k 3203 1 4 2 . 1 GGGG
I 2411-17490
2411 . 1 7 4 9 3









OOOCC/OOCO 2.1001 6/09 30 0 43QIN 117C W GGGG
2411°1 1 502 OOOOC/OOCC 2"1001 670 93 1 C3/C 8 /^ 6 0 5731 4011N 118C6W 35.8 1^7°8 GGGG
KEYS: CLBLC CBVER X	 ............... C TO 100 - X CLOUD CeVER.
r
IM AGE	 QUALI T Y	 I. ....r..e•.... BLANKS o BAND NBT AVAILABLE'. GsG880. P=POOR. F=FAIR•








18:27 MAY 05r'•76 FOR CONTIGUOUS US POAGE 0081
FR8v 03/01/76 TO 03/31/76
RES E RVATION MICROFILM RBLL `.8,/ DATE CLOUD ORBIT PRINCIPAL POINT SUN SUN IMAGE.CUAL MSS	 MSS
IC POSITION IN ROLL ACQUIRED COVER NUMBER OF	 IMAGE ELEV, AZIM 4 RBV	 MSS DATA 1MA®E -T-'-
RBV MSS' LAT LONG 123 45673 MODE	 GAIN
2 4 11"1 750? OOOOC/0000''2- 10016/0932 C3/0 8 /76 10 5731 3846N 11835x, 360 136.7 GGGG
2411°1751.1 OOrGC/0000 2 . 1001 6 /0933 03/08/76 10 57 31 372IN 119r3W 37.5 135.6 GGG
P411-0513 COCCC/000^ 2'10016/0934 03/08/76 7 0 5731 3555N 119;-OW 38 . 3 134.4 GGG
2 4 11-17520 00000/oo0.c 2'10016/0 935 C3/08/76 90 5731 3429N 11957W 39.g 133.2 FFFF
{~
2 4 12 = 142 72 00000/0000 2'10016/0853 03/09/76 10 5734 4718N 0651.1N 310 143.0 GGGG
'412.1.275 u^JCOC/OOC1 2-10016/08$4 03/09/76 IO p573 4 4552N 065'f6r, 32.6 142.0 GGGG
2412 . i42Ai 00000/0000 2`1001 5 /0 $55 0=/0 9/ 76 0 7?4 4428N 066ROW 33,5 14Ca9 GGGG
2412-14284	
_'GOOCO/0000 2-10016/0856 03/05/ 76 30; 5 734 4303N C6652W 34.4 139 . 9 GGGG
a4 i?-16 101 00000/0000 2-iO01 6 /0857 03x09/,76 40 E744 4842N C9026W 3058 14441 GGGG
2 41 2 ^161C 4 00000/0000 2-10;16/0858 03/09/76 90 574 4 k7 17N C91C4 31.7 143.0 GGGG
` 4 12°i h 1lO 4000C/40^r 2- 10015/0859 03/09/76 90 5744 451'3N G%37k 32 .6 142•0 GGGG
2412-4611s +,,0000/00071 2,,10016/086: 03/09/76 90 E744 4428N C3211W 33F5 140.9 GGGG
3412jz611 5 u0000/OOC% 3`10016/C 86 1 C3/09/76 90 5744 43C3N 092493 3# • 4 i?9.8 GGGG
2412-i6l22 C000C/OOCO 2-3001 6 /0862 C3/0 9/7 6 20 5744 413EN 093131 35.3 138 i8 GGGG
2412-16124 r,0000/0000 2-IC01 6 /0863 C-/09/76 10 x744 4013N C93431v °6 . 2 137,6 GGGG
2412,16131 OOOCC/fl00C 2-10C16/C864 052!09/76 10 E744 18 47N C9412W 37oO 1-6 4 5 GGGG
2 412-16133 CC000/0000 2-1001 6/08 65 f;:.,/09/76 60 5744 3722N 09440W 37.8 135.4 GGGG
2 4 12"1 6 140 00000/0000 2"10016/0866 C3/09/76 9r; 5744 355E-1 C95C7W 38.6 134x2 GGGG 1
2 4 12"1 6 142 0000C/0000 2-10016/Q9 49 03/09/ 7 6 90 5744 3431N
, C9534k 39.4 133 .0 GFGG
241,2 " 16$.45 00000/0000 2"10016/0950 02/09/76 90 57 44 s3Crh C960015 40.2 1 2 1 . 8 PPFG 1
2412 . 16151 COOCC/0000 x-10016/0951 C3e09 / 76 90 5744 3139N C9625W 40.9 1-10*6 PPGG
2412. 16154 000CC/0000 3°1COi6 /0952 C3/09/76 50 5744 3013N C9650W 41 .6 3c"9.3 GFGG
2412-16160 0000c/0000 2-10C1^/0 953 0310 9 !7 6 it 5744 28460 097144 42 . 3 128•, GGGG
2 412 +'16163 COOCC/0000 2 , 10016 /09 54 C3/C9/7 6 10 5744 2 7 tiCN 09738W 43.0 126.7 FGGF
241 2.1 6 1 65 000CC 0CC0 2-10016/05g5 C3/09/76 70 =744 Zg 54N C98ClW 43.6 125 .- GFGG
24 12-1 7533 C00CC/0000 2 °1C01E/0 `^ ° C-/C 9 /7 b 60 5745 4943N 116131 3C 8 14441 GGGG
2412"1753 5 00000/0000 2:1001 6/0 957 0-1C 9 176 20 5 745 4719N 116491 310 143*0 GGGG
2 4 12-1754 2 COOCO/OGCO 2IOC16/0958 C3/C9/76 10 5745 t1554N 1172941 32 . 7 142 . 0 GGGG
2412.17-44 00000/000C 2-10016/03 9
="-1001 6/0900
0'3/09/76 1C' r 7 4 15
°745
4429N 1.17B7W 33.6 140,9 GGGG
2412-17 95 1 0000C/0000 0 3/0 9 /76 10 4304N 1183OW 34-4 139.8 GGGG
2412.1553 COOCC/CCC0 2 -10016/09 6 1 C 3/C9/7 6 0 5 45 4139N 119C1W 35,3 138 ,7 CGGG
2412-17' 560 00000/00G0'2m10016/0962 G3 /0 9 / 76 0 5345 4013N 11931W 3692 137.6 GGGG 1
2412 . 17562 OCOOC/OOCO 2-10016/0963 G3>0 9 l 7 6 iC 5745 3848N 12CC01% 37.0 136.5 GGGG
24 12 . 1 7565 00000/0000 2"1001 6/0964 C3/C9/76 10 5745 3 722N 120281+ 3749 135 . 4 GGGG 1
2412-17571 0O000l0000 2-10016/0968 0 .3 /09/76 30 57 45 3557N 120551, 38.7 134.2 GGGG
2412-17574 OOOOC/0000 2'10016/0966' 03/09/76 60 5745 3431N 12122W 39s4 133.0 GGGG
I
KEYS{ CLOUD COVER y,	 ... se .... e +....'0 T8 100 X CLOUD COVERs
IMAGE	 QUALITY
	
............... ELANKS m BAND NOT AYAILABLE. G nG880. PsP88R,	 F=FAIR.
MSS	 DATA	 VOCE............ (BLANK) n CBMPRESSED, L n LINEAR






i „	 OBSERVATION ID LISTING
18: p7 . MaY 05<'76	 FOR CONTIGUOUS US
FRBN 03/01/76 TO 03/31/76
VAGE 0082
OBSERVATION MICReFILM'ROLL NO./ DATE CLOUD ORBIT PRINCIPAL POINT SUN SUN IMAGE,C.UAL MSS	 NSS
ID P6SITI8N IN ROLL ACCUIRED COVER NUMBER OF	 IMAGE ELEV. AZ'IM. RBV	 MSS	
DATA	 ;VALE
RHV MSS LAT LONG 123 45678 MOrE	 GAIN
?413-143$0 000CC/00CC_a"10016/0980 03/IC/76 10 5757 4715N 06638k ?2 . 1 142 . 9 GGGG
2413^14393
2413-14335
C00CC/Q000 2 16 1001 6 !0 98 1



















OOCOC/OOCC 21 1001 6/0 583 0 3/1C/ 76 60 57=7 4302N C681P_k 1-08 139.7 GGGG
2413 . 14344 OOC,,,	 OCCr 2-10C1 6/ C984 C='/1(,/76 9 C 5757 4137N 06849k +5v7 138.6 GGGG
2413.143 5 1 000CC/OCCC'2,10016 /0585 03/10/76 9p 5757' 4011N C5919tr, 1-6.5 1 3 7 . 5 GGGG -
2 4 13 m 1 6 1 6 C COCCC/OGCC 2-1001 6/C986 0-/10/ 76 C 5758 4841N 09152W i!3- 143 . 9 GGGG
241 3 -1 61 62 000CC/CGC0 2-1001 6 /C987 03/1C/ 76 10 5758` 4 7 i7t,'. 09228k 323-'1 142 p 9 GGGG
2413-16165
 OOGCC/GCjCC' 2- 1001 6/ C988 C=/1G/ 76 10 5758 45`^
:r r 3C24, 33c 0 141.8 GGGG




















: 1 001 6/0 950
2 °1001 6 /0991 03 /1C /76 90 5758 4137N C9439k X 5.7 128.6 GGGG
2413-16183 COOv^C/0000 2-1001 6/0 952 C3/1C/ 76 50 5758 4012N 095c%. 3665 13764 GGGG
2413.16185 OOOGC/OOCC 2- 10016/ 0953 03/.1Cj76__
10
5758 3846N C9538k -714 136 . 3 GGGG
2413.16192 O00GC/0000 2-iOC16/0994 03/1C/76 0 9 7=8 372CN C96C6W 38.2 1-511 GGGG
2413-16194 0000C/0000 2 ` 1 0C1 6/0 995 03/1C/ 76 0 9758 3555N 09634k 3960 13 4. 0 GGGG
f.	 2413.162CI OOOCC/OOCO'2 "10016/0996 03 / I C/ 76 30 5758 3429N 097C14, 3968 1 3-2+8 CGGG
2413.16203- OOOuC/OOCO'2 "10016/0957 03/10/76 60 5758 3303N C97,26k 40 6 5 1=1.5 CGGF









2 4 1 3+ 1621? 0000^loUCC'"..^"10016/0999 q=/14I74 30 3011N GGGG
2413.,1 6 21 5 OGOOC/OOCC 2-1001 6/1000 0=/1C/76 40 5758 3845N C984Gk 42 r7 122 7.6 GGGG
2413-16221 OOOCC/OOGC 2-1,;01 6/1001 03/10/76 90 5758 2719N C9904k 430 126.3 GGGG
k	 2413°16224 OOOOC/OOCG 2°10016/1002 G? /IC/76 90 57E8 2554N C9927iA 43 .9 124 e 9 GGGGt	 2414.14385
2 4 1 4. 1439 1
OOOCC/OOCQ 2-10016/IC 1 9



















000CC/OOCG 2`1001 6/10 2 1 0 3/11/ 76 9C 5771 4432N 06910w 3492 140v7 GGGF
2 : 14°14 4 0,1 0OOCC/O000 2 1 1001 6/1C 17 OT-/11/76 90 5771 4307N 06942o 35.1 139
0 6 C GG
2k1V.14 4 C 3 0000C/00CC 2-10016/1;, 1 8 0=/11/76 90 5771 4'!42N 07013q 36e0 138+5 G GG
2.4,4-1 4 40 5 0OOCC/0000 2°1001 5/10 22 0 3/11/ 76 9 0 5771 4016K 07043k 36%8
11763 GPFG
2414%14412 00000/O000 2-IC01 6 i1C 221 u 3 	11/7e 8 C 5771 3852N C7112W 37.7 136f2 GGGG
2414*14 4 1 4 00000/0000 2"10rI16/10B 4 03/11/ 76 40 577 1 3726N 0714Ok 3805 13510 GGGG
t	
2^1 4 .144 e1 OGOOC/OC^CC 2°1001 q / 1 C 25
2°100i 6/IO2^











2414=16264 C0000/0c=.;C 0'/11/ 76 100 FFFGr,	
2414.16220 00000/0GCG 2`1001 6 /70 2.7 0.3/11,,76 100 5772 4722N 09352, 3244 142x8 FFFG
2414-16223 00000/OU:C.O 2 1 10016 /iC=8 03/11/ 7 6 100 5772 4557N C9427k 33 . 3 14117 FGGG
2414.16225 00000/OOC'0 2-100!b/1-0 2 9 ''03/il/76 90 5772 4432N 095C4 34.2 140.7 GGGG
KE YS; CLhUD COVER 0 TO 100	 a y. CLOUD CBVERe
IMAGE QUALIT Y .... BLAN K S=BAND N87 AVAILABLE. G W GBBC.	 PxPOBR.	 F-FAIR.
r'SS DATA (BLANK)=COMPRESSED* L=LINEAR
NSS
	
I'NAGE 3AIN ......... .e.ei (SUANK).L8k GAIN * HmH I G H GAIN
Y`
1
[^?i,SIf^r4n:«I.14^'i,,YI1Li^i!^".36Y^dbi.^Y-.4i.'`.^^t3-1.x. 	 `ifYr...,..tBNUul.+va41..e(..iF}+.i"^3^`SAS."itwt#u[Ws'..Ylsbai^tr]: un?tt.^:MJ3u k...s iw....li' TMa w4^Fd:..euvn	 ,.-..I v..aw3	 .v. -.+a. F.zvt.6...na.w.+Kr rHY..x^+.aet.eax2tN^..K^-NA U_ut 2.. ae. 	 3	 iYe, ...wvz .0 .F S. '1!110 	 ....a.wlial+'_: ^vit
r
a
_,.a..3•u.u.t^^..,....:rY:^l1 x,._..+en.^.,.>..r. .., 1111... ,r_ .^^r....,... _
wLANDSAT•2
O B SERVATI ON ID 'LISTING
18:27 MAY C5e176	 FOR CONTIGUOUS US
FROM 03/01/76 T9 03/31/76
rAGE 0083
88SFRVATT8N	 MICROFILM ROLL NO,'/	 DATE
	
CLOUD O RBIT PRINCIPAL POINT SUN	 SUN IMAGE "GOAL MSS	 Mfi8
IC	 POSITI9N IN ROLL	 ACGUIRED COVER NUMBER 	 OF IMAGE	 ELEV, AZIM. RBV MSS DATA IMAGE
RBV	 MSS	 LAT	 LONG	 123 45678 M9CE GAIN
2414"16232 000CC/OOCC 2-iOO1 6 /1C 3 0 03/11/ 76 90 5772 4307N 095331, 35.1 139.6
2414 " 16234 GOOCC/OOCC'2- 10016/1031 C=/11/ 76 140 5772 41424 C96C44, 3 6 90 138.4
r 2414.16241 COOCO/OCCC 2°1001 6 /1C 3 2 0 --/11/ 76 100 5772 4017N 096334, 36*9 137@3
2-`	6248 000LC/rr0ej0 2"2001 6/ 10 33 0"-,/11/ 7 6 90 5772 3852N 097024: 3717 136e2
2414 " 162PC 0000C1000C 2 - 1 01 016/ 1 0 34 03/11/76 90 5772 3726N C9731w 38.5 135.0
2414-j6292 0ooCC/COCG 2"1001 6 /10 35 03/11/ 76 80 5772 360uN C9758k 390 1?3=8
2414"1625 5 OOOGC/Of100 2 1 1001 6/1036 03/11/ 76 9 0 5772 3435K. 098254;, 40.3 132.6
2414.16261 OOOCC/0000 2 1 1001 6 /10 3 7 03/i1/76 90 5772 33o9N C9851b, 4Cs8 131e3
2414.1627C 000CC/00CC' 2-10016/10 3 8 03/11/76 !C('. 5772 3017N 099404, 42.3 12898
2414-16273 0.30CC/40CC 2"1041 6 /2C 39 03/11/ 76 1CC E7 72 2851N
10JC5L, 42e9 127@4
2414-16275 0oGCO/0CCC 2°10016/10 4 0 03/11/76 8C $772 2725N 1CO284r 43.6 126tC
^ ^.... 2414°16282 OOOCC/OOCC 2°1001 6/IC 4 1 C3/11/ 76 30 5772 2559N 100523 4402 124@7
►b 24'j	 1 80 6 1 CO004./v.,i.- ^ ., 1C01 6 /11 E7 C'/11/ 76 50 5773' 4433N 120471+ 14C@6
QV F^7 2414-18063 OOOCC/OCCO 2°10016/1168 C3/11,,76 1C 5773 4308N 121190.
?423
35,2 139-5
2 4 1 4_ 1807( 008CC/COGr, 2 -10016/ 11 6 9 03/11/76 10 E773 41 42N 121504, 36.0 1'8@4.
24 1 4 "180 7 <..' 000CC/4CC3 E-1001 6/11 70 C3/11/ 76 0 5773 4017N 122204 36e9 137@3
2414 ° 18005 OOCGC/OCGC 2"1001 6 /11 7 1 03/11/76 10 5773' 3852N 122494, 37.7 136.1
^i+yyy 2414WI8081 OOOCC/COGO 2°1001 6 /11 72 03/11/76 10 5773 3726K 123184 38.5 135,0
241 5 .-,4443
241n-144 5
000CG/0000 2 1 1OC16/1057 03/12176 0 G785 472CN 069294, J2 *8
33 97
142.7
C00CC/GCCC 2^IOO1 6 /10 58 03/12/ 76 C7F?5 455--N C/0C41, 141,6
24 1 5 -144v2 OOOCC/GCCC 2°10016/1059 0 .3/12/76 0 5785 4 43CN C7C384, 3416 140.5
2 4 1 5 °1445 4 COOCC/0000 2 °1001 6/10 60 C3/12/ 76 0 5785 43C5N C711()4: 35.5 135@,4
2 4 1 5°144 6 1' CDOCC/4CGC 2-1001 6/iC 6 1 03/12/ 7 6 0 5785 414CN 07141h 36@4 13863
{ 2415,14463 000CC/OCCO 2"1001 6/10 6 2 03/12/ 76 10
5785 4014N 072111, 37. 2 13701
2418-14470 OOOCC/OCCC 2-IC016/106 3 C -4/12/76 1(} 578 38494 C7241a,^ 3€.0 136.0
f P419-14472 CCOCC/GCCC 2°1001 6/1064 03/12/76 1C 578^ 3723N C73C9y6 3899 13408
2415-1447 00000/CCCO 2 -. 1001 6/10 65 03/12/76 20 5785 3558N 073361, 39.7 133.6
2 4 1 5 - 1 448 1 00000 /0400 2"10026/1-066 C3/1G/76 ?+0 5785 34324 C74C21, 4Co4 132.3
i 241F°-14484 C04oC/c7CCG 2-10016 / 1067 03112/76 50 5785 3307^ C7428k 41 @ 2 131.1
f c.kiSk14490 GOOCC/OCCO 2-ICO1 6 /10 68 03/12/76 50 F785 31 4 1N 074534 41.9 129.8
` 2415.162272 000CC/00CC 2"1t01 6/11 38 03/12/76 70 5786 4845N 094414 7199 14348
l 2415-16274 GO(,,CC/GCCC 2-10016/11 89 C=/12/76 6C 5786 472CN C95171A 12 .8 142.7
2415-16281 000CC/OCCO 2-18016/11 40 C`=/12/76 9r) 5786 4555N 095521,, 33.7 141.6
2415°16283 C'OOCC/GCCC 2-1001 6 /11 4 1 03/12/ 76 100 5786 4431N 096261, ";496 14Ce5
2415"16290 0000C/0000 2"1001 6/ 11 42 03/12/ 76 S00 5786 4306N 096584, 35.5 139,4
241 5 -16292 4COCC/00CC`2- IOC16/1143 , (-/?2/76 1C0 5786 414CN 097294 3604 1=8.2
KE Y S :,.	 CL9	 GSV(r= 'X	 .o......^.e.ta. C T O 1CC a % CLOUD C8vER.
IMAGE	 CUALI- lr	 ..... CLANKS 6 5AND NOT AVAILABLE.	 G x G88D. P=P88R.	 F=FATR.
MSS	 DATA
	
N8CE ............... (BLANK)-C5MPRESSEDp LoLINEAR
MSS
	 IMAGE	 GAIN..........,...... (2LANK)=L6W GAIN, H-HIGH GAIN





































^270x^ «ems	 ,ry	 , g`xrn
LANDSAT*2
OBSERVATION ID LISTING
18:27 MAY C5o'76 FOR CONTIGUOUS LS rAGE 0084
FROM 03/01/76 T6 03/31/76
BBSERVATI8N MICROFILM !ROLL N6./ DATE CLOUD 8RBIT PRINCIPAL POINT SLN SUN IMAGE-(:UAL MSS	 MS5
IC POSIT18N I N ROLL ACCUIRED COVER NUMBER 5F IMAGE ELEV. AZIM. RBV	 MSS DATA	 IMAGE
REV MSS LAT LONG 123 45678 MODE	 GAIN
2 41 5 °1 62 95 00000/OOCC 2 . 1001 6/11 44 C2/12/76 90 5786 4015N 09759,,, 37.2 137 x 1 GGGG
2 4 1 5 °1 6301 00000/0000 2°1001 6 /11 45 03/12/ 76 20 5786 385CN 0982814 38o1 13509 GGGG
?4,5-963 C 4 C000Cr`GC 2"10016/1146 C3/12/76 2C 5786 3724N: 09856U 38.9 1307 GGGG
2 1+15-16310 00000/0000 22 . 10016/11 4 7 03/12/76 50 57@6 3558N 09923, 3907 13305 GGGG
241
	
-16313 OOOCC/00CC 2°1001 6/11 48 0 3/12/ 76 10 5786 3432N 09950* 4C+4 132+3 GGGG x
2 4 1 3. 1631 1 00000/0000 2-20016/1,149 0.3/12 / 76 10 5786 3306N 100166 41,2 131oC FOGG
2415-16322 000CC1COCC 2-,C01 6 t11 50 03/12 /76 40 5786 3140N 10C41w 41x9 129.7 GGGG
2+1 5 .16324 0QOCC/OGCO 2-10016/1151 03/12/76 20 5786 3014N 1O1C6V, 4206 1280 4 GGGG
s
,F 1 5 - i 633 1 00000/0000 2 '1001 6/11 52 0 3/1 2 / 76 10 5786 284
9ty joi 43.3 12 70 1 GGGG










2 4 1 5-1	 10 4 COOCC/0010 2°10016011 73 03/12/ 76 20 120?06 GGGF
241 5 -1 8 110 000GCtGfCO 2"10016/1174 03/12/7 6 30 5787 4721N 12106w 32 09 142.7 GGGF
2 4 15. 011 3 COCCCtOCCC 2-1001 6/11 75 03/1°2/ 7 6 10 E787 4556. 12141k 33.8 14106 GGGG
?G}i 5=	 8f 15. 000GC/0000 2°1001601176 G3/12/76 10 5787 4 3 1N 12214N 3.^:7 14C+5
. .
GGGP
2415-18122 OOOOC/0000 '"1001'6/11 7 7 03/12/76 0 5787 %3C6K. 122461, 15 e6 139.4 GG."
2415ni8124 0000C/00CC 2"1001 6 /11 78 03 /12 / 7 6 0 578 7 4141N 123174 3694 13 86 2 f
24 1 5 "1 9 131 0OOCC/0DCC,2- 10016/1179 03/12/ 7 6 0 ,,5N 12347k 3793 137@1 WGG





GGGG'241 6. 1 45C1 OCOCC/OOOC 2"1001 6/IC 69 C3/13/76 1C+ 4 7 21N C7C54w 14206
2'416*14504' 000000GCCO 2-IOC16/1070 03/1 3/76 100 T799 `+ 5G7N C7129W 34o1 14105 GGGG r
241 6% 14 5 10 /70000:0000 2°1061 6/iC 7 1 03/13/ 76 90 5 , 99 4432/: C72C26 359C ddiC.4 GGGG I
2 4 1 6 "14 5 13 00000/OOrC 2°1001 6/1072 0/13/ 76 90 5799 4307N C7235W 35@9 139 . 2 GGGG
g 2416.14515 00000/0000 2-1001 6/10 7 3 03/13/ 76 9 0 5799 4142N 073C6t, 360 13 8x 1 GGGG
2 416-1 4 522 00CCC/0000 2-10016/10.74 03/13/7
C3/1"/76
90 5759 4016N C7336H 37 @ 6 13609 GGGG
241 6 °14 5 2 4 000CC/00CC 2 , 1001 6/ 1 C 75 8C -759 3851N C74C4, 3804 13508 GGGG
2416 . 14 5 31 00000/COGC 2-10016/1076 0 3/ 1	 76 8 0 5799 3725N 07432h 3 9o 2 126 0 6 GGGG
2k16414533 OOOCC/0000 2°1001 6 /10 77 03/13/76 90 5799 360CN C75Co1% 40 o C 133 0 3 GGGG - --
F' 241$-14540 /0000/0000 2°109 i 6/IC 78 03/13/76 90 5799 3434N C7526k 4 0 o8 132 0 1 GGGG
241 6 -1.4 5 42 000CC/0000 2-10016/1079



















ti241 6 -1451 COOCC/OOCO 6	 8- 1001 /10 1





















00CCO/0000 2 -10016/1 10 6 03/1 3/7 " 9800
4 8 4 6N 096C7k 3293 143-'7 GGGG
241.6-16333
_OOOGC/OGCC 2°1001 6/1107 03/13/ 58CO 47 22 N C9643y, 33 0 2 142 96 GGGG
241 6 -1 6 33 5 0000C/000C 2°1001 6 /11 08 0 3 P14t 7 " >0 58 C, O 4557N 09718V, 34+1 141 05 GGGG
1 2416-16342 00000/OOCO 2"10016j1109 03/13/76 4C 58C0 44S2N 09752$ 3500 1 4 C' 4 GGGG
KEYS: CLOUD COVER X ...0.....0... 2.'2 C TO 1CO c % CLOUD 'COVER.
IMAGE QUALITY •e0y+...+o...+e'2LANKS=BAND NOT AVA I L ABLE- GoG8OD. PvP88Ro F=_FAIR•
MSS. D ATA	 (BLANK)-C8MPRESSEDj L.LINEAR
MSS, IMAGE GAIN ..o	 (BLANK) n Lbw GAINS H°NI GH GAIN
i
i
xLz.{,!'.iR•e}dRYb'Ctit'19')1ntwt5??f....N.1`i'aS5E4,ki:.Eisus,..,S.^ 	 S.	 Kt tw*..z,,.e:eid_.rz3.e{411:^1it^'nhHV.d^,a'1`uvtr^,. gkx+wth	 ».s,Jaesn ..	 ,...,.1.,^.	 .,. .....u. _^....... ^...:..	 .i 3^..11^^ .+, suc.un ..: c._. ^m ri..s,...:^. r..^>n=_ l.c _.^w ..:^w	 .a. 7.a ^.._ ._ _.... •v .- ..a,^ .. .^ ,f ....,...>.xn	 .e .a.a^. ^,..,.,i
^+b
	





18.27 MAY	 C5: 1 74 FOR CONTIGUOUS US_ WAGE 0085
FRBN 03/0.1/76 TO 03/31/76
8BSERVA-,YO N MICROFILM R6LL N8./ CATE. CLOUD ORBI T PRINCIPAL. POINT, SLN SUN IMAGE.GrLAL MSS	 MSS
113 pBSITISN I N ROLL ACCUfRED COVER NUMBER OF I M A G E ELEV, AZIM. REV	 MSS DATA	 ?MADE
REV MSS LAT LONG 123 45678 MBCE	 GAIN
2 4 1 6 .1 6344 C0000/000C 2-10016/11 1 0 03/13/76 30 58CO 4307N 09824k 3509 13962 GGGG
2 416-16391 000CC/OQCO 2-1001 6 /11 1 1 03/13/ 76 10 58CC 4142K C9856^A 36.8,138'1 GGGG-
2 416-16353 COOc:C70CCC 2-1001 6 /11 12 03/13/76 u 58 CO 4016N C99261% 3796 136#9 GGGG
24 i" - 1 636 C 000CC/0OCO 2-1001 6/ 111 3 03/13/76 0 58co 3851N C99551: 38.4 135.8 GGGG
2 416=10.3 62 00000/0000 2 - 1 0016/ 1114 0 3/1 3/76 0 58C0 3 7 2 5N 10023k 39.2 134.5 GGGG
24;6.1x365 GnOOQfCOQC c -1001 6 /11 1 '5 0 3 /1 3 /76 C 58 00 360CN 10050, 4Cc0 133e3 GGGG
2 41 6 -1 637 1 0000,0/0000 2-1001 6 /11 16 03/13/76 40 58CO 3434K 1Cs;6k 4C+81 12.1 GGGG
2416-16374 OO CC/0000 2-1001 6 /111 7 03/13/76 80 58CO V3 0 8N 10142W 41. 5 130.8 GGGG
2 416-1638C 000CC/COCC 2-1001 6 /111 8 C=/1 3 /76 90 C80c 31 4 Pa; iC2C8k 42.2 129.5 GGGG
2416-16383 C000C/OCCC 2"1001 6 /111 9 C3/13/76 50 58 GC 301 7N 1C233k 4269 12891 GGGG
2416.16385 COOCC/OCCO 2-10016 /11 2 0 03/13176 3C 58 GC 285IN 10257k 43.6 126.8 GGGG
2 4 16-16392 OODCC/OCC^ 2.10016/1121 03/13/76 60 58CO 2724N 10320'9; 44.2 12594 GGGG
2416.18162 )OsGC/COG^ 2-10016/1()83 03/13/76 40 58 C1 4848N 12154W 32 # 3 143x7 GGGG
2416- 8164 OOCCC/00CC 2-10016 /1C84 0=/13/ 7 6 50 58 0 1 4723N 12231k 33.2 142.6 GGGG
241 6 °181 7 1 C00CC/0000 2 "10016 /1085 ,3/13/76 6C 5801 4558N 123C6w 34.1 141* 5 FGGG
24 16- 1 3173 000CC/0000 2 . 10016/1086 C3/13/76 100 5801 4433N 12340k 35.0 1 40.3 GGGG
2416-18180 000CC/OCCC 2-10CI 6/1.0 87 03/13/76 90 58C1 43C7N 12412k 3509 139 9 2 GGGG
2416-18182" OOOCC/CCCC 2°1001 5 /10 88 03/13/76 9 C 58 C 1 `;142w 1^2444; 36.8 138 8 1 GGGG
'2 4 1 6
-1 8 1 85 COCOC/0000 2-1001 6/10 89 03/13/76 s0 38 1 401 -7n 12:514W 37.6.136.9 GGGG
2 4 16 . 1819i 0QOCC/OCCG 2 -10016/10 50 03/13/76 80 E8CI 3852N 12c43k, 3825 135.7 FGGG
2417-14555 C0000/OCCC 2-1001 6 /11 8 1 03/1 4 / 76 lO 5813 4724E 07'171, 3?95 142.5 GGGG
2417-14562 OOOCC/000n 2"10016 /11 82 03/1 4 /76 10 5813 4559N 07253W 34.5 14194 GGGG
2 4 17-145 6 4 COOCC/0000 2-1001 6/11 8 3 03/1 4 / 7 6 10 5813 44337s 07327W 35.3 140 # 2 GGGG
241 7 .14 57 1 QOOCC/0000 2-10016/118 4 03/14/76 10 -813 4308; 074C0^; =	 .2 139.1 GGGG
241, 7-±4573 000CC/0000 2-1001 6 /11 8 5 03/1 4/ 76 10 9813 4143N 07432y, 39:1 137+9 GGGG
2417-14580 0000C/0000 2"1001 6 /11 86 03/1 4 / 7 6 0 5813 4017N C75C2k 37.9 136#8 GGGG
2417-145.82 00-0C/0000 2-10011 6/11 87 03/14/76 10 5813 3852N C7531k 3808 135.6 GG G
2417-14585 000CC/OCCC 2 '10016/11 88 03/14 / 76 70 5813 3726N C7559W 39 .6 13 4 .4 GGGF
2417.14591 00000/0000 2"1001 6 /11 89 03/1 4 / 76 '-
90 58 1 3 3601N 07626W 40.3 133 . 1 GGGG
2417.14594 OOOCC/0000 2-10016/1190 03/14/76 90 5813 343 5N C7654 41.1 131.9 GFGG
2417-15000 OOOCC/0000 2-1001 6 /1.1 9 1 03/14/76 90 5813 3309N C7118k 41 9 8 13C•6 GGGG
2 4 1 7 - 14 5 005 OOOCC/0000 2 "1001 6 /11 94 03/14y 7 6 30 5813 3018N 078C9k 43.2 127 9 9 GG
2 4 1 7 -15014 0OCCC/OOCO 2-1001 6 /11 92 03/14/ 76 10 5813 2726N C7856W 44- 5 125 9 1 GG	 G	 .'
24 17 . 15023 00000/0000 2 . 1OOlb/11 9 3 03/14/76 30 5813 2434N C7943W 4ge7 122.1 GGGG
2417-1.6384 QOOOC/OOCO 2-10016/11 2 2 03/14/76 0 5814 4848N 097321 32+7 143.6 GGGG
2.41 7
-16391' 00000/OOCO 2-1001 6 / 1 1 23 03/14/76 10 5814 4723N 098091 33.6 142.5 GGGG
KEYS: CLOUD COVER X	 .......,....Q O T8 loo • X CLOUD COVER,
IMAGE CUALITY .s...p.......os BL ANK S =B ANO NOT AVAILA BLE. GaGeeD. P-PBBR+ F-FAIR.
NSS DATA	 (ELANK) nCBMPRESSEDA L.L INEAR
MSS IMAGE GAIN .......',..c...
	
(BLANK) n LOW GAIN, H n HIGH GAIN
.^	
•,. `,&t^^&ifE'.9.:#'^#aSti:^Yr^3a^^-^.^tt^itix^ 	 .u',&rc`<-r'?razitc^€F.;^3r.^'i^...t^:i'.44'a:AUS±§x.lea.--tm^,'^G,w.s;-Utsss.k..eter.«,-,_t,..^, 1_.. r^^: ^,..,.ys...,,..rs,., _-a.m..^,,;n .^.n.,,;:;,;.u.rr.,u Brae:«:^s a..z^u..,.xF, ,.,..,x:.rt>s.;,..^-:.,.
LANDSATa2
OBSERVATION ID LISTING
18:27 MAY 05j'76 FOR CONTIGUOUS US eAGE 0086
FROM 03/01/76 T6 03/31/76
OBSERVATION MICROFILM ROLL NB,/ DATE CLOUD ORBIT PRINCIPAL PINT SUN SUN IlAGE.OUAL MSS	 MISS
ID P85LTI @N :IN R OLL ACQUIRED COVER NUMBER BF IMAGE ELEV. AZIM,. RBV	 MSS DATA	 IMAGE
RHV MSS LAT LONG 123 45678 MODE	 GAIN
2417 . 16 3 93 0000C/0064 2 °10016/11 2 4. 03/14/76 20 5814 4558N 09844W 3465 141*3 -	 GGGG
241, 7-16400 00000/0000 2'1001 6/11 25 03/14/76 50 5814 4433N 09917W 35.4 14C a2 G3GG
2. 4 1 7. 164D2, OOOOC/0000 2°1001 6/11 26 03/14/76 70 5814 4308N 0995OW 3603 13991 GGGG
241 7'16 405 OOOOC/0000 2 . 1001 6 /11 27 03/1 4 /7 6 90 5814 4143N 10021W 37,1 137.9 FGGG
2 4 17 . 16411 COOCC/0000 2°10016/1128 03/14/76 90 5814 4018N 100p3W 3"8.0 136808 GGGG
2417-16414 00000/0000 2'10016/1129 03/14/ 76 8 D _ ' 5 814 3852N 1012OW 38.8 13596 GGGG
2 4 1 7. 1 64 20 OOOOC/0000 2"1001 6 /11 30 0 3 /1 4 /76 70 5814 3 726N 10148W 3926 13403 GGGG
2417.16423 00000/0000 2.1CO16/11 3 1 0 3/14/76 30 5g14 360ON 10215W 40,4 133.1 GGGG
2417-16425 0000C/0000 2°1001 6/11 3 2 03/14/ 76 0 5814 3435N 102426 41.1 131 .8 GGGG
2417-16432 00000/0000 2-10016/1133 03 / 14/76 0 58.14 331CN 103CBW 41.9 130.5 GGGG
2417"1643 4 0CooC/OOCO 2'10016/ 11 31+ 03/1 4 /75 0 5814 3144 N: 1C333w 42e 6 129.2 FGGG
2`17 f6"l OGOCC/OOC4 2 -100 1 6/ 1135 03/14/7 10 5814 3018N 1C358W 43.3 1 2 7 1 9 GGGG
2 4 1 7. 1 64 43 000CC/0000 2 . 1001 6/11 3 03/14 / 76 30 814 2852N 10422w 4399 126.5 GGGG
21 17 . 16 45C 00000/0000 2-1001 6/11 37 03 / 14 / 76 50 5814 2726N ic446w 44.5 125.1 GGGG
2417.18220 00000/0020 2°1001 6 /11 95 03/14/76 20 5815 4849N 1231810 32 . 7 1,43 0 6 GGGG
2 4 17.18222 00000/OOCD 2 . 10016/1195 03/14/76 20 ^81G 4 72^N 12355t 3306 1420 5 GGGG
24 17 -1 8231 00000/OCCO 2'10016/11 97 03/1 4 / 76 40 815 4435N 125646 35.4 14CO2 GGGG
24 1.7-19234 0000C/0000 2°10016/11 98 0 3 /1 4 /76 3 0 5815 43 1CN 12536W 36.3 139.1 GFFC
2 418 . 1644C OOOOC/Coco 2 1 10016/11 99 0=/1 5/ 76 0 5828 50ION C9821W 32+1 14446 GGGG
2418-16443 oo00c/0000 2"1001 6 /1200' C3/15/ 76 0 5828 4845N c99COW 33ai 145e4 GGGG
2418.16445 C000C/OOGC 2°1001 6 /1 2 01 03/1 5 / 76 20 5828 4721N 099361 34 0 (; 142 0 3 GGGG
24 1$-16452 0000C/0000 2-10016/1 2 02 C3 /1=/76 30 5828 4556N 10011W 3409 14102 GGGG
2418-16454 000CC/OCCC 2"1001 6/1 203 0 3/19/ 76 40 5828 443 IN 10044W 35.8 1 4 G a o GGGG
3	 2418.16461 COOCC/oOCC 2-1001 6/120 4 C 3 /1 5 / 7 6 30 5828' 4305K 10116W 3607 13809 CGGG
241. 8-16463 0000C/OOCC 2-1001 6 /1220 5 03/1 5 j 76 7 0 5828 414C1, 101476 37.5 13707 CGGG
2418-16470 COOCC10000 2 °1CC1 6/1 2G 6 0 3/1 5/ 76 90 5828 4 C1 5N 1C2181, 3804 1:625 GGGG
2 4 1 8 -1 647 2 0000C/DOCC'2 "IOC16/1207 C3/15/ 7 6 80 5828 3 S49N 10247W 39. 2 135 63 GGGG
2418-16475 COOCC/0020 2"1CO16/1208 02/15/76 4 0 5828 3724N 10315k 4 0 0 0 1 X 4 0 1 GGGG
2418- 1 6481 GCOCC/0000 2-10016/1 209 0 3 /15/76 40 5828 3558N 10342W 40 07 13208 GGGG
24188-164 90 CcOGC/0000 e"1001 6/12 1 0 03/15/ 7 6 10 582 8 33C7N JC424W 4 2°2 130 02 GGGG
241, 8*16493 00040/0000 2°10016/1211 63/1 5/ 76' 10 5828 314I;N 104_'^.96+ 42 09 128 ° 9 GGGG
2418-16495
.^,0000/0000 2°iC01 6/121 2 03/15/76 0 5828 30!5N 10524W 4306 12 70 5 GGGG
2 4 18 . 16FC2 COOCC/0000 2-10016/121 3 03/15_/76 0 5828 2 8 4 9N 1054810 44.3 12611 GGGG
2 4 19 "168 01 G00CC/OOCO 2'1001 6 /121 4 C3/1 6 /76 10 5842 4848N 100226 3304 143a3 CGFG
241 9" 16503 C000C/Oleo 2..1041 6 /121 5 03/16/76 30 5842 4 7 23N 10058W 3 4 0 4 142.2 GGGG
2 43 9 '1 65 1C 00000/0000 2"10016/121 6 C3/1 6/76 70 5842 4558N 1013414 35.3 1 4 1. 0 1 GFGG
KEYS:	 CL8UD C©VER % ...r.. a.......ie
IMAGE QUALITY ... 6.. a . 0 0.. 0-..
MSS DATA P80EO...........•off
MSS INAGE'GAIN...........ae.
0 3&_ :^=-*' L.aai4xts:^5tsstsiiF;,rn u:^4:fe^"[ima^t+aN^:n^rwrr• ._	 ,^^,f:,•±,rs^i^s;,.^...;^#^r-c..v^n,tYmac.^m*`;u,+^vala#x
0 T8 100 ' % CLBUD CFVER,
BLANKS-BAND NOT AVAILABLE. G=G88D. P-PSBR. F=FAIR.
(BLANX)-CO MPR ESSED, L.LINEAR
(BLANK) m LBw G AIN, H =HI'GH GAIN
'Lht«u.fY..i.(.i.8314^L£4r•inei....xfs,......^..Y^vr.L tze. <,ra.i.1+.... Y...... ., iiA.r 	 a.,wix.3.k.waL...i.t-_.a _n e..iw1t L_.h,n :...xi











18:27 MAY 05o'76	 FOR CONTIGUOUS LS	
MAGE	 0087
FROM C3/01/7 6 T8 03/31/76
89SER V ATION	 MICRSFILM ROLL N8 s /	 DATE	 CLOUD ORBIT	 PRINCIPAL POINT	 SUN	 SUN	 INAGE.GiUAL MSS	
MSS
IP,	 POSIT18N	 IN ROLL	 ACQUIRED COVER NUMBER 	 8F	 IMAGE	 ELEV,	 AZIMo	 RBV	 MSS	 DATA bMAGE
Rev	 MSS	 LAT	 LONG	 123 45678 MBCE	 GAIN
2 4 19-1 65 12	 00000/000C 2-1001 6 /1 217	03/16/76	 80	 5842	 4432N	 102C7W	 36x2 139 , 9	 GGFG




	 OOOGC/OOC^• 2-10016/1219	 03/16/76	 40	 5842	 4142N	 10311W	 37s9 13706
	 GGFG
2419.16 24	 00000/COCO 2-10016/12 20	 03/16/76	 4d	 5; 842	 4016N	 10341W'	 3847	 136.4	 GGFG
2 4 1 9. 1630	 00000/0000 2°10016/1221 	 03/16/76	 30	 —842	 3851N	 1041OW	 3 9 # 5 13501	 GGGG
2 419 . 1 55 33	 D000OjOGCO 2 1 1001 6 /1 222	 03/1 6 /76	20	 5842	 37?5N	 iO439W	 40,3 12309	 GGGG
2419-16535	 000CC/OOCC 2-1001 6/12 23	03/16/76	 10	 5842	 3559 N	105C6W	 4101	 13206	 GGGG
2419-16544	 OCOCC/C0C0 2-1001 6 /1 224	03/16/76	
0	 5842
	 33n8N	 10558W	 4296 1 30'0	 GGGG
'	 2419-16551
	 COCCC/3GC0 2 . 1001 6 /122 5	03/16/ 7 6,	 0	 5842	 31 42N	 IC62'4W	 43#3	 128 ,6	FGGG
2 4 19° i	 3	 00000/00,,0 2-10016/1 22603/1 1 /7 1,	0	 5842	 3016N	 106496	 43,9 12742	 GGGG
 655`
KE Y S: CLOUD COVER y. .e.eoe.ea0^.0ros D T6 IDO	 % CLOUD C9VER•
IMAGE (DUALITY ... * #, .so...... BLAN KS-BAND NOT AVAILABLE. G=G88C. P=P68P s F•,FAI'R.
MSS DATA N8DE.e#e....eeases,
	
(BLA NK)-CO MP RESSED, LzLINEAR
MSS, IMAGE GAI N ..... e 	(B(.ANK)m0w GAIN, NaHIGH GAIN





18:34 NAY 05jf76 FOR ALASKA PAVE 0088
FROM	 03.'01/76 TO 03/31/75
8BSERVATTeN MICROFILM ROLL NO./ LATE CLOUD O R BIT PRIN C IPAL POINT SUN SUN	 I MAGE+ CUA L MSS	 MSS
LD POSIT18N IN ROLL ACGUIRED COVER NUMBER OF	 IMAGE ELEV, AZIM,	 R8V MSS DATA	 IMAGE
REV MSS LAT LONG 123 45678 MODE	 GAIN
23 92-2;Gp 3 00000/0000 2 . 1001 6/0103 02/18/76 0 5468 7c32N 147C9y 791 1 6 5 0 3 GGGG
2392'2108 5 000CC/0000 2.10016/o104 02/1 8/76 6 5468 6914N 149C9k 862 16363, GGFG
2292-21032 0000C/0000 2-10016/0105 C2/18/76 0 5468 6756N 150571 9x3 161 # 6 GGGG
2 392-21C3 4 COOCC/OCCO 2-10016/x106 02/18/76 0 5468 6636N 152341; IC-3 1 60 9 0 GGGG
2392-P'1041 00000/000C 2 -10016/0107 02/18/76 0 5 4 68 65 1 6K 154C2;k 1i.4 188#E
1 579 3
GGGG
2392-210 43 OOOCC/oCCC 2 - 1001 6/010 8 C2/1 8 / 76 0 5468 6355N 155e1, 12 # 4 GGGG
2392
-21C BO C0000/CGCb 2 `1001 6/010 9 _C2/18/76 0 546_8 6233N 156--.4w. i3sS 156.1 GGGG
2.x92-21052 GOOCC/OCCO 2"1CO1 6/ 0 11 0 02/18/76 60 5468 6111N 15741W 105 114-9 GGGG
??42 a Pi055 COOCC/0000 ="10016f01 1 1 02/18/76 10 5 E8 949N 158420. 1645 15308 GGFG
2390 210 .1 i 000CC/0009 :."1001 6/01 .12 02/1 8/ 7 6 10 5468 5 827N 159401,, 16.6 152 # 8 GGGG
2392a2ic64 C00OC/uGC4 2"10016/0113 02/18776 80 5468 5704E 16034k 17.6 1 5 1- 8 FGGG
2 352-210 7 0 COOCC/OOC4 2 -1001 6 /0 114 02/1 8 / 7 6 90 5468 5541N 161251r 18+6 150 # 9 GGGG
2392-21079 0000C/o3C0 2 "1001 6/01 15 02/1 8 /76 100 5468 5417N 162131, 19 6 6 149 . 9 GGGG
2392-22=o4 GOOGC:^OOCO 2 -10016/01 1 6 02/18/76 20 64 69 g'417N 17189E 1907 14969 GGGG
239 3-2f0 8 1 COOCOfOCpC 2-1001 6 /01 35 02/1 9 /75 10 548 2 l032N 148?4•H 7#5 165 . 2 PGGP
2 393-21083 COOCC/oCCC 2 "1001 6 /01 36 02/19 /76 10 5482 6914N 15C34I, 8x6 163 1 3 FGGF
239 3-21()9 ;, 000CC/0CCO 2-10016/01.37 02/19/76 0 5482 6755N 152221 9.6 161x6 GGGG
'	 2393-21092 COOCC/CO00 2^10016/01 3 8 02/19/76 0 5 4 8 2 66 2 6N 153581 10-7 16C # 0 GGGG
2393-21095 CCOCC/0000 2°1001 6/01.39 C2/19/76 1q 5482 65163, 1552616 11*7 158s6 GGGG
2.3 93-21101 COOCO/0GC0 2 - 1001 6 /01 40 02/1 9 / 76 0 5482 6355E 156451, 12 Q 8 157 . 2 FGFG
23393.211C4 00000/GoCO 2 . 1001 6 /01 4 1 02/1 9 / 7 6 10 54 8 2 6233N 15759„ 13 0 8 156'0 GGGG
23 93-21110 00000/OOCO 2-10016 /01 42 02/1 9/76 30 5 462 6 112N 159C7y, 14 0 9 1 5 4 #8 FGGG
239 3-2111 3 OOOCC/OOC2; 2 "10016/ 01 43 02/15/ 7 6 20 5482 59491. ib0C9a 15.9 153 8 8 GGGG
2393-21124 000CC/OOCC`'2- 10016/0144 02/19/76 90 5482 55 40E ?62^2k 19.0 15C-8 GGGG
239 3 .21131 DOCCC/0000 2-10016/0145 02/19 / 76 9 0
5482 5417N 16399y, 2C°C 1 49.8 GGGG
2393-21133 0OCCC/00GO'2- 10016/0146 02/1 9 / 76 90 5482 5253E 164254, 2i 6 O 148 . 9 GGGF
2394-21135 OOCCC/OOCC -2-10016/0147 02/2C/76 1 0 5456 7034E 14958k 7.8 165#3 GGGG
2394.21142 000CC/0600 ? -!00`16/01 4 8 02/ 2Cf76 0 8496 691¢3 1R2COly 8#9 163.;- GGGF
2 3 94• -2114 ' CC'•CCC/0O: ^. = °1O^.1 b /C149 Gc/2C/ 7 6 0 54S6 875?, 1.31ig, 9.9 i61s6 x666
239 4-21151 000CC/0000 2-10016/0150 02/20/ 76 0 5496 6638N -155 t^ 5y, 11 . 0 1 6 C-C GGGG
239 4-21153 00CCC/OOC,C 2"10C1 6 /01b1 C2/2C/ 7 6 0 5406 6518E 15b53w 12"1 iC B ' 6 GGGG
2394. 211 60 OGGCO/GorO 2 - 1001 6/0152 C2/2C/76 0 5496 63F7N 15812w 13 . 1 157x2 GFGG
2394.,-1162 000CC/0000 2-10016/0153 C2/20/76 0 5496 F236N 15924k 14,1 156 , 0 GGGG
239 4
-211 65 COOCC/OOCC 2-1001 6/01 -`' 4 C2/2C/76 0 5496 6113N 16031;, 1 5a 2 1 5 4 .8 GGGG
239 4 . 211 7 1 00000300CC 2"10016/0165 02/20/7 6 10 5496 5951N 161341'; 15 . 2 1530 GGGG
P394 . 21174 00CCC/00CC 2"10016/ C1 56 C2/2C /7 6 10 5496 5829E 16a32µ 17.3 152,7 FGGG
KEYS: CLOUD COVER X	 ...... 0 TA 1CO a X CLOUD'C9VER.
I HAGE OUAI-ITY ... so ......... . BLA NKS-BAN D N OT AVAILABLE. G-GBBD- P=POOR-	 F-FAIR.
M SS DATA MODE ....... s.. . s:s. (BL,ANK)xCBMPRESSED, L.LINEAR
MSS IMAGE G AI N ........... so#	 (SLANK) m LBw GAIN, HxHIGH GAIN
LANDSAT-2
OBSERVATIO N ID LISTING
18:34 NAY	 05A t 7,6 FOR ALASKA PAVE 0089
FROM C3/01/76 TO 03/31/76
GBSERVATIBN MICROFILM ROLL NO, / DATE CLOUD ORBIT PRINCIPAL POINT SUN SUN INAGE.OLAL MSS	 MS9
Ii; POSITION IN ROLL ACQUIRED COVER NUMBER 8F	 IMAGE ELEV, AZIM, RBV	 MSS DATA	 IMAGE
RBV MSS LAT LONG 123 45678 MBCE	 GAIN
2394
-2118 0 00006/0000 2-1001 6 /01 57 0 2 / 20/ 76 10 5 496 5 706N 16325 18.3 151 . 7 GGGG
2294
-211.33 00000/0000 2"1001 6 /0 158 02/2C/ 7E 50 5496 55429 16415W 1 9.3 1 5 0 .7 GGGG
2394+P1	 AF COOGC orGC'0 '-1001 6 /01 59 02/20/76 70 5196 5419N 165C3W 20 9 3 14 9. 8 GGGF
2394-221152 OOOCC/OOCO 2"1001 6 /01 60 C2/2C/ 76 90 5496 52559 16548W 21 x 3 148 9 9 GGGG
2395. 211 93 000CC/00CC 2"10016 /016, 02/21/ 7 6 10 5510 7033: 1512 5 4fi 8A2 165-:3 FGGG
2395+21246 OOOCC/00CC 2-10016/0162 02/21/76 0 5510 6 91 58 15323.6 99 3 1 63.3 GGGG
2395-21202 COOCC/0000 2-10016/0153 02/21/76 0 551,0 L756N 1551%, 10 93 1 6 1 96 GGGG
2395-s1205 0000Cl0000 2-1001 6 /0164 02/21,•7 6 0 5510 6637N 156529 11.4 1 6 0 . 0 GGGG
2395,- 22211 GOCCOFOQCO 2-1001 6 /0165 02/2_/76 0 5510 6^17N 158201, 12x4 158 .5 GGGG
239 5
-22214 GOCCClOCGO -10016/0166 02121/76 10 55:0 6 356h 15940w 13=5 1S7e2 GGGG
2395-21220 0o0CC/OGCo 2-1001 6 /01 67 02/21: 76 30 5510 62349 160536 14.5 155 . 9 GGGG
2396.2i223 OOvGC/'0CC -160.46/0168 02/21/7 6 70 5510 61155 161591;, 16.6 154.8 GGGG
83r.E
-21225 GOOCC/OOOC 2"1001 6 /01 69 G2/21/ 76 loo 5519 b951N 1630Gw 16.6 1 53
- 7 GGGG
2395-21232 COOGC/0000 2°1001 6 /01 7 0 02/21/ 7 6 90 5510 5828N 1635BW 17v6 152.6 GGGG
` 2395-21234 00660/0000 2 °1001 6 /01 7 1 0"2/21/7 6 6 0 5510 57n5N 164536 1856 151.6 GGGG
f	 ^^ 2395,21241 OOOCC/OCOO 2-10016/0172 02/21/76 70 55 1 0 554 1:9' 16544w 1997 ir-0+6 FPGG
♦, 2395"21243 OooCO/0060 2-1001 6 /01 7:a 02/21/7 6 70 5510 5418N 16631W 2067 1+907 GGGG
' 2395-21250 00000/OQCO 2-1001 6 /01 7 4 02/21/76 30 55 10 2549 16716W _1,7 148-7 FGGG
2396.25245 000CC/0000 2-IC01 6 /0259 C2/22/76 10o 5524 7.47N 1504g6 7.5 167,4 FGGG
i 2396-212.2 COOCC/0000 2-10016/0260 C2/22/76 40 5524 7C32N 152a56 8 0 6 1 65 92 GGGG
2296=2125 4 OOOCC/0000 F-1001 6/026 1 02/22/76 20 5524 6914N 15456W 906 163.3 GGGG
I3t 2-3 9 6 -2126 1 CooUC/OCCC 2-1001 6 /0262 02/22/ 76 i0 55 2 4 6755N 15£4,46 10 @7 1 6 1 05 GGGG
2396-212,63 00000/OGOO 2-10016/0263 02/22/76 0 5524 6636N 1582OW 110 159. 9 GGGG
2396-21270 COOCC/0000 2-1001'6/026 4 02/22/76 O 5524 6516K 15947W 12.8 158,5 GGGG
2396-21272 00000/00Co 2-1001 6 /02 65
2-1001 6/ 026 6
02/22 /76 0 5524 6355N 161C7w 13.8
1 4 +9
157.1 FGGG
2396-21275 00000/0000 02/22/ 76 0 5524 6234N 162POW 155 9 9 GGFG
2396-21281 00000/0000 2-10016/0267 02/22/76 20 5524 6112N 16327W 15.9 1 5 4+ 7 FFFG
2396-21284 000CG/0G00 2-1001 6 /02 6 8 02/22/76 20 5524 595CN 16429t,, 177 .o 153.6 FGFG
2396 .2129C OOOOC/0000 2-1001 6 /02 69 02/22/76 10 5524 5827N 16527W 18.0 152.5 GGGG
2396-21293 00000/0000 2-10016/0270 02/22/76 _30 5524 57004N 166[0Y, 190C 151.5 GGGG
2396.31295 OOOCG/0060 2°10016/02 7 1 02/22/76 50 5524 55419 16711W 2000 15Cs5 FGGG
2396.21302 0000C/0000 2'1001 6 /02 72 02/22/76, 60 5524 5417N 16758W 21 9 0 149x6 GGGG
2396-21304 OOOOC/OOCO 2-10016/0273 02/22/76 50 5524 5253N 16843%. 22.0 148,6 GGGG
2396-21311' 0000C/0000 2-10016/02 7 4 022/82/ 7 6 40 5524 5129N 16925W 23,0 147-7 GGGG
2397-21303 00000/OGOo 2°1001 6 /02 4 4 02/23/76 40 5538 71499 15159W 7*9 16795 FGGG
2397
-21310 0000G/0000 2 .1001.6/0245 02/23/76 70 5538 7034N 15413W 809 16503 FGGG
KEYS: CLOUD COVER X	 ,....,..•.•.. -.	 0 T8 100 X CLOUD COVER,
IMAGE	 QUALITY
	
,•r,e.•.•.•.,0, BLANKSuBAND NOT AVAILABLE. G-G88D• p P6BR,	 FEFAIR•
MSS	 DATA	 MOCE..-.0,••-••0••+ (BLANK)=CD mPRESSED	 L n LINEAR
MSS	 IMAGE
	
GAIN,.,.-X0...-•.4. (BLAN K) v LBw GAIN. H=HIGN GAIN
LANDSAT•2
6BSERVAT18N 10 LISTING
18; q4 MAY 051 f 76	 FOR ALASKA




BBSERVATIAN MICRBFIL'' RBLL'NO./ CATE CLOUD ORBIT PRINCIPAL POINT SUN SLN- IMAGE.OLAL MSS	 MSS
IC PBSITI8N IN ROLL ACGL'IRED CQVER NUMBER OF	 IMAGE ELEV. AZIM: RBV	 MSS	 DATA	 1NAGE
REV MSS LAT LONG 123 45678 MBCE	 GRIF
2397°21312 OCCGC/OCCO 2°100163 02 46 02/23/ 7 6 3o 5538 6316K 15615W 10 . 0 16303 G(GC;
2397 . 21,315 CUCCC/OGCC 2 . 1001 6 /0247 02/23/76
3p
55.8 6758& 158C3W 1100 1 6 1 0 6 CGGG
2297 = 21321 ^CGGC/CGCC 2°1001 6 /0 248 02/23/76 10 5538 6639N 159416 1201 159 1 9 GGGG
2397°21324 CCCCC/OCCC 2°1006/02 43 02/23/7 6 1C 553. 8 6518N 161C9W 13,1 158-5 GGGG
2397-2133C CpOCC/OCCu 2-10016/02to C2/23/76 10 5538 6358K 162-Oy, 1402 !=7,1 GGGG
239 7
-21 353 C,000G/CCOC 2'10C1 6 /0 2b 1 02/2=/ 7 6 lr 55-8 6236N 16343W 15+2 155, 9 GGGG
2397-21335 OCCOC/OCCC 2"10016/0252 02/23z / 76 1p 5538 611!5N 1645_w 1 6• 3 154.7 GGGG
2397 . 21342
-COC-/GCCr 2'!002 6/02 '`3 Cc/E3/ 7 6 1C 5538 5953& 16553y% 1723 153o5 GGGG
i	 2397-21344 CCOCC/OCCO 2-10016/0254 42/23/76 !0 5518 5 82ON 166516 18.3 ImEt 5 GGGG
2397. ?1'-51 0CCCC/0LC0 2`1001 6 /,x,255 4"2/23/76 20 5538 7C7N 16745" 1 9. 3 1-1 e5 GGGG
2397 . 21353 CCCCc/v; C^' 2-10016/4256 C'2 /r=/76 =0 X 518 544& 168--6W 2Co4 15005 GGGG
2397-213EC 00500:'9:0" 2'10016/0 257 ",2/23/76 5p F538 5420& 169236 21 . 4 149e5 GGGC
2397. 213F= CCOCC/GGGG 2°1001 6/0258 02/23/76 20 5538 5132-' 17051W 23,4 147.6 GGGG
239 8-21362 000CC/OCCO 2"10016/0368 02/24/ 7 6 20 5552 7148N 15326W 8 02 16705 FFFG







2398-2!371 CnOCO/CCCC 2°1001 6 /03 7`0 02/24/ 7 6 2p 6.415N 1C,4 CGGG
2398-21372 000CC/OOCC 2"1001 6 /037 1 C2/2 4 / 76 20 5552 6757'v 159326 11.4 16105 GGGG,
2398 -21380 00000/COCC 2"10016/0372 C2/2 4/76 10 5552 6637N 161C9W 12.5 15909 GGGG
2398-21382 0CCCC/0000'2- 10016/0 37 3 02/2 4 /76 30 5552 6517& 162366. 1305 1c8e4 GGGG
2398 -21 355 COCCC/OCCC 2-1001 6 /0374 02/24/7 6 4p `;552 6356N 163566 14.6 157.1 GGGG
2398-21391 0C0CC/0CCC -2°10016/0375 02/2 4/76 20 552' 6235N 1651CW 19.6 1m5.8 FGGF
2398"21394 CC00C/0000 2-IOC1 6 /0376 02/2 4 / 76 20 5552 6 114N 16617,h 10.6 15406 GGGF
23 9 8-21 4CC CCOCC/OOCO 2:10C16/0377 -2/24 / 76 20 55E2 595 1 N 16720, 1 7.7 153.5 GGGF
239 -8 -21 4-0 OCOCC/OGC- 21001 6/0378 C2/2 4 / 76 2C 5552 5829N 168186 18.7 15204 GGGG
239u-2:14Cr; CCOCC/CGCO 2-10016/0 3 79 C2/24/7E 30 F =2 F706N 16913'1, 19,7 1X1.4 GGGG
23939-21412 COOCC/OCCC 2 -'-001 6 / 038 0 02/2 4 / 76 99 5-^2 5543N 170C3W 2C .7 1 -C • '4 GGGG
23 98 -21 4 14 3 CCC/OOCO c"SOC:' 6 /038 1 02/24/ 76 9? 5552 5419N 17051N 210 !49+4 GGGG
23 98 "21 4 ?1 COCOC/0000 2°1001 6/03 82 02/24/ 7 6 60 5552 5255N 17135W 22 .7 14 30 5 GGG2
239? -21423 CrOCC oCCC 2°10016 /0383 02/24/ 76 80 55,"^.2 5 1 3 18 172176 2307 147.5 GGGG
2349-2342r CCCL'/C,OC 2-053 6/0 4 52 i2/25/ 7E 5566 715CN 154476 8 . 6 167.5 FFFF
2399-21422 COOCC/OCCG 2°10C1 6/0 4 C3 C2/25/ 7f, p 5566 70'34N 157C3W 906 165 . 3 FFFF
2399-21 4 28 000C/0CCC 2-10016/0 400 C2/2;-/76 0 5566 6917N 159C4',A IC-7 163.3 F	 c-
2299-2143i
 CCOOC/0000 2-10016/0 42 4 C2/i25/ 7 6 t 5566 b758N 16C54W 11 . 8 161 . 5 GGGG
239 5 °21434 COCCC/0009 2 . 1001 6/0 40 5 C2/72 5 / 7(, , 5566 6639& 16231, 12 . 8 159 0 9 FGGG
2399 -21 4 4C C,^nCC/OCC3 = .'1C01 G '0 4C6 02 /25/ 7 6 C^ 5566 6519N 164C0W 13.9 158 . 4 GGGG
2399-21443 C7^ C 0000 '2-10016/04 07 C2/25/76 ^ 5566 63 58 N 16520n 14.9 157 . 1 GGGG
KEYS: CL8UC C8yER %	 ........•.r.a0+ T9 100 s S	 CLOUD C9yER.
IMAGE	 QUALITY
	
..........eeeo. wLANKS=BANp NOT AfAILA?LE,. G'GESC. P =POOR • 	 F=FA 1R•
M SS	 DATA	 i8CE...........•... (ELA N K)'.C8 :^ 'P R ESSED:o	 L.LINEAR
f'SS -IMAGE
	






18;14 ?'SAY C6F r J6
	
	
FOR ALASKA	 FADE 0091
FROM 03/01/76 TO 03/31/76








LONG	 123 45678 MODE GAINSR8V
2399 °21 44 5 0000C /0000 2`°1001 6/0 408 02/25/76 0 5566 62374 163kW
16ap 155.8 GFGG
GG G























GD000/otC0 2-IOC16/0 41 1 02/25/76 10 5566 5831N 16942% 19.0-IE2.4 GGGG
2399 = 21'+69 000CC/00co '2°10^01 6/0 4 1 2 ^02/25/ 76 20 5566 5708k 1 D:6w cG +
15143 GGGG
2399'2i 4-7L 0vCC0/C00C 2°10016/0413 52/25/76 80 5566
..844N 17127W 21*a 1=G c3 GGGG
o	 2399"21472 OOCCC/0000...2 °10016/0401 02/25/76 50 5566 ;;42IN 17214W. 2201
14903 F GG




















OOCCC/Di.C4 2"1001 6/0 4b o x7212.6176 6(1 55, 0 7148n I5620k 9.0 167*5 GGGG
2400"21481
'	 48 y
OOOOC/oCCC 2°1001 6/0 4b i




















v^,C.0 O	 %. =-10C16/0 4 b 3 C2/26/76 20 = 58C 67574' ._P241A 12x2 .6135 GGGG
2400-ZI 49E OOGGC/OCCO 2"1001 6/0 454 72/26/ 76 10 5580 66386 1	 4 C1 'v, 13 0 2 15
9.9 GGGG





















0(lOGC100CC 2",0016/Q 4 b7 C2/26/76 0 5580 62364 16$C?ly 16.3 1F5s7 GGGG
2 400° 2 1 5 1C 000CG/00CC ="10016/0458 ;2/.26/76 0 5580 61.14N 1691OW
1704 1,54 * 5 GGGG
2400.2J512 OOCOC/OC£C 2_1001 6/0 459 02/26/ 76 0 55$0. 5g52N 1701210 4 8,4 15304 GGGG
2 atCO`2151= OOCC=Clooco 2"100ib/0'4bG 02 / 26/ 76 0 ^ 5Po 5829iv 17'-lofA 1 9 * 4 152^3 GGGG2t	
v°=i 5r% C:,CCC/0600 2 ¢1001 6 /046 1 u2/2v/ 7 6 3p 5•i? C 57064 17203% 20.5
151.2 GGGG
GGGG%40G^21a2 4 OC ui /0000 2 °10016/0x462 G-/26/ 7 5 9,, 5580 55x02~ 17253% c1°
5 50*2




2 4CO- 2 1 533 00CC0/DQOG 2°=001 6 /0 464 C"e12 6/76 9c) 5580 52556 i7425y, 23.5 GGGG
2 1+00°215 40 GOCCO/00GC 2°1001 6 /0465 02/26/ 76 1CO 5580 5131N 175C?v 2 4e5
147#3 GGGG
2 4 01°21 5 32 "0000/0000 2°10016/051 1 02/27/ 7 6 0 5594 7i47N 157A08W
9*4 167*4 FGGG
2401.21535 v00CC/0000 2-10016/0 l2 C2/27/76 50 55°4 7031N 16CC'4v, JC.4 16502 GGGG
2, 4 01 A 21 54 1 C0000/0000 2°1001 6/013 02/27/76 7 0 5594 69144 16204% 11.5 16302 GGGF















2401°21550 0000C/00CC 2°1001 6/0 51 5
2°1001 6/01516
02/27/




16657% 14.7 158 . 3 GGGGf	 240i*21553{ =
t	 24U1"21..5..55
COOOC/0000
COOGG/ODCO 2°10016 /05 I 7 00127/7 6 0 5594 63564 Ib8i7W 15
1 7 15559 GGGG
2 4p i-215a62 0000C/0000 2°100 g/0 18 02/27/76 0 5594 6 234N^ 169301v 16.7 1F5*7 GGGG
2 401°21 564 00000/00CC 2"1001 6/0 519 C2/27/76 0 5594 6112N 170371,
17.8 154 *4 GGGF
2 401"21571- QOOCC/0000 Z , jO03 6/0520 02/27/ 7 6 0 5594 595ON 17139W 18*8 153 . 3 GGGF








NOT AVAILABLE. GdGOOD0 PEP OO R*	 F=FAIR.
MSS DATA MODE ....+	 .•... (BLANK).CBMPRESSED, L.LINEAR
MSS IMAGE GAIN v..e..,.*•... (BLANK)=LOW GAIN S H B HIGH GAIN










18: 3 4 MAY 05, 1 76 FOR ALASKA PACE 0092
FROM C3/01/76 TO 03/31/76
O BSERVATI C"N MICROFILM ROLL N9./ DATH CLOUD E:RBIT P RINCI PAL POINT 8LN SLN IMA'GE.GLAL MSS	 MSS
ID PBSITI6N IN RQLL ACQUIRED COVER NUMBER OF IMAGE ELEV, AZIM, RBV	 NSS DATA	 IMAGE
R EV MSS LAT LONG 123 45678 MODE	 GAIN
2 401°21 580 000CC/000O 2°1001 6/052 2 02/27/ 7 6 4 0 5,594 5704N 1733pW 2C-98 1 5 1 0 1 GGGG
2401-21582 000OC/0000 2-10016/05^ 3 02/27/76 90 55,9 4 55 4 1N 17421W 21v9 15C%1 GGGG
2;401 ® 21585 G`OCC'OOCO 2-1001 6/0524 02/2 7/ 76 100 5554 5417N 175C8W 22.9 149.1 GOOF
2401-215 9 1 Ca=°C"<w z= 2°10016/0525 02/27/ 7 6 80 5594 E254N 175538 23.9 14802 GGGG
2
,4.CI-21594 f;Ct	 C0 2°100 1 6/0 526 02/2 7 / 76 6 0 5594 513CN 176358 24 9 8 847 0 2 GGGG
?_402-=0191 0000 O/OL00 2-10016/0085 02/28/76 0 36C7 6 .1 5N 14613W 1891 1R-404 GGGG
?402°201 94 C^_•0.010000 2-10016J0086 02/28/76 10 5607 5953K 14714W 19.1 153 . 3 GGGG24 0 "•=0200 OCcSQC/dOCO 2-10016/Q0 87 02/28/ 76 10 56 07 583CN 148121A 2C & 2 152 . 2 GGGG
24 4 2 "=02 0 3 0000G/4000 2°10016/0088 02 /22 /76 ip 5607 5707N 149C6y, 2102 151 . 1 GGGG
2402-215 9 3 00000/0000 2 . 10016/0089 02/28/ 76 30 56 C S 7033N 16128W 1 0 98 16593 FOGG
2 4.02° 2rOCC COOCC/0vG0 2-10016/OC84 02/28'176 z0 56C8 6916N 1633OW 11+9 163.3 G GG
?ka?o220C2 OOOCO/OCuM 2-:001 6 /009 0 02/28/76 60 5608 6758N 165186 12.9 161,5 GGGG
2 4Caw•2200 5 0000C/0000 2°1001 6 /00 9 1 02/2 8 / 76 10 56C8 6638N 166548 1 45 0 159e8 GGGG
c 4 2^22011 GCOOG/0000 2 °10015/ 00 92 ' 02/28/ 76 U 5608 6518N 1b821W 1590 gE893 GGGG
240?-22014 0000010000 2-10016/0093 02/28/76 0 5608 6 357N 16940W 1691 156 e9 GGGG
P
-4p';-22020- 00000lOQGO 2°10016/00 94 02/28/76 20' S6C8 6236N 170528 1 70 1 155.6 GGGG
c°4t	 0'2(1;2-22 23 0001'10/0000 6	 52°1001 /00 9 0 2 /28/ 7 6 3 0 5 C6 2 6114N 17159W 1 8 - i 51.. 494 GOFF
z
;
24:00 Kw iI,2 5 00C^CC/0000 2-10016/OC 96 02/28/76 10 5608 5952> 17301,, 19. 2 153.3 GGGG
'v2 s •.= 1032 OOCO^,/0000`2- 10016/0097 02/28 / 76 10 56C8 5829N 17359W 2C-2 152 9 2 GGG
2402-22030 COOOC/0000 2 1 10016/ 0098 02/2 8 /76 40 5608 "57.06N `17453W 21^2 151 0 i GGG
2402 ° 220 4 1 OC<<'OJOOdO 2-10016/00 99 02/28/76 20 5608 554 3N 17544W 2222 15Cv1 GGGG
2 40 2 "220 + 3 OQOOC/00^v0 2°1001 6/0100 0 2 /2 8 /76 30 56 C 8 5419K 17632W 23 v 2 14991 FGGG
f	 2402-22050 00000/0000 2°10016 /0101 02/28/ 76 40 5608 5255K 17717W 24.2 148,1 GGGG
















2403-20231 00000/0000 2-10016/095 02/29/76 14,236W GGGG
2403°20234 00000/0000 2 -1001 6/0 590 02/2 9 / 76 0 56G1 6517N 144C3W 15 . 4 158*3 G GG
3
2403-20240 Od00C/OOCO 2110016/0596 02 / 29 / 76 0' 5621 6356N 145218 1 6 . 4 156 . 9 G

























2403-2205 4 0000C/0000 2-1001 6 /0 600 02/2 9 / 7 6 10 5622 6915N 16459W 12 03 163 . 2 GGGG
2403.2206 0 00000/0000 2 1 1001 6 /0 606 02/29/76 1U 5622 6756N 166478 53.3 161.4 GG
2403-22063 GOOCC/0000 2-10016/0591 02/29/76 20 5622 6637N 16924v 14.4 15928 G G
240 3 -220 fi5 OOOCC/0000 2'1001 6 /06 07 02/29/ 7 6 60 5622 6517N 169EOL+ 1504 158. 3 G
'.-
2403-2207 4 OOOCO/0000 2 °.1001 6 /?6 01 02/29/76 6p 5622 6235N 172?1Y, 17,5 155,6 GGGG !
KEYS: CL8UC-COVER 7.	 •...+,9vae..... TO 1Cd a CLFiUD 'ri Vtl:i.
I IMAGE	 QUALITY	 ....... BLANKS-BAN:^. KV AVAILABLE, GaG(3OD. P-PO8 R . F-FATR,
MSS
	 DATA	 NBDE.....,....o..... (BLANK) a CBMpR ESSEDA LaLINEArt
MSS
	 I MAGE	 GAIN..........vv.v (BLANK)=LOW GAIN ] H r PIGH GAIN -




18.1 14 MAY 05j'76 FAR ALASKA PAGE 0053
FROM C3/01/76 TO 03/31/76
86SERVATTP.N MICROFILM ROLL N9,/ DAtE' CLOUD ORBI T
,
PRINCI PAL P6'lNT t, .SUN SUN IMAGE-GLAL Mn	 M55
ID PeSITIBN IN R8LL	 _ ACQUIRED COVER NUMBER OF IMAGE ELEV. AZIN. RBV	 MSS flATA`4VA,GE
RBV, MSS L,AT LONG; 123 45678 MODE	 GAIN
2 40322081 OOOCC/OOCO 2-1001 6 /0 592 02/29/ 7 6 lO - 6 22 6113N 17328W i8.5 15444 F G
2403-220 8 3 OOOOC/OOGO 2`1001 6/0602 02/297 7 6 30 5622 5951N 1743OW 1 9 . 6 153.2 GO
cTpv-ceU'C UOUOC/OOCO 2-10 0 16/0603 02/29/ 76 50 5622 5827;', 17527W 20.6 152.1 G G
2403.22092 OCOCC/OOCO 2-10016/0593 022/29/76 90 56 G2 57C5N 1762OW 2106 1-1.0 G GO
2403°22095 OCOCC/0000 a°10016/0 594 C2/29/ 7 6 90 5622 5542N 1771OW 22.6 1 5 C'0 G GC
2403 . 22104 OCOOC/OOCC 2 1 1001 6 /0 6 04 02/29/ 7 6 100 5622 5254N 17843W 2496 148.0 G
2403°22110 OOOOC/OOGO 2°1001 6/06 05 02/29/76 100 5622 513ON 17926W 2596 147@ 0 GGGG'
240 4 °202 8 - OGOOC/OCCC 2"1001 6/0b21 03/01/ 76 90 5635 6758N 14221; 1 3 ` 7 1 6 1 .5 GGGG
2404 * 2 0 29C OCOOC/OOCO 2-1001 6 /0 6C2 03 /01/76 90 56_5 6639N 14359W 14.7 15908 GGGG
240 4 ° 202 92 000CC/0000 2'10016/0 623 03/01/ 7 6 90 5635 65i9N 14526W 15.8 158.3 OGGG
24,,0 4 -2029- COOCC/OOOC 2°10016/06 2 4 0 3,01/76 80 5695 6 358N 1-46464 16.8 156 . 9 GGGG
2404-23201 CCCCC/CCCC_2 °IC016/C625 03/01/76 70 5635 6237N 147591 17.8 155.6 FOGG
24 04 °203 0 4 OOOOC/QOOC 2°10C1 6 /0 6 2 6 03/01/76 70 5635' 6115N 149C6k 1 8e9 15*.3 GGGG
2404. 20 3 10 00000/0000 2"1001 6 /0 627 , 03/01/ 7 6 80 5635 5952N 15008y, 19.9 153.2 GGGG
2404.20 3 1 3 COOCC/OCCC 2°10016/0628 C3/01/76 100 563
563n
G829N IjlC64, 2009 152.1 GGGG
24 0 4 ° 20 3 1 5 GOOOC/O0C0 2'1001 6/0 629 C3/01/ 7 6 90 5706N 1	 2COy, 21.9 1	 1,0 GGGG
i 2404-20322 0OOCC/OOGC 2°1001 6/0 630 0 3 /01/ 76 _90 5635 5543N 15250W 22.9 1 4 9.9 FFFF
2404 . 22112 COOCO/0000 2-1601 6/0 631 C 3 /Ci/ 76 30 56.16 6916K 16625W 12.6 163.3 GGGF
2404 . 22115 OQOCC/QQCC 2°1001 6/4 b32 03/01/ 76 10 5636 67 58N 16812k 13.7 161.5 GGGG
2404.22121 u000C/OCCO 2.10016/0633 CS/01/76 1C
-63 6 66 3 8N 16949W 14&7 1=9.8 CGCG
2404.221P4 COOCC/OCCO 2-1001 6/0 62 0 C3/Ci/ 76 40 i636 6518t'.'. 171161, 15.8 1ES03 G GG
2404 . 22i30 OCOCC/oOCO 2-1001 6/0634 C3/Cl/ 7 E 60 5636 6357N 17235W 1608'156.9 GGGG
21404-22133 000CC/OOCC -''-IO016/C635 C3/ 0 1/76 90 5636 6236N 17348W 17.9 155.6 GGGG
2404-22135 OOOOC7O000 2-10016/C6 36 03/01/76 90 5626 6114N 174mBW 18.S "154.3 GGGG
2 4 0 4 °22142 OOQOC/OOCO 2-1001 6/o 637 C-/Cl/ 76 IGO 56's6 5951N 175571, 19-09 1-3.2 FOGG
240 4
-221,4 4 GOOCC/OCCO 2 -1001 6/0 638 C3 /OS/ 76 '120 5636 5828N 17654k 21 0 0 152.0 GGGG
240 4
-_2151 000CC/OOCO'E- IOC16y0635 03/01/ 76 120 5636 5706N 17747N 22.0 15112 GGGG
24 C^ -22153 GOOCC/OOCC 2 - 1001 6 /0640 03/01/ 76 100 5636 5543N 17838k 23 . 8 14919 GOOF






2 4 .0 1 4 8 . 9 GOOF
2 404 "=2162 000CC/00CC "1001 5/2642;2 C 3/C1/ 76 120 25.0 14709 GGGG
2404 . 22165 OOOCC/OOCC 2-1OC1 6 /0643 03/01/ 76 120 5636 5131N. 179C5E 25x9 146.9 GGGG
2 40 5
"20353 OQOCC/OOCC 2"1001 6 !0685 C3/02/ 7 6 90 5649 6353N 14815tN 107.2 166.8 GGGG
2 405°20355 OOOCC/OOCC 2-10016/C686 0=/02/76 90 56 49 6 232N 14927w 18.3 155.5 GGGG
2 405 -20 3 62 00000/0000 2-1001 6 /0 687 0 2 /02/ 76 ' 180 5649 611CN' 15033W 19.3' 154'2 CGGG
2405.20364 OOOCC/0000 2-1001 6/0 628 03/02/76 506 5649 5948N 15135W 2C.3 153°1 GGGG
2405-20,371 OOOOC/0000 2°1001. 6 /0 68 9 03/02/76 100 5 649 E826N 15233k 21 .4 1 5 1 . 9 GGGG
KEYS: CLOUD COVER %	 .....,.....,... 0 T8 180 X CLOUD CAVER.,
IMAGE	 QUALITY
	
.r ............. BLA'N K S a BAND NGT AVAILAP,LP.,G n G88D. P-P88R,	 F=FAIR.
MSS








1 8 :34 HAY 051 t 76	 FOR ALASKA
	 PAVE' 0094
FROM 03/Oi/76 T8 03/31/76
85S E RVATI8N	 MICROFILM RALL KO, / 	DATE	 CLOUD BR8IT PRINCIPAL POINT SLN	 SLN IMAGE-GLAL MSS	 MS5
IC 	 POSITI6N IN ROLL	 ACCUIRED COVER NUM?ER	 OF IMAGE	 ELEVe AZIM, P3V MSS DATA IMAGE







































CoOCG/ooCO 2-1001 6/0 690 0 3/02/ 76 iCO	 5649 5703N	 153^7Vi 22-8 15C.8
CC00010000 2-10016 /0 691 03 /C2r,76 10C	 =649 554CN	 15417w 23.4 149.8
OOOOC/Of,GC 2°1001 6/0 692 03/02/ 76 1CO	 5649 941 6N	 155C414 24.4 14828
ooOC/OC,CO 2°10016/07 37 0 3/C2/76	 10	 5650 ..914N	 167491 13.0 163x2
000CC/0UCC 2 'i0C1 6/U 738 0?/02/ 76	20	 5650 6756N	 169-71 1 4 *1 16194
OOOCo/OCC0 2°10016 /0739 03/0_/76	70	 5650 6636N	 171,13:•♦ 15 o l 159a8
OCOCC/OCCO '° 1 0016/0 740 03/02/ 76	9C	 5650 6516.~	 1724L1 16Q2 15842
CO00Cf00G0 2 0 10016/0 741 03/02/76	 90 	5650 63E5N	 174001 17.2 156x8
O00CC/0000 2 '19016/0 742 03/02/76 100	 5650 6234N	 17513',,,, 1 8 .3 155.5
OoOCC/OCCC 2-10ol6/07 43 03/02/76
	
$0	 5650 6112N	 176201- 19 .3 154.3
0000,0/00co 2'1001 6/0 744 03/02/76	 9 0	 5650 595CN	 177231 2003 153#1
000GC/C. CC0 2-1001 6 /0 745 03/02/76	90	 5650 5827N	 1782OW 23e4 152 00
COOCC/uCOC 2 °1001 6 /0 746 03/C2/7o	 70	 5650 5704N	 179141 2204 15009
OoOGC/OOCO 2-10016/07 47 03/02/7 6	 60	 5650 55°CN	 179E59E 2304 14908
OOGOC/oOCC 2°1001 6/0 748 03J02/7 6	 50	 E65O 5417N	 17967E 24.4 14808
C000C/COG,; 2,.1001 6 /() 749 03/02/ 76	50	 5650 5253N	 17822E 25.4 147.8
0000C/0CCC 2 1 10016/0750 03/02/ 76	50	 5650 =129N	 17739E 26.3 146.8
CoOOC/0000 2'1O0i 6 /0722 03/03/76	 70	 5663 703iN	 141291 12-3 165 03
000CC/00Cu 2°1001 6 /C 723 03/03/ 7 6	 9 0	 5663 6913,!	 14330W 13#4 16302
OoCGC/ooCO 2-50016/07 2 ' 03/03/76 90	 566 3 6 7 55N	 145171 1405 16104
0000G/0000 F-1001 6/0725 03/03/ 76 10o	 5663 6636N	 146531 15.5 15908
0000C/00CC 2°1001 6 /0 726 C 4/03/ 7 6 100	 5663 6516N	 148211 16.6 158.2
000CG/0CC0'2 , 1001 6lC7 27 c3/03/76 100	 5663 635511	 1459404 1796 156•8
COOOC/00CC 2"100? 6/0729 03/()3/76 190
	
-663 6 112N	 151'9W 1 927 JN-2
00000/0007 2. 10016/07 30 0'/03/ 76 100	 566 3 -95CN	 153011 22007 153.0
OOOCG/0000 2°1001 6/0 761 0'/0 3 / 76 1CO	 5663 5827N	 15359iti 21. 7 151-9
00000/0000 2'1001 6 /0 732 03/C 3 /76 100	 5663 5541N	 155441 23 07 149#7
000Cr1'/0000 2°1001 6 /0 733 03/03/76 100	 5664 6757N	 171C2k 14e5 161#5
OOCOC/OOCO 2 1 10016/0734 C3 /03 / 7 6	 50	 5664 54 19 N	 17741E 2497 148.7
00000/0000 2°1001 6 /0 735 03/x;3/76	 50	 5664 5255N	 17656E 225#7 147a7
OOoOC/OQGO 2 1 1001 6 /0736 ' 03/03 / 76	50	 5664 513CN	 17613E 26-7 14697
90o0C 4^OGCO 2'1001 6/ 0780 03/04/76	 40	 5677 7p34N	 14238W 12 0 7 165.4
0000C/0000 2'1001 6/0 781 03/04/76	 7 0	 5 677 6917N	 144391 13.7 16303
OOOQC/ OOCO_2°10016/ 078 2 C3/04/7 6	 40	 5677 6759N	 146281 14.8 16105
00000/0000 2-10016/0783 03/0 4 /76
	
10	 5 377 6640N	 148C5t,- 15.8 159.8
CLOUD LOVER X ..• ...
	 0 T9 100 = % CLOUD COVER.
I M A G E QU ALITY .... a ...... o,ar &LAN K S=SAND N OT AV AILA BLE. G-GE6D. P-P88R. F'FAIR.
MSS CATA VODE ...............
	 (8LAN'K)=COMP R ESSED, L=LINEAR
MSS IMAGE










































OBSERVATI ON' IG LISTING
i(u1 34 M AV C5^ 0 75 FOR ALASKA VOE 0095
FRBM 03/01/76 T8 03/31/76
591 ^; vApl?±, ^l;CF?EF1L ; ROLL	 O P / GAT CL5UD eRBIT PRINCIPAL POINT SUF SUK 1h'AGE, GLAL MSS	 N5S
y 1 C R8SITI6N IN ROLL pCCUI ED COVER NUMBER 8F	 iIAGE ELEVa AZIM, RBV	 VSS DATA IMAGE
R3V MSS LAT LONG 123 05678 MOCE	 GAIN
24, 74 2`;463 QCC(0/(;rrr_. 2-10016 /07 84 03/0E4/76 30 5677 6520N 14934 w 16c9 15803 GGGG
2407 . 2046, QooGo/00C0 -2°10016/0785 03/C4/ 7 6 90 5677 6359N 15054w 1709 156 9 9 GGGG
c `o07- e04 7 e 00000/00Cb 2-10016/0785 03/C4/76 90 5677 622 7N 152C8w 19e0 155e5 GGGG
2407-20474 00000/0000 2°1001 6/07 87 02/04/ 76 20 5677 6116N 15315w 20 . 0 154x3 GGGG
24-7 .	 r49t20	 z ;1nOvQ OOC7/ •6/ 7882-1G0^	 0 03 C k 76/	 / 10 +677 _> 2N r1,54?^w el 0 E1^3 e 1 GGGG
2 + 07 = 2048 $, . OOOGO/0000 12 -1001 6/0 789 0 3 /0 4 /^ 6 SO 5677 3839N 15532w 22 . 1 151 9 9 GGGG
24,07-2049r, 00oC0/0000 2 , 10016 / o790 03/04/76 Jo 5677 5706N 15626w 23ci 15008 CGGF
2407®20 1 52 00v^o/;:>Oa 2-10016/C7`91 03 / 04/76 10 5677 5543N 15716y 24 0 1 14907 GGGG
f'	 2407-?0495 000CC/OCCO 2-10016/07 9 2 03/04/76 10 5677 5419N 158C3w 25.1 14807 GGGG^	 0.2233f	 ^'	 a 7	 ^c.^..0 nGD000/aCC.. 2-Iu"016/0793 03!04/76 10 5678 541,8N 17F 7EC 25 9 1 148e7 GGGGf	 2z-'	 ..0333 vo0C0/CC.Go R--*	 C1 6/0794 03/04/75 10 5678 52541 17523E 2601 14706 GGGG
= y r 8-
"2050= CCOnG'OCCC =";0016/0'95 03/05/76 40 5691 70331 144 bk 13 9 1 1 6 5 04 FGGG
240x-20f4jo 01000/00CC 2-IC016/079 6 03/05/76 70 56.51 6916N 146C8w 1401 16303 GGGG
2418 = 211512 OOOQC/0700 c^'1	 01, 6/0797 03/05/ 76 20' 5691 6757N 147566 1502 161 0 5 FGGG
24 0 8
-?o5 i 5 OooOC/0006 -2-jCoj6/0798 03/C5/76 10 5691 6638k 149336 16 9 3 15998 FGGG
240 8.2 0 52 1 COOoCyp,.CO 2-ioDi'6/0 799 03J05/76 10 5691 65i8N 151C1w 17 . 3 15813 GEGG
2 4 08-20524 00000/ooco 2'iC016/0800 03/C5/ 76 10 5691 6357% 152226 1803 j5E08 GGGG
2408` 20500 000001'0000 '^ -10016/08" 03/05/76 10 -651 6 236N 153-Gw 19.4 15505 FFFF
2408-ra533 o0o(`0,'10CCC ?-100.1 6/0 802 0 3/0S / 76 i0 5651 6 114N 154426 2094 15492 GGFF"	
24CS
-
2053,5 =o%l',/0CC,C 2 °1001 6 /oaC 3 C3/a5/ 76 40 5691 5952N 155456 2104 03 ^C GGGG2!:08-20542 ^- obq /GCCO 2"100?. 6 /0 804 0 3/C 5/76 100 5691 9 82 9 \ 156436 22 0 5 15108 GGGG
2108-20544 CCo0,0/0000 2-i0016/08C5 02/05/76 90 5691 5706N 157374. 2 3 =5 15097 GGGG
a4o s -20551 ^OOGCe00G0 2 . 1001 6/0 806 03FG5/7' 90 5091 55431 153^8N 2405 14940 GGGG
2408.20553 1,00CC/o0C0 ?.1001 6/0 807 C 3/0 5 / 7 6 90 5691 54igN 159156 25,5 148 0 6 GGGG
t	 2408"22382- .00cc.00cr, r-10016/o 8G8 03/05/76 5G 5692. 554CN 17529E 2495 149x6 FGGG
2408-22385 COOCC/ooCG 2";00161 0 609 03/05/76 20 5692 5417N 17442E 2595 14816 FGGG
a 405-^0 61 0000C100C,0 2-10016/0880 03/06/76 40 GZ 705 70 34 1 14r^547y- 1319 16504 FGGG
2409 x 20 64 OooCC/OOCO 2"1001 6/0$8 1 01 3 /06 / 76 30 6'705 69171 14748w 1495 16304 GGGG
2409-20570 00000/0000 2-1001 £/0 082 C3/C6/7b 20 570 5 6759N 149356 1506 16105 GGGG
2409-20573 00000/00GO 2"1.^01 6/ C 8-83 C3/06/76 -	 ='0
5705
661-9N 151ilw 1 6 - 6 --5 4--8 GGGF
24 0 9 - 20575 CODOC/00CC 2-10116/0884 03/06/76 90 SZC5 6518N 15239w 1707 1=803 GGGG
2409 . 20582 GooCO'/OoCO 2"1OC1 6/085, C3/06/76 100 5 /C5 6357N 15358;,, 1817 1-698 GGGG
2409 .205848 00000/0000 2-10016103 86 C3/06/76 1CO 5705 6236N 15511W 14.8 15505 GGGG
2409-?0 591 roaoc^700=0 2-	 46	 887ieo^ /0 b 76^:^/•o	 / 9 o 57 5C" 6114N 1561$ w 20 .8 154.2 GGGG
2499-20593 00000/00CC 2"1001 6/0 888 03/06/76 90 5705 59F+N 157206 21 9 8 153 . 90 GGGG
2 40 9
-21000 a000a/oQCO 2- 00? 6 /C$89 03/0 6/ 7 6 109 G7C5 58291 158171, 22 4 8 15.1.8 GGGG





99 ,.. 99. 9.-1909 ELAN K!I$mP.AND NOT
	
AVAILAB(E. G-68OD0 P&P68k9	 F=FAIR-
MSS DATA	 MEirc.,
	
..0...•...o, - (BL07K)-COMP RESSED, L,LINEAR
i'SS	 IMAGE GAINee-...9• s . 0 a.. (8L.a N K) a L8,Y GAIN] McHIGN GAIN
......,r......u.w...^..rw.was-v:.bw++M^.M+aurottt'^.*!uq?nR^:+r"^!!.n!F?wMMRH6t 	 ..
N LANDSAT•2QBSERVATIe\ IC LISTING
1P:i4 MAY	 C5. 1 76 F'!Q AL- !; :'j' PA'JE	 0096
FRO" C3/01 /76 TO 03/31/76
8°CERVATTe% MICROFILM ROLL Ne./ CATE CLOUD O R BIT ° R INCI P AL F 6/ N T SLN SLN 1MAGE.GLAL MSc	 M55	 --
I, P9SITION I N R 03LL ACCLISED COVER NUMBER OP	 IMAGE ELEV. All'. GPV	 "SS CATA	 ► MACE
ARV MSS LAT LONG 123	 45678 MerE	 GAIN
2 4 0 9 -2i0C2 COOCC/OCCC 2'1001 6 /0 85 0 C3/^ 6 / 76 8C 57 C 5 57r6N 159106 23.8 15C •7 GGGG
?429.2 1CC F' OOoCC/CCCC ''1001 6 /0 89 1 C3/C6/ 7 6 30 57.5 E543N 16CCIW 24.8 149.6 GGGG
2 4 C9-21011 60occ/OCCO 2 • IC016/0852 C3/06:76 20 5705 5 4 19\ 16C486 2=88 14845 GGG+ - -- - -
2 4 i0'210 p C CCCCC/OOCC 2'1CC1 6 /C g=3 C3/C 7 / 76 70 57 1 9 7C33 N 147126 13 v9 16 5.4 CGGF
24 10 . 216 22 CCCCC/OOCC 2 1 1001 6 /0 894 C3/C7/76 100 5 719 6915, 143136 140 163.4 GGGG
2% IC •21C ?5 COOCC/OCCO 2'1001 6 /0 855 C3/07/ 7 6 80 5719 6756\ 151016 160C 161.5 GGGr:
2 4 10-21C31 CCCCC/OOCO 2-IOC1 6 /C 296 C3/07/ 7 6 40 5719 6637\ 152?76 1 7. 0 1 59 ' 8 GGGr:
2 4 10 . 210 34 CCOCC/CCCO 2 • IC016/C897 C3/07/76 60 5 719 6517% 154C46 lE.l 1=9.2 GGGG
2 4 10'210 4 r t3000C/OCCO 2'1001 6 /0 858 C3/C7/76 70 5719 63SAk 155246 1 9. 1 156.8 GGGG
24 10'210 43 CCCCC/OrC^ 2'10016/0899 C3 / p7 / 76 81, 5719 6235N 154376 2C • ? 1 E5 ' 4 GGGG
2 4 10'21r, 45 OCOOr/GCCC 2'1001 6/ 09 co 03/C 7 / 76 8 0 57 1 9 6 112N 157446 21 . 2 1 c-- 4. 1 GGGG --
2 4 1C-210 2 OCOCC/OOCi) 2 . 10016/0901 C3/C7/76 6C 5719 555CN 15845 2 2.2 122.9 GGGG
2 4 10 . 2IC- 4 CCOCC/OCCC r'1CC1 6 /0 9L2 C3/C 7 / 76 40 E719 5827N 159421, 2 3.2 151 . 7 GGGG
2 4 10.21061 000CC/GCCC 2-10016/0903 C- /C7/76 20 5 719 5704\ 160356 24.2 15C.6 GGGG
24 iQ-^.10 63 CCCCC/COCO 2-1001 6 /09C 4 C=/C 7 / 7 6 40 5719 554CN 161256 2 502 1 4 9 0 5 GGGG
2 4 1C • 210C OCOCC/GCCC 2'1001 6 /0 9 0 5 C3/C 7 / 76 5o 5719 5417N 162136 26. 2 148.4 GGGG
2 4 11 . 210 74 QOOCC/GCCC 2'1001 6 /() 9 (: 7 C3/C8/76 5 0 5 733 7 C32N 148466 14.3 165.4 GC,uG
2 4 11.21C8C CCOCC/GCCC 2-10016/0908 C3/C8/76 2c ;733 6914\ X0466 12.3 163.3 GGGG
2 4 11'210 A 3 000CC/00CC 2'1C01 6 /p90 9 C3/C8/76 8C 5733 675EN 152336 1 1 i 4 1 6 1 .5 CGGG
2 4 11-21O A5 CCCCC/OCCO 2-IOC1 6 /0 91 C C3/C8/76 90 5733 6635N 154096 17.5 159.8 GGGr-
'2 4 11-210 92 OCCCC/OGCC 2'SOC1 6 /C 9 '-1 C3/C8/76 8C 5733 6515\ 155366 18.5 15802 GGGG
2411 . 21094 000CC/GCCC 2 . 10016/C9 1 2 03/C8/76 30 2 733 63c0 156556 1 9. 5 12 6 .8 GGGG
2 4 11-'e11C1 COCCC/CCCO 2 '1OC1 6 / r913 C3/C8/ 7 6 20 5733 6233\ 158086 2C' 6 1c5i 4 CGGG
2 1, 11-211C3 OOOCC/OCCO 2-IC016/091 4 C3/C8/76 20 5713 6111N 159146 21.6 12 4 01 CGGG
2 4 11'21110 CCOCC/OOCC 2'1001 6 /0 9 1 5 C 3/C 8 / 76 50 5733 2 948N 16C156 22' 6 152 . 9 GGGG
"il • ^±it2 OCCCC/GCCC 2'1OC1 6/o 9 1 6 C3/C8/76 50 57 33 5826\ 161126 2396 15197 GGGG
i°11'2111 5 OCCCC/GCCC 2-10C16/C917 c3/C8/76 30 571-3 5703N 162066 2 4 * 7 15C'5 GGGG
? 4 11 . 21121 CCCCC/Coco 2 . 1OC16/C9 1g C3/C8/76 90 2733 54CN 162c66 25•7 1 4 9. 4 GGGG
2 4 11-21Ia 4 OCCCC/OCCC 2'1OC1 6 /C 919 C3/C 8 / 7 6 5C 57_3 -416N 163446 2b.6 148.3 GGGG
2 4 11 . 21130 CCCCC/OCCO 2'1001 6 /0 92 C3/C 8 / 76 10 57 33 5253N 16w28% 2 7 ' 6 1 47. 3 GGGG
2 4 12'21132 OCOCC/CCCO 2'1001 6 /G 96^ C3 / C°/ 76 50 5747 7033\ 150006 14.7 165.5 FGGG
2 4 12 1 2113 5 CCCCC/GCCC 2,10C16/o968 p3/C9/ 7 6 7 () 5747 69 1 6N 152CC6 15.7 163•4 FGGr
2412.21141 CCCCC/OCCO 2-10016/C969 C3/0 y /76 40 2 7 4 7 6728\ 153486 16.8 161.5 rGGG
2 4 12 . 2115C CCCCC/GCCC 2'1001 6 /C 91 0 C?/C 9 / 76 4 C ` 7 4 7 6518\ 156E3k 18.9 154.2 GGGG
2 4 1 2
-211 5 3 OOCCC/COCC 2- ICC1 6 /0$7 1 C3/C9 / 7 6 80 5747 6357\ 158136 19.9 156.8 CGGP
2 4 12-211 55 OCOCC/GCCC 2'1001 6/ C 972 C?/x9/ 7 6 70 5747 6236\ 159266 21 • C 155.4 FGGG
K E Y S)	 CLOUD COVER % ............... C TO 1CO • % CLOUD C9vER.
IMAGE CUA L ITY ......... o-- * -- B L .ANKS.BAND NOT A VAILA?LE. G • GDOC. P.P89R, F.FATR.
M SS CATA MOCE ...............	 (BLA NK).CO MP4 ESSEC, L.LINEAR




OBSERVATIO N IC LISTING






FROM 03/Cl/76 T8 03/31/76
f -
OBSFRVATTeN MICROFILM ROLL	 Ne./ DATE CLOUD P P BIT PR I K '=I P AL	 P OI N T SUN SL6 IMAGE.GUAL MSS	 MSfl
l^; POSITION IN ROLL ACCLIRED COVER N LMBE R OF IMAGE ELEV. AZI M . REV	 M S c	 DATA	 ♦ WAGE
REV MSS LAY LONG 123	 45678	 rer,E	 GAIN
= 0 12-21162 OOCOC/OOCC 2-1001 6 /C g73 C3/CS/ 7 6 60 57%7 `115 N 16C341, 22 • C 1`- 4. 1 GGGG
? 0 12-211 6 " OCCCC/GGGC 2 -1OC1 6 /C 97 * C3/C9/ 7 6 60 5707 5952N 16136. 23 a c 152 . 9 r3GG
2 4 12.2 + 171 ";OGO/OOrr 2 . 10016/0975 C3/09/76 80 5747 58 2 9N 16234% 2 4 .0 121.7 '.GGG
2 0 12.21173 000CC/00CC 2-10O1 6/u97 6 C 3 /C9/7 6 90 5747 5 706% 1`327. 25.0 150.5 GGGG
2 » 12-?11 8 0 000CC/0000 2-1001 6 /5 977 C3/C 9 / 76 1 0 1 5747 5543% 16417„ c69C 149.4 GGGG
2 4 17 . 2i1 A 2 COCCC/OOcC 2-10016/0978 03 / C5 / 76 90 5747 54IFN 165C4w 27.0 148.3 FGGG
2442-211 85 COOCC/OCCC 2°1001 6/C 97S 03/C9/76 90 X7 4 7 52 = 5N 165481, 28. 0 147.2 CGGG
2 4 13.21190 OOOCO/OOCO 2-10016/2003 C3/1C/76 50 5 761 7C 3 2N 1w-IM% 1;x.1 165.5 CGGG
2 4 13-211 9 3 OCCCC/OOCC 2 . 1001 6 /1C0 4 C3/10/ 76 BC 5761 6915% 153296 16.1 163 . 4 °GGG
24'3 ' 21 1 95 OCOCC/CCCO 2 -1001 6 /100 5 C 3 /1C/ 76 40 =161 6756% 155.7. 17.2 1 6 1-5 CuGG
a 2413-212C2 000CC/OOC^ 2 1 1001 6 /100 6 C3/1C/ 76 10 5761 6637% 15'--531, 18.2 15908 GGGC-
'TJ 2413.212C4 30CCC/CGGG 2-10016/1C07 C=/10/76 10 5 761 6517% 158211, 19.3 128.2 GGGG
2°13-21:1: COOCC/OOCC 2-1001 6 /100 8 03/10/ 7 6 10 R761 6355% 15941. 2C.3 1G- 7 GGGC-8 2413.2'1213 OOOOC/OCCO 2 . lOCl6/1009 C3/10/76 0 5761 623 N6•	 'S 16Cc3w 21. 4 I=..) GGGG2 4 13-2:? "2
 C CCCCC/OOC.,C c-1	 6001	 /40 1 0 3	 6C /1C/ 7 0 5	 176 .1dN 61	 201,. "e "c .4 .1 - T+	 C GGGG
2 4 13 - 21?22 OCOCO/OCCC 2 - 1001 6 / 1 C 1 1 03/10/ 76 0 -`7`1 5351% 163C36 23.4 152.8 GGGG
2 4 13 - 224225 OCCCC/COCC 2 - 1001 6 /10 12 03/10/ 7 6 0 5761 5828K 164C01. 24.4 151.6 GGGG
►jj 2,.13.--1231 COOCC/OGCC 2 -10016/10 13 03/1,^,/76 A 5761 5705% 164536 2 5 .4 15C•4 GGGG
.^ .a 2413-21234 COOCC/0000 2-IOC1 6 /IC 14 C 3/1C/ 76 0 57<,1 5541% 16542, 26.4 143.3 GGGF
2 4
_3-2124C 000CC/O000 2-1001 6 /10 15 C3/1C / 7 6 0 576_ 54181% 16630M 2 7. 4 148.2 GGGG
-' 4 13-212 4 ? OCO00/u000 2-10016/1016 03/10/ 7 6 10 5761 E254N 167151, 2 8.4 147.1 SGGG
vJ'
2414-21244 000CC/OGCO 2-1CC1 6 /10 42 03/11/ 76 10 5- 77 5 7C37N 152496 1594 16596 GGGC
vJ 2"14-21251 000CC/000C 2 -1001 6 /1C 43 C=/11/ 76 30 5 .175 692c% 154`-C6 16.5 163.5 GGGG
2 4 14 . 212"3 COOCC/OOCC 2 '1001 6 /IC4 4 03/11/ 76 90 1 775 68C2N 15638w 1 7.5 1 6 1 .6 GGGG
2 0 4*.212 60 COOCC/OCCO 2 -10016/IC 4r 0 3/11/76 90 5 775 6692% 458161, 1806 129 ..9 GGGG
2 4 1 4 - 2 1 26 2 OCOCC/0cC0 2 '1001 6 /1C 4X 0 3 /11/ 76 8O 577- 65?3N 159446 1996 158.3 GGGG
2 4 1 4 -212 65 000CC/00CC 2 -1001 6 /1C h7 0 3 /11/ 76 90 `775 64 C2 R 161C3w 2C •7 156.8 GGGG
2 4 1 4 -212 7 1 OOCCC/OUCC 2 '1C01 6/ 10 48 C 3/ 11/ 76 1CO 5-775 6241N 16216w 21 .7 1 5 5.4 PGGG
2414.21274 O00CC/0000 2 -10016/1C 4 9 C3/11/76 100 G 775 6118N 16323w 22.7 1. 4 .1 CGGG
2 4 1	 -212 A C COCCC/0000 2 -1001 6 /10 50 C3/11/ 76 90 5775 -955K 164256 23.8 152.8 GGGG
2 4 1 4 .21283 OOCCC/COCO 2.1G01 6 /1o 5 I C 3 /11/ 76 80 5_75; '83;N 165236 2 4 .,8 1 5 1. 6 GGGC
2414.21295 GOCCC/OCCC 2 -iC01 6 /10 52 03/11/ 76 100 5775 571CK 166166 25.8 15C . 5 GGGG
2 4 1 4 -212 9 2 000CC/0000 2 '1001 6 /10 53 0 3 /11/ 76 100 5775 5546% 167C7w 26.8 149.3 GGGG
2 4 1 4- 212 94 C00CC/00CC 2-1001 6/ 10 54 C 3/ 11/ 76 100 5775 E 4 23N 167e4W 2 7.8 148.2 GGGG
2 4 1 4 .21301





















KEYS;	 CLOUD COVER % ............ so. O TO 100 • % CLOUD COVER.
I M AGE QUALITY ............... BLAN K S nAAND ^ %3T AVAILABLE. G n G f% eC. P . PeP R . FmFAIR.
M SS DATA MODE ............... 	 (eLA N K)•COMPRESSED, L n LINEAR
M SS I M AGE GA!k..............
	
(8LA%K) -LO* rAINA k O-IGN GA'.N
Vl-
J&I rs_ ..:. b u. .^.^ .. . jwwdwmwlkL	 &.
K.T".T^`NRk'-^	
'4	 !Civ#.+"^+eiYl^ermw!r^.+w^we. nnauar .ttt mr-. ..	 .....r.ar.
w.ennw.a+.+^^
LANCSAT.2
SBSE P VAT19° 10 LISTING
18:34 "A V	 CS.+'7E V5R ALASKA
PACE 0092
FG;6- C3/C1/ 7 6 T9 C3/31/76









I0 P85ITIPN IN ROLL ACCLYRFG CSVcR NI.MaER 8R	 I M AGE
LONG
ELEV.
123 45676 Min	 GAIN4ey "SS SAT
2 4 1 6. 21 36 1 OCCCC/CCCC 2-I0CS t /1f t4

















=4 1 ` *?I ,:-
2"1 6 '21 370
0C^UC/CGCC
CCCCC/CCCC 2.1CC16/11^6 x_3/13/ 76 ,^ `-Ec3 6801 •, 1592	 L, 1 8. 3 1 6 1 .7 FFF
2 1'1 6. 213 72 QOCCC/QOCC 2-'•0016/11`7 C3/13/76 p C 58c3 6642N 16106k
1964 1 c 9 -S EFG
2 = 1 % '213 7 -` 000CC/CGCC 2-iULl `'/1Y^ 8 Cl/1'/76 5C 'B C
j 652EN 162:3a 2C 04 15863 FFF
216 . 21381
4 ' 6






















Z-1C016/11 6 1 C3/13/76 10 `Er3 58 3 3N 168131, 2=.6 1^1j5 FFGG
2 4 1'-''-21 4 02 CCCCC/OuCC 62	 1001p /11	 E 03/13/ 76 7 C `_8 r3 571-	 C N 69	
7,,1	 C 26.6 1_ C .4 FFGG












CGGG2 4 1 6 -21 41 1 0!:000/OGCC 2 -1001 6 / 1164
2 -1C01 6 /11 65
03/13/76
C=/13/ 76 8 0 58j3 525 9% 11121- 29. 5 1 46 .9 FGFC2 4 1 6 .21 4 13
2 4 1 6. 21 4 %C
OCCCC/JuCC
000CC/0GCC 2'1001 6 / 1166 --/f3/76 9C 58'.3 S13SN 17215,, 3C • 5
14508 FFFC
2 4 1 7 `21 4 1` (;OCCC/CCCC 2 -1001 6/1 C y 1 C3/1 4 i 76 1^ 5817 7C38N 1b6`7w 1606 1EE 0
8 CGGG
2 4 17• % ': 4 26' COOCC/CGCC 2. 10015/ 1 0 92
2- 1001 6 /IC 53
C3/1 4 /76
















2 4 1 7 -2: 4 31
GOCCC/CGCC
CCCCC/CCCC 2-1001 6 /10 94 C3/14/76 2C 5817 6643n 16228» 19.8 1EC.0 CGGG
2417`21 4 33 OOOGC/OCCC 2-10C16/1055 03/14/ 7 6 30 58 1 7
6523, 16357% 2 C .8 158 • : GGGG








? 4 1 7. 21 44 -`
CCCCC/DCCO 2-iC01 6 /1C 9
2-IOC1 6 /1C 98
03/14/76





6 2 4 1N
6119" 167=8~ 23.9 :54.0
CGGG
CGGG
24 1 7. ?1 45 1
CCCCC/CGCC
COOCC/OOCC 2-10C1 6 /1, 99 C3/14/76 10 5817 =9`6N 16841A 24 . 9 1=2.8 CGGG
?. 4 1 %• 21 454 OCCCC/CGCC 2 -10C1 4/11C C C3/1 4 / 76 30 58 1 7 581 I N 16919" 25.9 151-` CGGG
















2'fCGl b /1 1 6 2
2- SOC1 6 /f1 C3
03 /14/'6
03/14/76 8O 5817 54?4N 17211 22.9 14690 GGGG
2 4 f 7. 21 47 e' OCCCC/CCCC 2"10C16/11C4 03/14/ 7 6 8O 5817 53OC% 172566 29.9 14669 GGGG
2 4 17 . 21 4 7 4 OCCCC/CCCO 2-10C16/1105 C3/1 4 /76 70 5817 5136N 17330% =C=9 14 5' 6 CGGG
KEYS: CLRUC COVER % 	 C T6 1C0 • %'CLPUO COVER.
I M AGE C L ALIT Y ............... ?LAN K S @ GA NC NOT AVAILABLE. GaGeeU. P .PeeR. F.FATP.
	""SS CATA 'WE ...............	 (9LANK)mCel wPPESSEO, L.LINEAR
	







iF:?7 MAY C5i'76	 CeigROINATE LISTING	
FACE ulUU	 ^
F 5Q CONTIGLBLS LS













066 1 7: 4424*,
0 66 20* 44244












0 E8 C1 ,. 4722N
0 62
-4w 4718*,
0 ! F `t',.	 43C4N









0 69 1 i. w 4428N
C 6 ^1 5« 4C13N
u6'19w 4 11*,
0 6929. 4^20N









23v4- 142 1 5
 23	 1 2 G






























Y	 rg RV nSS
1234567A
	
1 8 22	 GGGG
	
C92	 FFFG
1 8 2	 GGG3
1 8 2	 GGGG
1 62	 FGGG
1 4 2	 GGGG
182	 GGGG
1 4 2	 GFGG
122	 CGGG
1 9 2	 GGGG
112	 GUGG








1 8 22	 GGGG
1 7 2	 GGGG
1 7 2	 GGGG
C92	 GG F





















C 7 C0 4w 4 555N
C % 0 7y, 4551N
C 7C13 . 4142N
C%15w 4138K
C%3 8 „ 443 C.n








C7C5 7 . 4718N
C 711 Cw 43^5r,
C 7 1126 38-2K
C 7 11 3W 43r11 N
0 7 11 5 1. 3847N
0 7 12 9, 4557K
C7132w 4553*,
C71 4 Cw 37?6N
C71 4 1, 414CN
C 7 143w 3722K
C7145W 4136*,
C 72C26 44 32N
C72C6w 4428\




72 w 4, ICN




















































1 7 2	 GGGG
182 G GG72 GCsG
1 9 2	 GGGG
1 8 2	 CGGc-
192	 GFFG
C 9 2 	 GGGG
19 2 	 GGGG
122	 GGGG





C 9 2	 GGGG
C 9 2	 GGGG
102	 GGGG
152	 GGGG
1 9 2	 FGGG
C 9 2	 GGGG




x 9 2	 GGGF
182	 GGG
1 7 2	 GGGG




1 8 2	 G G G
122	 GGGC
1 8 2	 GGGG






C 7 3C 9,, 3723K
C 7 3126% 372CK
C7313W 484CK
C 7 32 7. 4433K
C 7 331. 4428,
0 7 33 6 , 4r16N
n73jtW ^^SP*,
C 7"9W " 1'N





c74 C 4W 38511*,
C74C6W 34296
C74CEW 3848K
C74 2 4w 4551K
C7428 * 3307*,
C7432W 4143N





C 7 4"-3A 3141*,
C 74-57W 3137K
C 7458W 4426K
C 71` CC w 360 N
C 755C2W 4CIK




















































1 9 2	 Gr.r,G182	 Grr,G





1 8 2	 FrGG
102	 GrGG1 8 2	 GrGG
1 8 2 	 GrGG
152	 GrGG





1 9 2	 GFGG
112	 WIC
1 4 2	 GrGG










1 9 2	 Gm, GG
132	 Gr:GG






KEYS:	 CL9LD COVER % ............... C TO 1CC • % CLeUD CeVER.
I M AGE CU A L IT Y	 9LANKS•BANC N OT AVAILABLE. G . seOD. 0 . Pee ; . F . PAIR.
LANCSAT•zz PA;E 0101
18:2 7 - AY	 C5•'76 Ce6RC!NATE
LISTING
FOR CONTIGUOLS LS
FROM C3/C1/76 T9 13/31/76
P^1ti[1PA1	 PT. OeSFRVATie% CC GLALI7 Y





























"C755C A 4552N 24C1-15CBP 132 FFFG ^78424V078486
4552,
33C3%
2 4 03 . 1 5 1 94
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14 148,, 6517. 2409.2 ` 564 162 GGGG
G FG 151c-5M 714°N `3 97 '21303 15 2 F1C,G
1 79r7E 9417N c.24,_ 2221 0wc?l GGGG 14756a159 a
6757.
6^ 7 n2 3
,,g	 ?,,r-12
r r•2 C	 2Q-ppi
172
FGCC 151`9. 611 ?N c4C6 . 2C42, 102 3r r;3
1 /9 0 5E 5131» 2404 . 22165 ,92 GGGG
FGGG
14
148C5a 664 C N 24 0 7.P C y 6,
1SE
1-2 r,GG^C  A152CC 6-9	 6N1 c394 • ?1142c
192 Gr,CF




2 4 ^ 5 '22^22
C w(^6 • PC2 7 s
142
14: ,-GuG^ 1	 d1E4	 A 58_CN ^240? • „C200
8-2 GGGF
r_
152CC- t9 1 6N
c 7,6N

















1E2;;8M 623 7 » tl	 7•e ,w72 102 GAGG
7656t 5255N 24 6.222 7 = 142 GGGF 14	 c1 1 9
C8








23	 3 .'10	 I
24C3-?-
192




























2 4 0 4 -2^ 3 C°






5234., 2636» c3^! • ?1094 190 GGGG











99140. 694»1Q223	 .21G25 192 GGFG
lc__•









 2 G GG +_.Yy13v

























240- • 2,a 5_








5543» c4';`2	 322 1^2
1^2
FFFF
1 4 22;., 24,4 . 2,2 8 3 1






1 4236., 66 3 7 N 2 4	 3. 2	 2 3 1
0,
192
GGGC 14935. 675 N 24,9 . 2,57, 172 GGG.. 1--C1"
95MN c4-6.-	 y2p 23 072 Gf,GC
1 4 23 8 7 c 34N 24,,7:2r445 1^2
FGGG
u,1494C* c63_5N A.24C- 9- r.GcGC ^^.cM E	 9n cr C7 . 2C








102 GGGG 4-4."k 58 2 8»
aC4^1












44^1	 3„ 65 7N1 .4	 3 . 2'23 4C	 L 192 G GG
1*958, -a4N70
7
239 4. 21135 182
142
GGCC
FGGG 15-=8 6915» 2 = 9 9'212,6 192 G^fG








2 4 12 . 211 3 `
, ,.^^:2	 0	 "m-lo 112 GGGG 153'79-
6915N ` 4 13`211 9 3
c
112 Gf9f:G





2 4 , 6. OYCC 1^2 G GGG 15x,;33„ 6 110,'. 24^F•2C-62
























6 7 5 7 »
9	 ,
C 3 ;4 "' 1144 192 c-SC





6 °1 4 N
Q'
2411•`118: i72 GGi;G





4,2	 9	 2C-	 1











C `^ 2 GrrG











]	 C 2 F^ 2 E^1 c^	 2-Zl,rS C9? G fG




aw,7 . 2 C 454
Y^	 43
152
G 21 GG	 :; 151,1. 6756 ., 2 x 1 ,• 21	 2 5 llc






? 4 , 4. X25, 112 GGG3
c1E 1^1 w
rc1
--	 8N 2 4 0	 -J-21 .d2 GFGG
154C9k 6635N
7.^3Yn















1`417. 554CN c 4Ci - 2 C 3 9C 692 -MG
147^5. 7C,?N 23%2-21023 192 GGGG 151.1.15125.
-9N6c
7 C33N 2295.?1193 ;82 F,:GG 1`.475.	 . 2952.
`,07.20481 iA2.- x266
1 47 1 2. 7C3_iN 2'• 1C`21C2C 122 GGGF
KEYS: CL9-C '- OVER	 %
1 M A G E	 ^;IALI^f V.
...............
....... . •.' ....
C	 T 8	 iCC	 .	 %	 CL°'-C	 C4vER.






1-':3 4 •AAY C5i'76	 COORDINATE LISTING
FOR Ai.ASKA
FRPr `3/1,//76 TO 1,3/31/76
PRINCIPAL P T.	 OBSERVATI
	
CC GLALIT Y	PRINC IPAL P T.	 O°SERVATIe N 	CC GLALITY	 PRINCIPAL P T. °O
S E RVA T I51,	 Cr G:j Al- t7Y
9F IMAG
	 TC	 x	 R?V Msc	 9F I-AGE	 IO	 x	
RevNSS	 OF 1r' A GE	IC	 x	 REV oes





4567	 57 W 595 N 2409- :)C593 	 2	 GGGG	 1^°-42N 5d2 i N C41C'2IC54
	
152	 GGf;G
1-442w 6114N 24	 2C 	 1 2	 1 21,	 1^44	
11,	
GCG	 5944w 65^3N 1,4 1 4 "212 6 2	 1!2	 GrGG9	 4	 9	 F;FF	 15737w 57 C 6N 24CA.2 C „	 2
	 GG G	 1	 c	 r G15447w	 715 ^N 23^. • 21 21,	 1 2	 c 7
	
r.	 a	 k	 9.1 A	 9	 ,Gr-G
	
°t5-r <9. , 241.4,212F,241.4,212F 	 ;6?	 GGGG	 1 4Cw 69 2pN 2416.21363
	
18P	 GF	 1-947	 6_. 6	 1,3 6 '12' 0	 1S2"-
	
15456„ 69.4N 2396 • x,254	 172	 GGGG	 2574 w 6 111N p39a-21052	 ,32	 GGGG	
s6CC1w 5543n 241, 5 °21CC5	 162	 Gr,G
	
155C4 N ^4j6N 24C5.2r.3R2	 (;42	 GGGG	 1`--14 t•„ 69915N 239? • 21371	 172	 GGGG	 16CC4w 7C31N c 4G2
. 21 5 35	 142	 GGiG
e 5	 6236	 24 4 2C5 8 4	 092






lc	 675EN ?3y5''1'ep2	 1°2	 GGGG	 15748w 71a7N 241,/'21 5 32	 142	 `CGG	 161,:=w 
l y 48r	 c 411^'?111C
	






5	 GGGG	 2759.. 6 33 ,. 23 93 . 2	 4	 8a	 GGGG	
G1 6 C31 w 6f13n 2394 21165	 .92	 . r,
1 n517^	 6. 6N 2413 cl,
	
1 2	 15n^iw 6,58N 2397	
i62
i 6 2	 GGGG	 16C: 4w 6 1`-n c4 8 . 211 6 2	 132	 GGGG
	
15521^ 6355N 23 92't1C43
	
192	 uGGG	 11	 '
	
55 4,. 6356N 2 4 11 2 • k	 22	 GUGC	 j5b^3w 5419N ?4 07.2 0 495	 18_	 GGGG	
16`34w 5 C 4N c= 2`210 64	112	 FRGG
IE529A 6638N 2 334. 211 5 1	 1g2	 GGGG	 I c8w 6233N 2 4 11^ ? S2C1	 172	
3000	 16C?cw 691 6N c40C^p14 9 3	 132	 G^GGGG1:52.	 p	 GGGG	 5+^ 2w 6357., 2 3 4 "^11 ''	 192	 GFGG	 16C3-'^	 7C4N 2411, 211, 2	 1 2	 G,,
	2^^26+ 6A1gN 249 +2 183	 181,	 13x13., o3F7A 24 12 . 211 5	112	 GGGG	 16048. 541 9K C4 0 'c1C11	 172	 Gr;GG1 _ 32.	 2-N 2 C	 G	 1 2	 GGGG	 FN 664	 ''GC	 16C%9'r 68C3N `417'21424 	 182	 Grr,G
	
536.. 6515r 2 4 11-?iC42	ii2	 GGGG
	 15b.,..	 2n 2 + 1 4. 212 6 0	 1 C	 G.	 6 c =w 6 5	 c4	 9	 ^
	
15539;. 7C3 7N 246'21 36 1	 182	 FFG	 15L`17w 5829N 2 4 ; 9 '21000	 C-2	
GGGC	 1 0	 23 N	 1--21223	 1 2	 G.r,G
c•c	 8•• 364	 7	 FFGG	 15a20w 66-6N23 6.212 3	 192	 GGGG	 I6C53w 
6?^4N C-3 45 '21221,	 162	 GrrG
1 .,.. 42+. 7C33h 23	 21,	 O ^
	 1'58 C
	
6 1	 2 99.? 1211	 192	 GGGG	
16C54w 6758 N c29 5 '? 143	 192	 GGiG
	
gc44^ 5..41h 24 6• 434	 9'	 GGGG	 2	 24 4.	 ^
1 FS c	 5 ^	 CC g., a a	 5	 GGG;	 1-	 1112
6517K 2413 . 21` Q 4	 182	 GGGC	 163C3w 64C2N	 1 2126	 1^2 G.,GG
	
1554E,952N _ 497. `1_3.,
	
162	 GGGG	 F656 55 435 2 4 0r • 2C -` 7 2	 1 C	 GGGG	 262C6w 6642N 44
. 6 . 213 7 2	 1^ 	 FFG
1 „f.5w b 16N 2 3	 2132	 l c	 lid	 7	 4	 r8	 ^^	 1b1D7w 6355N 0 3 96 -212 7 '2	 142	 FGGG
	
1 5E ; p a 6114N 24C9 . 2C5.1	 102	 GUGG	 - 34
w
	C-3n a OC 21 ^^	 1 2	 FGGG 
	 6637N e398 • C138	 182	 GGGG
	
1F'6•',0M 7148% 24OC'21474 	 142	 GG G 	
15x42w 5949K 2392'21C--
	
182	 GGFG	 161C96	 o^.	 C	 q
186-6	 57:-6N 2417• 49	 8	 GGGF	 15b45w 59: ON 241C • 21052	 132	 GGGG	





142	 GGGG	 15yCCw 692 1 '`  241 7 -21 4 22	 182	 GGGG	 16115* E8 2 6N C? 91"2112	 1^2	 r,GG
6 F	 4	 43	 GGGG	 159C4w 6917N 2359.^1y2g
	 2 92	 F	 1612 w 5541N	 2"211, C
	
1^2
]	 s	 23-h 2 1C •2 1C	 112	 c5 7
	 6	 X93.2	 6^	 FGGG	 16125N 554 n C41C°21 63	 152	 GGiG
'	 6Rr2h 2 4 1 v•212 53	1 2	 GGGG	 i C h	 ^12N 2-	 1110	 1 C	 31►, c4^•2 . 21-93	 162	 FGGG1	 c8^9N 24,8.20542	 C 92	 GGGG	 1591Cw4	
c r 6N 2 4 C 9 '21CC2	 112	 GGGG	 16128+ 7^-
9	 6	 8	 GGGG	 15914* 6 111 N 2 4 11'21 3	 1 7 2	 3G GC	 .61341. 5451N 
c 3^ 4. 211 7 1	 182	 G^GG
	
67551. 23 6 '212 1
	 1 2	 cw 54 1.9 2 4 i
42
 
8• jj3	 GGGC	 6+361. 5 95 2% c4 1Z o211 64	 132	 F.,GGt	 6?!^FN 2393'21101
	




192	 GGGG	 15y24w 6236N 23 . 1 162	 192	 GGGC	 161-9* 6113% C3
	
_1.23	 122
j '-r:-: , ^ •
	LF-"N 2413'21202
	 182	 GGGG	 15926,,, 6236N 2 4 12"211 55	122	
FGGG	 1621,1* 6 113N C4 1 3 '2122L	 1'2	 GGGG
	
1 =r'-„ ;q.R N 23gv•2 °?	





152	 GUGG	 1'-32* 6757N 238.21373	 172	 GGGG	 162c6 w 5703N G411'21115
	 162	 G^•rG




162	 Gc^G^	 15 C ►'	 3•.bN 2 3	 21 c'1	 1 2	 ,GGG	 21-	 17	 ey	 7	 4
	
`;: 7 C,3En 241 .2 1 41!	 182	 GGGG	 1c940w 5827N 2C9 2 . ?IC 6 1	 182	 GGGG	 16213*	




CGG	 1	 4"22271	 C92	 Pr.GG
	
-	 62 6w 624 N Cv
	
1 57-_;. 7 2 34% 2399 . 21422	 142	 FFF ► 	 15541k 66?9N 2397-21121	 1E2	
,r,	 c1	 1  
	
1 9--7 1 6w E 43N 24 0 7 . 2 0 492	 132	 GGGG,	 15941w 6 3 55K 24 1 3. 21211	 182	
3GGG	 1622C w 6234K z398-2 1 27E 1 92	 GrFG
KEYS;	 CLeUD COVE R x ............••t 0 TO 1CC	 % CLOUD COVER.
I'AGE CU A LITY ............... BLAN K S' R A N-^  NOT A V AILAOLE. G • G50C. P • P 69 R. 
F • FAIR.
LANDSAT•2
18:34 M A y C5. 1 76	 CBBRDINATE LISTING
F8R ALASKA
FP9N C3/C1/76 TO C3/31/76
P oi\CI P A ; P T. BBSFPVATIAN	 CC QUALIT Y	'RI\CIPAL °T. BE SE R VATI Bn	CC	 CLALIT Y	PPINCIPAL PT.
9 F I M A G E	 SC	 %	 R5V M SS	 OF IMAGE	 IC	 %	 RBV PISS	 OF WAGE
L8NG	 LAT	 12345678	 LONG	 LAT	 1234567A	 LONG	 LAT
1 6 224 6757N 24 0 • 2149 0	172	 GGGG	 16453w 57C5N 2413 . 21231	 192	 GGGG	 16738,4 6!19\
1
-
6 27- E A 6643N ;?4; 2143,
	
172	 GGGG	 16459W 69 1 5N 24 3-22C5 0	182	 GGGG	 16741w 6115K
1 6 230 „ 6358N 23 7. 2133C	 182	 GGGG	 165034 5419K 2394-21185	 122	 GGGF	 16745w 5707K
16231* 6639N 2359.21434	 192	 FGGG	 165C4w 5419\ 24 12 . 211 8 2	 152	 FGGG	 16749w 6914K
1 6 232„ 5829N 2 394. 211 74	 1822	 FGGG	 1651sw 6235\ 2399-21391	 172	 FGGF	 16754,4 5423\
1 6 P33 w 6522N 2 4 1 6 - ? 1 375	 142	 FFF	 1651 W 64C2k 241 7. ?1 44 0	 192	 GGGG	 16758* 9-41?N
1 623ri. 5929N 2 4 12 . 211 7 1	 112	 GGGG	 16518w 67581 2 4 2 . 22G C 2	 132	 GGGG	 168C2w 6236N
1 6 23 6* 6517N 2398.21382	 1 62	 GGGG	 1652Cw 6358N 23 99. 21443	 1 9 2	 GGGG	 16812* 6758N
16252 * 554ON 235 3 . 2112 4
	102	 GGGG	 16523w 5833\ 2414 . 21283	 112	 GGGG	 16813W 5833\
1 6 25 6 ., SE4cN 2 4 11 . 21121	 102	 GGGG	 16527W 5827\ 2396.21290	 182	 CCGG	 16817W 6356K
16300. 595111 23 95 . 21225	 092	 GGGG	 16=29W 6637K 2 4 01 .2 1 55 0	 182	 GGG,',-	 16818* 5829K
163C3. 5951N X 4 13 . 21252	 192	 GGGG	 16529w 6518N 24OC-21455	 192	 FGGG	 16821* 6518K
1 6323x A-IFN 24.4*2127-	 C32	 GGGG	 16542w 5541N 2413-P1p34	 192	 GGGF	 168.4* 6637\
6325„ OcfiN 23§r•2ji8C	 182	 GGGG	 16544W 5541N 22 95 -212 4 1	 122	 Fr-GG	 16836% 5544N
16327w 6212N 23 96
-212 8 1	 172	 FFFG	 16548W 5 2 55\23 94 -211 9 2	 102	 GGGG	 16F4CW 5259K
1 6327: E7 C6N 24 12 . 211^3	 102	 GGGG	 16548W 5255N P" 1 2 . 211 85	102	 GGGG	 16841W 5956\
1 6 33-^% 6916N 2 4 2.22CCC
	
122	 G GG	 16553,4 595 3\ 23S% -213 4 2	 182	 GCGr_,	 16843W 5253N
1 6?3C 54 1 7N 233:219
	 3 1	 102	 GGGG	 16616w 57 10n 24 1 4-2 1 28'	 C92	 GGGG	 16244,45953N
6 3143w 52 6N 239721 33	 182	 GGGG	 16617W 6114\ 2398.2139 4	172	 GGGF	 169C7W 571CN
1644 * 5416\ 2 4 11 .2112 4	142	 GGGG	 1662CW 57C 4N 2392••2 1 293	 162	 GGGG	 16910* 6114\
16?52W 6756N ^4C1•?1544	 182	 GGGG	 16625,4 6916N 240 1.
-22112	 162	 GC-CF	 6913* 57C6N
1 6 353'* 64x1N 2 4 }} 6. 21 38 1	 182	 GFG	 °663C,4 5418\ 24 1 3.2 1 24 0	 192	 GGGG	 15923* 5420\
1 6356„ 6356\ ?3 78. 213 8 5	 152	 GGGG	 16631* 6241n 241 7. 21442	 182	 GGGG	 16923* 5135n
1 6 35 7% 6523N ?*1 7. 21433	 162
	
GGGG	 16631w 5418\ 2395. 212 4 3	 122	 GGGG	 16925w 51291,
.6358* EF28N 23 9` -21232	 1;2	 GGGG	 16634* 6237 ► • 2399.21445	 192	 GFGG	 1693;% 623JAj
1640C % 6519N 2399-2144 C	192	 GGGG	 16647w . 675oN 2403-22060
	
1 8 2	 GG	 16937* 6756,
164CC,. 5828N 24 1 3.2 1 225	 192	 GGGG	 166446 6 35 7\ 2 4 CQ-21 5 01	 1922	 GGGG	 16939W 583^N
164x 1 . 6638\ 24x0.21494
	
182	 GGGG	 16651* 5830\ 239 . 2134 4	182	 GGGG	 1694Cw 6357n
1 6415. 55r2N 2394.21183	 1 42	 GGGG	 16654w 663 N 2402-22^ 5	 1 82	 GGGG	 16942W 583 N
1 64 1 7* 5543N 24 12 . 211 8 0	 092	 GGGG	 16657W 65 1 6\ 2401 . 21- j 3	 182	 GGGG	 169v9w 663^N
i 6 4i5 * 59551 2 4 1 4. 212 8 0	 102	 GGGG	 16707w 5546\ ?414 0 2- 1292	 C92	 GGGG	 1695iW 6517K
j1 61 25. 52 5 3N 239 3 . 211 33	IC2	 GGGF	 1671W 55411 \ 2396. 212 95	142	 FGGG	 1695 w 5546\
154_8,,5253N 2 4 11 . 211 3 C	 182	 GGGG	 1671 W 59^5n 2416.2139?	 1 8 2	 GFGG	 17003* 5543\
1 64294 595CN 2396-21284	 172	 FGFG	 16715W 5254\ 2417-21243	 1 3 2	 GGGG	 17C12W 595?N
1645 1 w 6115N 2 397. 21 334	 1 82	 GGGG	 16716* 5254N 2394 -21250	 1 6 2	 FGGC	 17C33W 5711\
16453* c7C5N 23 95. 2123 4	1322	 GGGG	 1672C6 5951N 2 398- 21 4CO	 172	 GGGF	 17C366 57C9\
KEYS:	 CLBUC CEVER % ........... 	 C T ° 1CC •	 CLRUD CAVER.
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IC	 %	 48V me S
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ey17 . 2,445	 182	 GinG
	
4 3 91. 21 45 2	 192	 GM G
	
4397 . 21351	 172	 GrrG
	
2 40 5. 221 7 0	 182	 PEFG
	
4 41 4. 212 9 4	 C92	 rrrG
	
e 3 96.2 13C2	 132	 GGGG
	
4400 . 21504	 192	 GRGG
	
4 40 4. 22115	 134	 GGGG
	
e 4li • 2i3 9 5	 132	 F:rG
	
e4 01-E1 555	192	 G!SGG
	
















e4117 • ?145 1	 82	 GrrG
	
e396. 21 3 C 4	 142	 GGGG
	




e 414 . 21402	 122	 FFGG
	
e4 00 s 2i 5 1C	 192	 3rrG
	




1397 . C13^ C	142	 GGGG
	




1344. 21 3 11	 152	 GGGG
	
e4 C1 • 21 56 2	 192	 GGGG
	
e4C5 . 22173	 172	 GGGG
	
C4 1 7. 21 454	 162	 GGrG
	
c4 C2 . 22C1 4	192	 GRGG
	
4391-L 1 46 1
	 82	 Gr-rG
	
14 0 4. 221 2 1	 182	 GrrG
	





e 3 98. 21 4 12	 102	 GrGG
	
44 0C • 21 5 13	 192	 rrtrG
	
e417 . 2146C	 142	 CrrG
	








1 7 046,„ 544?N
1 7 n 5 1. E419K












1 1 32* 5=5-N
1 1 1 15 * 52Er%
17139w 595cN
1 7 S 59K t114N
17203. F706N
:7211* 24 2 4N
17214* 5421N
1 7 215. 5135N
1721 7 ..	 5131N
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FRIM 03/Cl/7 6 75 C3/31/76
P PINCI P AL P T. 9PSPRVATION	 CC CLALITY
IF I M AGE	 ID	 X	 RBV rSS
LINO	 LAT	 12345679
17236w 5827K 2401.21573	 1 9 2	 GGGG
17241W 6516K 2405.22 8 2 	 102	 FGGG
17253 * 554 2K 2 4 00, 21 24 	102	 GGGG




72596 527-, 2379*21475	 112	 GG G
1 7 3 C t6 5952N 24 C2'2cC25	 18-	 GGGG
17324w 6 13K 2203.2XC8..
	
lag	 F G
1 7 33cW c'^ Q4N 24 01* ^ 1 .8	 152	 GGGG
17d39 w '136N 24 1 7-2 1 472	 '22	 GGGG
1 73416 54 1!N 2400 . 21 `-31	 C 9 2	 GGGG
17 942W 51 3N 2399.21481	 142	 GGGG
173486 6236-, 2404. 22133	 102	 GCGG
17359, 5829N 2402•?'r_C32	 1 82	 GGG
1740C* 6355N 24C 5 221 84 	i22	 FGGG
174216 5541N 2 401'21° 82 	SGp	 GGGG
1 7425 * 5255N 2 40 • 21 5 3b	 1 c	 GGGG
174306 59`-ggN	 42*
.




-, 240222044	 152	 GGG
1 7455* 6 11 4`. 2 4 04. 221 35 	102	 GGGG
1 7't 08W 5 41 7N 24C1.21=85	 C92	 GGGF
1 7h 0 86 5 1'-I N 2 4 OC •2 1 54 t,	 C92	 GGGC






1 7553 * 5254N
1 75576 5951N
1762CW 6111PN
1 762 CW 57C5N
1 7 6326 5419N
1 76 3 56 50-f%
1 76546 5^28N




























































KEYS:	 CLOLD COVER ^ ............••• C TO 1CC 
n % CLIUD COVER.
IMAGE CUALITY ..........•.... 2 L ANKS,eAND N OT AVAILABLE. G	 066-. P . ;-f1e





EXPLANATION OF OBSERVATION ID
The day after the 999th day of operation of Landsat 1, the first digit of the observation ID becomes a 5, signifying that
the 100± 1: day of cpc:r t4cn has been ruched. The next three digits, which correspond to the count of days since launch,




1999 - luunms	 April 18, 1975
5000 - hhmms	 April 19, 1975
5001 - hhmms (Days since launch equal 1001)
The same general identification procedure wiil be used for Landsat 2 imagery. The day after the 999th day of opera-
tion of Landsat 2, the first digit of the observation ID becomes a 6, and the next three digits return to C00 as explained
above. An illustration follows:
2000 - hhxrims
2999 - hhmms
	 Key: hh = hours
6000 - hhmms
	 mm = minutes
6001 - hhmms (Days since launch equal 1001)
	 s = tens of seconds
GPO 304-035
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